
d. List all articles written by the in-house technical staff that were published or 
accepted for publication in refereed journals since 1 January 1990. 

See Publications Book. 

e. List all technical books and/or chapters written by the in-house technical staff 
that were published or accepted for publication since 1 January 1990. 

See Publications Book. 
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f. Identify any Nobel laureates employed at this activity. 

Dr. Jerome Karle, 1985 Nobel Prize for Chemistry. 
Dr/ Herbert Hauptrnan, 1985 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Nobel Prize work performed 
as NRL employee. Now employed at SUNY, Buffalo, NY. 

g. List all non-governmental awards for research or technical excellence given to 
members of your technical staff since 1 January 1990. 

B. B. Rath, Honorary Member, Materials Research Society, India, 1990 

T.G. Giallorenzi, IEEEIOSA John Tyndall Award, 1990. 

A. Dandridge, Sigma Xi Award for Applied Science, 1990. 

L. B.Wetze1- Member by invitation in "The Electromagnetics Academy". 

J. McLean, IEEE Computer Society Outstanding Paper Award, 1990. 

C. Landwehr, IEEE Meritorious Service Award, 1990. 

J. Karle, Elected Member, American Philosophical Society, 1990. 

J. Karle, Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa, Univ. of Michigan, 1990. 

I. Karle, Bijoet Award (Center for Biomedical Res., Univ. of Utrecht, The 
Netherlands), 1990. 

Dr. David Rarnaker, American Chemical Society, Washington: Gordon, 1990. 

Mr. Edwin Jablonski, Society of Fire Protection Engineers: Arthur B. Guise Medal, 
1990. 

Dr. David Ramaker, Washington Academy of Sciences Award for Outstanding 
Achievement in Physical Sciences, 1990. 

E.S. Oran, elected Fellow to the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
1990. 

Warren E. Pickett, 2nd Prize, IBM Supercomputing Competition, Mathematics & 
Physical Sciences Category, 1990. 

Saks, Nelson S., 1989 Outstanding Conference Paper Award IEEE Nuclear and Space 
Radiation Effects Conference, July 1990. 

Hurlburt, H.E., D.N. Fox, and E.J. Metzger, 1990: Statistical inference of weakly 
correlated subthermocline fields from satellite altimeter data. J. Geophys. Res. - Oceans, 95, 
11375-1 1409. 1990 Kaminski Publication Award by the Gulf Coast Chapter of Sigma Xi, 1990. 

Dr. H. Friedman, National Space Club Science Award, 1990. 

Dr. H. Friedman, Janssen Medal, French Astronomical Society, 1990. 

Louis Dragonette, Elected Fellow, ASA, 1989- 1990. 
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Antares Parvulescu, Elected Fellow, ASA, 1989- 1990. 

Frank Ingenito, Elected Fellow, ASA, 1989- 1990. 

Michael Werby , Elected Fellow, AS A, 1990. 

Dr. T. Coffey, Delmer S. Fahrney Medal for Leadership in Scientific Research and 
Technology, May 199 1. 

Dr. T. Coffey, Fellow Franklin Institue, 1991 

B. B. Rath, Charles S. Barrett Medal of ASM-International, 1991. 

A. Schrnidt-Nielsen, Elected to the Fellow Status in the American Psychological 
Association, 1991. 

J. Karle, Order of Francisco di Miranda, First Class, received from President Carlos 
Andres Perez of Venezuela, 199 1. 

I. Karle, Paul Ehrlich Prize, National Instutes of Health, 1991. 

Dr. Michael Roland, American Chemical Society, Spark-Thomas Award for 
Outstanding Contributions and Innovations in the Field of Elastomers, 1991. 

Dr. Noel Turner, American Chemical Society, Washington: Gordon, 1991. 

Bruce D. Sartwell, Special Award From American Vacuum Society For Outstanding 
Service As General Chairman Of International Conference On Metallurgical Coatings And Thin 
Films In 1989 And 1991. 

H. Griem, APS Maxwell Prize For seminal advances in plasma spectroscopy, given by 
APS Plasma Physics Division to one individual each year, 1991. 

J. D. Huba, Elected as APS Fellow, 1991. 

J. D. Huba, 1991 Editors' Citation for Excellence in Refereeing - JGR (Space Physics), 
Given by JGR to a select few (S 6) each year for doing an outstanding job refereeing journal 
article, 199 1. 

P, Sprangle, 1991 Intl. Free Electron Laser Prize For recognition of outstanding 
contributions in FEL Science Laser Prize and Technology, 1991. 

Cha-Mei Tang, Elected as APS Fellow, 1991. 

Rauscher, Christen, 1991 Sigma XI - Applied Science Awardscience Research Society 
of America, 199 1 

Charles Gaumond, New Life Member, Naval Institute. 
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Nai-Chyan Yen, Fellow, ASA. 

Michael Collins, Elected as Fellow ASA, 1991. 

Dr. H. Friedman, AIAA Medal for International Cooperation in Space Science, 1991. 

El2 
B. Rath, Fellow, Minerals, Metals and Materials Society, (TMS), 1992. 

B. B. Rath, George Kimball Burgess Memorial Award, ASM-International, 1992. 

L. Rosenblum, IEEE Meritorious Service Certificate, 1992. 

S. Searles, Rank Prize Fund Award, 1992. 

Dr. John A. Montgomery, Association of Old Crows (AOC), AOC Capital Club 
Technical Award, October 1992. 

I. Karle, Vincent du Vigneaud Award, Gordon conf. on Biol. of Peptides, 1992. 

I. Karle, Election to American Philosophical Society, 1992. 

Dr. Richard Colton, American Chemical Society, Washington: Gordon, 1992. 

Gerald M. Borsuk, IEEE Fellow, 1992. 

Anne Kusterbeck and Frances Ligler, National Drug Control Policy Technology 
Transfer Award, 1992. 

David Bradley, Fellow, ASA 

Edward McDonald, Fellow, AS A. 

John Perkins, Elected ASA Fellow and Member, 1992. 

Recognition Award presented to Maria T. Kalcic for Contributions to the Development 
of ELAS - United States Space Foundation Space Technology Hall of Fame, 1992. 

Peak, CSC Best Publication Award: Hierarchical Threshold Segmentation Method, 
1992. 

Dr. H. Friedrnand, Massey Medal, Royal Society of London, 1992. 

Dr. G. Share, High Energy Astrophysics Div. of the AAS (Bruno Rossi Prize), 1992. 

Dr. J. Seely, Optical Society of America Fellow, 1992. 

F.E. Betz, Recipient of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 1991 
Aerospace Power Systems Award and Medal, 1992. 
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P.G. Wilhelm, Stellar Award, 1993. 

Code 5540, The Frank B. Rowlett Trophy (The National Information Systems Security 
Award for Organizational Excellence) Honorable Mention, 1993. 

S. Nurnrich, Elected Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America, 1993. 

A. Carnpillo and A. Kersey, Named Fellows of Optical Society of America, 1993. 

A. Kersey, Sigma Xi Award for Applied Science, 1993. 

T.G. Giallorenzi, Elected to National Academy of Engineering, 1993. 

I. Karle, Bower Award for Achievement in Science, The Franklin Institute, 1993. 

I. Karle, Election to American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1993. 

Dr. Robert Brady, American Chemical Society, Washington: Gordon, 1993. 

Dr. Robert Brady, Federation of Societies for Coatings Technology: Roon Foundation 
Award, 1993. 

Manheimer, W., Fellow of IEEE "For contributions to the analysis of nonlinear 
phenomena in plasmas and electron beams", 1993. 

Obenschain, S., 1993 APS Award for Excellence "For the development of laser beam 
smoothing Lehmberg, R. in Plasma Physics Research techniques and for the demonstration of the 
benefits of these techniques in reducing instabilities and thereby controlling the intense 
compression of pellets of plasma", 1993. 

Bernhardt, P., Senior Member IEEE Recognition of high level achievement in 
Electronic Engineering, 1993. 

Fliflet, A., Fellow of APS For theoretical research in electron cyclotron masers, 
gyrotrons and CARMs, and experimental research in quasioptical gyrotrons, 1993. 

Friedman, M., Sigma XI-Applied Science Award, For sustained creativity, original 
scientific foresight and pioneering research in the physics of intense relativistic electron beams 
and its applications, such as high power microwave generation from the relativistic klystron 
amplifier, and compact wakefield accelerators, 1993. 

Ottinger, P., 1992 Plasma Science and Sciences Society of IEEE for Application 
Award Awarded by Nuclear and Plasma outstanding contributions to Plasma Science and its 
applications, 1993. 

Ottinger, P., APS Fellowship Awarded for outstanding scientific or technical 
contributions to physics, 1993. 
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Grun, J., .APS Fellowship, Fellowship in the APS for contributions to hydrodynamics 
in plasmas, 1993. 

Sprangle., P., Elected Senior Member of IEEE, For recognition of outstanding 
contributions in FEI, Science and Technology, 1993. 

Tang, C., 1992 WISE Award for Science, For being most outstanding woman scientist 
in the Federal goveinment, 1993. 

Frances Ligler, Hillebrand Prize for excellence in the field of Advanced Biosensors, 
1993 

Michael Werby, Fellow, ASA, 1993. 

John Kindle, 1993 Editor citation for excellence for Refereeing for JGR-Oceans, 1993. 

Dr. H. Friedman, Honorary Fellow, AIAA, 1993. 

Dr. G. B~ueckner, International Academy of Astronautics (IAA), 1993. 

R. Jacob, ACM Recognition of Service Award, 1994. 

Dr. Robert Brady, Sigma Xi Science Award in Applied Science, 1994. 

Martin C:. Peckerar, IEEE Fellow, 1994. 

Alexandra Tolstoy, Selected for Senior Membership in IEEE, 1994. 



h. List all governmental awards for research or technical excellence given to 
members of your technical staff since 1 January 1990. 

B. B. Rath, Guidance and Evaluation Board, ECUT Program, DOE, 1990. 

B. B. Rath, Alan Berman Best Paper Award, 1990. 

B. B. Rath, Special Act Award, 1990. 

Karl Gerlach (Code 5340) 2 NRL Publication Awards, 1990. 

R. Beatt.ie, S. Brockett, P. Hughes, M. Siegert, Special Act Award for the Point 
Defense Project. Presented 1990. 

The NCARAI Machine Learning Section was named DoD JDL Center of Excellence 
in Machine Learning, 1990. 

The NCARAI Interactive Systems Section was named DoD JDL Center of 
Excellence in Natural Language Understanding, 1990. 

T.Moran, NRL Alan Berman Publcation Award, 1990. 

T.Moran, NRL Special Act or Service Award, 1990. 

G. Kang, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1990. 

G. Kang, NRL Special Act Award, 1990. 

L. Fransen, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1990. 

J. McLean, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1900. 

R.A. Patten, Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award, 1990. 

A. Dandridge, F. Bucholtz, G. Cogdell, A. Yurek, A. Kersey, A. Tveten, M. Marrone 
and K. Williams - Group Special Achievement Award for the All Optical Towed Array Program 
(AOTA), 1990. 

W. Faust, Alan Berman Publication Award, 1990. 

R. Esman, L. Goldberg and J. Weller, Alan Berman Publication Award, 1990. 

Richard Foche, Naval Research Laboratory Technology Transfer Award: "Low 
Reynolds Number Unmanned Autonomous Air Vehicles", 1990. 

Dr. James Murday, Technology Transfer (Royalty) Award, 1990. 

Dr. Homer Carhart, Presidential Rank Award of Meritorious Executive in the Senior 
Executive Service, 1990. 
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J.P. Boris, Captain Robert Dexter Conrad Award for Scientific Achievement, 1990. 

Warren E. Pickett, E.O. Hulburt Annual Science And Engineering Award, 1990. 

Dirnitri I~apaconstantopoulos, NRLSigma Xi Pure Science Award, 1990. 

James C. Ritter, NRL Technology Transfer Award, 1990. 

Graham K. Hubler, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1990. 

Edward P. Donovan, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1990. 

Carmine A. Carosella, Alan Berrnan Research Publication Award, 1990. 

Hassan R. Sadeghi, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1990. 

Jack C. Rife, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1990. 

Milton M. Kabler, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1990. 

Charles Gilmore, Invention Award, 1990. 

Earl Skelton, Invention Award, 1990. 

Syed Qadri, Invention Award (3), 1990. 

Grahani Hubler, Invention Award, 1990. 

George Mueller, Invention Award, 1990. 

Tim Andreadis, Invention Award, 1990. 

William Kuperman, Special Act Award, 1990. 

Robert August, Invention Award, 1990. 

P. Rodriguez, M. Baumback, D. Haas, C. Siefring, J. Stracka, L. Liston, P. 
Berhnardt, D. Walker, Navy Award of Merit for Awarded for their role in the successful 
launches of Group Achievement experiments on four separate space flight missions. Group 
efforts included work on the DoD/NASA Combined Radiation and Release Effects (CRRES) 
satellite, the Nickel Carbonyl Release Experiment (NICARE I and 11) rocket flights and the 
SDIO Beam Experiment Aboard Rocket (BEAR) launch, 1990. 

R.E. Eisenhauer, Navy Superior Civilian Service Award, 1990. 

Alexandra Tolstoy, Co-author of NRL Review article in '90 edition which won 
publication award, 1990. 

Tsih C. Yang, Honored by ONT for work on the development of a sonar array that 
will improve the Navy's antisubmarine warfare and undersea surveillance capability, 1989-1990 
NRL Review. 
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Michael Collins, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics Division, 
1990. 

Patricia Carter, Special Act or Service Awards, 1990. 

Roger Meredith, Special Act or Service Awards, 1990. 

Roger Meredith, Research Publication Award: Best Technical Paper, Ocean 
Acoustics Division, 1990. 

Christine, Mire, Special Act or Service Awards, 1990. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Special Act or Service Awards, 1990. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Research Publication Award: Best Transition, Ocean Acoustics 
Division, 1990. 

Stanley Chin-Bing, Special Act or Service Awards, 1990. 

Stanley Chin-Bing, Recipient of the NOARL Publication Award for the Best 
Directorate Publication, 1990. 

John Hornstein, Alan Berrnan Research Publication Award, for "Design Parameters for an 
Infrared Surveillaice System", J. Michalowicz, J. Kershenstein, T. Giallorenzi, R. Lucke, M. 
McHugh, E. Stone., J. Hornstein, A. Schaum, classified NRL Report 9302, 1990. 

John Hornstein, Office of Naval Technology Best Accomplishment Award for "Design 
Parameters for an Infrared Surveillance System", J. Michalowicz, J. Kershenstein, T. Giallorenzi, 
R. Lucke, M. McHugh, E. Stone, J. Hornstein, A. Schaum, classified NRL Report 9302, 1990. 

Hurlburt, H.E., Fox, D.N., and Metzger, E.J., 1990 Best NOARL Publication Award. 

Thomas Bordley, Honored by ONT for work on the development of a Sonar Array 
that would improve the Navy's antisubmarine warfare and undersea surveillance capability, 
1989- 1990 MIL Review. 

Burk~Thompson, NOARL Publication Award for Best Directorate Publication: "A 
Vertically Nested Regional Numerical Weather Prediction Model with Second Order Closure 
Physics", 1990. 

Shannon Coffey, Etienne Deprit, Liam Healy and Aaron A. Salzberg, Alan Berman 
Publicaiton Award Recepients, 1990. 

Shalom Fisher, Special Act Award, 1990 . 
William Adkins, David Hastman, Michael Mook, John Schaub, Special Act Awards 

for LACE, 1990. 

Nicholas Davinic, David Spencer, Special Act Awards for TLD, 1990. 
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Dr. T. Coffey, DoD Distinguished Civilian Service Award, 1991. 

Karl Gerlach 2 NRL Publication Awards, 199 1. 

B. Cantrell, Technology Transfer Award, 199 1. 

G. D. McNeal, ARPAD Award for , "Characteristics of High-Frequency Signals 
Noise, Availability, and Duration of Bandwidths Based on ROTHR Anchitka Spectrum 
Measurements." 1991. 

J. Grefenstette, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1991. 

C. L. Raimsey, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1991. 

A. C. Schultz, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1991. 

D. McFarlane, NRL Special Act Award. For his contribution to the Novel Interaction 
Techniques project in the Human-Computer Interaction Lab, July 1991. 

R. Jacob, NRL Special Act Award, 1991. Canidates for the Alan Berman Annual 
Research Publications Awards Program 

J. McLean, Letter of Recognition (National Cryptologic School, NSA., Whitney 
Reed/Lectures on I;ormal Methods Curriculum ), 199 1. 

T.G. Giallorenzi, Distinguished Executive Senior Executive Service Award, 1991. 

L. Esterowitz and R. Stoneman. Thomas Edison Patent Award, 1991. 

J. F. Weller and L. Goldberg, Technology Transfer Award, 1991. 

J. Michalowicz, J. Kershenstein, T.G. Giallorenzi, R. Lucke, M. McHugh, E. Stone, J. 
Hornstein and A. Schaum, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1991. 

M. Duncan, R. Mahon, L. Tankersley and J. Reintjes, Alan Berman Research 
Publication Award, 1991. 

Dr. John A. Montgomery, Office of Personnel Management, President's Distinguished 
Rank Award for Senior Executives, September 199 1. 

David G. Enders, NRL Alan Berman Research Publication Award: "Low Observable" 
(LOB) Antenna Systems, March 1991. 

Roger D. Oxley, Naval Research Laboratory, Alan Berman Research Publication 
Award: "High-Resolution, Six-Channel Development and Performance", March 1 99 1. 

Hal Le:vitt, Dr. G. Anderson, Anthony Spezio, Naval Research Laboratory, Invention 
Award: "Selective: Readout of a Detector Array", 1991. 



John C. Sciortino, Mary S. Olson, Naval Research Laboratory Special Act Award: 
"Advanced CV Simulation", 15 July 1991. 

Roger D. Oxley, Naval Research Laboratory Technology Transfer Award: "Precision 
Direction Finding", 17 July 1991. 

David Enders, Armondo Elia, Gerald Friedman, Alan Berman Research Publication 
Award, March 91. 

Dr. Homer Carhart, Navy Conrad Dexter Award, 1991. 

Dr. James Griffith, Navy Award for Distinguished Achievement in Science, 199 1. 

Dr. Ronald Sheinson, Ms. Jean Bailey, Messrs. Havlovick, Roger Brown, Harold 
Eaton, and Walter Smith, Department of the Navy Award of Merit for Group Achievement, 
1991. 

Dr. Brett Dunlap, Technology Transfer (Royalty) Award, 199 1. 

David J. Nagel, Excellence In Technology Transfer Award From Federal Laboratory 
Consortium, 199 1. 

Gary W. Phillips, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1991. 

Steven E. King, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1991. 

Robert .A. August, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1991. 

James (3. Ritter, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1991. 

Earl F. Skelton, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1991. 

S yed B. Qadri, Alan B e m n  Research Publication Award, 199 1. 

Catherine Cotell, Invention Award, 1991. 

Douglas Chrisey, Invention Award, 1991. 

Kenneth Grabowski, Invention Award, 1991. 

James Sprague, Invention Award, 199 1. 

George Mueller, Patent Award, 1991. 

Tim Andreadis, Patent Award, 199 1. 

Graham Hubler, Patent Award, 199 1. 

Edward Donovan, Patent Award, 1991. 

Timotl~y Elam, Patent Award, 199 1. 
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S. Gold, A. Fliflet, NRL Invention Award, Invention award for "Gyroklystron Device 
Having Multi-Slot Bunching Cavities", Patent # 5038077, 1991. 

J. Krall , NRL Invention Award, Award for filing a patent application for a High 
Power Relativistic Klystron Amplifier (a very high power RF source), Jan 1991. 

4793, S. Gold, NRL Suggestion Award, For "Phase Plate Mode Transducer" 
(Suggestion 45-91), July 1991. 

Nisenoff, Martin, 199 1 Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award, 199 1. 

Rauscher, Christen, Sleger, Kenneth, Alan Berman Research Publication Award 
"Optoelectronic Approach to On-Chip Device and Circuit Characterization at Microwave and 
Millimeter-Wave Frequencies", 1991 Technology Transfer Award. 

Buot, Felix, Alan Berman Award "Lattice Weyl-Wigner Formulation of Exact 
Many-Body-Quantum-Transport Theory and Applcations to Novel Solid-State Quantum-Based 
Devices", 1991. 

Bermuclez, Victor, Alan Berman Award "Growth and Structure of Aluminum Films 
on (OO1)SiCM, 199'1. 

Culbertson, James C., NRL Special-Act Award "GenPlot Computer Program 
Development and :Implementation", 199 1. 

Gammon, Daniel, Shanabrook, B. V., and Katzer, D. S., Alan Berman Research 
Publication Award "Excitons, Phonons and Interfaces in GaAs/AIAs Quantum-Well 
Structures", 1991. 

Frances Ligler, Lisa Shriver-Lake, Anne Kusterbeck, Joel Golden, Paul Charles, 
Richard Thompson, Robert Ogert, Suresh Bhatia, LCDR James Campbell, LCDR Walz, LT Greg 
Wernhoff, ENS Liz Young, Fiber Optic Sensors Program receives and award for contributions to 
Desert Storm, 199 1. 

Joel Sc:hnur, National Federal Laboratory Technology Transfer Award, 199 1. 

Joel Schnur, Paul Schoen, Jeffrey Calvert, Paul Yager, Jacque Georger, and Ronald 
Price, NRL Edison Patent Award for Tubules, 1991. 

Alan Rudolph, National Federal Laboratory Technology Transfer Award, 1991. 

Alan Rudolph and Richard Cliff, NRL Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 
"Dry Storage of L,iposome Encapsulated Hemoglobin: A Blood Susbstitute", 1991. 

Nolan Davis, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics Division, 
1991. 

Wil1ia.m Kuperman, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics 
Division, 1991. 

Orest Diachok, NRL Review Award Recipient, 1991. 



Alexandra Tolstoy, Special Act Award, 199 1. 

Alexandra Tolstoy, NRL Review Award Recipient, 199 1. 

Dan Rarnsdale, Special Act or Service Awards, 1991. 

Dan Rarnsdale, Special Act or Service Awards, 1991. 

Dan Ramsdale, Research Publication Award: Best Technical Paper, Ocean Acoustics 
Division, 1991. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Special Act or Service Awards, 1991. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Research Publication Award: Best Transition, Ocean Acoustics 
Division, 199 1. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Meritorious Civilian Service Award for technical accomplishments 
in ambient noise, 199 1. 

Paul J. :Bucca, Special Act or Service Awards, 199 1. 

Michael Werby, Recipient of the NOARL Publication Award Publication Award for 
the Best Laboratory Publication, 1991. 

Jack A.C. Kaiser, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 199 1. 

Hurlburt, H.E., U.S. Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award, 1991. 

Thompson, J.D., U.S. Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award, 1991. 

Mitchell, J. L., U.S. Navy Distinguished Civilian Service Award, 1991. 

Hawkins, J.D., M.R. Carnes, D.A. May, C. Teng, W.O. Osterman, C. Cheng: The 
Three Dimensional Ocean Thermal Structure (TOTS) Analysis Module for TESS 3.0. 1991 Best 
Division Product Transition (NOARL). 

Mied, R. P., G. J. Lindermann, and J. C. McWilliams: The Generation and Evolution 
of Mushroom-Like Vorticies, J. Phys. Oceanog. 2 1 (4), 489-5 10, April 199 1, Berrnan Publication 
Award 1991. 

1991 Product Award for the Best Directorate Product Transition, Landsat 
Multispectral Bathymetry Extraction and Shoal Identification Techniques, Ms. Maria T. Kalcic. 

NOARL Compressed Aeronautical Chart to Support F/A-18 and AV-8B Aircraft 
Operation in Desert Storm, 1991. 

Received Presidential Citations from the American Congress on Surveying and 
Mapping (ACSM) and the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. Elected 
to the Board of Directors of ACSM for 1992-1995; elected by the Board to the Office of 
Secretary, 1991. 

Phoebus, NOARL Best Products and Transition Award for work on TESS, 1991. 
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Cook, NOARL Publication Award for Best Directorate Publication: "A Sensitivity 
Study of Weather Data Inaccuracies on Evaporation Duct Height Algorithms", 1991. 

Miller, NOAA Special Service Award for Transition of Automated Tropical Cyclone 
Forecasting (ATCF') System to NWSINHC, 1991. 

Tsui, NOARL Best Product Award for the Transition of the Naval Environmental 
Operational Nowca.sts System (NEONS) to Navy and the Community, 1991. 

Dr. R. Meier, E.O. Hulburt Ann. Sci. & Engineering Award, 1991. 

Robert E. Lindberg, Richard W. Longman, Michael F. Zedd, Liarn Healy and Etienne 
Deprit, Alan Berman Publicaiton Award Recepients, 1991. 

Joseph Hauser, Special Act Award, for TLD Static Loads Achievement, 1991. 

Russell Mills, Special Act Award, 1991. for TLD Static Loads Achievement, 1991. 

Robert Patterson , Special Act Award, 1991. for TLD Static Loads Achievement, 
1991. 

William Raynor Special Act Award, for TLD Static Loads Achievement, 1991. 

Hubert Scott, Special Act Award, for TLD Static Loads Achievement, 1991. 

Lany Turner, Special Act Award, for TLD Static Loads Achievement, 1991. 

Ronald Weakly, Special Act Award, for TLD Static Loads Achievement, 1991. 

Jim Alter, Ron Boattie, Steve Brockett, Frank Caherty, Paul Hughes, Moon Kim, Earl 
Maine, A1 March, Michael Siegert, Gerry Trunk, Jon Wilson, ONT Best Accomplishment Award 
for FY90. Presented 9 July 92. 

P. Hughes, Technology Transfer Award, 1992. 

D. Kerr, Technology Transfer Award, 1992. 

D. Gordon, NRL Special Act Award, 1992. Candidate for the Alan Berman Annual 
Research Publications Awards Program. 

G. Kang, Invention Award, 1992. 

G. Kang, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1992. 

G. Kang, NRL Technology Transfer Award, 1992. 

L. Fransen, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1992. 

D. Tate, NRL Special Act Award, 1992. Candidate for the Alan Berman Annual 
Research Publications Awards Program. 



J. Ballas, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1992. 

M. Perez, NRL ALan Berrnan Publication Award, 1992. 

C. Heitrneyer, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1992. 

J. Ulhmann, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1992. 

G. Cogtiell and A. Dandridge, Technology Transfer Award, 1992. 

A. Can~pillo, J. Eversole and H.B. Lin, Alan Berman Publication Award, 1992. 

S. Vohra, F. Bucholtz, K. Koo and D. Dagenais, Alan Berman Publication Award, 
1992. 

John C. Sciortino, Jr., Naval Research Laboratory, Invention Award: "Buried 
Heterostructure Laser Modulator", 25 February 1992. 

John C.. Sciortino, Jr., Patent and Trademark Office, Dept. of Commerce, Patent No. 
5,091,799 "Buried Heterostructure Laser Modulator", 25 February 1992. 

Moon W. Kim, Office of Naval Research, Best Accomplishment Award, 1992. 

Allen Goldberg, Robert Gover, Naval Research Laboratory, Alan Berman Research 
Publication Award, March 92. 

Douglas Fraedrich, Naval Research Laboratory, Invention Award:" Dual Waveband 
Signal Processing System", June 92. 

Douglas Fraedrich, Naval Research Laboratory, Invention Award: "Improved Means 
(CIassified Patent) ", November 92. 

Dr. Susan Rose-Pehrsson, Technology Transfer (Royalty) Award, 1992. 

Dr. Teddy Keller, Federal Laboratory Consortium Award for Excellence in 
Technology Transfer, 1992. 

Drs. Mark Ross, John Callahan and LCDR Tim Smith, Special Act/Group Award, 
1992. 

CAPT Warren Schultz, Navy Meritorious Military Service Award, 1992. 

R. Kolbe, NRL Technology Transfer Award, 1992. 

Barry M. Klein, Navy Superior Civilian Service Award, 1992. 

Warren E. Pickett, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1992. 

David J. Singh, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1992. 

Carmen A. Carosella. Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1992. 
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Douglas; B. Chrisey, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1992. 

James S. Horwitz, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1992. 

James Ekidon, Invention Award, 1992. 

George Chambers, Invention Award, 1992. 

Graham Hubler, Invention Award, 1992. 

Robert .August, Patent Award, 1992. 

Syed Qadri, Patent Award, 1992. 

Earl Skelton, Patent Award, 1992. 

Murphy, D., Pechacek, R.,Meger, R., Taggart, D., Fernsler, R., Hubbard, R., Slinker, 
S., NRL Berman Publication Award, Publication award for "Electron Beam Tracking in a 
Preformed Density Channel," Phvs Fluids B , - 4,3407, 1992. 

Esarey, E.,Krall, J., Joyce, G., NRL Berman Publication Award, Publication award 
for "Propagation and Guiding of Intense Laser Pulses in Plasmas,"Phvs. Rev. Letts,, B, 2200, 
1992. 

Elton, R., NRL Patent Award, Concept for Enhancing X-ray gain through 
photoinduced depopulaton of lower energy level, 1992. 

Elton, R., NRL special award for capillary, Award for the invention of a discharge- 
driven table-top-size discharge x-ray laser invention x-ray laser, 1992. 

Daniels, L., Naval Volunteer, Given by the Department of the Navy to civilian 
personnel who have volunteered during the 1992 school year, 1992. 

Gold, S.,Manheimer, W., Fliflet, A., NRL Patent Award, For "High Power 
Microwave Weapon" SECRET-Notice of Allowability, 1992. 

Peckerar, Martin and Marrian, Christie, Edison Patent Award "High Resolution 
Patterning on Solild Substrates", 1992. 

Peckerar, Martin, Edison Patent Award "High Resolution Metal Patterning of Ultra 
Thin Films on Solid Substrates", 1992. 

Knipp., P. A., and Reinecke, T. L., Alan Berman Research Publication Award 
"Interface Phonons of Quantum Wires", 1992. 

David Stenger, Jacque Georger, Charles Dulcey, Alan Rudolph, and Jeffrey Calvert, 
NRL Alan Berman Research Publication Award, "Coplanar Molecular Assemblies of Arnino- 
and Perfluorinated Alkylsilanes, 1992. 

Characterization and Geometric Definition of Mammalian Cell Adhesion and 
Growth," 1992. 
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Frances Ligler, Jeffrey Calvert, Jacque Georger, Lisa Shriver-Lake, Suresh Bhatia, 
and Reinhardt Bredehorst, NRL's Edison Patent Award for Protein BindindSensors, 1992. 

Alan Rudolph, National Federal Laboratory Technology Transfer Award, 1992. 

Brozena, John M. - Received a Technology Transfer Award for the successful 
transition of the NRL Airborne Gravity Measurement System (AGMS) to the Naval 
Oceanographic Office, 1992. 

Curtis Carter, Special Act Award, 1992. 

Fred Erskine, NRL Review Award Recipient, 1992. 

Jean Rapp, Special Act or Service Awards, 1992. 

Michael Collins, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics Division, 
1992. 

Peter Odgen, NRL Review Award Recipient, 1992. 

Lee J R.ickard, NASA Group Achievement Award - 30 June 1992 

Ellen Livingston, Special Act Award, 1992 

J.S. Lee and K.W. Hoppel, 1993 NRL ARPAD Paper, "Principal Component 
Transformation of Multifrequency Polarimetric SAR Imagery," IEEE Transactions on 
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vo1.30, no.4, July 1992. 

Richard P. Mied, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1992. 

Little, B. R., P. W. Wagner and J. Jones-Meehan; Sulfur Isotope Fractionation by 
Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria in Corrosion Products, Biofouling, Vol6, pp 279-288, 1993, Berman 
Publication Award 1992. 

CookBurk, Alan Berman Research Publication Award: "Potential Refractivity as a 
Similarity Variable", 1992. 

Chang, Patent Cash Award, 1992. 

Dr. G. Share, Sigma XI Science Award (Pure Science Award), 1992. 

Dr. W. Johnson, Dr. R. Kinzer, Dr. M. Strickman, D. Sandora, Dr. R. Kroeger, W. 
Marlin, E. Simson, R. Rubin, P. Lyon, Navy Award of Merit for Group Achievement (OSSE), 1992. 

Dr. J. Kurfess, Dr. H. Heckathorn, Dr. J. Adams, Technical Transfer Award - 1990, 
1991,1992 

Dr. G. Carruthers, 1992 NRL Review Articles Award 

Dan Ramsdale, Special Act or Service Awards, 1991. 

Dan R.amsdale, Special Act or Service Awards, 1991. 
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Dan Ramsdale, Research Publication Award: Best Technical Paper, Ocean Acoustics 
Division, 199 1. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Special Act or Service Awards, 1991. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Research Publication Award: Best Transition, Ocean Acoustics 
Division, 199 1.  

Ronald Wagstaff, Meritorious Civilian Service Award for technical accomplishments 
in ambient noise, 199 1. 

Paul J. Bucca, Special Act or Service Awards, 1991. 

Michael Werby, Recipient of the NOARL Publication Award Publication Award for 
the Best Laboratorly Publication, 1991. 

P.G. Wilhelrn, Robert J. Collier (Team Award), 1992 

Shalom Fisher, Alan Berman Publicaiton Award Recepient, 1992. 

Robert Baldauff, Navy Award of Merit, 1992. 

Shalom Fisher, NRL Review Award, 1992. 

Shalom. Fisher, Special Act Award, 1992. 

Thomas Kawecki, Special Act Award, 1992. 

John Sc:haub , Special Act Award, 1992. 

David Spencer, Special Act Award, 1992. 

George Weakley , Special Act Award, 1992. 

Karl Gerlach 1 NRL Publication Award, 1993. 

F. C. Lin, 1 NRL Publication Award, 1993. 

Jim Alter, Ron Boattie, Steve Brockett, Frank Caherty, Paul Hughes, Moon Kim, Earl 
Maine, A1 March, Michael Siegert, Gerry Trunk, Jon Wilson, ONT Best Accomplishment Award 
for FY90. Presented 9 July 93. 

W. Barnwell, A. Bottoms, H. Bress, R. de Ocarnpo, D. Gass, G. Hermann, D. Kerr, 
Special Act Award for Counter-Narcotics Efforts. Presented 1993. 

F. Lee, Technology Transfer Award, 1993. 

D. Stilwell, ARPAD Award, 1993. 
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M. Parent, ARPAD Award, 1993. 

M. Busse, Special Act Award, 1993. 

M. Busse, Special Act Award, 1993 for DDG-51 Class treatment development 
(profile image and total RCS analysis, and RCS treatment design corrections. 

J. Grefenstette received the NRL Technology Transfer Award for the SAMUEL 
genetic learning system, 1993. 

G. Kamis, Letter of Appreciation on Tactical Aircraft Mission Planning Systems 
(TAMPS) Program from RADM Lackhard, 1993. 

R. Hale, Navy Superior Civilian Service Award, 1993. 

J. Hofmann, Special Achievement for RTS, 1993. 

A. Yurek and A. Kersey, Technology Transfer Award, 1993. 

A. Schaum, Alan Berman Publication Award, 1993. 

R. Tonucci, B. Justus and A. Campillo, Alan Berman Publication Award, 1993. 

Dr. Charles H. Heider, Naval Research Laboratory, Special Achievement Award for 
Research and Technical Excellence, 18 OCT 93. 

Dr. John A. Montgomery, Association of Old Crows (AOC), National AOC Joint 
Services Award, Cktober 1993 

Anthony E. Spezio, Saurabh Dalal, Edward M. Alexander and Hal L. Levitt, Naval 
Research Laboratory 

Invention Award: "Self Initialization Circuit Link", 30 June 1993. 

Edward M. Alexander, Naval Research Laboratory, Invention Award: "Imaging 
Radar Repeater", 29 June 1993. 

Gregory P. Hrin, Naval Research Laboratory Technology Transfer Award: 
"Countertargeting ECM", November 1993. 

Sheldon W o k ,  Naval Research Laboratory, Alan Berman Research Publication 
Award, March 93. 

J. Karle, First NRL Lifetime Achievement Award, 1993. 

I. Karle, NIH Merit Award, 1993. 

Dr. Teddy Keller, Technology Transfer (Royalty) Award, 1993. 

Dr. David Kidwell, Office of National Drug Control Policy Federal Lab Consortium 
Award for Excellence in Technology Transfer, 1993. 

Dr. Fred Williams, Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award, 1993. 
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Warren E. Pickett, NRL Sigma Xi Technical Achievement Award In Pure Science, 1993. 

David Singh, Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1993. 

Charles R. Eddy, Jr., Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1993. 

Earl Sk'elton, Invention Award, 1993. 

Robert Whitlock, Invention Award, 1993. 

Catherhe Cotell, Invention Award, 1993. 

Douglas Chrisey, Invention Award, 1993. 

James I ~ n g ,  Invention Award, 1993. 

Charles Gilmore, Patent Award, 1993. 

Earl Skelton, Patent Award, 1993. 

Syed Qadri, Patent Award (2), 1993. 

Robson, A., Manheimer, W., Meger, R., Award for 1993 NRL Review Articles, "A 
Plasma Mirror for Microwaves", 1993. 

Young, F.,Hinshelwood, D., Hubbard, R., Larnpe, M., Neri, J., Olson, C., Ottinger, P., 
Rose, D., Slinker, S., Stephanakis, S., Welch, D., NRL Berman Publication Award Publication 
award for "Current Neutralization of Intense MeV Proton Beams Transported in Low-Pressure 
Gas,"Phvs. Rev. L a ,  n, 2573, 1993. 

Fliflet, A., Fischer, R., Manheimer, W., NRL Berman Publication Award, Publication 
award for "New Results and Applications for the Quasioptical Gyrotron," Phvs. Fluids B. 5, 
2682,1993. 

Parker, Robert, Abrams, Richard, Armstrong, Carter, and Jackson, Robert, NRL 
Special Act Group Award for their implementation and management of the Tri-ServiceIARPA 
Vacuum Electronics Program during the period 1 July 1990 thru 31 July 1993. 

Ganguly, Achintya, and Hirshfield, J. L., Alan Berman Research Publication Award 
"Linear and Nonlinear Theory of Gyroharmonic Radiation into Modes of a Cylindrical 
Waveguide from Spatiotemporally Modulated Electron Beams", 1993. 

Dobisz, Elizabeth, Alan Berman Publication Award "Electron Cyclotron Resonance 
Reactive ion etching of fine features in HGxCD1-xTE using CH4/H2 Plasmas", 1993. 

Peckerar, Martin, Alan Berman Publication Award "Projection X-ray Lithography 
with Ultra Thin Imaging Layers and Selective Electroless Metallization", 1993. 

Snow, E. S., Campbell, P. M. and McMarr, P. J., Alan Berman Research Publication 
Award "Fabrication of Si Nanostructures with a Scanning Tunneling Microscope", 1993. 
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Robert Geer, and R. Shashidhar, NRL Alan Berman Research Publication Award, "X- 
ray Diffuse Scattering Study of Static Undulations in Multilayer Films of a Liquid-Crystalline 
Polymer", 1993. 

Jeffrey Calvert, Walter Dressick, Charles Dulcey, and Timothy Koloski,NRL Alan 
Berman Research Publication Award, "Projection X-ray Lithography with Ultrathin Imaging 
Layers and Selective Electroless Metallization", 1993. 

David Stenger, Special Invention Award, NRL Materials Directorate, 1993. 

Dr. Joel. M. Schnur, Navy Superior Civilian Service Award, 1993. 

Joel Sc:hnur, Paul Schoen, and Jeffrey Calvert, NRL Edison Patent Award for High 
Resolution Patterning, 1993. 

E. L. M:okole, 1 NRL Publication Award, 1994. 

M. J. Steiner, 1 NRL Publication Award, 1993. 

G. V. Linde, 1 NRL Publication Award, 1993. 

C. V. Platis, 1 NRL Publication Award, 1993. 

Rowe, M.M. and J.F. Gettrust, Fine Structure of Methane Hydrate-Bearing Sediments 
on the Blake Outer Ridge as Determined from Deep-Tow Multichannel Seismic Data, 1993 Alan 
Berman Research Publication Award. 

David Bradley, Received Navy Superior Civilian Service Award, 1993. 

Alexandra Tolstoy, Approved as NRC/NRL Post Doc Advisor, 1993 NRL Review. 

Steven Finette, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics Division, 
1993. 

Steven Finette, Special Act Award, 1993. 

Douglas Photiadis, Special Act Award, 1993. 

Michael Collins, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics Division, 
1993. 

Marshall Orr, Certificate of Commendation from NRL, 1993. 

Michael Collins, Special Act Award, 1993. 

Timothy Krout, Special Act Award, 1993. 

Ronald Wagstaff, Patent Award for Signal Processing for Improving Signal-to Noise 
Ratio, 1993. 

Doug May, Nita Chase, Meritorious Service Cit. from Radm. J. E. Chubb, CDR- 
NAVOCEANCO:M, SSMI Work, Jun 93. 
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Florence Fetterer, Conrad Johnson, A1 Pressman, Meritorious Service Cit. from 
Radm. J. E. Chubb, SAR Applications, Jun 93. 

N. John. Schmidt, James Goudeau, Meritorious Service Cit. from Radm. J. E. Chubb, 
Complex Computing, Jun 93. 

Richard P. M i d ,  Alan Berman Research Publication Award, 1993. 

Mitchell, J.L., NASA Group Achievement Award for TOPEX/Poseidon Joint 
Verification Team, 1993. 

Brozena, John M. - Alan Berman Research Publication Award Winner - Airborne 
Gravity, 1993. 

Rowe, :M.M. and J.F. Gettrust, Fine Structure of Methane Hydrate-Bearing Sediments 
on the Blake Outer Ridge as Determined from Deep-Tow Multichannel Seismic Data, 1993 Alan 
Berman Research 'Publication Award. 

Award of Merit for Group Achievement presented to Daniel Fraley and William 
Avera for the Portable Underwater Magnetic Measurement System, 1993. 

Khazeriie, Alan Berman Research Publication Award: "Detection of Oil Richardson 
Fire Smoke over Water in the Persian Gulf Region", 1993. 

Gelaro, Alan Berman Research Publication Award: "The Forcing and Balance of 
Zonally Synnetric Modes in a Global Model", 1993. 

Chang,. Alan Berman Research Publication Award: "SSM/X Obversations of ERICA 
IOP 4 Marine Cyclone: A Comparison with In Situ Obversations and Model Simulation", 1993. 

Brozena, John M. - Alan Berman Research Publication Award Winner - Airborne 
Gravity, 1993. 

K. De .Tong, NRL Alan Berrnan Publication Award, 1994. 

D. Gordon, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1994. 

W. Spears, NRL Alan Berman Publication Award, 1994. 

J. Ballas, NRL Special Act Award, 1994. Involvement in IFOR/WISSARD Program. 

L. Rosenblum, Navy Special Act Award, 1994. For publishing some old European 
ONR work, and generally enhancing the visualization and prestige of the ONR European office. 

F. Buc:holtz, C. Villanuel, G. Cogdell, A. Dandridge, T. McClelland, D. Phillips, W. 
Avera and D. Fraley, Group Special Achievement Award for the Magnetic Array System 
(MARS), 1994. 

L. Goldberg, M. Surette, and D. Hall, Alan Berman Publication Award, 1994. 
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R. Esrn.an, M. Frankel, J. Dexter, L. Goldberg, M. Parent, P.D. Stilwell and D. 
Cooper, Alan Berman Publication Award, 1994. 

J. Dexter, R. Esman, K. Williams and M. Monsma, Alan Berman Publication Award, 
1994. 

Italo P. deGrandi, TSG, Naval Civilian Meritorious Award, 1 March 1994. 

Dr. William Fox, Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award, 1994. 

Dr. Ho~ner Carhart, NRL Lifetime Achievement Award, 1994. 

Pete Mignerey, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics Division, 
1994 

John Glossner, Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award, 1994. 

Michael Collins, Special Act Award, 01994. 

Nicholas Makris, Special Act Award, 1994. 

Hovemale, Civilian Meritorious Service Award, 1994. 

Robert Baldauff, Special Act Award, for Upgrade of Thermal Vacuum Chamber, 
1994. 

Steven Finette, Special Act Award, 1994. 

James Smith, Alan Berman Award for Best Research Paper, Acoustics Division, 
1994. 



i .  List all patents awarded to the in-house technical staff members of this 
activity since 1 January 1990. 

Title 

Method For Detecting Arnine-Containing Drugs In 
Body Fluids By Sims 
Adaptive Mti Target Preservation 
Method Of Making Self-Aligned GaasIAlgass Fets 
Fiber Optic Transversal FilterFariable Delay Line 
Process For Fabricating Self-Aligned Field Emitter 
Arrays 
Self Moistening Composition For Deactivating 
Toxic Substances And 
Apparatus And Method For Monitoring Pressure 
Leaks From A Sealed System 
Noise Suppressing Hydrophone 
High Frequency, Frequency Multiplier Using 
Parallel Gunn Diodes 
Multiband Photoconductive Detector Based On 
Layered Semiconductor 
Monolithic Laser Diode Structure For Microwave 
Generation 
Yoked, Orthogonally Distributed Equal Reactance 
Amplifier 
Preparation Of Ultra-Pure Metal Halides 
Ring Laser Cavities 
X-Ray Laser With Enhanced X-Ray Gain Through 
Photodepopulation 
Non-Destructively Measuring Local Carrier 
Concentration And Gap Energy 
Pressure Sensitive Optical Fiber Having Optimized 
Coatings 
Field Emitter Array Integrated Distributed 
Amplifier For Microwave/Mi.. . 
Adaptive Phase-Shifter Nulling Techniques For 
Large Aperture Phased 
System For Discharging And Otherwise 
Controlling Electric Charge On 
Method For Making Holograms With Coherent 
Radiation From A Stabilized 
Superconducting Neural Network Computer And 
Sensor Array 
Polybutadiyne Coated Carbon Fiber Reinforced 
Polymer Composites 
Programmable Analog Voltage Multiplier Circuit 
Means 
Fast,  Single Heat,  Bulk Preparation 
Superconductive M-Ba2-Cu3-07 From ... 
Fluid Mounted Ribbon For A Magnetoelastic 
Amorphous Metal Magnetometer 
Apparatus And Method For Minimizing 
Polarization-Induced Signal Fading 
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IssueDate 
Scandia-Stabilized Zirconiz Coating For 
Composites 
Neopentyl Arsines - Potential Omcvd Sources 
A Photopumped Vuv Molybdenum 
(Mo+6/Mo+ 1 1) Laser . . . 
Blood Substitute Comprising Liposome- 
Encapsulated Hemoglobin 
Optical Communication System Having A Wide- 
Core Sindle-Mode Planar 
Apparatus For The Efficient Wavelength 
Conversion Of Laser Radiation 
Monolithic Multichannel Detector Amplifier Arrays 
And Circuit Channels 
Integrated Optic Polarization-Selective Phase 
Modulator 
Apparatus And Method For Minimizing 
Polarization-Induced Signal Fading 
High Resolution Technique And Instrument For 
Measuring Lattice Parameter 
Apparatus And Method For Optimizing The 
Modulation Efficiency Of A Remot 
Superconducting Optical Switch 
Immediate Write, Read, And Erase Optical Storage 
Medium And Method Of 
Tunable, Continuous Wave, Thulium-Doped, 
Solid State Laser 
Thulium Doped Fluorozirconate Fiber Laser 
Pumped By A Diode Laser 
Room-Temperature, Flashpumped, 2 Micron Solid 
State Laser With High 
Formation Of Epitaxial Si-Ge Heterostructures By 
Solid Phase Epitaxy 
Room-Temperature, Laser Diode-Pumped, Q- 
Switched, 2 Micron, Thulium-Dope 
Microbiological Assay Using Bioluminescent 
Organism 
Photoconductive Circuit Element Reflectometer 
Sampled Data Processing 
Pseudo-Random Support Structure For 
Transmission Gratings 
Compact Optical Rf Spectrum Analyzer 
Polymer Of Dithioether-Linked Phthalonitrile 
High Accuracy Digital Acousto-Optic Matrix 
Computer 
Thin Film Magnetic Memory Element 
Igh-Pwer, High Sensitivity -Wave Calorimeter 
High Optical Density Measuring Spectrometer 
Radioactive Particle Densitometer Apparatus 
Employing Modulation Circuit 



Bi-Directional Optical Transmission System For Rf 
Electrical Energy 
Yilms Of Dithiolene Complexes In Gas-Detecting 
Microsensors 
Amino Phenyl Containing Curing Agent For High 
Performance 
Ultra-Fast, Radiation-Hard, AnalogIDigital 
Comparator Based On Field ... 
Efficient Dynamic Phasefront Modulation System 
For Free-Space Optical 
Low Capacitance Field Emitter Array And Method 
Of Manufacture Therefor 
Field Emitter Array Electrun Pump Fur Compact 
Laser Gyro 
Architecture For Programmable Antenna Beam 
Transforms 
Synthesis Of Phthalonitrile Resins Containing 
Ether And Irnide Linkages 
Methof For Producing Substoichometric Silicon 
Nitride Of Preselected 
Preservatiion And Restoration Of Hemoglobin In 
Blood Substitutes 
Energy Beam Treatment For Improved Adhesion 
Of Coatings To Surfaces 
Heterostructure Device Useable As A Far Infrared 
Pho todetec tor 
Method Of Making Lipid Tubules By A Cooling 
Process 
Planar Fiber-Optic Interferometric Acoustic 
Sensors 
Gyroklystron Device Haing Multi-Slot Bunching 
Cavities 
Differential Polarirnetric Fiber-Optic Sensor 
Ultra-Low-Loss Superconducting Strip-Type 
Transmission Lines, Circuit ... 
Coating And Composition Containing Lipid 
Microstructure Toxin Dispensers 
Environmentally Stable Metal Powders 
Reflectometers 
Fluorinated Epoxy Resins With High Glass 
Transition Temperatures 
A Tiw Diffusion Barrier For A u n  Ohmic Contacts 
To P-Type Inp 
A Scheiner-Principle Pocket Optometer For Self- 
Evaluation And Bio- 
Synthesis Of Alkoxides (Et3co)2ba And 
[(Me3c)2cho]2ba Use Of Both To Dep 
Narrow-Bandwidth Unstable Resonator Laser 
Cavity 



Optically Stable, Large Time Bandwidth Acouto- 
Optic Heterodyne Spectrum. 
Selective Metallization Of Polyethylene 
Terephthalate Films 
A Narrow-Bandwidth Diffraction-Limited Coupled 
S table-Unstable Resonator 
Process Of Three Dimensional Lithography In 
Amorphous Polymers 
Metal Phthalocyanines As Catalysts For During 
Phthalonitrile Prepolymers 
Defect Free Thin Film Silicon Fabricated Using A 
Novel Etch Stop Compose 
Laser Diode Pumped, Erbium-Doped, Solid State 

Laser With High Slope 
Method Of Growing Diamond Film On Substrates 
Room-Temperaturec Flashpumpedc 1.96 Micron 
Solid State Laser 
Field Emitter Array Integrated Distributed 
Amplifiers 
Bislactone Curing Agents For Epoxy Resins, And 
Polymers Obtained 
Fluorescence Assay Using Tapered Optical Fiber 
Method And Apparatus For Lasing 
Zero Cross-Correlation Complementary Radar 
Waveform Signal Processor For 
A Laser Pumping Technique That Efficiently 
Converts A 1.1 Micron 
All-Optical-Fiber Faraday Rotation Current Sensor 
With Heterodyne 
L1 Fiber Passively Modelocked Laser 
Selective Readout Of A Detector Array 
Ultraviolet Optical Isolator Utilizing The Kdp- 
Isomorphs 
Iff Authentication System 
Frequency Diversity Sidelobe Canceller 
Method For Detecting Chemical Vapors Using A 
Lasing Dye Sensor 
Dual Active Layer Photoconductor 
Method For Toxin Detection 
Planar Gallium Arsenide Npnp Microwave Switch 
Method And Apparatus For Increasing A Radar's 
Range With Improved Scan- 
Floating Gate Magnetic Field Sensor 
Metal-Coated, Ordered Void Piezoelectric Ceramic 
Material 
Regeneration Of Whetlerite For Adsorbing Toxic 
Pollutants From Air 
Thermochemically Treated Oligomeric And/or 
Polymeric Derived Silicon 
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Title 

Anovel Pattern Transfer Method For High 
Resolution Lithography 
Interferometer With Two Phase-Conjugate Mirrors 
Non-Invasive Pressure Measuring Device And 
Method 
Method For Assessing Distillate Fuel Stability By 
Oxygen Overpressure 
Process For Single Crystal Growth Of High Tc 
Superconductors 
High Efficiency Fast Neutron Threshold Detector 
A New Class Of Lubricants Based On 
Archaebacterial-Like Lipids 
Method Of Making Composite Field-Emitting 
Arrays 
Phthalonitrile Monomers Containing h i d e  And/or 
Phenoxy Linkages, And 
Buried Heterostructure Laser Modulator 
Method Of Producing Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 
Superconducting Materials In Cast 
Preparation Of High Temperature Superconducting 
Coated Wires By Dipping 
High Data Rate Long Pulse Compression 
Waveform Communication System 
Magnetic Field Sensor And Device For 
Determining The Magnetostriction Of 
High Resolution Patterniing On Solid Substrates 
Elastomer Blend For Sound And Vibration 
Dampening 
Inline Fiber Optic Sensor Arrays With Delay 
Elements Coupled Between 
Planar Imaging By Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Method Of Producing Glass Fiber With Cores Of 
A Different Material 
Modulated High-Power Optical Source 
Fiber Optic Photolurninescence Sensor 
Logarithmic-Periodic Microwave Multiplexer 
Method Of Making TI-Sr-Ca-Cu-Oxide 
Superconductors Comprising Heating At 
Room-Temperature, Flashpumped, 2.09 Micron 
Solid State Laser 
Laser Beam Stop 
Erbium Doped Fluorozirconate Fiber Laser 
Pumped By A Diode Laser 
Electron Beam Source Formed With Biologically 
Derived Tubule Materials 
Pulsed X-Ray Lithography 
Phase Separated Composite Materials 
.High Power Klystron Amplifier 
Method Of Nanometer Lithography 



Title 

Cross Entropy Deconvolver Circuit Adaptable To 
Changing Convolution 
Hot Isostatic Processing Fluoride Glass Materials 
Antiresonant Nonlinear Mirror For Passive Laser 
Modelocking 
Metallized Tubule-Based -cial Dielectric 
Substituted Silyl-Terminated Compounds And 
Polymers Thereof 
Receptor-Based Sensor 
System And Method For Minimizing Input 
Polaization-Induced Phase Noise 
Flame Or Plasma Synthesis Of Diamond Under 
Turbulent And Transition Flow 
Nethod Of Making Substantially Single Phase 
Superconducting Oxide 
Method And Apparatus For Tracking Using An 
Efficient Gating Scheme 
Method And Apparatus For Detecting And 
Transducing Intersaccular 
Synthesis Of Phthalonitrile Resins Containing 
Ether And Irnide Linkages 
Tunable Solid State Laser With High Wavelength 
Selectivity Over A 
Resonantly Pumped, Erbium-Doped, 2.8 Micron 
Solid State Laser With 
Field Emitter Array 
Efficient Batched-Report Gating Technique 
Stress-Resistant Dioluminescent Dinoflagellates 
Pro-Submarine Mobile Decoy 
Sonar Countermeasure 
Acoustic Decoy 
Dynamic Method For Enhancing Effects Of 
Underwater Explosions 
Three-Axis Fiber Optic Vector Magnetometer 
All-Weather Precsion Landing System For Aircraft 
In Remote Areas 
Resistive Gate Magnetic Field Sensor 
Layered Thin-Edge Field-Emitter Device 
Field Emitter Array Memory Device 
Polymer From Diimido-Di-Phthalonitrile 
Enzymatic Assays Using Superabsorbent Materials 
Method And Apparatus Of Generating Sum Or 
Difference Signals Correspond- 
Thermal Dilation Fiber Optical Flow Sensor 
Color-Coded Radar Plan Position Indicator 
Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition Of Halide 
Glasses 
Phosphazene-Containing Amines As Curing 
Agents For Phthalonitrile-Based 
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Iasu,gA& Patent 
High Temperaure Adhesive 
Method Of Manufacturing Inp Junction Fets And 
Junction Hemts Using Dual 
Composites Having High Magnetic Permeability 
And Method Of Making 
Flow Imrnunosensor Method And Apparatus 
Monocrystalline Gerrnannium Film On Saphire 
Mechanical And Surface Force Nanoprobe 
Machinable Oxide Ceramic 
Method For Forming Aligned Superconducting Bi- 
Sr-Ca-Cu-0 
Method Of Synthesizing Nitrate Alkyl Oxetanes 
Method For The Preservation Of Red Blood Cells 
By Lyophilization Using 
Optical Switching Devices 
Microassay On A Card 
Pulsed-Gradient Spin Diffusion Nmr Method 
Layered Parallel Interface For An Active Antenna 
Array 
Molten Salt Reactor For Potentiostatic 
Electroplating 
System For Producing Synchronized Signals 
Detection Of Explosives By Nuclear Quadrupole 
Resonance 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging With Short 
Gradient Pulses 
Spirobislactone Acrylate Polymers 
Piezoelectric Ceramic Hydrostatic Sound Sensor 
Electrostatic Fiber Spreader Including A Corona 
Discharge Device 
Fiber Optic Gyroscope With Wide Dynamic Range 
Analog Phase Tracker 
Calibration Method And Apparatus For Correcting 
The Output Of An Array 
Tilt Mec hanisrn 
Polymers Of Bis (Ethynystyryl) Benzene And 
Related Monomers 
Method For Doping Gaas With High Vapor 
Pressure Elements 
System For Cancelling Phase Noise In An 
Interferornetric Fiber Optic Sens 
Curing Phthalonitriles With Acid 
Pyrolzed Arnine Cured Polymer Of Dithioether- 
Linked Phthalonitrile 
Volatile Cvd Precursors Based On Copper 
Allcoxides And Mixed Group Iia- 
Color Center Laser With Transverse Auxiliary 
Illumination 
Precision Drive And Speed Reduction Device 
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Laser-Deposited Biocompatible Films And 
Methods And Apparatuses For 
Fabrication And Phase Tuning Of An Optical 
Waveguide Device 
Preparation Of Hard Magnetic Alloys Of A 
Transition Metal And Lanthanide 
Method Of Forming Nanometer-Sclae Trenches 
And Holes 
Method And Apparatus For Performing Scanning 
Tunneling Optical Absorpt- 
System For End-Pumping A Solid State Laser 
Using A Large Aperture Laser 
Suppression Of Relaxation Oscillations In 
Flashpumped, Two-Micron, 
Detection Of Explosive And Narcotics By Low 
Power Large Sample Volume 
Heterodyne Array For Measurement Of Target 
Velocity 
Curing Phthalonitrile Resins With Acid And Amine 
Method And Apparatus For Forming An Agile 
Plasma Mirror Effective As A 
Nonlinear Optical Composites Of Metal Cluster 
Laden Polymers 
Two-Micron Modelocked Laser System 
Lasing Dye Sensor For Chemical Vapors 
Method Of Fabricating A Receptor-Based Sensor 
Nanochannel Filter 
Resonantly Pumped, Erbium-Doped,Gsgg, 2.8 
Micron, Solid State Laser With 
Metal-Glass Composite Field-Emitting Arrays 
Thermoplastic Elastomer Having Alternate 
Crystalline Structure For 
Nanochannel Glass Matrix Used In Making 
Mesoscopic Structures 
Method Of Thermochemically Treating Silicon 
Carbide Fibers Derived From 
Method And Apparatus For Imaging An Object In 
Or Through A Scanering 
Method Of Detecting Oxidizing Agents In Aqueous 
Media Through The Use Of 
Method For Evaluating Anti-Fouling Paints 
Focal Plane Antenna Array For Millimeter Waves 
Electrochemical Process And Product Therefrom 
Method Of Forming Platinum And Platinum 
Silicide Schottky Contacts On 
Fast Switching Ferroelectric Liquid Crystalline 
Polymers 
Fiber Optic Michelson Sensor And Arrays With 
Passive Elimination Of 



Carborane - Siloxane Acetylene 
Fabrication And Phase Tuning Of An Optical 
Waveguide Device 
Method For Making A Symmetrical Layered Thin 
Film Edge Field-Emitter- 
Bioluminescence Bathyphotometer 
Mti Compatible Coherent Sidelobe Canceller 
Chemilurninescence In Microemulsions 
Pulse Discharge Laser With Passive Arc Protection 
Dual Cavity For A Dual Frequency Gyrotron 
Microwave Detection Of A Superconducting 
Infrared Sensor 
India-Stabilized Zirconic Coating For Composites 
Implanting Impurities In Semiconductors And 
Semiconductor Implanted 
Depolarized Light Source For Fiber Optic Sensors 
Electrified Microheterogeneous Catalysis 
Oxidation Of Organic Materials By Electrified 
Microheterogeneous 
Interferometric Jftot Tube Deposit Measuring 
Device 
Decomposition At Halogenated And 
Polyhalogenated Organic Materials By 
Fluorinated Resins With Low Dielectric Constant 
Method Of Forming Waveguides With Ion 
Exchange Of Halogen Ions 
Intacavity-Pumped 2. lurn Ho3+:Yag Laser 
Holmium Quasi-Two Level Laser 
Time-Gated Imaging Through Dense-Scattering 
Materials Using Stimulated 
Diacetylenic Phospholipids Containing Heteroatom 
Near Diacetylenic 
High Tc Copper-Oxide Superconductors 
Comprising Tl-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 
Sythesis Of Phthalonitrile Resins Containing Ether 
And Irnide Linkages 
Substituted Silyl-Terminated Compounds And 
Polymers Thereof 
Carborane- (Silane Or Si1oxane)-Unsaturated 
Hydrocarbon Based 
Epoxy-Functional Fluoropolyol Polyacrylate 
Coating Of Optical Fibers 
Underwater Acoustic Waveguide Transducer For 
Deep Ocean Depths 
Method And Apparatus For Detecting And 
Transducing Intersaccular Acoustic Signals 



j. List all patents aDDlied for by the in-house technical staff members of 
this activity since 1 January 1990. 

Pseudo-Random Support Structure for 
Transmission Gratings 
Compact Optical Rf Spectrum Analyzer 
Acceleration Insensitive Optical Fiber Spring 
Acoustic Sensor 
Laser Hardened Backside Illuminated Infrared 
Detector 
Microwave Repeater With Broadband Active 
And/& Passive Isolation 
High Frequency, Frequency Multiplier Using 
Parallel Gunn Diodes 
U, W, X, Y And Z-Type Ferrites 
Pod Mounted High Power Microwave Weapon 
And E.W. Device 
All-Weather Precsion Landing System For Aircraft 
In Remote Areas 
Planar Gallium Arsenide Npnp Microwave Switch 
Preparation Of Ultra-Pure Metal Halides 
Method And Apparatus For Increasing A Radar's 
Range With Improved Scan- 
Resistive Gate Magnetic Field Sensor 
Bi-Directional Optical Transmission System For 
RF Electrical Energy 
Floating Gate Magnetic Field Sensor 
Metal-Coated, Ordered Void Piezoelectric Ceramic 
Material 
Regeneration Of Whetlerite For Adsorbing Toxic 
Pollutants From Air 
A Novel Pattern Transfer Method For High 
Resolution Lithography 
Layered Thin-Edge Field-Emitter Device 
Interferometer With Two Phase Conjugate Mirrors 
Non-Invasive Pressure Measuring Device And 
Method 
Ultra-Fast, Radiation-Hard, Analog/ Digital 
Comparator Based On Field 
Field Emitter Array Memory Device 
Low Capacitance Field Emitter Array And Method 
Of Manufacture Therefore 
Field Emitter Array Electron Pump For Compact 
Laser Gyro 
Enzymatic Assays Using Superabsorbent Materials 
High Efficiency Fast Neutron Threshold Detector 
Method Of Making Composite Field-Emitting 
Arrays 
Phthalonitrile Monomers Containing Irnide And/Or 
Phenoxy Linkages, And 
Buried Heterostructure Laser Modulator 



1 No, w 
Method Of Producing Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 
Superconducting Materials In Cast 
Preparation Of High Temperature Superconducting 
Coated Wires By Dipping 
Magnetic Field Sensor And Device For 
Determining The Magnetostriction Of 
Differential Polarirnetric Fiber-Optic Sensor 
High Resolution Technique And Instrument For 
Measuring Lattice Parameter 
Elastomer Blend For Sound And Vibration 
Dampening 
Composites Having High Magnetic Permeability 
And Method Of Making 
Environmentally Stable Metal Powders 
Apparatus And Method For Optimizing The 
Modulation Efficiency Of A Remot 
Planar Imaging By Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Method Of Producing Glass Fiber With Cores Of 
A Different Material 
Fiber-Optic RF/Microwave Programmable Signal 
Processor 
Modulated High-Power Optical Source 
Flow Immunosensor Method And Apparatus 
Fiber Optic Photoluminescence Sensor 
Monocrystalline Gerrnannium Film On Saphire 
Logarithmic-Periodic Microwave Multiplexer 
A Scheiner-Principle Pocket Optometer For Self- 
Evaluation And Bio- 
Narrow-Bandwidth Unstable Resonator Laser 
Cavity 
Mechanical And Surface Force Nanoprobe 
Oicr Photoreflec tance Semiconductor Wafer 
Analyzer 
An X-Ray Source For Lithography 
Optically Stable, Large Time Bandwidth Acouto- 
Optic Heterodyne Spectrum. 
Selective Metallization Of Polyethylene 
Terephthalate Films 
A Narrow-Bandwidth Diffraction-Limited Coupled 
Stable-Unstable Resonator 
Machinable Oxide Ceramic 
Method For Forming Aligned Superconducting Bi- 
Sr-Ca-Cu-0 
Metal Phthalocyanines As Catalysts For During 
Phthalonitrile Prepolymers 
Room-Temperature, Flashpumped, 2.09 Micron 
Solid State Laser 
Tunable, Continuous Wave, Thulium-Doped, 
Solid State Laser 



5.j. Contnued 

No, Title 

Thulium Doped Fluorozirconate Fiber Laser 
Pumped By A Diode Laser 
Method Of Growing Diamond Film On Substrates 
Laser Beam Stop 
Dual Cavity For A Dual Frequency Gyrotron 
Erbium Doped Fluorozirconate Fiber Laser 
Pumped By A Diode Laser 
Electron Beam Source Formed With Biologically 
Derived Tubule Materials 
Dna Based Fluorescent Sensor 
Microassay On A Card 
Pulsed X-Ray Lithography 
Adaptive Polarization Diversity Detection Scheme 
For Coherent .... 
Phase Separated Composite Materials 
Bislactone Curing Agents For Epoxy Resins, And 
Polymers Obtained ....... 
Fluorescence Assay Using Tapered Optical Fiber 
Method Of Nanometer Lithography 
India-Stabilized Zirconic Coating For Composites 
Cross Entropy Deconvolver Circuit Adaptable To 
Changing Convolution 
Hot Isostatic Processing Fluoride Glass Materials 
Antiresonant Nonlinear Mirror For Passive Laser 
Modelocking 
Method And Apparatus For Lasing 
Room-Temperature, Laser Diode-Pumped, Q- 
Switched, 2 Micron, Thulium-Dope 
Metallized Tubule-Based Artificial Dielectric 
Substituted Silyl-Terminated Compounds And 
Polymers Thereof 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging With Short 
Gradient Pulses 
Piezoelectric Ceramic Hydrostatic Sound Sensor 
Epitaxial Growth Of Diamond Crystals At High 
Growth Rates 
Improved Optical Fiber Coating Formulation 
A Laser Pumping Technique That Efficiently 
Converts A 1.1 Micron ... 
Receptor-Based Sensor 
All-Optical-Fiber Faraday Rotation Current Sensor 
With Heterodyne 
L1 Fiber Passively Modelocked Laser 
Selective Readout Of A Detector Array 
Tc Labeled Liposomes 
System And Method For Minimizing Input 
Polaization-Induced Phase Noise 
Flame Or Plasma Synthesis Of Diamond Under 
Turbulent And Transition Flow 



Title 

Nethod Of Making Substantially Single Phase 
Superconducting Oxide 
Ultraviolet Optical Isolator Utilizing The KDP- 
Isomorphs 
Pyrolzed Amine Cured Polymer Of Dithioether- 
Linked Phthalonitrile 
Stress-Resistant Bioluminescent Dinoflagellates 
Active Acoustic Impedance Modification 
Arrangement For Controlling 
Three-Axis Fiber Optic Vector Magnetometer 
Structure-Born Intensity Measurement Technique 
Thermal Dilation Fiber Optical Flow Sensor 
Color-Coded Radar Plan Position Indicator 
Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition Of Halide 
Glasses 
Replacements For Hydrogen Peroxide For Use 
~ f t h  Horseradish Peroxidase 
Method 
Phosphazene-Containing Amines As Curing 
Agents For Phthalonitrile-Based 
High Data Rate Long Pulse Compression 
Waveform Communication System 
Inline Fiber Optic Sensor Arrays With Delay 
Elements Coupled Between 
Slaved Gram Schmidt Adaptive Noise Cancellation 
Method And Apparatus 
Color Of Polarization Indicator Of High Tc 
Superconductors Used At Room 
Method For The Preservation Of Red Blood Cells 
By Lyophilization Using 
Methods For The Isolation Of Gene Activation 
Factors 
Multi-GHz Frequency Divider 
Optical Switching Devices 
Metal Semiconductor And Junction Field Effect 
Transistor (Mesjfet) 
Pulsed-Gradient Spin Diffusion Nmr Method 
Systolic Multiple Channel Band-[Artitioned Noise 
Canceller 
.High Power Klystron Amplifier 
Diamond-Reinforced Matrix Composites 
System For Producing Synchronized Signals 
Detection Of Explosives By Nuclear Quadrupole 
Resonance 
Implanting Impurities In Semiconductors And 
Semiconductor Implanted 
Wideband Fiber Optic Fed Array (Nfofa) 
Zero Cross-Correlation Complementary Radar 
Waveform Signal Processor For 



3.1, Contnued 

No, 

07/788018 Electrostatic Fiber Spreader Including A Corona 
Discharge Device 
Fiber Optic Gyroscope With Wide Dynamic Range 
Analog Phase Tracker 
Depolarized Light Source For Fiber Optic Sensors 
High Strength Parts From Superplastic Metal 
Powder Or Flake 
System For Cancelling Phase Noise In An 
Interferometric Fiber Optic Sens 
Method And Apparatus For Tracking Using An 
Efficient Gating Scheme 
Laser-Deposited Biocompatible Films And 
Methods And Apparatuses For 
Diamond And Diamond-Coated Filaments 
Fabrication And Phase Tuning Of An Optical 
Waveguide Device 
High Temperature, High Rate, Epitaxial Synthesis 
Of Diamond In A Laminar 
Synthesis Of Phthalonitrile Resins Containing 
Ether And h i d e  Linkages 
Method Of Forming Nanometer-Sclae Trenches 
And Holes 
Method And Apparatus For Performing Scanning 
Tunneling Optical Absorpt- 
System For End-Pumping A Solid State Laser 
Using A Large Aperture Laser 
Tunable Solid State Laser With High Wavelength 
Selectivity Over A 
Curing Agent For High Performance 
Phthalonitriles 
Resonantly Pumped, Erbium-Doped, 2.8 Micron 
Solid State Laser With 
Autonuling Ac Bridge Using Differential And 
Integration Feedback 
Effecient Data Fusion Algorithm 
Method For Synthesizing High Quality Doped 
Diamond Films, Crystals 
Detection Of Explosive And Narcotics By Low 
Power Large Sample Volume 
Inverse Tomography By Matched Field Processing 
Method And Apparatus For Transporting An 
Intense Ion Beam 
Field Emitter Array 
Epitaxial Systhesis Of Diamond Crystals At High 
Growth Rates 
Efficient Batched-Report Gating Technique 
Environmentally Stable Metal Powder 
Lasing Dye Sensor For Chemical Vapors 
Environmentally Stable Metal Powders 



la1 No, 

071804558 
07/754145 
071772275 

07/952453 

07/970553 
0718761 5 1 

071000000 
07186248 1 
071850370 
0719032 18 
0718648 12 

071842290 
071889920 

071889806 

0719041 9 1 
07/84 1945 
071000000 
071889885 

071953605 
071828630 

071948035 

071846633 

0719033 16 

071850 107 

071865526 

071823748 

07/904096 
071906096 

07/953380 

Metal-Glass Composite Field-Emitting Arrays 
Stress-Resistant Diolurninescent Dinoflagellates 
Inglr Processing Technique For Increasing Signal 
To Noise Ratio 
Method And Apparatus For Active Cancellation Of 
Noise In A Liquid-Filled Pipe Using An Adaptive 
Filter 
Ap-Link Distance Measuring System (Dme) 
Extended Length Digital Correlator Threshold 
Circuit 
Velocity Estimator 
Radioactively Labelled Macromolecules 
Polymer From Diimido-Di-Phthalonitrile 
Dual Waveband Signal Processing System 
Formation Of Corrosion Resistand Emi Shielding 
And Hermetic Sealing Gasket 
Self Compensating Digital Open Loop Canceler 
Method And Apparatus Of Generating Sum Or 
Difference Signals Correspond- Ing To An 
Apparent Beam In A Monopulse Radar System 
Method And Apparatus For Determining Target 
Elevation Angle, Altitude And Range And The Like 
In A Monopulse Radar System With Reduc ed.... 
Coherent False Target Generator 
High Temperaure Adhesive 
Shared Weight Digital Open Loop Canceller 
Method Of Manufacturing A High-Resolution 
High-Contrast, Multi-Color Fla T 
Pulse Discharge Laser With Passive Arc Protection 
Preparation Of Superstrength Alloys Of High 
Volume Fraction Of ......... . 
Diode Pumped Catheter With 2.8um Laser Source 
At Distal End 
Microwave Detection Of A Superconducting 
Infrared Sensor 
Layered Parallel Interface For An Active Antenna 
Array 
Molten Salt Reactor For Potentiostatic 
Electroplating 
Light Emission- Or Absorption-Based Binding 
Assay 
Method And Apparatus For Generating High 
Energy Nuclear Reaction By Low Energy Ion 
Bombardment Of Solids 
Spirobislactone Acrylate Polymers 
Calibration Method And Apparatus For Correcting 
The Output Of An Array Of Detector Cells 
Variable Phase Sine Wave Generator For Active 
Phased Arrays 



No, 

071888083 

Title 

Interference Photocathode Coating For The 
Rejection Of 12 16 A Radiation 
Polymers Of Bis (Ethynystyryl) Benzene And 
Related Monomers 
Regulatable Field Emitter Device And Method Of 
Production Thereof 
Curing Phthalonitriles With Acid 
Oriented Thin Films Of Potassium Tantalum 
Niobate And Potassium Niobate 
Volatile Cvd Precursors Based On Copper 
Alkoxides And Mixed Group Iia- Copper 
Alkoxides 
Color Center Laser With Transverse Auxiliary 
Illumination 
Contactless Resistance Measurements Of Semi- 
Insulating Semiconductors 
Suppression Of Relaxation Oscillations In 
Flashpumped, Two-Micron, Tunable Solid State 
Lasers 
Detection Of Toxins 
Liquid Flow Reactor And Method Of Using 
High Temperature Substrate Mount For Chemical 
Vapor Deposition 
New Glass Composition For Low-Loss Mid-Ir 
Wavelength Transmission 
Fiber Optic Michelson Sensor And Arrays With 
Passive Elimination Of Polarization Fading And 
Source Feedback Isolation 
Electrified Microheterogeneous Catalysis 
Oxidation Of Organic Materials By Electrified 
Microheterogeneous Catalysis 
Interferometric Jftot Tube Deposit Measuring 
Device 
Sensor For Single Modecule Recognition 
Decomposition At Halogenated And 
Polyhalogenated Organic Materials By Electrified 
Microheterogeneous Catalysis 
Apparatus And Method For Efficient Pattern 
Matching 
Fiber Optic Electric Field And Voltage Sensor 
Based On Electrostrictive Effect 
Fiber Optic Gyroscopes With Depolarized Light 
Fluorinated Resins With Low Dielectric Constant 
Curing Phthalonitrile Resins With Acid And Arnine 
Method And Apparatus For Forming An Agile 
Plasma Mirror Effective As A Microwave Reflector 
Nonlinear Optical Composites Of Metal Cluster 
Laden Polymers 
Two-Micron Modelocked Laser System 



Title 

Dielegtric Films For Reduction On Minimum 
Feature Size And Reduction Of Proximity Effects 
In High Resolution Electron Beam Lithography 
Surface Modification Of Diene Rubbers 
A Technique For Associating Line-Of-Sight 
Measurements With Tracked Targets 
Plasma Treatment Of Glass Surface 
Method Of Forming Waveguides With Ion 
Exchange Of Halogen Ions 
Pseudoperiodic Driving And Synchronizaiton Of 
Multiperiodic Systems 
Method For Excess Noise Subtraction In Fiber 
Optic Gyroscope 
Low-Damage Multilayer Mirror For The Soft X- 
Ray Region 
Permanent Photowritten Optical Gratings In 
Irradiated Silicate Glasses 
Nontoxic Antifouling Systems 
Intacavity-Pumped 2.lum Ho3+:Yag Laser 
Dielectric Films For Proximity Effect Reduction In 
Mask Fabrication By E-Beam Lithography 
Fiber Grating-Based Sensing System With 
Interferometric Wavelength-Shift Detection 
Voice Communication Processing System 
Method Of Fabricating A Receptor-Based Sensor 
Nanochannel Filter 
Fiber Optic Interferometer Configuration With 
Pump-Induced Phase Carrier 
Resonantly Pumped, Erbium-Doped,Gsgg, 2.8 
Micron, Solid State Laser With Energy Recycling 
And High Slope Efficiency 
Rare Earth Ion Doped Continuous Wave Cascade 

Fiber Laser 
Semiconductor Device And Method Of Forming 
Such A Device 
Holmium Quasi-Two Level Laser 
Nanochannel Glass Matrix Used In Making 
Mesoscopic Structures 
Methods For Modification Of Diamond Surfaces 
Method Of Thermochernically Treating Silicon 
Carbide Fibers Derived From Polymers 
Time-Gated Imaging Through Dense-Scattering 
Materials Using Stimulated Raman Amplification 
Time Gated Image Detector Using Correlated 
Coherent Anti-S tokes Raman Sc Scattering 
Method And Apparatus For Imaging An Object In 
Or Through A Scattering Medium By Using 
Multiple-Wave Mixing 
Embedded Fiber Optic Sensord 



5.1. Contnued 

E k R a k  

19920608 An Interferometric Technique For Evaluation Of 
Spatial Characteristics Of Electronic Imaging 
Devices 
Pattern Recognition Algorithm For Surface 
Acoustic Wave Device Array For The Detection Of 
Hazardous Vapors 
Improvements In Explosive Detection By Nqr 
Method Of Detecting Oxidizing Agents In Aqueous 
Media Through The Use Of Cherniluminescent 
Micromulsions 
High Tc Copper-Oxide Superconductors 
Comprising Tl-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 
Flow Imrnunosensor 
Focal Plane Antenna Array For Millimeter Waves 
A Device For Low Electric-Field Induced 
Switching Of Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Layed 
Films Using A Single Substrate 
Electrochemical Process And Product Therefrom 
Electronic Phase-Tracking Open-Loop Fiber Optic 
Gyroscope 
Method Of Forming Platinum And Platinum 
Silicide Schottky Contacts On Beta-Silicon Carbide 
Sythesis Of Phthalonitrile Resins Containing Ether 
And Imide Linkages With Aromatic Diamine 
Curing Agent 
Fast Switching Ferroelectric Liquid Crystalline 
Polymers 
Nucleic Acid Reagents For The Inhibition Of 
Malaria Infections 
Dna-Based Fluorescent Sensor 
Microassay On A Card 
Continuous Time Adaptive Learning Circuit 
Fiber Optic Michelson Sensor And Arrays With 
Passive Elimination Of Polarization Fading And 
Source Feedback Isolation 
Efficicint Chemistry For Selective Modification 
And Metalization Of Substrates 
Carborane - Siloxane Acetylene 
Carborane-(Silane Or Si1oxane)-Unsaturated 
Hydrocarbon Based Thermosetting Polymers 
Fabrication And Phase Tuning Of An Optical 
Waveguide Device 
Hard Magnetic Material Of A Transition Metal And 
A Lanthanide 
Method For Making A Symmetrical Layered Thin 
Film Edge Field-Emitter- Array 
Polymer Of Dithioether-Linked Phthalonitrile 



Optical Swicthes And Detectors Utilizing Indirect 
Narrow-Gap Super- Lattices As The Optical 
Materials 
Bioluminescence Bathyphotometer 
Multiphase Parallel Radar Mode Processor 
Diode Pumped Tm:Lif4 Laser At 1.94 Microns For 
Optmized Cw Laser-Tissue 
Imaging Radar Repeater 
Decoy Target Return Signal Simulator 
Synthesis And Polymerization Of Oligomeric 
Multiple Aromatic Ether-. .. . . 
Method And Apparatus For Parallel Readout And 
Correlation Of Data On 
Perceptive Radar Emitter Return Signal Simulator 
Directed Energy Acoustic Source Array-Minimal 
Reverberation Active 
Fourier Transform Microscope For Hard X-Ray 
And Gamma-Ray Microscope On 
Improved Super Luminescent Light Source 
An Ultraviolet Faraday Rotator Glass 
Improved Process For Making Pbscco And Pbscco 
Parts 
Method And Apparatus For A Sensitive Fiber Optic 
Planar Hydrophone 
Method And Apparatus For A New Transduction 
Mechanism For Large Area 
Thin-Film Edge Field Emitter Device And Method 
Of Manufacture Therefor 
Apparatus And Method Using Low-Voltage 
Scanning Probe Lithography 
A Method For Coherent  Deception 
Countemeasures 
Method Of Producing A Silicon Membrane Using 
A Silicon Alloy Etch Stop 
A New Design And Fabrication Method For Iii-V 
Heterostructure Field- 
Circularly Polarized Shear Wave Transducer 
Article For Delivering Pharmacological Agents 
Using Bipolar Tetraether 
Advanced Iff Systems 
Leading Edge Canceller Frequency Selective 
Lirntier - 

- 

Microwave Filter Containing Nonreciprocal Signal - 
Branches With 
Xon Modification For The Improved Corrosion 

Performance Of Carbon- 
Polymerizable Lipids In The Development Of 
Controlled Release Carriers 



TitLf: 

Method For The Control Of Bragg Wavelength Of 
Intra-Core Fiber Grating 
Tm:Yalo, 1,94-Micron, Solid State Laser 
New Design For Broadband, Low V Electrooptic 
Modulators 
A Fiber Optic Network System With Low 
Crosstalk Using Code-Division 
Synchronization Of System To Input From 
Another System Based On A 
A Design For A Catheter Device Comprising A 
Biocompatible Ceramic Coat- 
Suppression Of Backscatter And Stray Reflection 
Induced Phase Noise In M 
Microwave Multiplexer Multiplexing Channels 
With Varying Fractional Band 
Diacetylenic Phospholipids Containing Heteroatom 
Near Diacetylenic 
Method And Apparatus For Polarization- 
Maintaining Fiber Optical 
A Process For The Preparation Of Headgroup- 
Modified Phospholipids Using 
A Compact Dual-Strip Fiber Optic Magnetostrictive 
Design With 
Reduced-Signal Friend-Identification 
Technique To Prepare High-Reflectance Optical 
Fiber Bragg Gratings With 
High-Spatial-Resolution, Range-Gated, Underwa- 
ter Imaging Method And 
Rapidly Deployable Asw Arrays 
Discrete Vacuum Ultra Violet Reflective 
Interference Filter 
Submicrosecond Synchronizable X-Ray Source 
Process To Fabricate Thick (A Formula Goes 
Here) Coplanar Microwave 
Focused-Electron-Deflection Field Emission Array 
Wireless Shipboard Data Coupler 
Fiber Optic Continuous True Time-Delay 
Modulator 
Polarized Optical Emission Due To Decay Or 
Recombination Of Spin- 
Tunable Ytterbium-Doped Solid State Laser 
Conjugate Method For Cancelling Phase Errors 
Selective Area Platinum Film Deposition 
Phthalonitrile Prepolymer As High Temperature 
Sizing Material For 
Fiber-Optic True Time-Delay Array Antenna Feed 
Fiber Optic Flux Transformer 
A Repositionable Substrate For Microscopes 



Fiber Ring Laser Configuration Based On An In- 
Line, Spectral1 y-Selective 
Low-Frequency Electrostrictive Ceramic Plate 
Voltage Sensor 
Global Tracker And Choas Buster Of Unstable 
Phenomena In Nonlinear 
Ultra High Density, Non-Volatile Ferromagnetic 
Random Access Memory 
Real Time Suspended Particle Monitor 
Extracavity Feedback In Mode Locked Fiber 
Lasers For Pulse Shortening, 
Composite Transdducer Assembly 
Fiber Grating-Based Detection System For 
Wavelength Encoded Fiber Sensor 
Time Gated Image Detection Using A Coherently 
Amplified Raman Polarizati 
Multiplexed Fiber Bragg Grating-Based Sensor 
System With Mode-Locked 
Reflection Employing An Integrating Sphere And 
A Lens-Mirror Concentrati 
Aromatic Acetylenes As Carbon Precursors 
Material For Protection Against High Temperature 
Corrision 
Diamond Brazed To A Metal 
Mode-Matched Combination Tape Fiber Optic 
Pro be 
Laser Synchrotron Source (Lss) 
Substrate Temperature Control Technique For Cvd 
Reactors 
Apparatus And Method For Eliminating 
Polarization Sensitivity In 
Light Emission- Or Absorbance-Based Binding 
Assay For Polynucleic Acids 
Ceramics Formed By Pyrolysis Of Either Linear Or 
Thermosetting 
Method Of Fabricating Sub-0.4-0.09 Micron 
Trenches And Holes 
Phosphazene-Containing Amines As Curing 
Agents For Phthalonitrile- 
A Machinable Oxide Ceramic 
Epoxy-Functional Fluoropolyol Polyacrylate 
Coating Of Optical Fibers 
Volatile Cvd Precursors Based On Copper 
Alkoxides And Mixed Group Iia- 
System For Conditioning An Electron Beam For 
Improved Free-Electron 
Optical Immunoassay For Microbial Analytes 
Using Non-Specific Dyes 



In-Situ Formation Of Hardening Elements By 
Electrochemical Techniques 
Method For Forming Adherent Si 0 2  Layer On 
Diamond 
Magneto-Resistaive Linear Displacement 
Nonlinear Optical Composites Of Metal Cluster 
Laden Polymers 
Nanochannel Glass Matrix Used In Making 
Semiconductor Devices 
Efficient Data Association With Multivariate 
Gaussian Distributed 
Process For Preparing Oxidation Resistant Cu 
Nanoparticles 
Apparatus For Electrified Micrometerogeneous 
Catalysis 
Fluorinated Resins With Low Dielectric Constant 
Synthesis And Use Of A Fluorescent Lable For 
Tirne-Resolved Fluorescent 
Platinum And Platinum Silicide Contacts On B- 
Silicon Carbide 
Aligned Bismuth, Strontium, Calcium Cuprate 
Coatings On Polycrystalline 
Selective Metallization Process 
Hot Carrier Photodetector 
Ultra-High Bit Rate Optical Communication 
System 
Active Fiber Ring Strain Sensor 
Mandrel Based Embedded Planar Fiber-Optic 
hterferometric Acoustic 
A Suspended-Magnetic Field Semsor Using 
Electron Tunneling For 
Aressure Converter For 1-3 And 1- 1-3 Composite 
Transducer 
Intergrated Collimating-Grid Field Emission 
Arrays 

An Enzyme Detector For Trace Metals 
Phase Shifter For Directly Sampled Bandpass 
Signals 
Space-Based Asteroid Detection And Monitoring 
System 
Double Network Elastomers And Method For 
Making Same 
A Reflective Ondex Sensor For The Discrimination 
Of Chlorinated 
Non-Covalent Immobolization Of Proteins On 
Polymerized Lipid-Assemblies 
Fluorescence-Based Fiber Optic Biosensor For 
Metal Ions 



19940107 081179013 Improved Fiber Arrangement Schemes For 
Contenuous Fiber Ceramic Matrix 

199402 18 081198702 India-Stabilized Zirconia Coating For Composites 
19940308 0812075 14 Substituted Silyl-Terminated Compound And 

Polymers 
199403 15 0812 13286 Implanting Impurities In Semiconductors And 

Semiconductor Implanted With 
199403 15 081213210 Subtrate Temperature Control Technique For Cvd 

Reactors 
19940328 081000000 Nontoxic Antifouling System 

k .  Identify any in-house staff that are members of the National Academy of 
Engineering. 

Thomas Giallorenzi and Menill Skolnik 

1 .  Identify any in-house staff that are members of the National Academy of 
Sciences. 

Herbert Friedman, Isabella L. Karle, Jerome Karle, and Richard Tousey. 

m. How many Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRDAs) 
have been signed by the activity since 1 January 1990? 

The activity has signed thirty two (32) Cooperative Research and Development 
Agreements (CRDAs) since 1 January 1990. 

In addition, the activity has signed ten (10) mini-CRDAs as a result of the CRDAs with 
the Virginia Center for Innovative Technology and the University of Maryland at College Park. 

n .  What has been the activity's annual royalty income from CRDAs and 
patent licenses for each year since 1 January 1990? 

NRL's annual royalty income from CRDAs and patent licenses for each year since 1 
January 1990 show the following royalty funding received: 

$65,902. $33,312 $1 13,000 $337,734 $209,583 (As of 2 April 94) 



o .  List and describe any major end item prototypes, either product or 
process technology, developed in-house by the activity that are currently in 
production andlor are currently in use by the U.S. Armed Forces or by industry. 
Cite a published reference that documents the work. 

ITEM: Invented Radar 

DESCRIPTION: NRL Research in radio propagation in the 1920's and early 
1930's led to the invention by NRL of the first practical radar. Installation of radars aboard Navy 
ships had a significant impact on the outcome of WWZI. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: U.S. Patent 1981884 "System for Detecting 
Objects by Radio" '7 Nov 1934. 

ITEM: NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) 

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) is a DoD program to provide precise 
navigation data to military and civilian users by means of a constellation of 24 satellites. 
NAVSTAR is based on NRL's TIMATION (TIMeInavigATION) research program, begun in 
1964. NRL is recognized for conceiving the idea of the time-based navigation system, which 
eventually led to the global positioning system. 

The TIMATION technique was passive, requiring no signal transmissions by the users. 
In a global operational system based on the TIMATION concept, signals are received automatically 
from the NAVSTAR satellites and converted by small computer to highly precise position 
measurements. In demonstrating the feasibility of such a system, NRL conducted basic tests of the 
TIMATION technique through the use of two small experimental satellites, TIMATION I and 
TIMATION II. 

NRL launched the TIMATION I satellite on May 31, 1967 and the TIMATION I1 
satellite on September 30, 1969. TIMATION I demonstrated that a surface vessel could be 
positioned to within two-tenths of a nautical mile and an aircraft to within three-tenths of a nautical 
mile by using range measurements from a time-synchronized satellite. In short, the TIMATION 
program proved that a system using a passive ranging technique, combined with highly accurate 
clocks, could provide the basis for a revolutionary navigation system with three-dimensional 
coverage (longitude, latitude, and altitude) throughout the world. In 1973, the NRL TIMATION 
effort was merged with an Air Force program that was investigating similar techniques to form the 
NAVSTAR GPS program. NRL's TIMATION III satellite was then redesignated the Navigation 
Technology Satellite One (NTS-l), and was launched in 1974 in connection with the new 
NAVSTAR effort. NTS- 1 had the distinction of carrying the first atomic clock into orbit. 

The suc:cessful launch by NRL in June 1977 of NTS-2 as the first NAVSTAR GPS 
satellite marked the beginning of a new era in navigation and timekeeping. NTS-2 had the 
distinction of v m g  Einstein's relativistic clock shift by measuring the effects of relativity on the 
frequency of an accurate clock in an orbiting satellite compared to a similar clock on the ground. 
The NTS-2 spacecraft was also host for a number of small experiments and technology 
demonstrations. Most prominent was the use of a nickel hydrogen battery as the primary energy 
storage device. 

A primary military objective of the NAVSTAR program is to support the Navy's Fleet 
Ballistic Missile F'rogram. In the event of a nuclear strike, strategic missile submarines would 
obtain last-minute ]position fixes from navigation satellites to update their inertial guidance systems. 
Such fixes provide reference points for adjusting guidance systems of the submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles. For tactical naval power projection operations, NAVSTAR information allows 



amphibious forces to locate the correct landing zone, day or night. The satellites also significantly 
improve the accuracy and coordination of artillery barrages, air-to-ground attacks, and parachute 
supply drops. Naval air strike operation efficiency, in terms of the quantity of munitions and the 
number of sorties to perform a given mission, is also likely to improve significantly as the result of 
more accurate positioning of the aircraft. For sea control operations, the ability of GPS satellites to 
provide common accurate positioning data to a wide variety of weapons platforms improves the 
ability of the Navy to maintain the level of sea control necessary for effective naval power 
projection operations. 

GPS promises civilian applications as well. For example, emergency vehicles and 
delivery vehicles could have GPS receivers linked to electronic map displays to direct them to 
within a few feet of any address. In the future, this navigation technology may also help ensure 
that no aircraft ever strays off course and no ship or boat ever runs aground in fog. NRL's GPS 
concept is probably represents the most significant transition of technology from a government 
laboratory to civillian and commercial use. 

PUBLICATION REFERENCES: R.L. Easton, "Optimum Altitudes for Passive 
Ranging Satellite Navigation Systems," Naval Research Reviews, Aug. 1970; and R.L. Easton, 
"The Role of Tirne/Frequency in Navy Navigation Satellites," Proc. IEEE 60(5), 557-563 (1972). 
B.S. Yaplee, R.H. Bruton, K.J. Craig, and N.G. Roman, IRE Proc. 46, 293 (1958), cited in 
C.H. Mayer, "Ratiio Astronomy at NRL," Report of NRL Progress 75 (1973); and L.A. Gebhard, 
Evolution of Naval Radio-Electronics and Contributions of the Naval Research Laboratory, NRL 
Report 8300, 1979. 
F. Glaeser, "Space: A New Dimension in Naval Warfare," U.S. Naval Inst. Proc. 113 (May 
1987). 
R.L. Easton, J.A. Buisson, T.B. McCaskill, O.J. Oaks, S. Stebbins, and M. Jeffries, "The 
Contribution of Navigation Technology Satellites to the Global Positioning System," NRL Report 
8360, 1, December 28, 1979. 
P.A. Mitchell, "The Navy's Mission in Space," Oceanus 20(2), 25, Summer 1985. Gebhard [3, 
p. 1151 also cites J.H. Trexler, "Lunar Radio Echoes, "Inst. Radio Eng. Proc., 286-292, Jan. 
1958. 
R.W. Blan, "The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System," Signal, November 1986. 
D. Phillips, "Monitoring Flights With Satellites: Network Has Wide Potential for Travelers, "The 
Washington Post, October 7, 1991, p. A3. 

ITEM: Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar for Ship Recognition 
(Combat ID) 

The basic technology for using high range resolution to recognize ships at sea at long 
range was first demonstrated by the Radar Division. This led to the modification of the Navy's 
APS-116 to the MS-137 for operational use in S-3 and P-3 aircraft. This radar has seen use for 
drug interdiction by Navy PHMs, Coast Guard, and Customs. The NRL development has also 
been included in the Air Force B 1-B radar. 

PUBLJSHED REFERENCE: "EP-3 Radar Ship Classification Study," contract 
no. N00173-78-C-0 180, Texas Instruments, Inc, 15 January 1979. . 

ITEM: Aircraft Recognition using Jet Engine Modulation 
(Combat ID) 

Using a specially designed instrumentation radar, NRL was the first to demonstrate the 
feasibility and tecllnology for recognition of friendly and hostile aircraft by means of target-induced 
modulations on the radar signature. This technique is now operational in several Navy and Air 



Force fighter aircraft and a major shipboard platform. This is an example of a noncooperative 
target recognition system. All of the operational noncooperative target recognition systems used by 
the US Armed Forces originated at NRL. 

PUBL,ISHED REFERENCE: "SCID: A SpectralICepstral Radar Target 
Identification Technique," NRL Memorandum Report No. 3855. 

ITEM: HF Over-the Horizon Radar 

The Madre HF over-the-horizon radar located at the Chesapeake Bay Radar Test 
Facility was the prototype that first demonstrated the ability for radar to detect aircraft, ballistic 
missiles, ships, arid weather effects at ranges an order of magnitude greater than possible with 
microwave radar. This technology is now operational in the Navy's ROTHR (which is also being 
used by Customs for drug interdiction), the Air Force's FPS-95 formerly installed in the UK, and 
the FPS-118 Conus Radars. This work has also had a major influence of the Australian Jindalee 
OTH radar. 

PUBLISHED REFRENCE: Dept of the Navy ROTHR Production Contract 
N00039-90-C-0027, 12/28/89. "Final Technical Report on the ANIFPS-95 Research and 
Development Program," NRL Memorandum Report no. 2762, May 1 9 4 .  

ITEM: Senrad Experimental Radar 

This was the test bed for demonstrating new capabilities for shipboard air-surveillance 
radar, especially electronic counter-countermeasures and counters to low observables. This has led 
to new capabilities for sidelobe cancelers (to reduce the effects of noise jamming) and waveforms 
for detecting low cross sections targets (the MPU) for the Navy's SPS-49. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: M. Steiner, et al.: "A Coherent Sidelobe Canceller 
Study" NRL Report 9396-14, August 1992. (Confidential report). SPS-49A(V)2, Medium PRF 
Upgrade Radar (MPU). "Prime Item Function Spec for the Long Range Air Surveillance Radar 
ANISPS-49V Medium PRF Upgrade Automatic Target Detector," Contract no. N00024-92-C- 
5627. 

ITEM: Demonstration Radar 

The detection of low cross section, low altitude, high-speed sea skimmers was 
demonstrated by the Radar Division in an experimental system called the Demonstration Radar. 
This technology was extended to a prototype of an upgraded SPQ-9 built and demonstrated by the 
Division. A RFP was prepared and the acquisition process is underway to incorporate this 
capability into the Fleet. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: RFP for the ANISPQ-9(I), Solicitation N00024-93- 
R-5453. "Point Defense Radar System," NRL Report 9300, March 29, 1991. 

ITEM: IFF (Identification Friend and Foe), now known as 
Cooperative Aircraft Identification 

DESCRIPTION: Since WWII, NRL has been the technical leader in the 
development of new concepts in cooperative aircraft identification (IFF). The current example is 
the Mark XII. The technology of the Mark XV was developed and demonstrated at NRL. NRL 
has just completed a COEA for the follow on to the Mark XII. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Draft report "Cost and Operational Effectiveness 
Analysis for a New Cooperative Aircraft Identification System," April 1994. 

ITEM: Space-Time Adaptive Processing for AEW Radar 

DESCRIPTION: The Radar Division was the first to demonstrate the basic 
technology and the need for space-time adaptive processing for use in Airborne Early Warning 
systems like those of the E2C and AWACS. We demonstrated this in an experimental equipment 
installed in a NRL P-3. This technology, which is especially important for detection of low 
observables, is now planned for the next version of the E2C. It has also had a significant influence 
on similar areas supported by the Air Defense Initiative and the Air Force. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Adaptive Array Radar Flight Test," NRL Report 
8766, February 16, 1984. "Adaptive Radar," NRL Review 1991, pp. 45-54. 

ITEM: Low Cross-Section Ship Design 

DESCRIPTION: The Radar Division has a unique capability for the prediction 
of the radar cross section of ships. This work, which was developed and perfected over a number 
of years, provided the basic guidelines used to make a significant reduction in the radar cross 
section of the Aegis destroyer (the DDG-51 class) as well as other ships and other targets of 
interest. We also demonstrated the effectiveness of our methods and predictions by use of NRL 
high-resolution airborne (in the NRL P-3) test-bed radars to measure the actual ship cross sections. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "DDG-5 1 Preliminary Design Radar Cross Section 
Analysis," NRL Report 8736. 

ITEM: Shipboard Radar Displays 

DESCRIPTION: The RADDS was a prototype of what is now a modem shipboard 
radar display whose technology has found its way into the SPA-25G radar display. Also as part of 
this program, a prototype solid-state radar switchboard was developed that replaced the then 
existing mechanical switches in the Fleet. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Operation and Maintenance Manual for Radar 
Signal Distribution Switchboard;" published by Direction of Commander Naval Sea Systems 
Command, SE-245-AE-MMO-010 

ITEM: Fault Isolation Shell (FIS) 

DESCRIPTION: FIS is a knowledge-based software system shell for fault diagnosis 
of electronics equipment. It is built on the concept of causal reasoning for diagnosis, rather than 
on the more conventional, symptom-based models previously employed for computer-aided 
diagnostic system development. It is able to diagnose accurately multiple faults using a qualitative 
behavior model of a complex analog/digital system without simulation. FIS is implemented in 
Common LISP on Sun workstations. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Pipitone,F., De Jong, K., Spears, W., and Marrone, 
M. (1988). "The FIS Electronics Troubleshooting Project", in Expert System Applications to 
Telecommunications. (pp. 73- 10 1) New York: Wiley. 

Distribution Sites: 
Industry: General Dynamics (San Diego and Pomona, CA) 

Rockwell International Space Division (Downey, CA) 



Douglas Aircraft (Long Beach, CA) 
GE Corporate R&D (Schenectady, NY) 
Mystech Associates, Inc. (Mystic, CT) 
United Technologies Research Center (East Hartford, CT) 
Honeywell Systems and Research Center (Minneapolis, MN) 
Analytics (Willow Grove, PA) 
Carnegie Group, Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA) 
MITRE (McLean, VA 

DoD: Naval Air Warfare Center (Lakehurst, NJ) 
Wright Patterson AFB (Ohio) 
Coast Guard R&D Center (Groton, CT) 
Naval Avionics Center (Indianapolis, IN) 
Warner-Robbins AFB (GA) 
NRL (Stennis Space Center, MS) 

ITEM: Bayesian Reasoning Tool (BaRT) 

DESCRIPTION: BaRT is a generic collection of software tools for managing 
uncertain evidence in classificatory problem solving. BaRT integrates rigorous probabilistic 
reasoning with artificial intelligence techniques to provide powerful knowledge representation and 
inferencing capabilities. Uncertain evidences are reasoned about and combined in ways that 
conform to probability theory but without the disadvantages usually associated with probabilistic 
computations of tnlief. BaRT is implemented in Common LISP and CLOS on Sun workstations 
and Symbolics machines. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Hota, N., Ramsey, C.L., Chang, L.W., and 
Booker, L.B. (1 991). "BaRT Manual Version 3.0" NRL Memorandum Report 6778. Naval 
Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, February 14, 199 1. 

Booker, L.B., Hota, N., Ramsey, C.L. (1990). "BaRT: A Bayesian Reasoning Tool 
for Knowledge B,ased Systems", in Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence 5. (pp. 271-281) North- 
Holland. 

Distribution Sites: 
Industry: MITRE (McLean, VA) 

Planning Research Corporation Inc. (McLean, VA) 
General Research Corp. (Arlington, VA) 
Delfin Systems (Sunnyvale, CA) 

DoD: Naval Air Warfare Center (China Lake, CA) 
Naval Air Warfare Center (Warminster, PA) 
Naval Underwater Warfare Center (New London, CT) 
Naval PostGraduate School (Monterey, CA) 
Royal Military College (Ontario, Canada) 
Defense Science&Technology Organization (Salisbury, Australia) 
Navy Personnel R&D Center (San Diego, CA) 
NASA Ames (CA) 
Applied Physics Laboratory (Columbia, MD) 

ITEM: Text Reduction SystEm (TERSE) 

DESCRIPTION: TERSE is a prototype system that extracts and highlights important 
information from narrative texts, in particular Navy CASREPS (Casualty Reports) reporting 
failures of shipboard air compressor equipment. The input to the system is a semantic 
representation of the message content that is derived by a separate linguistic analysis component. 



The system uses two knowledge sources in selecting the message sentences to be highlighted: a 
detailed model of the Starting Air Compressor (represented as a semantic network) for identifying 
noun phrases and providing a functional and partfwhole topology for causal inferencing, and a 
more general-purpose rulebase for rating information importance. The system runs on Sun 
Workstations and Symbolics machines under a KEE/LISP environment. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Wauchope, K., DiBenigno, M.K., and Marsh, E. 
(1988). "Automated Text Highlighting of Navy Equipment Failure Messages" NRL Report 9154. 
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC, November 2, 1988. 

Distribution Sites: SHAPE office of NATO 

ITEM:: Tandem Interpreter for Selection (TINSEL) 

DESCRIPTION: TINSEL is a natural language analysis module for performing 
lexical semantic interpretation. It takes as input the syntactically regularized outputs from a 
syntactic parser and pattern-matches them against a hierarchy of strongly typed slot-filler structures 
to produce a new structure whose lexical classes and relations have been replaced by semantic 
ones. When run in tandem with the parser, TINSEL also prunes out semantically anomalous 
subparses in an efficient manner, which can reduce overall parsing time considerably. TINSEL 
runs in Common LISP on Sun Workstations and has been used at NRL in a number of natural 
language processing applications, including the InterFIS and Eucalyptus human-computer 
interfaces. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Wauchope,K. (1990). "A Tandem Semantic 
Interpreter for Incremental Parse Selection" NRL Report 9288. Naval Research Laboratory, 
Washington DC, September 28, 1990. 

Distribution Sites: Innovative Imaging Systems, Inc. (North Billerica, MA) 

ITEM: VISIACT(mu1ti-media aircrew coordination training system) 

DESCRIPTION: VISIACT is a multi-media educational system for air crew 
coordination training (ACT). Students view video segments, answer questions that are adjusted to 
individual performance, and engage in related activities under the guidance of a computational 
tutor. The role of the tutor is to assure that the student absorbs the specific and general points of 
crew coordination that the video episodes are intended to convey. Although the system puts the 
student in a reactive critiquing role, it has proved effective in improving performance on active 
target ACT skills, in group simulation tasks. VISIACT has been developed through coordination 
among three Navy agencies. The system runs under Hypercard and LISP on a Mac-11. A PC- 
VCR provides computer control of on-screen videos. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Hamburger, H., and Maney, T. (1993). VISIACT: 
The Next Episode:. Proceedings of the 1993 Conference on Intelligent Computer-Aided Training 
and Virtual Environment Technology. NASNJohnson Space Center, Houston, TX. 

Distrib~~tion: Naval Aviation Schools Command (Pensacola, FL) 

ITEM: SAMUEL (multi-purpose machine learning program) 

DESCFIIPTION: SAMUEL is a multi-purpose machine learning program that uses 
genetic algorithms and other competition-based heuristics to improve its own decision-making 
rules. The system actively explores alternative behaviors in simulation, and modifies its rules 



based on this experience. SAMUEL is written in the C language, and is available by license 
through the COShIIC Software Distribution site at the University of Georgia. The licensed 
program product includes the SAMUEL source code and supporting documentation. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: J. J. Grefenstette and H. G. Cobb (1991). "User's 
guide for SAMUEL, Version 1.3". NRL Memorandum Report 6820. 

J. J. Grefenstette, C. L. Ramsey and A. C. Schultz (1990). "Learning sequential 
decision rules using simulation models and competition", Machine Learning 5(4), 355-38 1. 

Distribution Sites: 
DOD 
NAWCA CFT (Pax River) 
NAWCAD (Wanninster) 
NAW- (China Lake) 
NS WCCSS (Panama City) 
NTSC 
Naval Postgraduate School 

FOREIGN 
DSTO (A,ustralia) 

INDUSTRY 
CS Draper Labs 
DHR, Inc. 
McDonnc:ll Douglas 
M&M Mars 
Nomadic Technologies 
Northrup Corp. 

ITEM: Narrowband HF Channel Simulator 

DESCRIPTION: NRL created a PC-based Narrowband HF Channel Simulator. The 
simulator consists of an AT-compatible personal computer (PC), an AT-bus commercial off-the- 
shelf digital signal processing (DSP) card with two channels of A/D and D/A conversion, and an 
analog interface balx for interfacing with HF communications equipment. The DSP card used is 
the Tiger-30 board available from DSP Research, Inc. in Sunnyvale, CA. An analog interface box 
for the system is available from Synertech Associates in Arlington, VA. The simulation software 
is available from NRL. 

Current users of the software include NCOSCINRaD, the National Security Agency 
(NSA), Communication Research Center (CRC) in Ottawa, CAN, and we received a request 
recently from the government of Italy for information on the product. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: A report describing the implementation of the 
simulator, including the analog interface box design, and instructions on using the simulator will 
be published by NRL. 

ITEM: Digital Message Device Group Model-C (DMDG-C) 

DESCRIPTION: The DMDG-C, an upgrade of the existing DMDG, provides 
additional functionality in two major areas, embedded communication security (COMSEC) and 
upgraded modems. The DMDG-C provides for both the secure transmission and reception of 
messages using an embedded INDICTOR COMSEC module. The DMDG-C also provides 



additional modem functions which use standardized data formats and baud rates. This allows 
greater flexibility a.nd interoperability with other systems in use. For message entrylreadout, the 
DMDG provides a standard "QWERTY" keyboard and a 32 character in-line display. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: The DMDG-C was certified for operational use (by 
the Special Forces), reference NSA memorandum S- 103-92,28 August 1992. 

(A number of I'ISRL Reports and Memoranda Reports documented the development process.) 

ITEM: Voice algorithm for ANDVT 

DESCRIPTION: The Advanced Narrowband Digital Voice Terminal (ANDVT) is a 
secure telephone used by tactical communicators. ANDVT was developed for tri-service use with 
Navy as technical agent. It features the voice encoding algorithm known as Linear Predictive 
Coding (LPC) which was specified by NRL in the referenced documents. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Report: G.S. Kang and L.J. Fransen, 
"Multirate Processor for Digital Voice Communication, NRL Report 8295 

Product Spec: ANDVT Specification 'IT-BI-4210-0087, Appendix I, "Performance 
Specification for LPC Processor" May 1978, Published by Joint Tactical Communications Office, 
Fort Monmouth, NJ 

ITEM: Voice algorithm for STU-I11 

DESCRIPTION: STU-I11 is secure voice terminal widely deployed to support 
narrowband tacticd and office-to-office voice communications developed by NSA. NRL provided 
voice processing algorithms. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Report: G.S. Kang and S.S. Everett, 
"Improvement of Narrowband Linear Predictive Coder, Parts I and 11," NRL Reports 8645 and 
8799 

Product Spec.: Federal Standard 1015, "Analog to Digital Conversion of Voice 
by 2,400 bits/s Linear Predictive Coding," published by General Services Administration (GSA), 
November 28, 1984. 

ITEM: New Speech Parameters for Codebook Excited Linear Prediction 
(CELP) 

DESCRIPTION: R&D effort at NRL produced new speech parameters called "Line 
Spectrum Pairs." These speech parameters are used in the higher-data-rate mode of STU-111, a 
high-quality voice terminal operating at 4800 b/s for Government and Industry use. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Report: G.S. Kang and L.J. Fransen, "Low- 
Bit Rate Speech E.ncoders Based on Line-Spectrum Frequencies,"NRL Report 8857. 

Product Spec.: Federal Standard 1016, "Analog to Digital Conversion of Voice by 4800 
bits/s Code Excited Linear Predictive Coding," published by General Services Administration 
(GS A). 

ITEM: Residual-Excited Linear Predictive Coder 



DESCRIPTION: MIL developed a speech encoding technique for data rates between 
9600 and 16000 b/s. Currently, Motorola is negotiating with the Navy to acquire a licensing 
agreement of this speech encoding technique. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Report: G.S. Kang and L.J. Fransen, 
"Second Report of Multirate Processor for Digital Voice Communication" NRL Report 8614. 

Product Spec.:"General Purpose Voice Coding Module", Part No.01-P36780D00 1, 
information sheet published by Motorola Inc. 

ITEM:: NRL Protocol Analyzer 

DESC.RIPTION: The NRL Protocol Analyzer is a prototype software tool for 
analyzing security properties of cryptographic protocols that are used for such purpose as 
authentication and key management. It can be used both to verify that security properties are 
satisfied and to find attacks if the security properties are not satisfied. The Analyzer has been 
applied on a number of different cryptographic protocols and has been used to find previously 
unknown security flaws in several. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "The NRL Protocol Analyzer: An Overview", 
Proceedings of the 2nd Conference on Practical Applications of Prolog", April 1994 

ITEM: Secure Information Through Replicated Architecture (SINTRA) 

DESCRIPTION: NRL's SINTRA project has produced a prototype multilevel 
security (MLS) database management system that is currently in the process of commercialization. 
Several database and trusted system vendors are planning to develop commercial products based 
on the prototype, and some are already incorporating (with extensions and modifications) code 
developed at NU, into their commercial products. Vendors in the latter category include Gemini, 
Honeywell Federitl Systems Inc. (HFSI). 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: M. Kang, 0. Costich, and J.N. Froscher, "A 
Practical Transaction Model and Untrusted Transaction Manager for a Multilevel-Secure Database 
system" in Database Security VI: Status and Prospects, eds. B. Thuraisingham and C. 
Landwehr, North-Holland, 1993, pp. 285-300. 

ITEM: External COMSEC Adaptor (ECA) 

DESCRIPTION: The External COMSEC Adaptor (ECA) is a Network Security 
Device developed by NRL. It is the first cryptographic device to be based on a mathematical 
software development method, with mathematical proofs that certain security critical requirements 
are met in the implementation. The device is used in the Navy Communication Support 
System(CSS)/Navy Extremely High Frequency Communication Controller (NECC) system. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: The ECA Critical Requirements Model", NRL 
Formal Report, 55'42--92-9528, 1992, Payne, Mihelcic, Moore 

Communication Support System (CSS) Subscriber Level COMSEC Interface Description 
Report", SPAWAR, April 1993, EC-TADIXS-KG-300 

(Draft Interface Specification for NECC) 

ITEM: High Speed Fleet Broadcast (HSFB) 

DESCR:IPTION: The HSFB is the Navy's newest tactical communication system. It 
is a reengineering of the older shore to ship fleet broadcast system. NRL acted as the system 



engineer for the HSFB program. As such, NRL designed and prototyped alternative system 
designs and selec,ted one for further development. The NRL designed system is still in 
development by SPAWAR, with fleet testing scheduled for this year. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: High Speed Fleet Broadcast System Specification, 
SPAWAR PD-50, :1994. High Speed Fleet Broadcast Architecture Alternatives, Decision Options 
Paper prepared for SPAWAR PMW-152, 1987. 

ITEM: Key Generators (KG-84A and KG-84C) 

DESCRXPTION: The KG-84A and the KG-84C are encryption devices. NRL 
characterized the synchronization performance of the various encryption algorithms. In 
conjunction with PGA, NRL developed new synchronization algorithms for the Navy's radio 
environment. NRL simulated these and based on the results, helped build them into the KG-84C. 
NRL acted as the system engineer during the development of the KG-84C. These devices are the 
primary data encryptor on radio circuits in the DoD and are used throughout the Navy, Army, Air 
Force, Marines, anti Coast Guard. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: KG-84C limited maintenance manual, LMM2, NSA, 
June 1992. KG-84A limited maintenance manual, LMMSA, NSA, June 1992. Discussion of KG- 
84C OT Synchron:ization Acquisition Test Results, NRL technical memorandum 5520-165A, 
1987. 

KG-84 Synchronization tracking: problems and recommended solution, Confidential 
NRL technical memorandum 7520- 164A, 1985. 

ITEM: Communication Support System (CSS) Security Architecture. 

DESCRXPTION: The CSS is the Navy's emerging tactical communication system 
architecture. Prototypes are currently fielded. NRL performed the security system design and 
analysis for the CS;S. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: The CSS specification, SPAWAR PD-5OE, 1994. 
EHFIXS Build 1 Security Architecture Alternatives , Decision Options Paper prepared 

for SPAWAR PMW- 15 1, October 1990. 

The CSS security architecture: Draft NRL report, summer 1987. 

ITEM: Over-the-Air-Rekeyinglover-the-Air-Key-Transfer 
(OTARIOTAT) 

DESCRIPTION: NRL developed the procedures for transfemng cryptographic keys 
electronically via Navy tactical communication circuits. These procedures are currently used 
throughout the fleet and account for the movement of approximately 90% of the keys used by a 
typical ship. The procedures reduce (and in some cases eliminate) the need to move paper copies of 
cryptographic keying material, thus reducing vulnerability and increasing the fleet's ability to react 
to changing events. The techniques were first tested operationally during operation Desert Shield 
and were quickly adopted fleet-wide. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Procedures Manual for Over-The-Air Transfer 
(0TAT)IOver-The-Air Rekey (OTAR), CNO, January 1993. Procedures Manual for Over-The-Air 
Transfer (0TAT)IOver-The-Air Rekey (OTAR), SPAWAR document, June 1990. Results of the 
OTARIOTAT Implementation Feasibility Testing Performed During the Transit of the N - 9 0  Med- 
Deploying USS Saratoga Battle Group (CVBG) and the Mediterranean Amphibious Ready Group 
(MED 3-90). NRL Technical Memorandum 5540:244a, September 17,1990. 



ITEM: CINCPACFLT Multilevel Security Early Operational Capability 
(MLS EOC) 

DESCRIPTION: The CINCPACFLT MLS EOC is an NRL developed system that 
provides CINCPACFLT with a multilevel secure (MLS) information processing system attached to 
the current CINCPACFLT command and control systems. The CINCPACFLT MLS EOC is used 
by the command center duty officer and the command center crisis action team. NRL designed, 
built, and fielded the system as a technology demonstration/feasibility study. The NRL designs are 
being considered for incorporation into the Joint Maritime Command Information System 
(JMCIS), the Navy's next generation command and control system. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Commander-in-Chief Pacific Fleet Multilevel Secure 
Early Operational Capability (CINCPACFLT MLS EOC) System Requirements, NRL Technical 
Memorandum 5540-025a, November 12, 1993. 

ITEM: Advanced Narrowband Digital Voice Terminal (ANDVT). 

DESCRIPTION: The ANDVT is the primary narrowband secure voice terminal in 
the DoD. NRL was the system engineer for SPAWAR and for TRITAC on the ANDVT effort. As 
such, MIL developed speech digitization algorithms, high frequency radio modem algorithms, 
synchronization alogorithms, and built a prototype of the system. Then, NRL wrote the system 
specification and ~nonitored the development, testing, and fielding of the devices. The devices are 
currently fielded  throughout the Navy, Army, Marines, Air Force, and Coast Guard. There are 
approximately 15,000 units fielded. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: MIL-C-28883A, Military Specficiation for the 
Advanced Narrowband Digitial Voice Terminal (ANDVT), June 1, 1987. 

ITEM: NAVMACS I1 

DESCRIPTION: The NAVMACS I1 system is the replacement for the Navy's 
current generation of shipboard message processing systems. The NAVMACS I1 is a SPAWAR 
program to build a messaging system that connects the various tactical radio circuits to the 
shipboard interior communications. NRL participated in the design of NAVMACS I1 and 
performed the security risk assessments. NAVMACS I1 is currently fielded in prototype form on 
several ships with installation on other ships continuing throughout the 1990s. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NAVMACS I1 High Level INFOSEC Risk 
Assesment", NRL 'Tech Memo 5540- 193A:DMM, July 1992. 

ITEM: Tactical Advanced Computer Three (TAC-3) and TAC-4 

DESCRIPTION: The TAC procurements are the Navy's primary means of 
purchasing compuiters for advanced command, control, communications, intelligence and 
administration both shipboard and ashore. NRL co-authored the specifications for TAC-3 and co- 
conducted the procurement. Over 3000 TAC-3 workstations are currently in the fleet. NRL is 
participating in the 'TAC-4 procurement on the security and networking teams. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: TAC-3 specification, Navy Information Technology 
Acquisition Center, October 1990. TAC-4 specification, Navy Information Technology 
Acquisition Center, September 1993. 



ITEM: Software Cost Reduction (SCR) Technology 

DESCRIPTION: Under the Software Cost Reduction (SCR) program, new methods 
were developed for specifying and designing large, embedded software systems. The SCR 
methods were based on software engineering principles, such as information hiding, abstract 
interfaces, cornmu~licating sequential processes, and formal requirements specification. The 
methods, especially those for requirements specification, have been used in the development, 
maintenance, and certification of many existing safety-critical systems, both within and outside 
DoD. The requirements document [which was produced to illustrate the new methods specifies the 
software requirements of the A-7E aircraft's Operational Flight Program (OFP). The document 
was used by Navy engineers at China Lake, CA, to maintain the OFP until the A-7E was retired 
shortly after the Gulf War. The document was also used by Grurnrnan as the model for the 
requirements docurr~ent of the A-6 OFP. More recently, the methods have been used to specify the 
safety-injection cornponent of a Belgian nuclear power plant and to certify the two shutdown 
systems of a Canadian nuclear power plant. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: T. A. Alspaugh et al., "Software Requirements for 
the A-7E Aircraft," NRL report 9194, August 3 1, 1992. 

ITEM: Military Message System (MMS) Security Model 

DESCR1:FTION: The MMS security model, developed by NRL in the early 1980s, 
has been used by industry as a basis for building application-based security models. One recent 
instance is Lord's use of NRL's model in developing the security model for the Multinet Gateway 
System, an internet device that supports the delivery of datagrams among different computer 
systems. The MMS security model is also one of the acceptable models cited in the Information 
Technology Security Evaluation Criteria, a list of criteria for evaluating the security of a computer 
system or product. These criteria are the "harmonized" criteria of France, Germany, the 
Netherlands, and the: United Kingdom. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: C. Landwehr, C. Heitmeyer, and J. McLean, "A 
Security Model for Military Message Systems," ACM Trans. on Comp. Systems 2, 
3 (Aug. 1984) 198-222. 

ITEM: Upgraded BULLSEYE (Classic BULLDOG) Network Control 
System 

DESCRIPTION: NRL developed an upgrade to the Navy's BULLSEYE Network 
Control System for HFDF, adding COTS minicomputers, NRL-developed interface systems, and 
extensive software modifications. The upgrade provided additional processing capability, 
augmenting the aging ANIGYK-3 computer. BULLSEYE provides network control for HFDF 
control sites around the world. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL MR-5562, Upgraded BULLSEYE (Classic 
BULLDOG) Network Control System, Volume I., Concentrator Description, NRL-MR-5562, 
Morin, KW; Head NM Jr; Screws GB November 13, 1985. NRL MR-5563, Upgraded 
BULLSEYE (Classic BULLDOG) Network Control System, Volume 2., Concentrator 
Description NRL-MR-5563V2, Morin, KW; Head NM Jr; Screws GB, November 13,1985. 
NRL MR-5469, Upgraded BULLSEYE (Classic BULLDOG) Network Control System., RS- 
232 Interface Technical Description, NRL-MR-5469, Morin, KW; Head NM Jr May 15, 1985. 



ITEM:: BREADSTICK 

DESCRIPTION: BREADSTICK is a multi-channel collection system developed by 
NRL for NSA. The first of four systems was delivered to the sponsor in December 1993. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Due by summer 1994. 

ITEM:: CLUSTER YANKEE I1 

DESCRIPTION: The CLUSTER YANKEE I1 System is a small mobile intercept and 
warning system d,eveloped by NRL for the Office of Naval Intelligence. A total of eight systems 
are in use by the W.S. Navy. NRL is currently developing a new channel processor to extend the 
capabilities of the CLUSTER YANKEE 11. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: CLUSTER YANKEE I1 Intercept System Technical 
Manual, NRL Code 5558, November 1990. CLUSTER YANKEE I1 Proposed Demodulator 
Design, NRL Code 5559, March 1993. 

ITEM: ANIWLR-18(V) Audio Monitor 

DESCRIPTION: NRL designed and built an Audio Monitor unit for the 
AN/WLR(V) submarine ESM system. The sponsor is the Naval Security Group. Four units have 
been delivered to the Navy and 16 units will be delivered in FY-94. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: ANIWLR-18 Audio Monitor Technical Manual 
(Preliminary), NRL Tech Memo 555-16:TRH:trh, January 21,1993. 

ITEM: DM92 BPSK Demodulator 

DESCRIPTION: NRL designed and built the DM92 Biphase PSK demodulator for 
NSA. A total of 8 units have been delivered to NSA with additional units being used by NRL and 
the Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center (NCCOSC)). 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Technical Manual for BPSK Demodulator Model 
DM92, NRL Technical Memorandum 5550-259:TRH:trh, October 1 8,1993. 

ITEM: Automated Signal Analysis Position (ASAP) 

DESCRIPTION: The Automated Signal Analysis Position (ASAP) is an NRL 
developed signal analysis system designed to support the analysis of narrowband digitally keyed 
communication signals. It was developed under the sponsorship of Naval Security Group. Four 
systems were developed. The software was provided GFE to government contractors who have 
developed systems that superceded ASAP. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Description and Operation of the Automated Signal 
Analysis Position (ASAP) System Second Edition, NRL Memorandum Report 4710, R. Kettig, 
May 16, 1983. Design Rational of the Automated Signal Analysis Position (ASAP) System, NRL 
Memorandum Report 4707, R. Kettig, September 17, 1982. 

ITEM: Mini-ASAP 

DESCRIPTION: The Mini-ASAP System is an NRL developed PC based signal 
analysis system designed as a low cost alternative to ASAP. Mini-ASAP provides the tools to 



analyze narrowba~nd digitally keyed communication signals. It was developed under the 
sponsorship of Naval Security Group. Nine systems are currently in use at Navy field sites. 
Yearly software upgrades continue to be made to Mini-ASAP Systems. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Mini-ASAP User Manual (Version 2.5), NRL 
Technical Memorandum 5550-83:TRH:trh, April 14, 1992. 

Mini-ASAP lJser Manual (Version 2.6), NRL Technical Memorandum 5550-282:TRH:t~h, 
October 14,1992. 

ITEM: ULTRAPURE 

DESCRIPTION: ULTRAPURE is a multi-channel collection and reporting system 
developed by NRL for NSA. A total of four systems were produced and are in field use. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: ULTRAPURE Software Program Specification (As- 
Built), NRL Technical Memorandum 5550-21 1 :TRH:trh, August 6, 1991 (Classified Report). 

ULTRAPURE System Manual and Maintenance Job Manual, NSA Document No. 0366980, 
October 1991. 

ITEM: CLASSIC MONKEY 

DESCRIPTION: The CLASSIC MONKEY System is a set of NRL developed PSK 
demodulators. They were developed under the sponsorship of Naval Security Group. The 
MONKEY demodulators are an essential component of the NRL developed ULTRAPURE System 
and continue to be used to support research efforts. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Design of a Digital PSK Demodulator, NRL 
Memorandum Report 6494, W. Chambers, T. Husson, June 28, 1989. 

CLASSIC MONKEY Demodulator Technical Manual, NSA Document No. 0366960, June 
1991. 

ITEM: COLD DUCK 

DESCRIPTION: The COLD DUCK System is a small programmable intercept 
system designed for mobile use. COLD DUCK was developed by NRL for the Naval Security 
Group. Two systerns were produced and remain in use. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: A Programmable Signal Recognizer, NRL 
Memorandum Report 6191, T. Husson, W. Chambers, July 1, 1988. COLD DUCK Software 
(Version 2.02) Operators Manual, NRL Technical Memorandum 5550-282:TH:th, October 30, 
199 1. COLD DUCK Intercept Unit Technical Manual, NRL Technical Memorandum 5574- 10 1 - 
87, May 22, 1987. 

ITEM: CLASSIC REBEL 

DESCRIPTION: The CLASSIC REBEL System is a mobile intercept and collection 
system developed by NRL for NAVSEA. Four systems were built and remain in use by the US 
Navy. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Prime Item Product Fabrication Specification for 
ANlWYQ-( ) (CLASSIC REBEL) Volumes I, 11, III, NRL-7574-0, September 1984. 

Interim Maintenance Manual for CLASSIC REBEL ANIWYQ-( ), NRL, May 1985. 
Interface Design Specification (REBEL - SEA NYMPH), NRL Memorandum Report 

5966, T. Husson, R.. Prettyman, W. Chambers, April 20, 1987. 



ITEM: Integrated Strike Planning System 

DESCRIPTION: Status: Partially in production; partially under limited use by U.S. 
Armed Forces Lab prototype which assessed the technology requirements for a force level strike 
planning system - i.e. a coordination tool at the Joint Forces level which performed top level 
functions of targeteering, weaponeering, weapon-target allocation, support planning, routing and 
orders generation. This system formed the basis for the Procurement Request for the Tomahawk 
Strike Coordination Module which is currently in production and being tested in the field (currently 
on the USS George Washington (CVN). 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Prime Item Development Specification for the 
Integrated Strike Planning System, October 1991, NRL. Published as part of the Request for 
Proposals Package 

ITEM: Spotlight Sensor Data Integration / Resource Optimization 
Module and Operator Machine Interface (6.3A) 

DESCR.IPTION: Status: Awaiting transition to 6.4.111 partnership with NCCOSC 
NRaD 721, the Spotlight ATD was the proving ground for a decision aid which allowed land- 
based undersea smveillance stations the means to fuse data from various sources and optimally 
allocate the sensors under their command via the means of a client/server networked system with 
an advanced opera.tor machine interface. The system was demonstrated in the Dam Neck, VA 
station in late 1993-early 1994. A final report is currently in draft. The system has been 
requested for installation at Commander Undersea AtLantic (CUSL) in 1994. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Final Report (draftJSecret); available upon request 
from SPAWAR P h W  183 [Lt. Maskell] 

ITEM: Processing Graph Method (PGM) 

DESCRCPTION: PGM, developed at NRL, builds parallel processor applications on 
the AN/UYS-2 Standard Signal Processor . Navy programs which have or are using PGM are: 

NRaD/Hughes Ground Systems on the SURTASS Project 
MagnavodATBrT on the P3 Update IV Project 
Westinghouse/Honeywell on the ANISQQ-89 Project 
NRaD/General Electric on the Submarine Combat System Project 
Hughes Ground Systems on the ALFS Project 
Raytheon on the BSY2 Trainer Project 
These projects are in multiple fleet ASW system applications 
PGM includes: 

The tools to specify and maintain applications in a context that is independent of processor 
architecture as specified in the Processing Graph Method Specification Version 1.0 dated 11 
December 1987. A prototyping environment for applications written in PGM called the Processing 
Graph Support Environment (PGSE). PGSE is documented in Users Manual for the Processing 
Graph Support Environment dated 20 October 1991. 



ITEM: SPL11 Language 

DESCR:[PTION: SPLIl language and operating software system for the ANAJYS- 1 
Standard Signal I'rocessor. Developed by NRL. In use in multiple fleet ASW system 
applications. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: SPL/I Language Reference Manual, Rev 3.0, Sept 
83, NAVSEA 967-LP-598-3690 

ITEM: High Speed Optical Network Program (HSON) 

DESCR.[PTION: ATM technology developed under the NAVSEAIARPA High 
Speed Optical Network (HSON) Project in support of rapid prototyping of voice, video, data and 
imagery worldwide in support of DoD operations. Technology supports emerging multimedia 
capabilities sca1abl.y end to end in true network fashion with switched bandwidth on demand. 
Work that initially started in 1989 collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University faculty. Later 
went on to form FORE Systems, Incorporated, Pittsburgh, PA with support from NRL, the State 
of Pennsylvania, and ARPA. ATM technology today (1994) has become the fastest growth area in 
commercial communications worldwide. First working segmentation-and-reassembly modules 
built and delivered to NRL in 1991. First ATM 2.5 Gbps non-blocking 16-port switch fabric 
delivered to NRL in May 1992 and installed in HSON testbed as LAN. NRL begian software for 
support of ATMIWAN effort in summer 1992 using the FORE hardware, and teamed with NSA to 
develop signalling software for Key-Agile encryptor under Project Milkbush in 1992. 

NRL tearned with NSA and Bellcore to produce an HAS capable of operation at stream 
rates of OC-12c (622 Mbps stream, deliverable due December 1994) and OC-48c (2.5 Gbps 
stream, deliverable due December 1995) with provision to handle SVC and encryption. 

DoD Global Grid concept evolved under DDR&E thrust area one; NRL HSON activities 
become rapid prototype to test functionality of concepts. 

Test activities outside of laboratory began in June 1993 with Army medical 
demonstration; NlU, supported ATM functionality for cornrns between Walter Reed Army Medical 
Center (Bethesda, &ID), University of Virginia Medical School (Charlotte, VA), and the 18th Field 
Hospital Reserve training exercise at Fort Gordon, GA. In September 1993, Satellite 
demonstration between NRL and DISA over Cornsat's SBS-2 under the congressional Commercial 
Satellite Communications Initiative (CSCI). Full duplex use of commercial satellite ATMlDS3 with 
SVC's. Testing of KG-95 encryption devices. 

Public release of Vendor Independent Network Control Entities (VINCE) software for 
wide area control and management of ATM network. Package in use by academia, commercial 
telco's, and ATM vendors to provide improved functional interoperability of WAN standards as 
they evolve within ATM Forum and ITU(CCITT). Current work extending this activity to include 
scalable wide area routing and multicast in support of DoD activities . 

In Noverrtber 1993, NRL moved ATM into HPCC emerging technology facility for full 
support of information flow with Andrew File System (AFS), the Connection Machines, CM-200 
and CM-5E. 

In Spring 1994, Talon Sword Phase A demonstrated low data rate ATM connectivity 
over Navy's Sledco~n satellite from NRL Space Technology facility to F-16 aircraft in flight and 
JSTARS activity in Melbourne, FL using the IDM modem. More tests planned in Phase B of 
program. 



VINCE functionality under development for PNNI signaling, routing, and management 
necessary to expe:dite WAN implementation of the Washington Area Bitway: ATDnet. VINCE 
provides standards conformant implementation of telecommunications protocols for us in 
transitioning ATN[ into both DoD and commercial mainstream quickly without the need to invest in 
interim legacy communications systems. ATM tests in support of commercial manufacturing with 
Army's Center far Concurrent Technology (CTC) planned in conjunction with Navy's Space 
Command. 

Rapid prototype ATM Common Module in final stages for release as prototyping 
breadboard to support ATM integration of legacy systems in DoD; planned use in programs of 
Navy Space Comrnand for integration to provide ATM functionality for satellite Comon Data Link 
(CDL); Army sele~ction to provide ATM functionality for their MSE radio's. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: The above information is documented in the 1992 
and the 1993 ARPA/CSTO Networking PI Meeting proceedings. 

ITEM: Double Crucible Process For Rare Earth Doped Fluoride Fibers 
For Fiber Laser And Amplifiers 

DESCRIPTION: Transitioned to and in use at Coming Glass Works. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Rare-Earth Doped Heavy Metal Fluoride Glass 
Fibers", J. Sanghe:ra, and I. Aggarwal, Pare Earth D o ~ e d  Fibers and Devices, ed. M. Digonnet, 
Marcel Dekker, New York, (1993) 

ITEM: Purification Technology For HfF4 And ZrFq 

This process has been transitioned to Air Products, which now sells the product they 
produce through this process. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: The Fate of Selected Impurities in the 
Recrystallization of Zirconium Oxychloride and in its Conversion to Zirconium Tetrafluoride", J. 
Sommers, J. Fahe:y, K. Ewing and I. Aggarwal, J. Mater. Res. 5, (1990), p. 392. 

ITEM: Fluoride Glass High Energy Laser Windows 

Tested at White Sands in MIRCL Laser. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Thermal Lensing in Heavy Metal Fluoride 
Glasses", J. Jewel1 and I. Aggarwal, J. Non-Cryst. Solids, 142, (1992), p. 260. 

ITEM: Fluoride Fiber For Ir Energy Transmission For Medical Surgery1 
Cauterization 

This technology is currently utilized by Infrared Fiber Systems, and is intended to be 
marketed pending IDA approval. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Fluoride Fiber For IR Energy Transmission for 
Medical Surgery/(3auterization", L. Esterowitz, C. Hoffman, D. Tran, K. Levin, M. Storm, R. 
Bonner, P. Smith imd M. Leon, Proc. SPIR, 605, (1986), pp. 32. 



ITEM: Radiation-Hardened Optical Fiber Waveguides 

DESCRIPTION: NRL has been involved in developing optical fiber waveguides for 
military and selected commercial applications that are hardened against nuclear radiation. The 
dependence of radiation sensitivity on fiber and perform preparation parameters has been 
established through a series of statistically-designed experiments. The radiation hardness of both 
single mode and multimode optical fibers from manufacturers such as AT&T and Corning has 
improved and both fibers have successfully passed the Navy and Army radiation requirements for 
Qualified Parts List testing. 

PUBLSIHED REFERENCE: 
1) QPL, Test Report: Item Code 00009, Coming MIL-F-4929116-03 Multimode Optical 

Fiber. DESC Report No. 49291-106-93, 10 Sept. 93. 
2) QP1, Test Report: Item Code 00010, Corning MIL-F-4929117-01 Single Mode 

Optical Fiber. DESC Report No. 49291- 106-93,22 Oct. 93. 
3) QPL, Test Report: Item Code 0001 1, AT&T MIL-F-4929116-03 Multimode Optical 

Fiber. DESC Report No. 49291-29-94, 10 Sept. 93. 4) QPL Test Report: Item Code 00012, 
AT&T MIL-F-44291fl-01 Single Mode Optical Fiber. DESC Report No. 49291-29-94,6 Oct. 93. 

ITEM:: Optical Broadband Correlator (OBC) For Active Underwater 
Surveillance 

DESCRITPION: This is an optical processor that is an adjunct to signal processing 
systems. The OHC has been employed to process sonar data from sea tests that employed 
advanced techniclues requiring extremely high computation rates. The prototype shows that the 
required speed is attainable with this processor, and that the processor is more than 10X smaller 
and uses lOOX less power than any future alternate, with substantial growth potential in all these 
parameters. This prototype has led to an ONR program to develop a version that integrates with a 
High-Performanc:e supercomputer and which is ruggedized for use at sea. The prototype is also 
being explored for speech processing and Doppler radar such as for weather. It is currently being 
used at NRAD through funding provided by SPAWAR PMW-182. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: R.D. Griffin, R.B. Brown, and J.N. Lee, 
"Hardware and Software System Design for Opto-electronic Matched Filter Signal Processing", 
presented at and published in 1991 Digest of Papers for GOMAC Conference, vol. 17, p. 169, 
November 1991, Orlando, FL.. 

ITEM: Computer Aided Design And Hardware For Optical Processors 

DESCRIPTION: To achieve high performance (e.g., dynamic range) in optical 
processors and to maintain performance under mil-standard shock, vibration, and thermal 
environments, it was necessary to develop computer-aided design techniques, adapting state-of- 
the-art commercial design tools. Optical ray analysis, opto-mechanical design, and thermal analysis 
needed to be integrated into an iterative design methodology, leading to a modeling and simulation 
of processor performance. Optical component analysis was also found to be necessary to attain 
required performance levels. In particular, very sensitive optical-scatter techniques needed to be 
developed for optical modulator materials. These techniques are currently being used by a number 
of companies, particularly Harris Corporation and Martin-Marietta. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: J.N. Lee and R.B. Brown, "Effects of Diffraction, 
Scatter, and design on the Performance of Optical Information Processors", in book Design 

O p t i d  processixg, John N. Lee, ed. Cambridge University Press, 1994. R.B. Brown, A.E. 
Craig, and J.N. Lee, "Predictions of Stray Light Modeling on the Ultimate Performance of 
Acousto-optic Processors", Opt. Eng., vol. 28 (12), p. 1299, Dec. 1989. 



ITEM: ANIAAR-47 Missile Warning System For Helicopters 

DESCRIPTION: 710 Systems produced by Loral Infrared Imaging Systems 
(contract completed), 1200 systems in production by Hercules Electronics Systems. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Design and Performance of a Loral Laser Warning 
Receiver", D. McCarthy, D.M. Cordray, A. Cantin and P. Howerton, Proc. IRIS IRCM, Vol. 11, 
p. 347, May 1992. "Laboratory and Field Evaluation of a Loral Laser Warning Receiver", D.M. 
Cordray, P.H. Howerton, and D. Barlow, Proc. IRIS IRCM, Vol. 11, p. 427, April 1993. 
"Missile Signature Measurements at NWC Snort Track in Support of the ANIAAR-47 Missile 
Warning Set and Variants", T.H. May and D.M. Cordray, Proc. IRIS IRCM, Vol. 111, p. 13, May 
1989. "Laser-Aided Threats to Tactical Aircraft", D.M. Cordray, Proc. IRIS IRCM, Vol. I, p. 47, 
April 1984. "An ,4AR-47 Missile Warning Set Program Description", R.J. Manning and F. 
Daspit, IRIS IRCM, Vol. I, p. 75, April 1984. "Ultraviolet Threat Warning Receiver Overview", 
R.A. Patten, IRIS IRCM, p. 553, April 1978. "New UV Filter Materials", P. Wyman, L. 
Esterowitz, V. Nicolai, R. Allen, F. Bartoli, and J. Ulrich, IRIS IRCM, p. 623, April 1978. 
"Ultraviolet and Infrared Signatures of Low Temperature Tactical Missile Plumes", J. Wormhoudt 
and C.E. Kolb, IRIS IRCM, p. 371, April 1979. "An Atmospheric Propagation Model for UV 
Missile Warning R~eceivers", J.M. Schlupf and N.E. Neer, IRIS IRCM, p. 387, April 1979. 

ITEM: Invention And Development Of First Rare-Gas Halide Excimer 
Laser 

DESCRIPTION: This class of ultraviolet gas discharge lasers forms the basis for 
$400M/yr in sales :laser industry world-wide and is used in the automobile machining and metal 
cutting industry, in the electronic chip industry to lithography and trimming, and in biomedical 
research and surgical procedures. The DOE is exploring this laser source for applications in energy 
generation via laser fusion and for testing nuclear weapons concepts. The DOD is exploring the use 
of this laser for chemical warfare detection and environmental monitoring. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Laser Action in XeBr Rare-gas halogen Laser at 
282nmV, S.K. Searles and G.A. Hart, Appl Phys. Lett., 27,243 (1975) 

ITEM: Invention And Development Of The Solid-State Ho:Tm:Yag 
Laser 

DESCRIPTION: This solid state laser source is now commercially available and is 
being marketed by Schwartz Electro-Optic. It is also being used by the medical community, 
notably Johns Hopkins, for laser surgical applications. NASA and the DOD are exploring its use 
as a coherent source for wind-shear sensing and global weather information gathering. We are 
working with the DOD (BTI) to develop this laser source for IR countermeasure applications 
against incoming R sensing missiles. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "High Efficiency 2.09 micron Flashlamp Pumped 
Ho:Tm:YAGn, G. Quarles, A. Rosenbaum, C. Marquardt, and L. Esterowitz, Appl. Phys. Lett., 
55, 1062 (1989). "High Average Power Operation of a Q-Switched Diode Pumped Holmium 
Laser", S.R. Bowman, J.G. Lynn, S. Searles, J. McMahon, W. Whitney, D. Epp, and B.J. 
Feldman, Opt. Lett., 18, 1 (1993). 

ITEM: First Demonstration Of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering And 
Optical Phase Conjugation Of Hydrogen Fluoride Chemical 
Laser 



DESCRIPTION: This development has launched an ongoing $60M program 
(SDVBMD)-to utilize this technology for beam combining and control of spaced-based hydrogen 
fluoride chemical lasers. It is being used by the APEX program to implement an Alpha chemical 
laser at TRW. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Stimulated Brillouin Scattering and Phase 
Conjugation of Hydrogen Fluoride Laser Radiation", M. Duignan, B.J. Feldman, and W.T. 
Whitney, Opt. Lett., 12, 11 1 (1987). 

ITEM: Magnetic Array System (Mars) 

DESCRIPTION: Developed and deployed 8, 3-axis fiber optic magnetometer nodes 
in Norwegian Fjord - Nunn Program in Cooperation with the Norwegian Defense Research 
Establishment. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Undersea Test of a Fiber Optic Magnetometer 
System", F. Bucholtz et al., Optical Fiber Sensor Conference, Florence, Italy, May 1993. Video 
tape (6 rnin.) enI1"EMd "MARS: Fiber Optic Magnetic Array System", Jan. 25,1994. 

ITEM:: Lightwave Planar Array (LWPA) ATD 

DESC:RIPTION: Hull Mountable fiber-optic acoustic array system, which is 
currently being considered by NAS. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Only two interim reports are available at this time. 
"Acceleration Sensitivity of Planar Fiber Optic Hydrophones, "A. Yurek, A. Tveten, and A. 
Dandridge, NRL Memo Report #7434, Dec. 1993. "Noise Performance of Lightweight Planar 
Array (LWPA)", A. Tveten, M. Opsasnick and A. Yurek, NRL Memo Report #7435, Dec. 1993. 

ITEM: Submarine Monitor 

DESCRIPTION: A four channel area averaging strain sensor used on SSBN. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Method of Installation of Fiber-Optic Hull 
Sensors", Appendix B, TSM-2 Localizer System, USS Florida (SSBN 728), NAVSEA 
Installation Information Document Serial F091- 12, 22 April 1993. 

ITEM: Phase Generated Carrier Interrogation For Fiber Optic Sensors 

DESCRIPTION: Technique used for all major Navy demonstrations of fiber optic 
acoustic sensor technology. Currently used by US Industry (Litton G&CS, Martin Marietta, 
Optech, Loral, et<:.) for interrogation of fiber optic sensors and systems. Used commercially for 
prototype surveillance and geophysical arrays. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Homodyne Demodulation Scheme for Fiber Optic 
Sensors", A. Dandridge, A.B. Tveten, and T.G. Giallorenzi, IEEE J. Quantum Electron., 14, 
1647. 1982. 

ITEM: Frequency Division Multiplexing Of Interferometric Sensors 

DESCRIPTION: Technique used to efficiently multiplex fiber optic sensors in the 
majority of major Navy demonstrations of fiber optic acoustic sensor technology. Currently used 
by US industry (Litton G&CS, Martin Marietta, Optech) for Interrogation of fiber optic sensors 
and systems. Used commercially for prototype surveillance and geophysical arrays. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Multiplexing of Interferometric Sensors using 
Phase Carrier Techniques", A. Dandridge, A.B. Tveten, and A.D. Kersey, J. Lightwave 
Technology, Vol. 5, 947, 1987. 

ITEM: Hydrophone Design For Planar Arrays 

DESCRI[PTION: Compliant tube hydrophone used for the Lightweight Planar Array 
program. Candidate for New Attack Submarine (NAS). 

PUBLIS'HED REFERENCE: "A Fiber Optic Hydrophone for Wide Aperture 
Array Applications", A. Dandridge et al., US Navy J. Und. Acoustics, 41, 149, 1991. Patent 
Pending. 

ITEM: Flying Radar Target (FLYRT) ATD 

DESCRIPTION: (Fiber) optical-microwave payload and fiber optic gyroscope. 
Formal classified rleport has not been written. Unclassified portions of system reported in NRL 
Review and Journal of Defense Science. Fiber optic navigational system documented. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Three Axis Low Cost Fiber Gyroscope With 
Electronic. Closed Loop Phase Detection", R. Moeller et al., SPIE, Boston, ~ ~ . , - s e ~ t e m b e r  7-8, 
1993. 

ITEM: Semiconductor Diode Master Oscillator Power Amplifier System 

DESCRIPTION: Used by Spectra Diode Laboratories in integrated and hybrid 
structure for high power laser diode source product. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "High-Power, Near-Diffraction-Limited Large-Area 
Traveling-Wave Semiconductor Amplifiers", Lew Goldberg et al., Journal of Quantum 
Electronics, Vol. 251, No. 6, June 1993. 

ITEM: Figure Eight Fiber Laser 

DESCRIPTION: Compact short-pulse light source. Used by researchers at NTT in 
Japan and British Telecom as well as HP Laboratories. Also used by many universities in research 
programs; these include University of Michigan, Oklahoma State University, RPI, and MIT to 
name a few. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "All-fiber Ring Soliton Laser Mode Locked With a 
Nonlinear Mirror", Irl N. Duling lII, Optics Letters, Vol. 16, No. 8, April 15, 1991. 

ITEM: High Frequency Optical Microwave Delay Lines For EW 
Applications 

DESCRIPTION: Active Electronic Buoy (AEB), Advanced Airborne Electronic 
Decoy (AAED), Emerald Decoy, Advanced Electronic Warfare Technology (AEWT). Prototypes 
of AAED have beer1 made by Raytheon Corporation, AEB systems are soon to be fabricated by 
Dalmo Victor, Belrnont, CA. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Frequency Shifting for ECM Applications (U)", 
James L. Dexter, Keith J. Williams, Ronald D. Esman, and Michael J. Monsma, NRL 



Memorandum Report, Dec. 1993. Other classified reports of these systems may exist in Code 
5700. 

ITEM: Optical Microwave Generation By Heterodyning Of Two Solid 
State Lasers 

DESCR1:PTION: Operation to 40 GHz and linewidths less than 1 Hz. System now 
being sold by Lightwave Electronics. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "6-34 Offset Phase-Locking of Nd:YAG 1319 nm 
Nonplanar Ring Lasers", K.J. Williams, et al., Electronics Letters, Vol. 25, No. 18, 31 Aug. 
1989, 1242-1243. 

ITEM: Faraday Rotator Mirrors 

DESCRXPTION: Method to produce maximum fringe visibility in a fiber 
interferometer. Has been developed into a commercial device manufactured by E-Tek, Optics for 
Research, and Isowave. Used in MARS system. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Polarization Insensitive Fiber Optic Michelson 
Interferometer", A.'D. Kersey et al., Electron. Lett., 27, 518, 1991 . 

ITEM: ANIASQ-191 Jamming Techniques 

D E S C R I P T I O N :  The jamming waveforms used in the AN/ASQ-191 
communications countermeasures system were developed in collaboration with CAPT. J. R. 
Powell while at COMMATVAQWINGPAC 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Secret Naval Message R 08 18 182 JUN88. 

ITEM: ANIUSQ-113 Waveforms 

D E S C R I P T I O N :  The jamming waveforms used in the ANIUSQ-113 
communications countermeasures system were developed in collaboration with LCDR. W. R. 
Mysinger while at the Naval Postgraduate School. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Voice and Data Link Cornmunciations Jamming with 
the USA- 113 Radio-Countermeasures Set" (U), U.S. Naval Postgraduate School Masters Thesis 
of September 1990 

ITEM: MK-182 Chaff Cartridge 

DESCRIPTION: The first seduction chaff cartridge developed for the protection of 
major surface combatants. This cartridge was developed in conjunction with the MK-36 Decoy 
Launching System. This cartridge pioneered rapid blooming chaff technology. This technology 
has been subsequen~tly used in all modem surface chaff decoy rounds. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "OPEVAL Report, Super RBOC" (U), Operational 
Technical Evaluation Force 3960-12 of 14 June 1977 

ITEM: MK-214 Chaff Cartridge 



DESCRIPTION: A significantly improved version of the MK-182 which 
incorporates advanced materials to achieve an enhanced radar cross section 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Operational Evaluation Report, NATO Sea GNAT 
Radio Frequency (RF) Seduction Cartridge" (U), Operational Technical Evaluation Force 3960-12 
of 30 August 1984 

ITEM: MK-216 Chaff Cartridge 

DESCRIPTION: The first effective surface distraction decoy. This unit is 
compatible with the MK-36 Decoy Launching System and was developed to complement the MK- 
2 14 seduction cartridge 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: OPTEVFOR Evaluation Report, Operational Test 
And Evaluation Of The MK 216 NATO SEA GNAT RF Distraction Cartridge (U), 3960-12,29 
April 1987. 

ITEM: ALQ-190 Chaff Cartridge 

DESCRIPTION: An A-size sonobuoy chaff round deployable from rotary and fixed 
wing aircraft for the protection of surface combatants. 

PUBLJSHED REFERENCE: "Evaluation of Compatibility for Air Rapid Bloom 
Offboard Chaff (.AIRBOC) Cartridge with S-3A, SH-2F, and SH-3H Aircraft", Naval Air Test 
Center Technical Report SA-60R-84 of 12 July 84 

ITEM: ALE-39 Airborne Expendable Dispenser 

DESCRIPTION: Current chaff and flare dispenser found on virtually all Navy 
aircraft 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Expendable Countermeasures", NAVAIR Manual 
16- 1-539 of June 1989. 

ITEM: RR-129 Airborne Chaff Cartridge 

DESCRIPTION: Fleet standard broad band self protection chaff round 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Expendable Countermeasures", NAVAIR Manual 
16-1-539 of June 1989. 

TITLE:: RR-144 Airborne Chaff Training Cartridge 

DESCRIPTION: Fleet standard narrow band airborne chaff training round 

PUBLI!SHED REFERENCE: "Expendable Countermeasures", NAVAIR Manual 
16-1-539 of June i1989. 

ITEM: ANIURD-4 

DESCR:IPTION: This item is a special sensor system that has been used on 
Naval vessels during the first Persian Gulf crisis and during Desert Shield, Storm. The units 
deployed were a Quick Reaction Capability (QRC) with four units deployed on FFG-7 class ships 
after two months of  development for the first crisis and seventeen much smaller and lighter units 



deployed on most classes of ships during Desert ShieldIStorm. A total of thirty seven units were 
produced. At present thirty units are in the Navy inventory. During the first deployment, it was 
found that the antenna system weighed about 200 pounds and required a dock side crane to mount. 
A concentrated effort reduced the weight to less than 60 pounds. This effort was conducted under 
the direction of NRI, with the University of Utah and a company named Detelus. Using composite 
materials, extreme1:y light and rugged radomes and antenna reflectors that are inexpensive were 
produced. The Detelus company now manufactures these items as a standard advertised product 
line. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "URD-4G Radio Direction Finding Receiver 
Technical Manual", NSWC, Crane Control No. 91-0285 of February 1991. 

ITEM: FUNCTIONAL RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 

DESCR.IPTION: This item was developed and has been introduced into use on 
several Naval inventoried EW systems. These systems include, but are not limited to, the AN/ 
SLQ-32, AN /ALR-67, AN / ALR-76, AN /ALR-66V5 and the EA-6B ADVCAP. This algorithm 
has been supplied 1:o the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army and NSA. It addresses one of the highest 
priorities in the U.S. Navy EW Master Plan. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE:"Threat Functional Identification", NRL Report 9173 
of 19 May 1989 

ITEM: ANJUYX-2 DATA SIGNAL PROCESSING SETS 

DESCR1:PTION: These sets, designed for special signal processing applications, 
were developed to real time characterize pulsed signals for EW. Developed between 1980 and 
1984, they are still in use today and were the predecessor to units designated L- MISPE now being 
produced for deployment of Naval ships and aircraft. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Electronic Warfare Unintentional-Modulation 
Processors: System1 Definition Considerations", NRL Report 9040 of 21 June 1988 

ITEM: INTERFEROMETER DESIGN 

DESCRIPTION: Optimum synthesis procedures for phase comparison 
interferometers usai for direction finding at microwave frequencies over wide instantaneous fields 
of view was developed and is today being used by both the military and industrial community as a 
design guide. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Ambiguity-Resistant Three and Four Channel 
Interferometers" NFkL Report 8005 of 9 September 1976. 

ITEM: Tactical EW Environment Simulator (TEWES) 

DESCRIPTION: The Tactical EW Environment Simulator (TEWES) technology was 
developed at NRL i.n 1978 for laboratory test and evaluation of modern ESM systems. The most 
significant aspect (of the TEWES was its ability to generate a near real-world dynamic RF 
environment consisting complexity and density required for stress-testing new EW systems. The 
technology and architecture involved was quite unique and established the standard in Industry and 
Government for real-time simulation performance. As a result, NRL conducted a formal 
technology transfer in 1979, which was attended by more than 80 industry representatives. Upon 
transfer, two vendors marketed this technology; Amherst Systems, and Locus Inc.. These 
simulators remain widely used throughout DoD for testing existing and new sensor systems and 



platforms which include: SLQ-32; ALR-59; ALR-67; ALR-73; ALR-76; ALQ-99; E2C; EA-6B; 
and EF- 11 1. More than 30 TEWES systems are currently owned and operated by DoD facilities. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Report 8878, "Operation and Performance of 
the Tactical Electronic Warfare Environment Simulator (TEWES)," April 15, 1985 describes the 
technology. 

ITEM: Acoustic-Optic (A-0)  Channelizers 

DESCRIPTION: These were developed by NRL in conjunction with the Navy R&D 
community during the 1980's in response to advanced threat radar signal modulation structures that 
overwhelmed the then developed conventional receivers. The A-0 channelizer proceeded through 
development with the support of NAVAIR, NAVSEA, and NAVELEX commands. An A-0 
channelizer module resulted that provides two orders of magnitude performance improvement with 
a corresponding order of magnitude reduction each in volume, power consumption and projected 
failure rate. The A-0  channelizers are presently undergoing transition into special application 
program. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Acoustic-Optics, Precision Direction Finding 
System, Transition of Optical Processors into Systems 1993", SPIE Vol. 1958 of 12 April 1993. 

ITEM: MMIC/EW Receiver, an EW Receiver-on-a-Chip 

DESCRIPTION: During FY90, NRL completed the design and fabrication of a 
MMIC/EW receiver, Phase I. A subsequent series of MMIC/EW receivers represents a significant, 
orders-of-magnitude improvement in performance, weight, size, power, and cost of EW receivers 
through the use of MMIC technology. The present Phase 11 MMIC/EW receivers provides full 
coverage of the 0.1 to 20 GhZ spectrum with -84 dbm sensitivity, 40 MhZ bandwidth, 12 dB noise 
figure, in a volume of 11 cubic inches compared to 770 cubic inches of its current commercial 
equivalent. The Phase I MMIC/EW receiver is already in use in the AN/URD-4 in the Navy. 
Elements of the Phase II MMIC/EW receiver are in use in the AN/ALE-50 ECM Towed array used 
by the U.S. Navy and Air Force. The MMIC/EW receivers are planned for use in Advanced 
HARM, IDECM, and AIEWS. Critical elements of the Phase II MMIC/EW receiver developed by 
NRL are offered commercially by the Hettite Microwave Corporation, Woburn, Mass, as 
monolithic mixers, HMC- 141-144, Microwave Journal April 1994. These are 2.00 x 1.53 mrn 
GaAs MMIC chips. The receivers are offered by Karnan Sciences Corporation. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Memorandum Report,"MMIC/EW RF 
Receiver (Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit/Electronic Warfare)" NRL/MR/5720-93-7 190, 
May 13, 1993. 

ITEM: SLQ-32 ECM ASMD Technique Library Support 

DESCRIPTION: Develop, evaluate and provide SLQ-32 anti-ship missile defense 
(ASMD) ECM techniques for use by the fleet. The Low Power Chamber ECM Techniques 
Development faci.lity is utilized to support this tasking. All ECM ASMD techniques presently 
resident in the AN/SLQ-32 are developed at NRL. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: SLQ-32 Threat Library: Version 3", NRL Document 
10550-F2415930580D of April 1993) 



ITEM: Fleet ECM Counter-Targeting Tactics 

DESCRI[PTION: Develop, evaluate and provide to the Surface Warfare Development 
Group ECM Counter-Targeting Tactics to be used as input to Tactics Guides provided to the fleet. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Single Ship Countertargeting Planning Guide", 
SURFWARDEVGIRU TACHMEMO XZ 1050-2-94 of February 1994. 

ITEM: MARK 186, MOD 2 - TORCH DECOY REFUELING 

DESCRIPTION: As new IR guided anti-ship missile (ASMs) were introduced in the 
1980's a number of serious short falls in current fleet ship IR decoys were identified. Work was 
begun at NRL to correct these problems with the goal of enabling a dramatic improvement in decoy 
spectral energy balance and a substantial increase in lifetime while still preserving the huge 
investment made in Torch hardware and T&E exercises. Research conducted in 1986-87 resulted 
in the development of a theory of spectral tailoring which was then used to identify a special fuel 
with the desired properties. Testing on this material along with many others provides an extensive 
data base upon which to draw for future needs. Field demonstration of the desired fuel triggered a 
complete examination of all signature corrupting and lifetime limiting features of the existing 
decoy. Through this investigation, changes to the nozzle (which were simple to implement) and to 
the gas generator containing a rocket propellant used for pressurization and ignition were identified 
as necessary to achieve required decoy performance. The existing gas generator, because of its 
size, was responsible for the decoy lifetime. Moreover, it was also a contributor to undersirable 
elements of the spec:trum by injecting contaminants into the fuel directly through the pressurization 
port and into the flame itself. This gas generator was also replaced but not without difficulty. The 
improved round went through final DT in July 1991 and final OT in March 1992. Limited 
production prototype rounds have been delivered to the fleet providing protection in high threat 
regions. Production quantities of this improved Torch are scheduled for delivery to the fleet 
beginning in 1996. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Operational Evaluation of the Torch Infrared Decoy 
MK 186 MOD 2", (OPNAV Report Symbol 3960-12, 3960 (215-1-OT-11) of 26 June 1992. 

ITEM: DECMIDecoy Integration (DDI ) 

DESCRIPTION: This effort deals with hardware and software improvements to the 
ANISLQ-32(V) Electronic Warfare System (EWS) and MK 36 Decoy Launching System (DLS) to 
enable better tactics in the integrated use of active DECM (Deceptive Electronic Countermeasures) 
and decoys. These improvements were included under two Test and Evaluation Master Plans 
(TEMPS). TEMP 836-1, "DECMDECOY INTEGRATION (DDI)" included the Baseline Decoy 
Algorithm (BDA) and the non-ADCAP DDI algorithm. The BDA algorithm which is a non-threat 
specific algorithm, addressed automated decoy tactics with minor EWS hardware changes to permit 
rapid fleet introduction. The BDA went through successful DTIOT in 1983184 and was introduced 
into the fleet in 1985. The non-ADCAP DDI algorithm is a full threat specific algorithm integrating 
the existing ECM with off-board decoys. The hardware changes for this algorithm were covered 
under TEMP 836- 1 and included EWS display & control console (DCC) changes to handle six decoy 
launchers and software control of the decoy arming circuit to permit automatic firing under software 
control. The non-ADCAP DDI algorithm went through successful DTIOT in 1993 and is currently 
scheduled to be introduced to the fleet with the release of the R17 EWS software load. The hardware 
and firmware for new DDI ECM techniques were developed under the ADCAP program. These new 
techniques better facilitated the use of ECM with decoys. Since ADCAP brought new DDI specific 
upgrades to the EW!3 and the two programs were so interrelated and required nearly identical testing, 



they were merged under the ADCAP TEMP starting in FY94. Successful land based tests have been 
completed and the final phase of the ADCAPIDDI program will be completed this year with DTIOT 
trials scheduled for 4th qtr of FY94. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Follow-on Operational Test and Evaluation of 
Deceptive ECM (DECM)/Decoy Integration", OPTEVFOR Report 3980 (836-1-OT-IIIB), Ser 
635lS069 of 7 December 1993. 

ITEM: Electronic Warfare Coordination Module (EWCM) - Operations 
Deception Module 

DESCRIPTION: The Naval Tactical Command System Afloat (NTCS-A) and the 
Joint Maritime Command Information System (JMCIS) are being developed and deployed by 
NAVSPAWAR, I'D-60 to provide the capability to integrate modern command and control 
functions in U. S. Naval forces. The system is being inserted into the fleet in an evolutionary way 
in that both hardware upgrades and new software functions are introduced in a timely but irregular 
manner. Prototyping of new capabilities in a 6.2 environment, with opportunity to test these ideas 
in at-sea deployments to permit rapid transition, is encouraged. The EWCM, developed in this 
way under the 6.2 EW program at NRL, has transitioned to JMCIS as the OPDEC Module. This 
module contains a variety of tactical decision aids covering blue-on-red and red-on-blue 
encounters, jamming effectiveness, EMCON analysis, communications covertness, composite 
radar and ESM coverage, and other functions. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Miscellaneous Applications & Tactical Decision 
Aids User's Guide", NAVSPAWAR NTCS-A UG-009 of 1 January 1994. 

ITEM: NTCS-A Reconstruction Module 

DESCRIPTION: During the EWCMIOPDEC Module development, a need was 
recognized for cornrnand and control systems to contain a capability to collect and archive tactical 
data during operations, merge other operational data collected from separate sources, analyze the 
events that took place, and provide presentations of the results. The Reconstruction Module was 
designed and tested extensively under a 6.2 prototyping effort and successfully transitioned to the 
NTCS-A. It has been installed on numerous ships and at shore based facilities and training 
commands. The Reconstruction Module is contained in the latest release of the NTCS-A and will 
be installed in the majority of U.S. combatant ships. It is also planned to be included in the first 
JMCIS release expected in FV94. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Miscellaneous Applications & Tactical Decision 
Aids User's Guide", NAVSPAWAR NTCS-A UG-009 of 1 January 1994. 

ITEM: NTCS-A Training Module 

DESCRIPTION: A Training Module prototype was also developed at NRL under 
6.2 EW sponsorship targeted for the NTCS-A. This module, which provides an embedded 
training capability in operational command and control systems, has also successfully transitioned 
to the NTCS-A and installed on a number of ships and is planned for the first JMCIS release. This 
development is a major breakthrough in training and allows bluesuit trainers a means to create 
training sessions that span the range from basic command and control functions to comprehensive 
sessions containing dynamic tactical scenarios. Tactical decision makers and operators can run 
these sessions at shore site training commands or at-sea while the NTCS-AIJMCIS is processing 
real-time tactical data in background. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Miscellaneous Applications & Tactical Decision 
Aids User's Guide", NAVSPAWAR NTCS-A UG-009 of 1 January 1994. 

ITEM AN/ALQ17O(V) Countermeasures Simulator Set 

DESCRIPTION: The ANIALQ-170(V) is a fly able anti ship missile seeker simulator 
capable of simulating the electromagnetic signature characteristic of known ASM threats. The 
simulator is available in I band and J band versions. These systems are currently used by the Fleet 
Readiness and Trai.ning Group (FTRG) in support of the surface Navy's operational readiness 
training. The Engineering Development Models (EDM) are used by the Navy's S&T community in 
determining the effectiveness of new Electronic Warfare (EW) systems and techniques. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "ANIALQ-170 Simulator Set Responses to CM 
Techniques Training Manual (U)", NRL Memorandum Report NRL/MR./5740-92-6890 of 28 
February 1992. 

ITEM: Fluorinated Coatings 

DESCRIPTION: NRL's basic research in fluorinated polymers, encompassing a 30 
year time span, has led to significantly improved performance for several Naval systems. The 
modern Navy is absolutely dependent upon its world-wide network of large, shore-based fuel 
storage facilities. The tanks which make up these facilities range in capacity up to 300,000 barrels. 
The fluorinated polyurethanes developed at NRL more the double the lifetimes of the interior tank 
linings which-keep water and corrosion products out of the fuel and prevent the fuel from leaking 
into the environment. The estimated savings to the Navy is $130M over twenty years. For 
submarine applications, a film of seawater on the antennae or periscope as it emerges from the 
ocean surface significantly deteriorates their performance. NRL combined the easy cleanability of 
PTFE and the tough.ness/weatherability of polyurethane coatings to provide fast-draining coatings 
which minimize the ;seawater film problem. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Naval Facilities Guide Specification 09872, "Interior 
Coating Systems Used on Welded Steel Tanks (for Petroleum Fuel Storage). Proposed Military 
Specification for "Coating, Fluorinated Polyurethane, Hydrophobic, for Submarine Radomes", 
NRL Letter Report 6120-756, 17 Nov 1987, to NAVSES, Philadelphia, PA 

ITEM: Non-Skid Aircraft Carrier Decks 

DESCRIPTION: The nonskid coating previously used on aircraft carriers provided a 
very short service life (less than 500 landings) and limited Naval air operations. Material 
fragments were formed when the coating was struck by a tailhook of an aircraft and the fragments 
caused extensive and costly damage when drawn into aircraft turbine engines. The coating also 
rapidly became worn and slippery. Based on insights and expertise drawn from the basic research 
program in materials chemistry, new laboratory tests were developed at NRL. These tests 
measured the ability of a coating to withstand impact, resist wear, maintain its nonskid 
characteristics after use, and prevent abrasion and thinning of arresting cables. New coating 
formulations were made and then evaluated by these tests. The test methods and coating 
formulations have been included in the specification for nonskid coatings, MIL-C-24667, which is 
now used to test ancl procure all Navy nonskid coatings. These new coatings give a minimum 
2000 landings 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: MIL-C-24667, "Coating System, Nonskid, for Roll 
or Spray Application" 

ITEM: Life Support Systems For Nuclear Powered Submarines 



DESCRIPTION: The NRL basic research program in chemical dynamics has been 
successful in addressing problems in the measurement and control of hazardous gases in the 
atmospheres of nuclear powered submarines. Significant contributions have been made to the 
oxygen generators, carbon dioxide scrubbers, carbon monoxide/hydrogen burners, organic filters 
and atmosphere analyzers. Most recently, the new refrigerant fluids required by environmental 
concerns were causing problems in the air scrubbers; a change in the operating parameters was 
shown sufficient to solve the problem. The Central Atmospheric Monitor Spectrometer (CAMS) 
system for the subrnarines has been a logical extension of NRL mass spectrometry research effort. 
The CAMS has been the product of a 25 year NRL program, with improvements constantly added 
in each new generation. The CAMS system has been commercialized by Perkin Elmer as the 
ICAMS; this product won the 1990 CHEMICAL PROCESSING Award. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Submarine Air Monitoring System Improved", The 
Observer Vol7(5), 26 Jan 1984 discusses the Navy CAMS system. 

"System Continuously Monitors Air Quality in Industrial Process Sites", C&E News, 12 Aug 
1985, discusses the commercial CAMS variant. 

"Chemical Research in Nuclear Submarine Atmosphere Purification", MU, Report 7037,02 
Jun 1970. 

ITEM: Fire Prevention/Control 

DESCRIPTION: NRL's Navy Center for Safety and Survivability continues to 
contribute essential new technology into the Navy's fire fighting programs. The Center is built on 
basic research undexpinning in chemical dynamics and modelling. In the last several years there 
have been several niajor contributions to the Navy. The test programs aboard the ex-SHADWELL 
have been responsible for rewriting 30% of Navy fire-fighting doctrine. Hull insulation material 
was developed which improved the fue-worthiness of submarines; this material was installed on 
the SSN 2 1. Halon 121 1 portable extinguishers are vital in aircraft firefighting and the Navy gives 
special training in their use (up to 20,000 pounds per year were released in training). 
Environmental constraints required less release of the Halon; NRL developed a training simulant 
which met the need. Halon 130 1 fire protection systems require discharge tests to verify system 
performance. Prior to 1990, over 60% of the Navy's Halon 1301 use involved such testing. NRL 
identified sulfur hex.afluoride, SFg, as a viable replacement for discharge tests and thereby reduced 
the Navy use by that 60%. One major obstacle to fire fighting is dense smoke. Basic research into 
the kinetics of fire established the size and composition of soot particles. NRL realized the 
potential for IR imaging to see through smoke and introduced the Navy Firefighter Thermal 
Imager, a hand-held unit which has been deployed to the fleet (over 1000 purchased). 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Submarine Hull Insulation, Product Procurement 
Document 8026335737 (SSN21) Submarine Hull Acoustic Insulation Transmission Loss 
Treatment, Product Procurement Document 8026335741 (SSN 21) and MIL-T-24708. "NRL 
Contribution to Curtailing HALON 130 1 Insult to Environment", NRL Memorandum 6 180-77 1, 
14 Dec 1993. "Navy Firefighter's Thermal Imager", NAVSEA Requisition/Purchase No. 
N00024-88-RC-36220,24 Mar 1988. 



ITEM: Corrosion Prevention Coatings For Carrier Water Piping 
Systems 

DESCKIF'TION: The collection-holding-transfer (CHT) discharge piping systems on 
aircraft carriers had a problem with corrosion and failed in 6 months. It was costing the Navy 
$500K per year to replace this piping. Based on coating expertise developed in the Material 
Chemistry 6.1 program, NRL developed a chemically resistant epoxy lining which is now in its 
sixth year of use without failure. NAVSEA and NSWC-Philadelphia have evaluated the coating 
and will soon authorize it for all surface ships. Since the paint contains no volatile solvents or 
extractable materials, it is also being evaluated for use in drinking water pipes. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Epoxy Pipe Lining System for Corrosion Protection 
Aboard Naval Ships; Proposed Military Standard for", NRL Letter Report 6120-362, 24 Nov 
1993, to NAVSEA. Also appears in a patent application and is the subject of a license agreement 
with American Pipelining Co., San Diego, CA. 

ITEM: Sonar Dome Rubber Window 

DESCKIF'TION: In the late seventies and early eighties, the Navy's advanced sonar 
dome rubber windows began to fail at an alarming rate. A corrective action program was begun to 
understand and correct the failure mechanism. NRL was called upon to assemble a 
multidisciplinary team of scientists with backgrounds in polymeric materials, metallography, 
acoustics and non-destructive inspection. The expertise and analytical capacities embedded in the 
Chemistry and Materials basic research programs provided the requisite capabilities. The NRL 
team identified the problem as corrosion fatigue failure of steel cords imbedded within the 
composite dome wall. An emergency repair technique was developed for implementation at sea, 
allowing more flexibility in scheduling the replacement of ruptured domes. A longer lasting repair 
method was also developed to reinforce damaged SDRWs and extend their service lives. 
Radiographic inspection methods have been developed to identify incipient corrosion fatigue 
damage, both in drydock and at pierside. Savings to the Navy are estimated at $ 1 0 ' ~  of millions 
per year. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Revisions to NRL Technical Data Requirements for 
the Radiographic Inspection of Sonar Dome Rubber Windows (SDRW)", enclosure to NRL Letter 
Report Ser 6120-2, 3 Jan 1990. "Revised NRL Recommendations for Repaired Sonar Dome 
Rubber Windows (SDRW)", enclosure to NRL Letter Report Ser 6120-53, 2 Feb 1987. 
"Technical Data R.equirements for the Radiographic Inspection of ANISQS-56 Sonar Domes (Keel 
Domes)", enclosure to NRL Letter Report Ser 6120-254, May 1990. 

ITEM: Boiler Water Treatment System 

DESCRIPTION: Corrosion and deposits in the steam system of Navy deaerating 
feed tanks, boiler watersides, superheaters, main engines, main condensers and catapult receivers 
are exposed to high temperature waterlsteam. NRL chemists, based on capability in basic solution 
chemistry, developed an EDTA/Hydrazine treatment procedure in the late 1970'slearly 1980's; the 
procedure has been effective in eliminating the corrosion and deposition. From experience in trial 
s h i ~ s ,  it has been demonstrated that Fleet-wide im~lementation of this ~rocedure will result in 
mahtenance and man-hour savings to the Navy of'approximately $lB bver the timespan from 
1990 to 2005. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE : Ship Alterations BB61- 1298, CG 16- 1586, CG26- 
799, CV-7653, FF1052-971, LSD36-429D. Surface Ships Propulsion Systems Program 
CHENG-P Quarterly Status Report, 30 SEP 1989. 

ITEM: Chemical Indicator For Hydrazine 

DESCRCPTION: NASA utilizes hydrazine in large quantities as hypergolic fuels; the 
Navy uses it in several applications, one being an oxygen scavenger in boiler water to inhibit 
corrosion. Hydrazine, monomethyl hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (all in use) 
are considered potential carcinogens with threshold limit values for exposure established at 100, 
200, and 500 ppb respectively. Future exposure levels may be lowered to 10 ppb. To minimize 
the risk to employe:es, routine monitoring of personnel and their work environment is mandated. 
Building on its basic work in analytical chemistry and chemical rnicrosensors, NRL conceived and 
developed a detection scheme predicated on vanillin chemistry. The colorimetric dosimeter system 
can be used actively or passively to detect hydrazine and monomethylhydrazine at sub-part-per- 
billion levels in ambient air. This technology has been licensed and is available commercially. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Dosimeter Badge Detects Hydrazines", NASA Tech 
Briefs, Dec 1993. GMD Systems, Inc. sales literature, GMD 530 Series Hydrazines Badge 

ITEM: Surface Acoustic Wave Chemical Sensors 

DESCRIPTION: The propagation of surface acoustic waves on quartz is very 
sensitive to the mass and viscoelastic properties of any material which deposits on the quartz 
surface. NRL has tieveloped the concept of SAW chemical sensors which derive their selectivity 
from solubility in coatings placed on the quartz surface. These sensors are small, sensitive, 
relatively low power, and moderately priced; when used in arrays, pattern recognition techniques 
provide the necessary selectivity. While motivated by CBWD, the SAW sensor systems are 
beginning to find application in a number of fields. Several systems are now on-board ship where 
they are utilized for the measurement of fuel contamination in engine lubricants (Navy Materials 
Technology and Corrosion Engineering Branch, Code 6242, Carderock Division, Naval Surface 
Warfare Center, Ph.iladelphia, PA.) 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Solubility Interactions and the Design of Chemically 
Selective Sorbent Cloatings for Chemical Sensors and Arrays", NRL Memorandum Report 6692. 
Microsensor Systerns, Inc. commercial sales brochure on Fuel Dilution Meter. "Development of 
Surface Acoustic Wave Devices for Chemical Sensing", CRADA between NRL and SAWTEK, 
Inc., NCRADA-NRL-94-030. 

"Surface Acoustic Wave Technology for Detection of Food Spoilage", CRADA between NRL 
and Catalytica Corporation, NCRADA-NRL-94-032. 

ITEM NRL Contact Angle Goniometer 

DESCRIPTION: This instrument measures the contact angle of sessile drops and 
captive bubbles directly, providing a rapid, simple and precise means of evaluating the wettability 
characteristics of a wide variety of liquidsolid systems. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Rame-Hart, Inc. Surface Science Instrumentation 
sales brochure 



ITEM: Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance Detector (Explosives, Drugs Of 
Abuse) 

DESCRIPTION: Quantum Magnetics is building a small quadrupolar resonance 
instrument capable of checking briefcases and mail packages for explosives. This approach is 
significantly less expensive than current thermal neutron activation (TNA) devices. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "QR Technology may Yield Better Bomb Detection", 
Aviation Week 14.0,21 Feb 1994. Patent licensing agreement with Quantum Magnetics 

ITEM: Multisensor Towed Array Detection System (MTADS) 

DESCRIPTION: NRL, in collaboration with GeoCenters, Inc., and with support 
from the OPNAV-N45 Shoreside Environmental RDT&E program and the DOE Sandia National 
Laboratory Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration program, is developing a multisensor 
towed array detecfion system (MTADS). This instrumentation will provide the capability to carry 
out large area non-intrusive site evaluation studies to locate buried ferrous material (ordnance and 
landfills), volatile chemicals and radioactive contamination. A prototype system has been fielded 
and demonstrated at several sites. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Microwave and Differential GPS Navigation 
Systems; Field Performance Tests", NRL/PU/6110-93-244 

ITEM: Control Of Mosquitos By The Use Of Film-Forming Materials 

DESCRIPTION: This invention provides a method of controlling mosquitos which 
has little difficulty in application, is inexpensive and produces persistent results. A monolayer 
film is adsorbed tc~ the surface of water; the film is a nonionic, autophobic or nearly autophobic, 
immiscible, nonvolatile fluid which has a density less than that of water and high degrees of 
fluidity and which is capable of reducing the surface tension of the water to 30 dyneslcm or less. 
The immature fonns of mosquito are prevented from attaching themselves to the surface of the 
water. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: US Patent 4160033, July 3, 1979, Method for 
thecontrol of Mosquitos by the Use of Film-Forming Materials- License agreement with Insect 
and Aquatic Management Systems, Inc 

ITEM: Monomolecular Surface Films To Control Oil Pollution On 
Water 

DESCRIPTION: During WWII the U.S. Navy was concerned with moving 
burning fuel on the sea surface away from ships. It was shown the monomolecular surface films 
could be used to herd oily pollution. The surface films spread into one-molecule-thick layers so 
very small quantiti.es can be used to treat large surface areas. Surface films with high spreading 
pressures will compress thinly spread layers of pollutant oil to islands 0.5-1.0 cm thick, 
substantially reducing the area covered by pollution. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Zisman, W.A., Spreading Agents for Clearing 
Water Surface of Oil Film, NRL Report P- 1984, January 1943.W.D. Garrett and W. R. Barger, 
Factors Affecting fhe Use of Monomolecular Surface Films to Control Oil Pollution on Water, 
Environmental Science and Technology 4,123-127 (Feb 1970). 

"Controlling Oil Spills with Monomolecular Surface Films...", Ocean Industry, Vol 5(8), 
August 1970. 



U.S. Navy Oil Spill Containment and Cleanup Kit, Mark 1, NAVSHIPS 0994-013- 
6010, 1973. 

ITEM: FUEL TEST METHODOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION: NRL Developed a new test methodology for predicting the 
storage stability of fuels; the methodology has been adopted by ASTM as a standard test method 
(ASTM DD5304) for its procurement of Navy diesel fuel (>20 million barrels per year). In 
December of 1993 a primary refinerlsupplier of diesel fuel changed its processing to comply with 
the new standard; this resulted in a 15-fold reduction in fuel solids formation. The savings to the 
Navy will be about $4.2M/yr in reduced filter replacement costs (not including additional 
disposal cost imposed because used filters are classified as hazardous waste). 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Assessing Distillate Fuel Stability by Oxygen 
Overpressure,D.IR. Hardy, R.N. Hazlett, E.J. Beal and J.C. Burnett, Energy & Fuels 3, 20 
(1989). Mil Spec MIL-F- 16884J, Naval Distillate Fuel 

ITEM:: Cleaning Metal Surfaces With A Film-Forming Composition 

DESC:RIPTION: A special film forming material was formulated which enabled 
the simple removal of rust from metal surfaces. The material makes cleaning various shipboard 
areas such as overhead high-temperatrue valves and pipes more efficient and economical. The 
cleaning mixture has been utilized to strip the corrosion layers from several public statues, 
including the State of Liberty. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: US Patent 4325744, "Method and Composition for 
Cleaning Metal Surfaces with a Film-Forming Composition", Rm. Panayappan and D.L. 
Venezky, 20 Apr 1982. 

ITEM:: JET ENGINE LUBRICANTS 

DESCRIPTION: Following World War 11, jet aircraft engine technology advanced 
rapidly. Existing petroleum lubricants were marginal in oxidation resistance at the higher 
temperatures. NRL lubricant chemists developed ester based synthetic oils, first the diester oil of 
Mil-L-7808 (still used by the Air Force) and then the polyol ester oil of Mil-L-23699. These 
lubricants are used today in all military and civilian jet aircraft and in turbine powered helicopters. 
Automotive synthetic oil usage is increasing, and use in high-temperature diesel engines is under 
study. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Military Specification Mil-L-7808, Lubricatin Oil, 
Aircraft Turbine Engine, Synthetic Base. .Military Specification Mil-L-23699, Lubricating Oil, 
Aircraft Twbine Engine, Synthetic Base. "Structural Guides for Synthetic Lubricant 
Development," C.M. Murphy and W.A. Zisman, Ind. & Engr. Chem. 42, p. 2415 (1950). 
."Synthetic Oil for Gas Turbine Engines," C.M. Murphy and W.A. Zisman, Report of NRL 
Progress, March 1952. 

ITEM: INSTRUMENT BEARING LUBRICATION 

DESCRIPTION: Premature malfunctions of gyros, synchro motors, and other vital 
military equipment due to bearing failures led NRL chemists to develop materials and techniques 
which vastly improved the life of these components. A fluoropolymer barrier film was developed 
to prevent the 10s!i of lubricant by creepage across surfaces, and an improved synthetic lubricant 
was formulated. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Barrier Films Increase Service Lives of 
Prelubricated Miniature Ball Bearings," V.G. FitzSimmons, C.M. Murphy, J.B. Romans, and 
C.R. Singleterry, Lubrication Engineering, January, 1968. 

Military Standard Mil-Std-1334, Process for Barrier Coating of Anti-Friction Bearings. Military 
Specification Mil-L.-8 1846, Lubricating Oil, Instrument. 

ITEM: AIRCRAFT MACHINE GUN LUBRICANTS 

DESCRIPTION: NRL expertise in synthetic lubricants led to the formulation of all- 
weather lubricants fix aircraft guns during and after the Korean conflict. After the adoption of the 
M61 (Vulcan) rotary 20-rnm gun for use in naval aircraft, the need for an all-weather lubricant 
was demonstrated, and the lubricant was developed at NRL. The only lubricant which ever 
permitted the gun system to fire at -65°F after cold-sweat cycling, it was adopted by the Navy 
and Air Force for use in all 20-mm rotary guns and the 30-mm gun in the A-10. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Military Specification DoD-L-85336, Lubricant, 
All-Weather (Automatic Weapons). 

ITEM: Cleaning And Salvage Of Electronic Equipment 

DESCRIPTION: Fires, floods, and ship sinkings contaminate large amounts of 
expensive electricall and electronic equipment every year. To reduce the loss, NRL chemists 
devised techniques for cleaning and drying almost all such equipment and restoring it to service. 
The procedures were applied and perfected following several major fires and sinkings. They 
have been adopted by the Navy and numerous other government and civilian agencies as part of 
their protection against loss from fires and floods. They have also been useful in aircraft accident 
investigations and e~cploitation of recovered foreign military hardware. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Cleaning by Surface Displacement of Water and 
Oils," H.R. Baker, P.B. Leach, C.R. Singleterry, and W.A. Zisman, Ind. & Engr. Chem., 59, 
p. 29 (1967). ."Guide to Cleaning and Salvaging Techniques for Reclaiming Equipment 
Contaminated with Seawater, Oil, and Smoke Deposits," H.R. Baker and R.N. Bolster, NRL 
Report 7563, March 27,1973. 

ITEM: Carbon Clothing 

DESCRIPTION: The activated carbon developed in this program is utilized in the 
standard issue protective garments. It was deployed and issued in Desert Storm. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Chamber Tests with Human Subjects: IV. Tests 
of Carbon Clothing Against H Vapor", H.W. Carhart, W.A. Taylor, and L.E. Dailey, NRL 
Report P-2239,25 F;eb 1994. 

ITEM: Water Separator 

DESCRIPTION: This separator is presently used by the fuel industry in a 
screening test for fuel quality. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "The Separation of Water from Fuels, Part 1: 
Development of Laboratory Evaluation Method", J. A. Kryrnitsky and W .D. Jarrett, NRL Report 
5685, August 1961. 



ITEM: HEPA 

DESC'RIPTION: The HEPA filters developed under this program are presently 
used for the collective protection system on-board ship and in gas masks. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Filter Paper Studies, VII: General Mill Procedure 
and Summary", H.W. Knudson and R.D. Parsons, NRL Report 361 1, Jan 1950. 

ITEM:: Ship Cathodic Protection Systems 

DESCIRIPTION: Eight (8) ship cathodic protection systems were designed and tested 
by NRL scientists at the Key West Marine Corrosion Facility. These systems were installed in 
current Navy Ships. 

PUBLI[SHED REFERENCE: 

FFG-7 (USS OLIVER HAZARD PERRY Class), Letter report 9/91 

"Physical Scale Modeling of an Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) 
System for U.S. Navy Frigates (FFG-7 Class)," E.D. Thomas, K.E. Lucas and 
E.A. Hlogan. 

DDG-51 (USS ARLEIGH BURKE Class), Memo 6/91 
Ser 6370KW/020, of 14 JUN 1991, Subj: DDG-51 ICCP Design 

LHD-1 (USS WASP Class), Letter report 3/91 
"Design of an Optimum Cathodic Protection System for a USS WASP Class (LHD 
1) Hull,." E.D. Thomas, K.E. Lucas and E.A. Hogan. 

AOE-10 (USS SUPPLY Class), Letter report 5/94 
"Design of an Upgrade Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) System for 
AOE (USS Supply Class), Using the Physical Scale Modeling (PSM) Technique," 
E.D. Th~omas, K.E. Lucas and E.A. Hogan. 

SSN-688 (USS Miami), Informal report 
"Design of a Stern ICCP System for a Los Angeles (SSN 688) Class Submarine," 
E.D. Thomas, K.E. Lucas and E.A. Hogan. 

SSN-21 (USS SEAWOLF Class), Letter report 3/91 
"Design of a Multi-Zone Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) System for 
a USS Seawolf (SSN 21) Class Hull," E.D. Thomas, K.E. Lucas, E.A. Hogan, 
and D.C. Meikle. 

"Evaluation and Effect of Ropeguard Anodes and Propulsor Paint Scheme on the 
Cathodic Protection System for a USS Seawolf (SSN 21) Class Hull," E.D. Thomas, K.E. 
Lucas and E.A. Hogan. 

"Modifications to the Asymmetric Design for Cathodic Protection of a USS Seawolf 
(SSN 21) Class Hull," E.D. Thomas, K.E. Lucas and E.A. Hogan. 

BB61 (USS IOWA Class), Informal report 

CG47 (USS TICONDEROGA Class), Informal report 



Memo Ser 6370KWl001 of 08 Jan 1993, Subject: CVN-68 CLASS HULL 
Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCF) System Design 

ITEM: Algorithms Embodied In Multiuse Software. 

DESCRIPTION: Flux-Corrected Transport algorithm for fluid dynamics as captured in 
the subroutine LCPFCT. About 1500 copies of reference [l ] and its' earlier editions have been 
distributed. The E7CT 'product' has also stimulated significant computational research throughout 
the world. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Flux-Corrected Transport 1: SHASTA - A Fluid 
Transport Algorithm that Works, Jay Boris and David Book, Journal of Computational Physics 
11: 38-69, 1 9725. Solution of the Continuity Equation by the Method of Flux-Corrected 
Transport, Jay Boris and David Book, Chapter 3 in Methods in Computational Physics 1 ): 85-- 
129, (Academic E'ress, New York, 1976). 

ITEM: Standard Practice for Minimizing Dosimetry Errors in Radiation 
Hardness Testing of Silicon Electronic Devices Using Co-60 
Sources 

Standard Guide for Use of an X-Ray Tester (- lOkeV Photons) in 
Ionizing Radiation Effects Testing of Microele ctronics Devices 

DESCRIPTION: These are in use in the design and purchase of radiation tolerant 
microelectronics devices for military and space applications. These standards were substantially 
written by NRL personnel. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: ASTM Standards E1249, F1467 

ITEM: A Radiation Hardened Silicon Charge Coupled Device (CCD) as 
a star sensor in the Trident D-I1 missile. 

DESCR.IPTION: NRL played a key role in the development of the radiation hardened 
charge coupled device technology and the transfer of that technology to the Trident program. The 
Charge Coupled Device was invented at Bell Laboratories in 1970. NRL performed the first 
experiment to evaluate the total dose radiation hardness of this structure in 1972 and continued the 
detailed evaluation of the various charge transfer device architectures through 1976. At that time, 
NRL formulated a charge coupled device design which would minimize radiation induced damage. 
This design was transferred to Hughes Aircraft in 1976 under a DNA sponsored contract 
administered by NRL. Hughes combined MIL'S design with their radiation hard MOS technology 
to fabricate and demonstrate a radiation hard linear CCD shift register. In 1979 NRL established a 
program to study gamma ray induced shot noise in charge coupled devices. This program 
consisted of the development and experimental verification of a gamma shot noise model. This 
model enables one to predict the absolute magnitude of the gamma induced noise signal from 
knowledge of the device geometry and the semiconductor's material used. The model also 
provided insight into techniques for decreasing the magnitude of the gamma noise. The gamma 
noise model and measurement techniques were transferred to Hughes and Draper Labs in 1982. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Killiany,"Radiation Effects on Silicon Charge- 
Coupled Device," IEEE Transactions on Components Hybrids and Manufacturing Technology, 
Volume HMT-1,353 (1978) 



ITEM: Thin Gate Oxide Technology 

DESCRIPTION: This is a technology developed at NRL which is currently in use by 
essentially all industrial manufacturers (Rockwell, Harris, Northrop, Hughes Aircraft) who have 
developed a low-temperature, radiation-hardened silicon CMOS process. This technology is 
currently used for signal processor chips for Infrared (IR) sensor arrays which require radiation 
tolerance, as used in surveillance applications. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: N.S. Saks, M.G. Ancona, and J.A. Modolo, 
"Radiation Effects in MOS capacitors with very thin oxides at 80KM, IEEE Transactions on 
Nuclear Science", vol. NS-3 1(6), pp. 1249-1 255, December 1984. 

ITEM: Surface Pinning 

DESCR1:PTION: This is a technique used in silicon Charge Coupled Device (CCD) 
imagers by most manufacturers to reduce background dark current and noise levels. This 
technique was first proposed and demonstrated in standard 4-phase CCDs by NRL. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: N.S. Saks "A Technique for suppressing dark 
current generated by interface states in buried-channel CCD imagers", IEEE Electron Device 
Letters, vol. EDL- 1 (7), pp. 13 1- 133, July 1980. 

ITEM: Deep depletion Charge Coupled Devices 

DESCR1:FTION: Deep Depletion Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) imagers to improve 
quantum efficiency (QE) during imaging. Deep Depletion was first demonstrated by an NRL 
group who demonstrated an order of magnitude improvement in QE for UV and X-ray imaging by 
backside thinning of lightly-doped silicon substrates. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: J.T. Bosiers, N.S. Saks, "Deep Depletion CCDs 
with improved UV sensitivity" D.J. Michels, D. McCarthy, and M.C. Peckerar, Proceeding of the 
1985 International Electron Devices Meeting, pp. 448-451, (1985). 

ITEM: Dual-BeamIDual-Mode Helix TWT Technology for Airborne 
ECM 

DESCRIPTION: Beginning in the early 1980's and continuing through FY-86, the 
Navy (NAVELEX and ONT) funded the development of a dual-beam / dual-mode traveling wave 
tube (TWT) for application in the high-band (pulsed and continuous wave power) portion of the 
Advanced Self Protection Jammer (ASPJ) systems. The challenge was to develop the technology 
for connecting a high-power, pulsed TWT (physically short and of low-gain) to the output of a 
lower-power, CW TWT (high-gain). Moreover, the pulsed segment of the TWT had to be 
'transparent' to the operation of the CW segment during continuous operation. By packaging this 
combination in a single vacuum envelop, the objective was to provide a single 'tubet that could 
perform both the pulsed and CW functions of the ECM system, thereby simplifying the transmitter 
architecture. As this development progressed, an insertion opportunity was also recognized within 
the ECM suite of the Air Force B-1 B. Currently the dual-beam / dual-mode technology is 
deployed as the VJ band source in the ALQ- 16 1. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Ratheon Corporation contract N00014-75-C-0408. 

ITEM: Helix TWT Technology for Navy EHF Satellite Program (NESP) 



DESCRIPTION: In the late 19801s, a need was recognized for the development of a 
compact, high-pe:rformance Q-band TWT to support Navy requirements for submarine-to-satellite 
communications as part of the DoD MILSTAR program. Under ONR funding, Raytheon 
developed a wire-wrapped helix-TWT that provides in excess of 80-W CW over the NESP up-link 
band (43.5 to 45.5 GHz). The superior heat dissipation characteristics of the wire-wrapped helix 
technology resulted in a four-fold improvement in performance for a mini-TWT operating in this 
frequency range. The wire-wrapped mini-TWT will be a replacement for the 250-W CW coupled 
cavity tube previously developed. By exploiting the reduced size and voltage requirements of the 
mini-TWT, the triansrnitter can now be relocated to a mast located position closer to the transmitting 
antenna, thereby reducing the waveguide losses associated with the previous design. The 80-W 
TWT will go to E:DM this year and will be part of the non-penetrating mast program for submarine 
based NESP capability. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Northrop Defense Science Divison Contract No 
N00014-8 1-2665,. 

ITEM:: MeV Implantation into GaAs. 

DESC:RIPTION: MeV ion implantation into the 111-V's has been extensively 
researched at NRL. This work was transitioned to COMSAT where they used the MeV 
implantation technology developed by NRL to produce varactor diodes. These varactors were 
used in MMIC V(30s for an application at Hughes Aircraft. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: McNally, et al, "Ku and K-Band MMIC Varactor 
Tuned FET Oscillators Using MeV Ion-Implanted Buried Layer Contacts", IEEE MTT-S, pp 189- 
192, 1990 

ITEM: InP JFET Technology 

DESCRIPTION: AT&T used the fully ion-implanted InP JFET technology 
developed at NRL for use in their optoelectronic integrated photoreceivers. The fully ion- 
implanted process was patented by NRL. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Boos, Dietrich, Weng, Sleger, Binari, and Henry, 
"Fully Ion Implanted InP Junction FETs", IEEE Electron Device Letters Vol ED3, N09, Sept 
1987. 

ITEM: S i c  Buried Gate JFET Technology. 

DESCRIPTION: The S i c  Buried Gate JFET was first implemented at NRL. This 
device structure is still being pursued by Cree Research, the Army, Siemens, and other institutions 
for high temperature electronics applications. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Kelner, Binari, Sleger, and Kory, "Beta-Sic 
MESFETs and Guried-Gate JFETs, 

ITEM: Waveguide-to-Coax Transitions for MM-Wave Systems 

DESCRIPTION: Hughes mm-wave development group uses this NRL design for 
W-Band 75-to 110 GHz transitions in several of their military electronics sub-systems. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Neidert,"Waveguide-to-Coax-to-Microstrip 
Transitors for Millimeter-Wave Monolithic Circuits", Microwave Jounal, pp93-101, June1983. 



ITEM: Computer Program for Simulation of MESFET-Type Transistors 

DESCRIPTION: Texas Instruments uses this NRL-developed computer program in 
its own microwave transistor power amplifier and MMIC development work, up to approximately 
20 GHz. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Neidert and Scott, "Computer Program for 
Microwave GaAs MESFET Modeling", NRL Report 8561, Feb 1982. 

ITEM: Computer Program for Design of Stripline and Microstrip Ferrite 
Junction Circulators 

DESCRIPTION: This NRL-developed computer program is being used by 
Westighouse, Raytheon, Electromagnetic Sciences, Trans-Tech, Lincoln Labs, Georgia Tech, 
George Washington University, and Alpha Industries for microwave circulator analysis , from 1 to 
100 GHz. 

ITEM: Toxic Gas Storage and Delivery System 

DESCRIPTION: This system is designed for the sub-atmospheric storage of toxic 
gases such as arsine or phosphine. The storage media is a zeolite matrix which is sized to the 
particular gas of interest. The gas pressure is controlled by gentle heating of the storage media, 
allowing delivery of the gas via a mass flow controller. Since the heating temperatures are low 
(less than 50 C) little decomposition of the gas occurs. Commercial units are made and marketed 
by ATM Inc, and sold to toxic gas users such as organometallic vapor phase epitaxy, molecular 
beam epitaxy, or implantation users. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Sillmon et al., Applied Physics Letters 56, 174, 
1990. 

ITEM: Gallium Arsenide Substrates for Electronic and Electro-optic 
Devices 

DESCRIPTION: Undoped semi-insulating GaAs substrate materials form the basic 
building blocks for high frequency, high performance electronic devices used in Navy and other 
DoD systems ranging from missile seekers and radar transmitters to advanced communications 
systems and supercomputers. GaAs light emitting diodes and lasers are widely used in 
communications systems, for data storage and retrieval, and for a variety of other dual use 
applications such as laser printers. 

The discovery by NRL scientists of techniques to grow stable undoped semiinsulating 
GaAs made possible the manufacture of reproducible substrates for electronic and electro-optic 
devices. NRL scientists also discovered the arsenic antisite in GaAs (arsenic on a gallium site). the 
native defect responsible for the semi-insulating behavior of undoped GaAs. The growth 
technique was transferred to industry via a manufacturing technology program. The wide 
availability of semi-insulating undoped GaAs has resulted in a large cost savings to the DoD and 
has made possible rnany of the high performance electronic systems in use today. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: E.M. Swiggard, S.H. Lee and F.W. Von 
Batchelder, "GaAs synthesized in pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN)," Inst. Phys. Conf. Ser. No. 
33b, pp. 23-27 (1977). R. L. Henry and E.M. Swiggard, "LEC growth of InP and GaAs using 
PBN crucibles," Inst. Phys. Conf. Ser. No. 33b, pp. 28-36 (1977). R.J. Wagner, J.J. Krebs, 
G.H. Stauss and A.M. White, "Submillimeter EPR evidence for the As antisite in GaAs," Solid 
State Communications, vol. 36, pp. 15- 17 (1980). "Manufacturing techniques for gallium 



arsenide single crystal substrates," MIA-COM Gallium Arsenide Products, Inc.; Final Report, 
Contract No. NO0 173-79-C-037 1 (Sept. 1982) 

ITEM: Ultrasonic Sonar Dome Deflection Measurement System 

DESCRIPTION: This NRL system detects absolute dynamic triaxial motions of the 
dome surface with 0.2 mm resolution. It's presence does not interfere with existing Sonar System 
operation, and it includes monitoring of various ship and environmental parameters for correlation 
with the detected dome motion. Results from this system have impacted NAVSEA's failure 
analysis program, and are guiding the dome redesign effort. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Sonar Dome Reliability XVIII: Measured 
Deflections of the 'USS Kauffman Sonar Rubber Dome," NRLlMW135-03-7436. 

ITEM: Full 3D and Nx2D propagation modeling 

DESCRIPTION: NRL developed some of the earliest underwater acoustic 3D 
propagation codes.. NRL proposed and established a theoretical foundation for what is called the 
Nx2D approach. Virtually all propagation-based models that treat the ocean in three dimensional, 
including Navy standard models such as AUAMP, utilize the NX2D approach. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: John S. Perkins and Ralph N. Baer, "An 
approximation to the three-dimensional parabolic-equation method for acoustic propagation," J. 
Acoust. Soc. Am. 72, 515-522 (1982). 

ITEM: Wide-area rapid acoustic prediction 

DESCRIPTION: NRL developed a priori computation techniques for rapid high- 
fidelity predictions of acoustic propagation over large areas. Simulations of system performance, 
such as minimum detectable level maps, were pioneered as part of this effort. These techniques are 
now widely used ,throughout the community to simulate signals and noise (both shipping and 
surface-generated).. Recent examples of the use of these techniques include the development of an 
Acoustic Time-Se:ries Simulator by Alliant Techsystems for ARPA's Maritime Simulation 
Demonstration (MSD), and global propagation studies in the Acoustic Thermometry for Ocean 
Climate (ATOC) p.rograrnwil1 probably be based on this method for basin acoustic monitoring. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: W.A. Kuperman, Michael B. Porter, John S. 
Perkins, and Richard B. Evans, "Rapid computation of acoustic fields in three-dimensional ocean 
environments", J. ,4coust. Soc. Am. 89, 125-133 (1991). 

ITEM: Parabolic-Equation Acoustic Modeling 

DESCRIPTION: A number of advances involving the Parabolic-Equation (PE) 
method have made: it the method-of-choice for range-dependent acoustic propagation problems. 
Some of the advances include the split-step and finite element fully-coupled 3D solutions, the 
Nx2D approximation, time-domain solution, incorporation of elastic sediments, two-way PE, and 
spectral 3D solutj.ons. PE acoustic propagation models developed at NRL are in wide use 
throughout the world, by government, industrial, and university organizations alike. The NRL- 
developed Split-St~ep Pade algorithm has provided accuracy at speeds which were not previously 
available. This mo'del is under consideration to become the new Navy Standard range-dependent 
propagation model., to be installed in sonar tactical decision aids worldwide. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Michael D. Collins, "A split-step Pade solution for 
the parabolic equation," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 93, 1736- 1742 (1993). 



ITEM: Environmental Signal Processing 

DESCRXPTION: New signal processing algorithms which rely on environmental 
variations to enhance performance have been developed and are now being tested. Several 
companies under N,avy sponsorship, including Science Applications International Corporation, are 
working to expand upon these techniques. Also, these techniques are being experimentally tested 
at-sea in coordination with the member countries from The Technical Cooperation Program 
(TTCP). 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: John S. Perkins and W.A. Kuperman, 
"Environmental signal processing: Three-dimensional matched-field processing with a vertical 
array,"J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 87, 1553-1556 (1990). 

ITEM: The Nonlinear Progressive wave Equation model (NPE) 

DESCRIPTION: Developed by NRL during 1983 - 1987 for long range propagation 
of shock waves in the ocean; has been provided to numerous government, university, and private 
organizations throughout North America, Europe, and Asia. The NPE model is currently being 
used by the DOE Nuclear Monitoring Program. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Time Domain Formulation for Pulse Propagation 
Including Nonlinear Behavior at a Caustic, B. E. McDonald and W. A. Kuperman, J. Acoust. 
Soc. Am. 81, 1406-1417 (1987). 

ITEM: A NRL-Developed "Cylindrical Patch" Scattering Mudel 

DESCRIPTION: For ocean surface acoustic reverberation; has been incorporated 
into the Navy's Standard Sonar Model. 

REFERENCE:PUBLISHED: Echoes from Vertically Striated Bubble Clouds: a 
Model for Ocean Surface Reverberation, B. E. McDonald, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 89, 617-622 
(1991). 

ITEM: The NRL Adiabatic Mode Raytrace Model 

DESCRIPTION: Has been incorporated into the Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean 
Climate (ATOC) research program at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Perth - Bermuda Sound Propagation (1960): 
Adiabatic Mode Inte:rpretation, K. D. Heaney, W. A. Kuperman, and B. E. McDonald, J. Acoust. 
Soc. Am.90, 2586-2594 (1991). 

ITEM: The NRL-developed matched-phase filter technique 

DESCRIITION: Is planned for use in data analysis in the Acoustic Thermometry of 
Ocean Climate (ATCC) research program. 

PUBLISElED REFERENCE: Phase-Matching Filter Techniques for Low Signal- 
to-Noise Data, G. J. Oms, B. E. McDonald, and W. A. Kuperman, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 91, 
2444 (1 992). 



ITEM: Signal Processing Using A Priori Information 

DESCR:[PTION: Optimal time-domain processing techniques capable of 
incorporating a prhri information have been developed. Several experiments, one using the FDS 
testbed, successfully employed these techniques to cancel surface-ship interference in raw time- 
series data and detect low SNR targets. This work suggested improvements to the remote detection 
of surface shipping.. 

PUBLISHED REFERNCE: Michael D. Collins, Jonathan M. Berkson, W. A. 
Kuperman, Nicholas C. Makris, and John S. Perkins, "Applications of optimal time-domain 
beamforming," J. P~coust. Soc. Am. 93, 1851-1865 (1993). 

ITEM: RASP: Range-dependent Active System Performance Model 

DESCRIPTION: A computer program which applies comprehensive numerical 
algorithms based upon range-dependent ray theory to predict the performance of a low-frequency 
(sub-kilohertz) active sonar in realistic, reverberation-dominated underwater environments. This 
model is used extensively for system design and experimental analyses. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: L.B. Palmer and D. M. Fromm, A Range-dependent 
Active System Performance Prediction Model (RASP), NRL Report 9383 (July 21, 1992) 

ITEM: Towed Array Aperture Design 

DESCRIPTION: A combination of theoretical developments and analyses of at-sea 
data experiments that resulted in algorithms which specify the maximum (sub-kilohertz) acoustic 
apertures achievable by horizontal line-arrays in realistic underwater acoustic environments. This 
technology influenced the design of the SURTASS towed array. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: K.M. Guthrie, B.B. Adams, "Signal Performance 
Bounds for Large Aperture Sonars in the Deep Ocean(U)" J. Undw. Acoust. Vol. 35(2) (April 
1985) CONFIDENUL 

ITEM: Active Sonar System Design 

DESCRIPTION: The design and analyses of reverberatiodscattering measurements 
during a series of Active Adjunct to Undersea Surveillance (AAUS) at-sea experiments helped 
demonstrate the feasibility of Low-Frequency Active Acoustic (LFAA) sonar systems. The results 
created databases for evaluation/development of system-performance models and LFAA 
waveforms, and identified clutter characteristics used in the development of classification 
algorithms. The reverberation results identified the crucial role of the environment in the 
desigdperformance. of active systems, and influenced the establishment of the Low-Frequency 
Active (LFA) and critical Sea Test (CST) Programs by SPAWAR PD-80. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Special Feature-Critical Sea Test Program (U)," 
JUA(USN) 42 (2) (April 1992) SECRET 

ITEM: Ogden-Erskine Algorith Improved Surface Scattering Algorithm 

DESCRIPTION: NRL has developed an improved empirical acoustic surface 
scattering strength algorithm (70-1000 Hz) intended to replace the Chapman-Harris empirical 
formula which has been in use for three decades. The new algorithm, developed by Ogden and 



Erskine is based on empirical fits to measured surface scattering strengths from the Critical Sea 
Test experiments (CST-1 through CST-4). The Ogden-Erskine algorithm, which represents a 
significant improvement over the Chapman-Harris formula, has been transitioned to the Fleet via 
the Oceanographic; and Atmospheric Master Library (OAML). 

PUBLIrSHED REFERENCE: P. M. Ogden and F. T. Erskine, An Empirical 
Prediction Algo~ithm for Low-Frequency Acoustic Surface Scattering Strengths, NRL Report 
9377 (28 April 1992) 

P. M. Ogden and F. T. Erskine, "Surface scattering measurements using broadband explosive 
charges in the Critical Sea Test experiments, " J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 95 (2) (February 1994) 

ITEM: Airborne Surface and Bottom Scattering Survey Measurement 
Technique 

DESCRIPTION: NRL has developed an airborne technique for rapid measurement 
of sea surface and bottom backscattering strengths as a function of environmental conditions (wind 
speed), frequency (generally in the 50-1000 Hz regime), and grazing angle. The technique uses 
ANISSQ-57A sonobuoys (some with added attenuation) and standard SUS charges as acoustic 
sources. The technique was transitioned to the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office in FY-90. Since 
then NAVOCEANO has successfully conducted airborne scattering surveys throughout the 
world's oceans, and is further developing the hardware and software for Fleet use with the 
assistance of NRL, under the AIRDALE Project. NRL has adapted the technique for use in Littoral 
Waters. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: F. T. Erskine, J. M. Berkson and P. M. Ogden, 
"Airborne acoustic measurements in shallow water," NRL Report 928619287 (27 December 
1990) SECRET 

ITEM: BiRASP -- The Bistatic Extension of RASP 

DESCRIPTION: An extension of the Range-Dependent Active System Performance 
Prediction Model (RASP) to 3-dimensional environments, beam patterns, and scattering strengths, 
and to arbitrary source/receiver configurations. The model is used extensively for system design 
and experimental analysis. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: David Meloy Fromm, John P. Crockett, Kenneth H. 
Luther, and Chris Ziernniak, "BiRASP -- The Bistatic Extension of RASP,"NRL/FR/7140---94- 
9723, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, (In publication). 

ITEM: HDDR-to-Aptec-IOC Interface A data format specification and 
comprehensive set of driver and support routines to interface popular brands of High Density 
Digital Recorders, such as Datatape (formerly Bell & Howell) and Honeywell, to Aptec I10 
computers. The package was developed to simplify the development of real-time signal processing 
programs applied to large data sets stored on streaming, mass-storage devices. This interface was 
used in SPAWAR's LFAICST programs and in the FDS Testbed Workstation. It was also 
supplied to the SURTASS program, the National Security Agency, and Lincoln Labs/MIT. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: J. S. Padgett and D. M. Dundore, "A VAX-Based 
Data Acquisition imd Processing System for Multi-channel Acoustic Data", Proceedings of the 
Fourth Working Symposium on Oceanographic Data Systems, Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography, Sain Diego, CA (February 1986). 



ITEM: DBIO Library A set of general-purpose, FORTRAN-callable routines to 
efficiently handle large, disk-resident data files. Unlike standard FORTRAN 110, these routines 
permit extremely liuge record lengths and allow user programs to overlap computations with data 
transfers. This soitware has been provided to numerous organizations including: SPAWAR, 
Defense Intelligence Agency, Applied Research Lab 1 University of Texas, Defence Research 
Establishment Atlantic in Halifax, Canada, and SACLANTCEN in LaSpezia, Italy. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: J. S. Padgett, "DBIO -- Block VO Routines for 
Large Disk Files", NRL Memorandum (November 19, 1985). 

ITEM: Weber-Heisler Algorithm A computationally efficient digital 
beamforming algorithm for bandpass signals. The algorithm takes advantage of the efficiencies 
offered by the FF'T' to implement a beamformer that is functionally equivalent to delay-and-sum 
time-domain beamforming. This algorithm was incorporated into the real-time processor for 
SPAWAR1s LFAICIST shipboard signal processing. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: M. E. Weber and R. Heisler, "A Frequency-Domain 
Beamforming Algorithm for Wideband, Coherent Signal Processing", J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 
76 (4) (October 1984). 

ITEM: (U) ATOMS 

DESCRIPTION: Is Classified And Submitted Under Separate Cover 

ITEM: (U) Harmonic Correlation (Harm-Corr)Processing 

DESCRIPTION: Is Classified and Submitted Under Separate Cover. 

ITEM: (U) BEARTRAP 

DESCRIPTION : Is Classified and Submitted Under Separate Cover. 

ITEM: Arctic Scattering ModelsIData Bases 

DESCRIPTION: During the period from 1984-1992, scientists and engineers from 
the Naval Research Laboratory conducted a series of environmental acoustic measurements in the 
Arctic Ocean and niaginal seas designed to fill large gaps in the data bases and quantify unknown 
predictive capability for both weapons systems and sonar systems in this harsh environment. The 
weapons research focused on the effect the under-ice surface has in generating false targets, clutter 
and degrading the coherence of the high frequency acoustic homing systems on the ADCAP 
torpedo. These key environmental acoustic parameters are included in the hybrid torpedo simulator 
and in the Arctic reference guides produced by the Naval Oceanographic Office. The sonar 
frequency work focused on the effect the under-ice surface has on long-range detection, 
classification and localization and on the data basing and predictive capability of Arctic ambient 
noise. These important environmental effects on system performance are included in ICECAP, the 
sonar systems performance model resident on Arctic-deployed submarines. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Mire, C. T., P. Jackson, R. E. Keenan and L. R. L. 
Memam, "Propagation of low-frequency acoustic energy in shallow ice-covered seas (U)," U. S. 
Navy Journal of Underwater Acoustics, 42 (4) 1199-1 124, October 1992 (Secret). Mire, C. T., 
D. J. Ramsdale and P. J. Bucca, "Arctic ocean shallow-water ambient noise characteristics (U)," 
U. S. Navy Journal of Underwater Acoustics, 39 (4) 749-763, October 1989 (Secret). M. A. 
Wilson, J. W. Posey and T. R. Erato, "Transverse horizontal spatial coherence of high-frequency 



pulses under pack: ice (U)," U. S. Navy Journal of Underwater Acoustics, 39 (4) 101 1-1027, 
October 1989 (Cordidential). 

ITEM: ARRAY HEADING ROSE 

DESCRIPTION: Towed horizontal line arrays are an important ASW asset for the 
Navy. Towed arrays are used aboard submarines, surface ships, and surveillance ships. Because 
of the Navy's extensive undersea acoustic research, it has become common knowledge that the 
undersea ambient noise can be highly directional, which causes the detection performance to 
depend on the heading of the array. In some cases, the performance can be improved by as much 
as a factor of 20 simply by choosing the appropriate heading the array, or of the ship which is 
towing the array. 

The Array Heading Rose (AHR) is a computer based algorithm which utilizes either 
measured or historical undersea ambient noise data to determine how much the towed array's 
detection performance can be improved as a function of the array heading. The results are 
presented in a po1a.r representation of performance improvement as a function of array heading. 
Such a display pennits the sonar tactician to rapidly select the best array heading to maximize the 
performance improvement while remaining within the operational heading constraints imposed by 
the ASW mission. 

The AHR has been transitioned to the FLeet, and is in use aboard surface ships, 
submarines , and b:y the surveillance ships. There has been considerable feedback that indicates 
that the AHR is in constant use in the fleets and that it is considered a very valuable and easily used 
ASW asset for ASW towed array operations. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: R.A. Wagstaff, "SIN gain improvement in 
SURTASS detection performance through optimum array heading selection," USN Journal of 
Underwater Acoustics, Vol. 35, No.2, Apr 85, pp 153-176 (Confidential). 

ITEM HIGH FREQUENCY ACOUSTICS 

DESCRIPTION: Over the past decade the Navy has invested heavily in torpedo 
simulators to test and evaluate the design, deployment, and operation of new torpedo concepts. 
The use of simulators is advantageous because a simulated torpedo run is several orders of 
magnitude less costly than an at-sea run. In a simulation, the effects of many system and 
environmental variables can be rapidly characterized. Realistic simulation of acoustic performance 
requires accurate environmental acoustic models and data bases. High-frequency models have 
been under development and evaluation throughout the underwater acoustics community, including 
NRL. These models must include an understanding of the physical mechanisms and system 
performance limitations imposed by the medium. The development and evaluation of these models 
requires an extensive environmental acoustic data base. To support these efforts, NRLISSC has 
developed a shallow-water measurement system that provides the capability to conduct high- 
frequency acoustic propagation, boundary and volume scattering, and bottom penetration 
measurements. NRLISSC has conducted numerous experiments with this system and has 
correlated acoustic results with measured environmental parameters (Refs. 1-2). NRLJSSC data 
have been used to evaluate and mod* a set of high frequency models that are incorporated in the 
Weapons Analysis Facility (WAF) Simulator at NUWC for testing the ADCAP torpedo. The 
NRLISSC scattering and statistical data sets are the only ones available to the WAF Simulator. 
NRLISSC efforts are currently being directed toward supporting mine countermeasures 
simulations. NRLISSC is providing CSS with shallow-water data and models that are being used 
to evaluate the performance of a number of mine hunting, mine characterization, and synthetic 
aperture sonar systems; these systems are being evaluated for near-term introduction to the MCM 
fleet. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Stanic, S., K. B. Briggs, P. Fleisher, W. B. 
Sawyer, and R. I. Ray. "High-Frequency Acoustic Backscattering from a Coarse Shell Ocean 
Bottom," J. Acou;st. Soc. Am., Vol. 85, 125-136, Jan. 1989. Stanic, S. and E. T. Kennedy. 
"Reverberation Flilctuations from a Smooth Surface," IEEE J. Oceanic Engr., Vol. 18, 95-99, 
Apr. 1993. 

ITEM: VOLUME SCATTERING 

DESCRIPTION: Scattering from fish is the dominant cause of volume scattering for 
Naval active search and weapon sonars. Scientists at NRLISSC have been at the forefront of the 
volume scattering area for many years. NRLISSC personnel developed the original non- 
dimensional empirical equations relating fish target strength to fish size and acoustic frequency (e. 
g. Ref. 1). These equations were used not only to predict scattering for Naval systems, they were 
a cornerstone in the development of acoustic fishery assessment systems for domestic and foreign 
fisheries agencies. NRL personnel developed the Navy standard Volume Scattering Strength 
(VSS) Data Base for the Oceanographic and Atmospheric Master Library (OAML) (e. g. Ref. 2); 
about 25% of the data in this data base were collected by NRLJSSC. When low frequency active 
sonar development began in the mid 1980s, most of the Naval scientific community believed that 
volume scattering would be an insignificant factor. W S S C  scientists, through measurements in 
the Critical Sea Test Program combined with a theoretical low frequency fish scattering model they 
had developed earlier, conclusively demonstrated that scattering from fish could be the limiting 
factor for low frequency active sonar operations in some important regions (Ref. 3). This result 
altered the planned operating guidance for low frequency systems. The OAML VSS data base is 
being extended to lower frequencies based on recent NRLISSC measurements and modeling. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: 
1. Love, R. H. "Target Strength of an Individual Fish at any Aspect," J. Acoust. Soc. 

Am., Vol. 62, 1397-1403, Dec. 1977. 
2. Love, R. H. and W.T. Leapley. "Expanded Volume Reverberation Data Base for the 

SHARPS I11 Model: Column Strengths in the Northern Hemisphere" Naval Ocean Research & 
Development Activity TN 1 1 1, Sept. 198 1. 

3. Love, R. H. "A Comparison of Volume Scattering Strength Data with Model 
Calculations Based on Quasi-Synoptically Collected Fisheries Data," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. Vol. 94, 
2255-2268, Oct. 1993. 

ITEM: SPARTAN: AMBIENT NOISE DATA ARCHIVAL SYSTEM 

DESCRIPTION: The performance and utilization of ASW towed array sonar 
systems are influenced by many environmental and acoustic parameters. One of the most 
important parameters is the ambient noise, in particular the horizontal directionality of the ambient 
noise. If estimates of the ambient noise horizontal directionality are available for an area of present 
or future operations, it is possible to choose the best location to deploy the towed array and the best 
towship heading to maximize its detection performance. 

The most credible ambient noise horizontal directionality data and other related products 
are those that have been checked to screen out anything that fails to pass a series of quality and 
compatibility tests. The System for Processing, Archiving, and Retrieving Theater Ambient Noise 
(SPARTAN) generates those high quality products from towed array ambient noise data and 
archives them in a llarge data bank. It can also retrieve them for use by the fleet to improve the 
ASW performance of the towed arrays. 

The scientific and technical algorithms that constitute the bulk of the SPARTAN system 
were developed by NRL researchers. An NRL contractor provided data handling, storage and 
retrieval algorithms and merged them with the NRL developed software to produce the final 
SPARTAN system. 



SPART.AN was transitioned to the Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVO) for the 
processing and archival of fleet towed array ambient noise data. The data processing, archiving, 
retrieval, and display capabilities SPARTAN provides, enables NAVO to rapidly generate products 
that are widely distributed to help the fleet use their ASW towed arrays more effectively. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Wagstaff, R.A., Bradley, M.R., and Townsen, 
R.W., "Ambient noise horizontal directionality data base derived from beam noise data measured 
by operational fleet towed arrays," 38th Navy Symposium on Underwater Acoustics, Nov. 89. 

ITEM: Development of U.S. Navy Fathometers 

DESCRIPTION: One of the first accomplishments of the Laboratory was the 
development of the Sonic Depth Finder. Today this device would be called a fathometer. This 
was the first acoustic depth finder to be placed in the fleet for routine service. Both surface and 
subsurface navigation were greatly enhanced by this development. With an increase of more than 
two orders of magnitude in the rate of obtaining soundings, the data from the new fathometer gave 
the scientific community their first real look at the shape of the ocean floor. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: H.C. Hayes, "The Sonic Depth Finder," 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. LXIII, No. 1, 1924. 

ITEM: All Optical Towed Array 

DESCRIPTION: Future Navy needs in sonar arrays require large increases in sensitivity 
to address the possible threat of quieter submarines. Optical fiber sensors have been shown to be 
capable of providing this required sensitivity for use in new acoustic sonar systems under development, 
such as the All-Optical Towed Array (AOTA). A highly successful sea test of the AOTA was 
completed in 1989. Excellent results of the sea test received widespread recognition throughout the 
Navy ASW comm~mity. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: A.D. Kersey, A. Dandridge, and A.B. Tveten, 
"Multiplexing of Interferometric Fiber Sensors Using Time Division Addressing and Phase Generated 
Carrier Demodulation," Optics Letter 12 (1987), 775. 

ITEM: East Coast Acoustic Phenomena 

DESCRIWION: In the winter of 1977-78 many residents of Nova Scotia, coastal New 
Jersey, New York, and South Carolina were disturbed by loud, explosion-like sounds. The NRL team 
was able to rule out one-by-one such candidate sound sources as nuclear and underwater explosions, 
earthquakes, missile launches, meteorites, and other possible causes. By use of modified acoustic 
propagation computer codes, the NRL investigators were able to calculate the location and altitude of 
the sources of these disturbances. The Laboratory investigators proved that specific offshore 
supersonic military and Concord flight operations caused the disturbances. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "NRL Investigations of East Coast Acoustics Events: 2 
December 1977 - 15 February 1978," (March 10,1978); "NRL Scientists Honored for Role in Solving 
'Boom' Mystery," "NRL News Release #15R-3-79C; "Mystery Shock Waves Are from Jet Aircraft", 
NRL News Release #3R-3-78s; and recollections of Mr. J. Brown, Task Force Chairman 

ITEM: NRL-developed Ocean Search Technology 

DESCRIPTION: NRL-developed ocean search technology now resides at the Naval 
Oceanographic Office, Submarine Group One, the Navy's Supervisor of Diving and Salvage, the U.S. 
Geological Survey, and several foreign governments. The U.S. private sector has also adapted the 



technology for tethered inspection systems for the offshore petroleum industry, and several companies 
have used this technology to perform deep-ocean searches and recoveries for the Navy, NASA and the 
airlines. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: W. Brundage, "NRL's Deep Sea Floor Search ERA - A 
Brief History of the NRLIMizar Search System and Its Major Achievements, "NRL Memorandum 
Report 6208, Nov. 29, 1988. 

ITEM: Noise Characterization for Large Aperture Sonars 

DESCRIPTION: NRL spent many years of effort during the 1970s and into 
the early 80s evaluating the factors influencing array performance. for large aperture towed array 
systems. This work was fundamental in leading to the current generation of SURTASS towed 
surveillance arrays. Generally the work at NRL was directed towards two subjects. First, how 
did the signal performance degrade and what was causing the degradation. Secondly, what 
were the sources of the interfering noise and how could the noise be characterized on a large 
aperture system. Noise was found to be characterized by a number of discrete shipping sources 
due to basin shipping and noise introduced by other mechanisms such as slope-conversion at the 
basin edges. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "A Statistical Analysis of the Performance of a 
Towed Array System (U)," Richard M.Heitmeyer, Stephen C. Wales and David T. Diehl, NRL 
Memorandum Report 3290, November 1976. SECRET 

"Frequency-Azimuth Dependence of Beam Noise in the Northeast Pacific (U)," Richard M. 
Heitmeyer, Stephen C. Wales and Gordon K. Long, 32nd Navy Symposium on Underwater 
Acoustics, Novemter 1978. CONFIDENTIAL 

"Vertical Directionality of the Ambient Noise Field at a Site Between Cape Hatteras and 
Bermuda (U)," Stephen C. Wales and Orest I. Diachok, 33rd Navy Symposium on Underwater 
Acoustics, Gaithersburg Md., December 1979. CONFIDENTIAL 

"Ambient Noise Vertical Directionality in the Northwest Atlantic," Stephen C. Wales and Orest I. 
Diachok, J. Acoust:. Soc. Am. 70(2), pp. 577-582, August 1981. 

"An Examination of the Directional Infrasonic Ambient Noise Field (U)," Orest I. Diachok, Roger 
C. Gauss and Stephen C. Wales, 34th Navy Symposium on Underwater Acoustics, 8-10 
December 198 1. CONFIDENTIAL 

"A Comparison and Analysis of Beam Noise Properties in the Mediterranean and the 
Northeast Pacific (U)," Richard M. Heitmeyer and Stephen C. Wales, NRL Report 8836, October 
1984. SECRET 

ITEM: Fiber Optic Acoustic Sensors 

DESCRIPTION: Our group developed the first interferometric fiber acoustic 
sensors in the late 1.970's. Bucaro, Dardy, & Carome & the Government own the original Patents 
in this area. Since that time, variations of these basic sensors have been developed and are in use 
by Industry. There is no question that all of these devices are the direct descendants of our original 
devices. In a very real sense, we began this entire area. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: 

"Fiber Optic Acoustic Sensor", U.S. Patent 4,162,397, Jul 1979 



"Fiber Optic Acoustic Sensor", U.S. Patent 4,238,856, Dec 1980 
"High Sensitivity, Low Noise, Remote Optical Fiber", U.S. Patent 4,297,887, 

Nov 1981 
"Low Noise Remote Optical Fiber Sound Detector", U.S. Patent 4,363,114, Dec 

1982 
"Pressure Insensitive Optical Fiber", U.S. Patent 4,427,263, Jan 1984 

"'Temperature Insensitive Optical Fibers", U.S. Patent 4,482,205, Nov 1984 
"Optical Fibers with Reduced Pressure Sensitivity to High Frequency Acoustic 

Fields", U.S. Patent 4,621,896, Nov 1986 
"l>ressure Sensitive Optical Fiber Having Optimized Coatings", U. S. Patent 

4,979,798, Dec 1980 
"I'lanar Fibers Optic Interferometric Acoustic Sensor", U.S. Patent 4,994,668, Feb 

1991 . "Fiber Optic Hydrophone", J. Acoust.. Soc. Am. 62, 1302 (1977) 

ITER4: Nearfield Acoustic Holography 

DESCRIPTION: In the mid-to-late 1980ts, we developed the detailed experimental 
methodology called Nearfield Broadband Acoustic Holography for imaging complex 
sound/fluid/structure interactions. Based on our developed technology and guided by our well 
published documentation, a number of Industrial companies (both national and international) are 
marketing and producing systems based directly on our pioneering work and systems. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: E. G. Williams, H. D. Dardy, and R. G. Fink, 
"Nearfield acoustical holography using an underwater, automated scanner," j. Acoust. Soc. Am. 
78 (1985) 
E. G. Williams, II. D. Dardy, & R. G. Fink, "Structural intensity mapping from the measurement 
of acoustic pressure," J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 78, 2061-2068 (1985). E. G. Williams, H. D. 
Dardy, K. B. Washburn, "Generalized nearfield acoustical holography for cylindrical geometry: 
Theory and experiment", J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 389-407 (1987). Earl G. Williams, Brian 
Houston, &. J. A,. Bucaro, "Broadband nearfield acoustical holography for vibrating cylinders", J. 
Acoust. Soc. Am. 86, 674-679 (1989). Earl G. Williams, Brian Houston, & Joseph A. Bucaro, 
"Experimental investigation of the wave propagation on a point-driven, submerged capped cylinder 
using k-space aniilysis", J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 87, 513-522 (1990) 

ITEM: Realistic System Simulations 

DESCRIPTION: Active-Sonar-System simulations have utilized increasingly 
sophisticated models of the ocean environment, with only the most rudimentary descriptions of the 
target. The target has generally been modeled as a point source of some chosen target strength 
(TS). The NRL scale-model data bases have been formatted to fit both Navy and industry system 
simulation mode1.s. If the target of interest has been modeled at NRL the data bases are used 
directly. When h e  target of interest has not been modeled, projections are made from the data 
base of the most similar target that has been modeled. These projections are still vastly superior 
than the rudimentary descriptions that had been in use. The system simulator can request the 
target response under cw or broad frequency band conditions, can request responses over a 
single or several target aspects, and can request both monostatic and bistatic geometries. The data 
bases are at present being utilized in systems simulations by NAVAIR PMA-264G, and by Arete 
Engineering Technologies Corporation and Earth Ocean Sciences (EOS), who are industry 
contractors associated with the development of classification concepts for shallow water active 
systems. The dam bases utilized include those described in the following reports[l-31 

PUBLJSHED REFERENCE: Joseph A. Bucaro, Brian H. Houston, Louis R. 
Dragonette, Curtirs D. Carter, and Joseph D. Klunder, "Acoustic Scattering from a Scale Model of 
the Pressure Hull of a Diesel Submarine: Quick Look Report" (U), NRL Memorandum Report 



7483, April 25, 1994 (Secret Report). L.R. Dragonette, B.H. Houston, J.A. Bucaro, and M.L. 
Saniga, "Threat Target Characteristics" (U), NRL Report 9384, April 30, 1992 (Secret Report). 
L.R. Dragonette, B.H. Houston, J.D. Klunder, and J.A. Bucaro, "Broadband Active Target 
Characteristics of im SSN2 1 Scale Model" (U), NRL Report 9121, July 8,1988 (Secret Report). 

ITEM: LAMBDA Trials 

DESCRIPTION: A combination of theoretical developments and analyses of 
at-sea data experiments that resulted in methodologies for the design and handling of long (sub- 
kilohertz) acoustic apertures achievable by horizontal towed arrays in realistic underwater acoustic 
environments. This technology influenced the design of the SURTASS towed array. 
W.D. Moseley an.d R.M. Heitmeyer, "Towed Array Performance for Long-Range Acoustic 
Propagation (U)," (USN) J. Undw. Acous. Vol. 28 (2), Apr. 1979 (Confidential). 

PUBLIISHED REFERENCE: FREDDEX - A series of experiments and data 
analyses which hekped characterized sonar performance in the presence of ocean fronts and eddies. 
B.B. Adams, ed. ":FREDDEX Report No. 2" (Publ. by the Naval Res. Lab) Feb., 198 1. 
NORLANT / NEAX - A series of experiments and analyses for the Oceanographer of the Navy 
(LRAPP) which mapped out acoustic transmission loss and ambient noise in the North Atlantic. 
R. Goodman, J. Cybulski, S. Marshall, "The NEAT I1 Experiment (U)," Maury Center Rep. 106 
(Publ. by Ocean. of the Navy) 1974. 
DMAT - Experimental Program to determine the performance of very large arrays in the ocean 
environment. 
R.M. Heitmeyer, W.B. Moseley, and W. Knight, "Effects of Three-dimensional Array 
Deformations on the OMAT Array Signal Performance (U)," Roc. 35th USN Sympos. on Undw. 
Acous. (198 1) 

1TEM:Environmental Support for Navy Tactical Operations 

DESCRIPTION: A high resolution regional numerical analysis system to describe 
atmospheric variables over has been developed (Sashegyi, K. et al, 1993, and Sashegyi, K. and 
Madala, R.V., 1993) to support Department of Defense (DOD) tactical operations. The analysis 
system blends numerical model forecast fields with conventional and remote sensed observations 
to obtain an accurate high resolution description of atmospheric variables. Care is taken not to 
destroy the mesoscale meteorological signal generated in the model forecast by external forces such 
as orography, radiation and the underlying land or ocean surface. The analysis scheme is portable 
and can run on any super mini-computer. The analysis scheme will be installed on computers at a 
DOD regional operational center in the Persian Gulf area by the summer of 1995. An 
accompanying multi-nested, multi-grid high resolution numerical forecast model is being tested for 
deployment on computers at regional centers. Ultimately the analysis scheme and the forecast 
models will be installed on major Navy ships to provide meteorological support for Navy 
operations. 

Analysis schemes (Alliss, et al, 1992 and Chang, et al, 1993) are also developed, to 
provide an accurate structure of severe storms such as typhoons, and to fuse model produced large 
scale meteorological fields with remote sensed data from sensors such as Special Sensor 
Microwaveflmagel- (SSMI). These analyzed fields when used as initial conditions for mesoscale 
models, are found 110 improve the track and structure of predicted tropical cyclones. These schemes 
will be transferred to operations in near future. 

A one and half order closure model has been developed (Gerber, et al, 1989) to accurately 
forecast meteorological variables in the boundary layer. The closure formulation has been 
incorporated in the Navy's regional operational prediction model. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Gerber, H., Chang, S, and Holt, T., 1989, Evolution 
of a Marine Boun.dary-Layer Jet., J. Atmos. Sciences, V46, 1312-1326. Alliss, R.A., Raman, 
S., Chang, S.W., 1992, Storm Structure Analysis of Hurricane Hugo of 1989 Using Special 
Sensor/Microwavc~/Imager Data., Mon. Wea. Rev., V120, 2723-2737. Sashegyi, R., Madala, 
R.V., 1993, Application of Vertical Mode Initialization to the NRL Limited Area Model, Mon. 
Wea. Rev., V121, 207-220. SSM/I Observations of ERICA IOP 4 Marine Cyclone: A 
Comparison of In :Situ Observations and Model Simulation, Mon. Wea. Rev., V121,2452-2464 

ITEM: Washington VLBI Correlator and Green Bank Interferometer 

DESCRIPTION: Personnel in the Radio/IR/Optical Sensors Branch, Remote 
Sensing Division, Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) were critical in the conversion of the U.S. 
Naval Observatory (USNO) from optical to radio interferometric means of measuring star positions 
and earth rotation. The Green Bank Interferometer was an existing NRAO instrument that USNO 
acquired at NRL's ,guidance; the Washington correlator was built by NRL for USNO. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Johnston, K.J., Russell, J.L., de Vegt, C., 
Hughes, J., Jauncey, D., White, G., and Nicolson, G., The Impact of VLBI on Astrophysics and 
Geophysics, IAU Symposium 129, eds. M. Reid and J. Moran (Dordrecht: D. Reidel), 317, 
1988. Russell, J.L., Johnston, K.J., Ma, C., Shaffer, D., and de Vegt, C., A Radio Optical 
Reference Frame It: Additional Radio and Optical Source Positions in the Northern Hemisphere, 
Astron. J., V101, 2266, 1991. Fiedler, R.L., Waltman, E.B., Spencer, J.H., Johnston, K.J., 
Angerhofer, P.E., Florkowski, D.R., Josties, F.J., Klepczynski, W.J., McCarthy, D.D., and 
Matsakis, D.N., Diay Observations of Compact Extragalactic Radio Sources at 2695 and 8085 
MHz 1979 - 1985, Astrophys. J. Suppl. V65,319, 1987 

ITEM: NSIPS - Ice Analysis Tools - Lead Statistics Algorithm - 
Ice Image Mosaics-Ship Routing 

DESCRIPTION: Used at the Navy/NOAA National Ice Center for deriving lead 
statistics from AVHRR and OLS satellite imagery, for creating arctic-wide views of ice conditions, 
and for directing ships through ice-infested waters with the aid of satellite imagery. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Gineris, D.J., and Fetterer, F.M., The Hough 
Transform Algorithm for Sea Ice Lead Analysis: An Evaluation, NRL Memorandum Report, 
NRL/MR/7240-93-7072, 1991. Fetterer, F., Pressman, A.E., and Crout, R.L., Sea Ice Lead 
Statistics from Satellite Imagery of the Lincoln Sea during the ICESHELF Acoustic Exercise, 
Spring 1990, Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory, Stennis Space Center, 
MS NOARL Technical Note 30, 1990. Fetterer, F. and Holyer, R.J., A Hough Transform 
Technique for Extracting Lead Features from Sea Ice Imagery, Proceedings, International 
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, Vancouver, British Columbia, 10-14 July 1989 

1TEM:Technical Environmental Support System (TESS) 

DESCRIPTION: TESS provides on scene ships at sea with the capability to 
interactively monitor and predict their regional atmospheric and oceanographic environment via 
computer workstation. The Sea Surface Temperature Analysis and Composite (SSTAC) and 
Three-dimensional Ocean Thermal Structure (TOTS) analysis modules developed at NRL provide 
the TESS system with the automated capability to process digital satellite data onboard ship and 
generate a 3-D thermal structure analysis for selected regions of interest. TOTS combines 
climatology and ocean feature models to generate a 3-D thermal structure using optimal 
interpolation. The user can graphically display the imagery and thermal fields in several interactive 



ways. A sound speed field is also generated providing input to acoustic models for tactical 
applications. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Hawkins, J.D., TOTS: Three Dimensional Ocean 
Thermal Structure Analysis, Sea Technology, January 1992. May, D., Hawkins, J., Crout, R., A 
Real-Time Interactive Shipboard System to Process InfraredIVisible Satellite Data for 
Oceanographic Applications, 5th AMS IIPS Conference, January 1989. 

ITEM: Satellite Sea Surface Temperature Retrievals for 
Analyses and Models 

DESCRIPTION: Global sea surface temperature retrievals from satellite 
provide accurate representation of large-scale and mesoscale sea surface temperature patterns. This 
capability has been transitioned into operation at the Naval Oceanographic Office which now 
generates approximately 120,000 daily global observations. U.S. Navy activities that produce 
ocean feature maps, thermal analyses and ocean forecast model output now routinely utilize this 
product. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: May, D., Sea Surface Temperature Retrievals from 
Satellite, NRL Review, 1994. May, D., Global and Regional Comparative Performance of Linear 
and Nonlinear Satellite Multichannel Sea Surface Temperature Algorithms, NRL Memorandum 
Report NRL/MR/7 240-93-7049 

ITEM: Oceanographic Expert System 

DESCRIPTION: This system, under development for eight years and planned for 
implementation in TESS (3), models the kinematics of the Gulf Stream and its associated eddies 
using a rule base to provide ring motion forecasts and a neural network to forecast Gulf Streem 
motion. For noninteracting (with the Gulf Stream) rings, the system provides ring-motion 
forecasts that are superior to a no-motion assumption 75% or more of the time, for both 7-day and 
14-day forecasts, with forecast ring positions within 20 krn of the true positions. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Thomason, M.G., Knowledge-Based Analysis of 
Satellite 0ceanogr;aphic Images, Int'l J of Intelligent Systems, V4, pp 143-154, 1989. Lybanon, 
M., and Thompson, J.D., The Role of Expert Systems in Ocean Forecasting, Proceedings of MTS 
'91, New Orleans, LA, 10-14 November 1991. Lybanon, M., Tests of an Improved 
Oceanographic Expert System, NRL Memorandum Report, in production 

ITEM:: Apparatus and Methods for Cloud Identification and Removal 
from Satellitel Aircraft Imagery 

DESCRIPTION: Accurate cloud identification is crucial in analysis of oceanic 
parameters from satellite data. Until 1993, there were no known cloud algorithms that were fast, 
accurate and geographically independent. In this year, Code 7240 developed such a routine. This 
algorithm, known as the "NRL could masking apparatus" has been tested on cloud contaminated 
pixels from satellite data (i.e. AVHRR, CZCS, Landsat and simulated SeaWiFS), and aircraft data 
(i.e. AVIRIS, CASI) with accurate and consistent results. It was implemented on TESS(3) 
resulting in improved analysis of oceanic parameters such as SST and ocean color for the Navy 
fleet. NASA, N0,4A, the U.S. Coast Guard and over 200 remote sensing and oceanographic 
laboratories all over the world have the requested copies of the software. In 1994, NRL filed a 
patent application for the algorithm. Currently, there are plans to transfer the methodology used in 
the generation of the algorithm to the medical field (analysis of x-rays and sonograms). 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Gallegos, S.C., Hawkins, J.D., and Cheng, C.F. 
(1993). A new aultomated method of cloud masking for Advanced very High Resolution Data oer 
the ocean. Journal of Geophysical Research vol98, C5,8505-85 16. 

ITEM:Ocean Optical Database Climatology 

DESCIRIPTION: Global and Regional databases of the ocean turbidity - NRL has 
developed databases of the optical climatology of the world ocean using remote sensing. These 
data have allowed. the DoD services and the nation to understand how coastal and open ocean 
waters are changing their turbidity over interannual cycles. These data bases are important both for 
the DoD navy oce:an optics systems and for the national interests in understanding the Global 
carbon cycle. Currently the databases are being used by DoD for monitoring and predicting 
regional waters for use in operations. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Arnone, R.A., and Oriol, R.A, Terrie, G. and 
Estep, L. (1992). Ocean Optical Database, NOARL Technical Note 254, May 1992 

ITEM: THE WISPR PROCESSOR 

DESCR.IPTION: The Wagstaff s Integration Silencing PRocessor (WISPR) 
introduced a new generation of underwater acoustic signal processors that exploit fluctuations to 
enhance signal processor performance. The WISPR processor attenuates fluctuating components. 
When the noise fluctuates more than the signal, which is often the case, a signal-to-noise ratio 
(S/N) gain is achieved. A factor of 8 is not an uncommon improvement to achieve in usual cases. 
In the case of adverse environments, such as the Arctic or in the presence of seismic prospecting, a 
factor of 60 is not unusual. In addition, the suppression level of the processor is a clue in the 
classification of submarines. In many cases, tonals from submarines have been identified without 
the need to have additional information such as harmonic relationships. 

The WISPR processor has been tested at sea in an operational setting. Based on its 
performance during that test, it was requested by the surveillance community for installation at the 
Whidbey Island Naval Facility to aid in the automatic detection and classification of submarines. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: R.A. Wagstaff, "WISPR Processing: The Key to 
Accessing a New Source of S/NN Gain," NRL Technical Note, 4/94 (Secret). Patent: Navy Case 
Number 74,838 

ITEM: Mark I11 Optical Interferometer 

DESCRIPTION: The Mark HI Optical Interferometer is the most advanced Michelson 
interferometer operating in the world today. It combines light from pairs of telescopes spaced over 
baselines from 3 to 31 m. The visible light from these telescopes is combined in a central optics 
laboratory, where interference fringes are detected and tracked. The facility can determine stellar 
positions with an accuracy as fine as 10 milliarcseconds (mas), more than 50 times better than 
normal ground based telescopes (and better than the Hubble Space Telescope). Built to test some 
of the technologies that will be used by the Naval Prototype Optical Interferometer, it has been 
operated as a scientific instrument for seven years, producing high accuracy binary star orbits and 
measurements of stellar diameters and limb darkening. The facility includes 5 telescopes of 10" 
diameter that can t~ used two at a time. Two delay lines (movable mirrors on a cart within an 
evacuated tube) are used to equalize the path length from the source through the telescopes. Three 
computers are used to control the operation of the system 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Shao, M., Coavita, M. M., Hines, B. E., Staelin, 
D. H., Hutter, D. J., Johnston, K. J., Mozurkewich, D., Simon, R. S., Hershey, J. L., 



Hughes, J. A., and Kaplan, G. H. 1988, Astron. Astrophys., 193, 357-371. "The Mark 111 
Stellar 1nterferomer:er" 

ITEM: Speckle Noise Filtering of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
Images 

DESCRIPTION: Two effective speckle filtering algorithms have been implemented 
by many commercially available Geographical Information System (GIs) and related software 
packages, such as, PCI, ERDAS, EARTHVIEW, and PV-WAVE. These two filters have been 
implemented and are in use in a large number of industrial and governmental Laboratories 
worldwide. 

Speckle that appears in SAR laser and acoustic images is due to the coherent nature of 
the imaging mechanism. Speckle has the characteristics of multiplicative noise. These two 
algorithms known as the "Lee Filter" and the "Sigma filter" can adaptively filter speckle noise in 
SAR images, while retaining edge sharpness and subtle details. Applying these algorithms can 
enhance SAR image interpretability and improve the accuracy of SAR image segmentation for crop 
and forest classification and for target detection. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: J.S. Lee,"Speckle suppression and analysis for 
synthetic aperture radar images," Optical Engineering, vol. 25, no.5, 636-643, May 1986. J.S. 
Lee,"Refined filte~ing of image noise using local statistics," Computer Vision, Graphics, and 
Image Processing, vol. 15, 380-389, 1981. J.S. Lee,"A simple speckle filtering algorithm for 
synthetic aperture radar images," IEEE Trans. System, Man and Cybernetics, vol. SMC- 13, no. 1, 
pp.85-89, Jan/Feb 1983. 

ITEM: OTIS (Optimal Thermal Interpolation System): 

DESCRIPTION: OTIS is a software system that uses optimal estimation theory to 
combine all available satellite and in-situ ocean data into a three-dimensional best-estimate of the 
oceans thermal signature. This system is used for thermal structure input for acoustic models and 
Naval warfare. OTIS can also be used for real-time monitoring of global change events such as El 
Nino. OTIS is incorporated in the global ocean thermal nowcast capability operational at U.S. 
Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FNMOC) and it is run daily and its 
updated outputs are available to all Navy shore and afloat sites. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Clancy, R.M., J.M. Harding, K.D. Pollak, and P. 
May, 1992: Quantification of improvements in an operational global-scale ocean thermal analysis 
system. J.Atmos.Oceanic Technol., 9, 55-66. 

ITEM: TOPS (Thermodynamic Ocean Prediction System): 
Versions 1 to 4 

DESCRIPTION: This system predicts temperature and salinity structure and wind- 
drift advection. TOPS also includes geostrophic nowcast advection. It is used for thermal 
structure input for acoustic models and Naval warfare and for operational search and rescue 
guidance (by Navy and U.S. Coast Guard). Latest r e l o c e  version (TOPS 4.0) delivered to 
the U.S. Navy Oceanographic and Atmospheric Library (OAML) and to FNMOC for consistent 
shipboard and central site applications. TOPS is now used in the global and regional (Gulf 
Stream, Kuroshio, Norwegian Sea) ocean mixed-layer forecasts operational at the U.S. Navy Fleet 
Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FNMOC). It is run daily and its updated 
outputs are available to all Navy shore and afloat sites. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Rhodes, R.C., M.R. Carnes, J.M. Harding, G.W. 
Heburn, P.J. Martin, G.M. Dawson, J.W. Cartmill, and B.W. Bradley, 1994: Validation test 
report for a Navy nowcast (MODAS 1.0) and mixed-layer forecast (TOPS 4.0) system. NRL 
Technical Rept. (In preparation). 

ITEM: MODAS (Modular Ocean Data Assimilation System) Version 1.0 

DESCRIPTION: This software system is a modular, relocateable temperature and 
salinity nowcast system. MODAS uses optimal estimation theory to combine all available satellite 
and in-situ data into a three-dimensional best-estimate nowcast. MODAS will eventually replace the 
older OTIS described above and allow more consistent shipboard and central site applications. 
MODAS, as with OTIS, will be used for thermal structure input for Naval warfare and acoustic 
applications and when applied globally can also be used for real-time monitoring of global change 
events such as El Nino. MODAS is scheduled for upgrades which allow shallow water littoral 
warfare applications. MODAS was delivered this fiscal year to the Naval Oceanographic Office 
(NAVO) for operational inclusion in the U.S. Navy Oceanographic and Atmospheric Library 
(OAML). From OAML, NAVO plans specific implementation into the shipboard U.S. Navy 
Tactical Environmental Support System (TESS) and into the operational Warfare Support Center of 
NAVO. When operational at U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center 
(FNMOC) it will be run daily and its updated outputs will be available to all Navy shore and afloat 
sites. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Rhodes, R.C., M.R. Carnes, J.M. Harding, G.W. 
Heburn, P.J. Martin, G.M. Dawson, J.W. Cartrnill, and B.W. Bradley, 1994: Validation test 
report for a Navy nowcast (MODAS 1.0) and mixed-layer forecast (TOPS 4.0) system. NRL 
Technical Rept. (In preparation). 

ITEM: PIPS (Polar Ice Prediction System):Versions PIPS, RPIPS-G, 
RPIPS-B 

DESCRIPTION: PIPS is an Arctic basin ice forecast model RPIPS-B is Barents Sea 
regional model and RPIPS-G is Greenland Sea model. These systems predict ice edge, 
concentration, thickness, and advection for their respective regions providing forecast guidance to 
the joint NOAA/Navy ice center. Arctic Basin and regional ice forecasts are operational at the U.S. 
Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center. They are run daily and their 
updated outputs are available to all Navy shore and afloat sites. PIPS 2.0, a coupled icelocean 
model encompassing all northern hemisphere ice-covered seas and is scheduled for operational 
delivery in FY 95. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Preller, R.H.: 1992. Sea ice prediction - The 
Development of a Suite of Sea Ice Forecasting Systems for The Northern Hemisphere. 
Oceanography, 5,64-68. 

ITEM: Dart-GS (Data Assimilation, Research and Transition-Gulf 
Stream) 

DESCRIPTION: Gulf Stream frontal position forecast model based on the NRL 
dynamic ocean model. This model predicts the Gulf Stream North Wall position out to two weeks. 
Operational at the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FNMOC) 
and it is run daily and its updated outputs are available to all Navy shore and afloat sites. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Fox, D. N. , M. R. Carnes and J. J. Mitchell, 1992 
Characterizing Ma-jor Frontal Systems: A Nowcast/Forecast System for the Northwest Atlantic, 
Oceanography, 5, pp 49-54 



ITEM: Airborne Expendable Sonobuoy-Sized Environmental Data Buoy 
and Software 

DESCRIPTION: This is a buoy that transmits surface air and water temperature plus 
atmospheric pressure for the ARGOS Satellite System and a software program for displaying the 
data from the sulface drifters superimposed on meteorological and climatological oceanographic 
archives. At any given time, this program tracks approximately 100-500 sonobuoy drifters in 
operation and reports data back to the Fleet. These buoys are currently in wide-scale use by the 
operational Navy for collection of surface meteorological data. Advanced models of this system 
are being evaluated in the Fleet for obtaining upper ocean temperature profiles down to 300 m. 
These drifters furnished crucial surface meteorological data during Desert Storm. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Pickett, R.L. (1989). U.S. Navy Tests of Sonobuoy- 
Sized Environmental Data Buoys. NRL Report 420, Stennis Space Center, MS. 

ITEM: Bioluminescent Bioassay System 

DESCRIPTION: This system was developed to measure the degree of 
bioluminescence intensity of marine organisms in ocean waters. It was further developed to use 
bioluminescence organisms as a bioassay technique in pollution studies. This system was used to 
evaluate the role of bioluminescence organisms on naval operations. It was patented and has been 
licensed to industry for commercial use. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Stiffey, A. V. , D. L. Black and G. I. Loeb (1985), An 
Inexpensive Solid State Photometer Circuit Useful in Studying Bioluminescence, J. of Chemical 
Education, Vol62, pp 360-361. 

ITEM:: Ship Transient Recorder for Environmental Stress Sensing 
(STRESS) 

DESC:RIPTION: STRESS is a data acquisition system designed and built at NRL 
under the sponsorship of the Carderock Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center (formerly 
DTRC). It provides unattended measurement of long term ship hull dynamics under actual 
operating conditions. Stress measures strain at various locations on the ship's hull, records and 
processes the data to provide classification of strain magnitude, frequency of occurrence and 
duration of strain. This data is used by NSWC to validate ship design models for existing and new 
construction combatant and auxiliary vessels. 

Six STRESS units have been transitioned to NSWC and are currently installed aboard several 
CV class vessels, a T-AGOS class vessel and an Australian Leander class DE as part of 
International Exchange Program (IEP) ABC-36. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Kuny, James A. and Hay, William H., Quick Look 
Report on Observed Structural Responses and Loads for USNS Victorious (T-AGOS 19) During 
Phase 2 Rough Water Trials, CARDEROCKDIV-U-SSM-66-93/06, Ship Structures and 
Protection Department Research and Development Report 

ITEM: Under the Hull Diver Location System (UDHDLS) 

DESCRIPTION: This system is designed to track a diver or remotely operated 
vehicle while operating beneath the hull of a large vessel for the purpose of inspecting and 
repairing components or sections of the hull. It provides a video display of the ships hull outline 
and features of interest and real time updated diver location with respect to those features. This 



system is in continued use by NAVSEA Ship Husbandry and has been renamed SHIPSHAPE. It 
is presently being transitioned to commercial use by OOC. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Under-the-Hull Diver Location System Definition 
Study, NORDA Report 1 13,1984. 

ITEM: Automated Current Profiling System (ACUPS) 

DESCR.IPTION: ACUPS provides profiles of ocean current speed and direction 
versus depth to a maximum depth of 1000 meters.The current data are used to determine the 
acceptability of deploying a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) or manned submersible which have 
thruster limitations related to current speed. Data are provided in real time in computer plotted 
graphs or tabulations that can be instantly analyzed. The system components are compact, easy to 
deploy and recover, and require a minimum of computer skill and manpower to operate.ACUPS 
was built for, and transitioned to the Supervisor of Diving and Salvage, Naval Sea Systems 
Command Code OOC. ACUPS was first used in 1986 in a support role in the search for debris 
from the Space Shuttle Challenger off of Cape Canaveral, FL. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: McCardle, G. L., Miles, R. T. and Orr, C. W., 
Operation and Ma.intenance: Automated Current Profiling System (ACUPS), NORDA Report 
160. 

ITEM: TIDAL ATLAS SOFTWARE 

DESCRPTION: The NRL has developed and transitioned a tidal atlas software 
(TAS) for use in naval hydrographic survey operations. The software displays an integrated 
database of tides, bathymetry, and coastlines. The software can display tidal stations and tidal 
constituents for an!, user-specified area. The software also provides additional graphic displays 
including tidal height, tidal mne, co-tidal and co-range plots. Because of the importance of tides in 
the coastal processes, the software is also very useful for coastal modeling. It provides not only 
tidal characteristics displays for model validation but also input information for modeling 
applications. 

With the software, worldwide tidal characteristics can be quickly displayed. This results in 
significant savings in time and labor in hydrographic planning and analysis. The coastal modelling 
community is also using the software for model setup and validation. Before the TAS 
development, the whole process of tidal data retrieval and display was very tedious and often took 
a trained person days to prepare. With TAS, the same operation can be performed in a few 
minutes. 

TAS has been used by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office in the hydrographic survey 
operation in the Persian Gulf. In the modeling applications, TAS has been used to provide tidal 
information to various agencies and universities for the following areas: Yellow Sea, 
Mediterranean Sea, Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman, Gulf of Mexico and Gulf of Maine. Recently, 
the National Ocean Service / National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has shown interest 
in the software for use in U. S. waters. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Hsu, Y.L. and J.K. Lewis (1991). Open Boundary 
Conditions for a Coastal Tide Model. EOS/Suppl., Trans., AGU, V.72, No. 17, p 168. Lewis 
J.K. and G.A. Vayda and Y.L. Hsu (1992) Coupling Regional and Global Tide Models. MTS 
Journal, V. 26, No.2, p 78-87. Hsu, Y.L., J.F. Reynaud and E.W. Schwiderski (1993). Tidal 
Atlas Software Development. NRL Tech. Memo. Report No. 7060, Dec. 93. 



ITEM: MAPPING, CHARTING AND GEODESY UTILITY SOFTWARE 

DESCR1:PTION: MUSE is a collection of software standards that allow the MC&G 
Utility Software to run under Microsoft Windows, Apple Macintosh, and UNIX/X/Motif 
workstations. MUSE goals include standardization of coordinate handling, the display and 
manipulation of MC'&G data products, the interface of these products to selected image processing 
and geographic information systems. 

The software portability requirements for MUSE have forced standardization at software 
rather than at the hardware level. The standards making up MUSE are XVT Software, Inc.'s 
Extensible Virtual Toolkit (XVT) Universal Resource Language (URL) and Portability Toolkit for 
user interface, Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphic Standard (PHIGS) map graphics, 
ANSI C programming language, and POSIX compliant operating system. 

The Beta Release of MUSE was distributed to Army, Navy, Marines, and other agencies for 
review. The software performed remarkably well and the release 1 is due in May 94. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Landrum, J., MC&G Utility Software. Published in 
the 17th Annual Do:D MC&G Conference Proceedings, October 1992. 

ITEM: LANDSAT MULTISPECTRA BATHYMETRY EXTRACTION 
AND SHOAL IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES 

DESCRIPTION: In support of Desert ShieldPesert Storm Operations, NRL 
prepared and delivered hydrographic survey planning graphics and charts for the location of 
hazards to navigatialn using Landsat Thematic Mapper multispectral imagery. Data were used for 
hydrographic survey planning in support of amphibious exercises. Additionally, hydrographic and 
bathymetric code for exploiting multispectral imagery was given to U.S. Special Operations 
command and used for planning SEAL operations in the Kuwait Theater of Operations. The 
software was also requested and provided to the Naval Space Command. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCES: Walker. C.L.. M. Kalcic and B. Rav. Multis~ectral 
Imagery support for Locating Navigational Hazards h the'persian Gulf, ~~~/F&?441-9i-9400, 
April 93. 

ITEM: UNDERWATER MAGNETIC FIELD MEASURING SYSTEM 

DESCRIPTION: NRL developed two field portable underwater vector magnetometer 
systems for the Navy EOD Training Center. The first unit was transitioned in F Y  92 and due to its 
success a second upgraded version was delivered in FY 93. The units are used to measure the 
magnetic signatures of small boats of opportunity in remote areas that may be used for mine 
hunting. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCES: Harris, M. and J. Garner, Mapping, Charting and 
Geodesy Branch Abstracts of Publications, Presentations, and Transitions 1992, NRL/AP/7440- 
93-0002, May 1993. 

ITEM: WORLD VECTOR SHORELINE 

DESCRIPTION: In FY 88, NRL Code 7440 developed and implemented a 
production software system for the Defense Mapping Agency to convert raw digitized shoreline 
vectors into a system specific data structure designed by us in FY 87. NRL thus designed and 
built the software that produced the DMA standard digital product "World Vector Shoreline". This 



product is used in mission planners, tactical decision aids and numerous other Navy operational 
applications. Subsequently in 1990 NRL MC&G produced and distributed compressed versions of 
World Vector Shoreline at various scales for military and research applications. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Lohrenz, M.C., Design and Implementation of the 
Digital World Vector Shoreline Data Format, NORDA Report 194, May 1988. 

ITEM: COASTAL OPTICS PLANNER 

DESCRIPTION: A Coastal optics planner and database was transitioned to the Naval 
Oceanographic Office's Operational Command Center. The planner consists of a historical 
database of Satellite Coastal Zone Color Scanner data and algorithms capable of extracting regional 
optical properties and seasonal statistics for an area of interest. The database has world coverage 
over an 8-year tirne period, and the algorithms are tailored and verified for coastal and deep water 
applications. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCES: Arnone, R.A., G. Terrie, L. Estep, and R. Oriol. 
Ocean Optical Database, NOARL Technical Note 254, May 1992. Arnone, R. A., R. Oriol, C. 
Trees, and J. Mueller. Bottom Reflectance Discrimination Using Water Leaving Radiance from 
Coastal Zone Color Scanner. Ocean Optics X, 16- 18 April 1990, Orlando, FL, Volume 1302. 

ITEM: HYDROGRAPHIC MULTIBEAM PROCESSING SYSTEM 

DESCRIPTION: The U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office has deployed two new 
hydrographic survey vessels (T-AGS 5 1 and 52) equipped with multibeam echo sounders. NRL's 
Mapping, Charting and Geodesy Branch developed and transitioned a Hydrographic Multibeam 
Processing System to provide a common cohesive interactive environment for the processing of 
multibeam echo sounder data. The system is in use today, and it is designed to be easily expanded 
and modified due to its modularity, non-proprietary formats, and adherence to industry standards. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Harnrnack, J.A, P. Wischow. The Development of a 
UNIXIX-Window Data Processing System for Multibeam Echo Sounders, Surveying and 
Mapping Conference, Toronto, Canada, 8 June 1993. 

ITEM: DIGITAL NAUTICAL CHART 

DESCRIPTION: As the Navy's lead laboratory in Mapping, Charting and Geodesy, 
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) was tasked by the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) to 
develop a specification for a Digital Nautical Chart @NC) database. 

The DNC database is intended to be used in the Navigation Sensor System Interface 
(NAVSSI) aboard U.S. Navy ships. NAVSSI will be the Navy's Electronic Chart Display and 
Information System. The goal of NAVSSI is to replace paper charts as a legal means of ownship 
navigation plotting. 

The DNC is a seamless, vector database distributed on CD-ROM. DNC will eventually 
provide world-wide coverage at every scale now used for marine navigation. The database will 
include all features currently shown on National Ocean Service (NOS) and DMA charts. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Hammack, J.A., M. Wagner. Digital Nautical 
Chart, EURNAVt92, 17 Nov 92, England. Harnmack, J.A. Interim Report - Digital Nautical 
Chart, NRLIMRj7441-93-70 1 1, Jan 93. 

ITEM: ANIWSQ-6(SERIES) MINI DRIFTING DATA BUOYS. 



DESCRXPTION: Sonobuoy sized satellite reporting expendable drifting buoys 
capable of measuriilg and reporting air temperature, barometric pressure, sea surface temperature, 
sub surface temperature, wind speed and direction, and directional wave spectra. Currently used 
by the Naval Oceanographic Office world wide in support of fleet operations. Being transitioned to 
PEO PMA 264, Fleet Sonobuoy Inventory. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Data from the Sea: Navy Drifting Buoy Program, 
ANtWSQ-6: Multi Parameter, Satellite Reporting Mini Buoy Series for Tactical Oceanographic 
Warfare Support, Harry D. Selsor, SEA TECHNOLOGY, December 1993, Volume 34. No 12 pp 
53-58 

ITEM: Airborne Geophysical Sensor Suite 

DESCRXPTION: The Naval Research Laboratory has developed and transitioned an 
Airborne Geophysical Sensor system which provides NRL research and operational sponsors a 
long-range airborne system capable of measuring aircraft position using Kinematic GPS 
interferometry to centimeter accuracy. Once positioned the aircraft provides a platform for 
measuring the Earth's land or sea topography with laser/radar altimetry to centimeter accuracy; the 
gravity field to 2-3 rnilligal accuracy; the magnetic field to 1-5 nanoTesla accuracy. 

Geographic (latitude longitude) positioning for all measurements is provided by both real-time 
pseudo-range and post-processed Kinematic GPS. Laserlradar altitudes differenced from geodetic 
Kinematic GPS heights yield topography. Horizontal and vertical accelerations derived from 
Kinematic GPS positions are used to correct the total acceleration measurements obtained from the 
onboard gravimeter for platform motion. The instrumentation includes three 12-channel, dual 
frequency, carrier phase GPS receivers with antennas, LaCoste-Romberg Air-Sea gravimeter, 
EG&G proton precession magnetometer, 10 GHz pulse limited radar altimeter, recorded to a 
Hewlett-Packard HP9000-360 VXI data acquisition computer. 

The AGSS system has been used by NRL together with the US Naval Oceanographic Office 
in an airborne gravity, magnetics and topographic survey of Greenland in 1991 and 1992. The 
National Science foundation is funding NRL to employ the system in the Arctic during the summer 
of 1994. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Brozena, J.M. (1992). Airborne Gravimetry. CRC 
Handbook of Geophysical Exploration at Sea, Second Ed: Hard Minerals, CRC Press, Boca 
Raton, FL, p 1 17- 136. 

ITEM: AIRDALE (AIRborne Data Acquisition and Logging 
Environment) Facility 

The Naval Research Laboratory is leading the engineering and acoustic algorithm 
development of a roll on-roll off acoustic parameter measurement system. The primary function of 
AIRDALE is the real-time acquisition, monitoring and archiving of sonobuoy and/or AXBT data 
for up to 32 channels of data at signal bandwidths of up to 20kHz per channel. Secondary 
capabilities will include the ability to log other data sources and real-time processing and display. 

This portable system is designed for the acquisition of acoustic and oceanographic data 
from fleet P-3C aircraft to be used by NavOceanO and the AEAS program. The basic system meets 
the data archival requirement which includes digitizing the full band-width of acoustic and 
oceanographic data after appropriate anti-aliasing filtering and recording the results on a permanent 
media. Monitoring functions assure data integrity and timing, and navigation data (GPS) to tag the 



data is also included. Calibration facilities for the entire system from receivers through the digital 
conversion are inccbrporated into the data acquisition system. 

The insbumentation is confined to three standard instrument racks with a total weight of 
not more than 1200 pounds. To support the high data rates ( approximately 3.5 MByteIsec) a VXI 
Bus chassis has been chosen with a Hewlett-Packard HP V382, a 68040 processor running a 
POSIX compliant UNlX operating system, as the host/controller. Navigation and time tagging is 
provided by CA-code GPS receiver with antennalpre-amp mounting suitable for mounting in the 
sextant/pyrotechnics port of a P-3C. Data is recorded to magnetic DAT tape. A laser printer is 
available to produce hard-copy of plots. The system was bench tested in February, 1994 and the 
first field tests wen: in March of 1994. Further system development and upgrades are in progress. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Becker, L., Bigger, K. and Steckley, G. (1994). 
AIRDALE Final Report (CDRL A002), delivered under contract N00014-93C-0022, issued by the 
Office of Naval Research. 

ITEM: BIOLUMINESCENCE BATHYPHOTOMETER 

DESCRIPTION: A high intake, defined excitation, vertical profiling survey 
bioluminescence bathyphotometer system designed to measure from a statistically significant 
sample wit a calibrated hydromechanical stimulus, (1) the bioluminescence of phytoplankton and 
zooplankton organisms in the oceanic water column to depths of 400 meters in absolute units of 
photons per second per volume (intensity) or photons per volume (total flux), (2) the concentration 
of bioluminescent population in flashes per volume, 93) the average light intensity per 
bioluminescent event, and (4) population flash dynamics. A moored and towed version are in use 
by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office as part of their s w e y  suite of instruments. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: U.S. Patent Number: 5,264,906 of Nov 23 1993 

ITEM: TACTICAL OCEANOGRAPHIC MONITORING SYSTEM 
(TOMS). 

DESCRIPTION: An automated prototype oceanographic monitoring system that has 
been successfully clemonstrated aboard a U.S. Submarine during an extended operational period. 
The system, consisting of commercial off-the-shelf data processing electronics and tailored 
oceanographic sensors, replaces time consuming manual monitoring procedures that depend on 
inadequate sensors. Results show that the system can automatically indicate incipient changes in 
water-mass conditions in both open ocean and coastal environments, thereby enabling 
watchstanding personnel to improve the quality of information for tactical and ship's ballasting 
decisions. Automated oceanographic monitoring augments the Navy's existing capabilities to 
support submarines in joint, regional warfare operations, and offers opportunities for collection of 
scientifically sound oceanographic data in nontraditional operating areas of the world. A roll on roll 
off system design has also been developed and has transitioned to N87 funding support for a build 
of 8 systems to be employed on submarines of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleet. 

REFERENCES: Lee Dantzler, Jr, David J. Sides, and John C. Neal, "An Automated 
Tactical Oceanographic Monitoring System, John Hopkins APL Technical Digest, Volume 14, 
Number 3 (1993). pp 281-292. 

ITEM: NOGAPS 

DESCRIPTION: Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System, Version 
3.3 is the current operational global analysis and prediction model at FNMOC. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Rosmond, T., 1992: The design and testing of the 
Navy Operational Global Prediction System. Weather and Forecasting, 1992,7,262-272. 

ITEM: NORAPS 

DESCRIPTION: Navy Operational Regional Atmospheric Prediction System, 
Version 6.0 is the current operational regional atmospheric prediction system at FNMOC. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Hodur, R., 1987: Evaluation of a regional model 
with an update cycle. Monthly Weather Review, 1 15,2707-27 18. 

ITEM: COAMPS 

DESCRIPTION: Coupled Oceanlatmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System, an air- 
sea coupled mesoscale model for the coastal region in development. 

PUBLLSHED REFERENCE: Hodur, R., 1993: Development and Testing of the 
Coupled OceanIAtmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS). NRL Tech Report 
NRL/MR/7533-93-72 13, pp 8 1. 

ITEM: OTCM 

DESCRIPTION: One-way-interactive Tropical Cyclone Model, one-way interactive 
tropical cyclone wick prediction model, Navy operational tropical cyclone track model. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Hodur, R. and S. Burk, 1978: The FNWC Tropical 
Cyclone Model: Comparison of cyclic and one-way interactive boundary conditions. Monthly 
Weather Review, 106, 1665- 167 1. 

ITEM: ESS(3)  

DESCRIPTION: The third phase of Tactical Environmental Support System, the 
current Navy METOC data processing system. NRL Monterey has been designated as the lead lab 
for the project, anci contributed significant application software items to the system. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Phegley, L. and C. Crosiar, 1991: The third phase 
of TESS. Bulletin American Meteorological Society, 72,7 954-960 + cover photo. 

ITEM: NEONS 

DESCRIPTION: Naval Environmental Operational Nowcasting System, an 
environmental data base management interface system. In addition to Navy, it is used by NOAA, 
various operational centers of foreign countries, and U.S. private companies. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Tsui, T. and A. Jurkevics, 1992: "A database 
management system design for meteorological and oceanographic applications", Journal Marine 
Technology Society, 26, 2, 88-96. 

ITEM: ATCF 

DESCRIPTION: Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecasting System is used at the 
Joint Typhoon Warning Center, Guam (Navy/Air Force) and the National Humcane Center 
(NOAA). 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Miller R., A. Schrader, T. Tsui, and C.R. Sam~son, 
1990: "The Autorr~ated Tropical Cyclone Forecasting System ATCFS", Weather and ~orec&tin~,  
5, 6~3-660. 

ITEM: LaserTAG 

DESCRIPTION: Laser Tactical Applications Guide, a hypertext guide for retrieving 
weather forecasting information from satellite images. It is now in production for Navy 
distribution. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Jarrett, T. 1992: The international station 
meteorological climate summary CD-ROM. Bulletin American Meteorological Society, 73, 1578- 
1580 + cover photo. 

ITEM: Special Sensor Ultraviolet Limb Imager (SSULI) 

DESCRIPTION: These sensors consist of ultraviolet limb-imaging spectrographs 
developed for flight on Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Block 5D3 satellites. 
The SSULI's contain scanning mirrors, silicon carbide optics and microchannel plate array 
detectors to measure vertical profiles of the naturally occcurring airglow. Airglow measurements 
are inverted to yie1.d profiles of neutral density and inospheric electron density for a variety of 
applications including satellite drag. HF communication, OTH radar, etc. The information from 
SSULI will be used and distributed by the Air Force Space Forecast Center at Falcon AFB. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: McCoy, R. P, K. F. Dymond, G. G. Fritz, S. E. 
Thonnard, R.R. Meier, and P. R. Regeon, Special Sensor Ultraviolet Limb Imager: An 
Ionospheric and Neutral Density Profiler for Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Satellites, 
Optical Eng., 33, 423, 1994. McCoy, R. P., Ultraviolet Remote Sensing of the Upper 
Atmosphere ane Ionosphere, Proc. International Symposium on Spectral Sensing Research I, 
Maui, HI, 805, 199'3. 

ITEM: Solar X-ray Detectors for the NOAA GOES Weather Satellite 

The Naval Relsearch Laboratory developed and flew solar x-ray ionization chamber detectors 
on a series of Solar Radiation Satellites (SOLRAD) from 1960 through 1979. Electrometer 
amplifier with extre:mely high sensitivity and low noise were also developed by NRL jointly with 
Keithley Corp. for measurement of the small electrical current produced by charged particles in low 
earth orbit. These hRL designs were adapted by NOAA for measurement of 0.5-4 Angstrom and 
1-8 Angstrom solar x-rays aboard the NOAA SMS and GOES weather satellites. Techniques 
developed by NRL for calibration were also used by NOAA to calibrate the SMS and GOES 
detectors. 

PUBLISHEI) REFERENCE: Donnelly, R.F., R. N. Grubb, and F. C. Cowley, Solar 
X-ray Measurements from SMS-I, SMS-2, and GOES-1, Information for Data Users, NOAA 
Technical Memorandum ERL48, June 1977. Meekins, J.F., A. E. Unzicker, K. P. Dere, and R. 
W. Kreplin, Absolute Calibration of Xray Ionization Chambers, NRL Report 7698,g May 1974. 
Unzicker, Arlyn an.d Richard F. Donnelly, Calibration of X-ray Ion Chambers for the Space 
Environment Monitoring System, NOAA Technical Report ERL 3 10-SEL 3 1, Nov 1974. 

ITEM: Monitor for Orbiting Nuclear Reactors 

NRL scientists discovered a highly reliable and sensitive method for detecting operating 
space nuclear reactors. Reactors with thermal power in excess of 50 kW can be detected at 
distances in excess of 5,000 km using this technique. The reactor on board Cosmos 1818 was 



detected within two minutes of its turn on in 1987 using this technique by radiation detectors on 
board NASA's Solar Maximum Mission satellite, which were being monitored by NRL scientists. 

A total of 18 Soviet space reactors were detected and monitored over the period from 1980 to 
1989. This led to development by another Government department of an operational system for 
launch on DoD satellites to provide continuing capability for detecting space reactors into the 
1990's. It also leld to development of a code for predicting times when radiation from space 
reactors is detectable by detectors in low-earth orbit. This code was developed by NRL under 
contract for use on NASA satellites to protect sensitive measurements from being contaminated by 
radiation from th~e reactors. It is now being maintained under contract with George Mason 
University. The work is described in two publications: 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Geomagnetic Origin for Transient Particle Events 
from Nuclear Reactor-Powered Satellites", G.H. Share, J.K. Kurfess, K.W. Marlow, and D.C. 
Messina, Science, 244,444. "Prediction of Charged Particle Transients in Satellites due to Nuclear 
Reactors in Low Earth Orbit", C.M. Jensen, G.H. Share, J.D. Kurfess, and D.C. Messina, in 
Proc. of Seventh Symposium on Space Nuclear Power Systems, Vol. I ,  ed. M. El-Genk and 
M.D. Hoover, (Univ. of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque) 1990, p. 175. 

ITEM: Goemagnetic Forecasts 

NRL hals a lead role in geomagnetic forecasting activity involving solar observatories in 
the ONR Solar Physics Program and USAF personnel at the NOAA Space Environment 
Laboratory. The observatories provide ongoing solar measurements to NRL where they are used 
as input to solar wind modeling program. The output is placed directly into the NOANSEL data 
base for use in fore:casting. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Wang, Yi-M. and N. Sheeley, Sector Structure Holes 
and Windstreams, Journal of Geophysical Research, 99,6597-6608 1 Apr 1994. 

ITEM: The Cosmic Ray Effects on MicroElectronics (CREME) Model 

The CREME model was developed in Code 7654 at NRL as a tool for spacecraft 
designers. It enables the designer to estimate the rates of single event effects in spaceborne 
microelectronics so that designs can be chosen which will operate reliably in space. CREME is 
now in general use in the aerospace industry for spacecraft design. It's use is mandated in most 
spacecraft contracts. It is specified in Mil Standard 1809 and in the engineering requirements 
documents for the Space Station. CREME is also required by NASA to estimate radiation hazards 
on the Space Shuttle and the Space Station. CREME is distributed by the Space Environment 
Laboratory at NOALA, and is available on-line on NASA's EnviroNET system. It is also available 
commercially as part ofthe SPACE RADIATION program sold by Severn Communication 
Corporation of Millersville, MD. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Adams, J. H., Jr., Cosmic Ray Effects on 
Microelectronics, Part N, NRL Memorandum Report 5901, 1986. Space Environment for USAF 
Space Vehicles, MIL-STD- 1809, 15 Feb 199 1, Space Station Ionizing Radiation Environment 
Effects Test and Analysis Techniques, NASA-SSP 30513, 1991. Space Station Requirements 
Document, JSC-30000, issued SEP 1990, revised Feb 1994. EnviroNET: The Space 
Environment Infornnation Service User's Guide, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, June 1991. 

ITEM: Deep Space Program Science Experiment (DSPSE) 

DESCRIPTION: The first of the CLEMENTINE technology demonstration 
spacecraft jointly s;ponsored by BMDO and NASA launched in January 1994. The primary 



mission is to space qualify lightweight sensors and components developed under BMDO 
sponsorship. Using the advanced sensors, the spacecraft will provide scientific data in the form of 
multi-spectral moon maps acquired during two months of lunar orbits. Subsequently, the 
spacecraft is planned to enter a trajectory to intercept the incoming asteroid 1620 Geographos, in 
late August 1994. NRL's NCST had prime responsibility for spacecraft design, manufacture, 
integration and mission execution. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "CLEMENTINE - 'THE DEEP SPACE PROGRAM 
SCIENCE EXPEFJMENT"', P.A. Regeon, NRL; R.J. Chapman, Praxis, Inc; R. Baugh, Barrios 
Technology, Inc., Low-Cost Planetary Missions Conference, Laurel, MD; April, 1994 
International Acad.emy of Astronautics. "The Clementine Mission: Past, Present, and Future", 
Stewart Nozette, B;allistic Missile Defense Organization, IAA International Conference on Low- 
Cost Planetary Missions, April 1994. 

ITEM: Orbital Analysis Tools (OATS) 

DESCRIPTION: Macintosh - based Orbital Analysis Tools. OATS uses numerical 
and graphical tech~niques to analyze and display earth coverage data and ground to satellite 
geometrical parameters. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Orbit Analysis Tools (OATS) Users Manual, A.S. 
Hope, J.W. Middour, Naval Research Lab. 15 April 1993, NRL Memorandum Report 8103--93- 
7307. 

ITEM: System Ephermeris Tools (SET) 

DESCRIPTION: System Ephemeris Tools. An interactive, VAX and SUN 
workstation based analysis tool for the IMP program. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Software Requirements Specification for the 
Ephemeris System Test Tool, 1 January 1994, Contract deliverable item. Integration Test and 
Evaluation (IT&E) Plan for the System Ephemeris Tool (SET), 28 February 1994, Contract 
deliverable item. 

ITEM: HERCULES 

DESCRIPTION: A hand-held imaging device used in space to geolocate, in real 
time, earth features t:o within 2 nautical miles. HERCULES uses ring laser gyros together with an 
imaging device, curnzntly either an electronic still camera or a multi-spectral video camera. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: HERCULES: Gyro-Based, Real-Time Geolocation 
for an Astronaut Camera, (AAS 91-130), M. T. Soyka, P. J. Melvin, Naval Research Lab, In 
Spaceflight Mechanics 1991, Vol. 75, Part I, Advances in the Astronautical Sciences, J. K. 
Soldner, A. K. Misra, L. L. Sackectt, and R. Holdaway, eds., Proc. AAS/AIAA Spaceflight 
Mechanics Meeting, Houston, TX, Feb. 1991 (Univelt, San Diego, CA, 1991), 471-490. 

Algorithm Testing for the Gyro-based, Astronaut-held Latitude-longitude Locator, (AAS 
91-533), M. T. Soylka, P. J. Melvin, and R. F. Higgins, Naval Research Lab, Astrodynamics 
1991, Vol. 76, Part ][I, In Advances in the Astronautical Sciences, B. Kaufman, K. T. Alfriend, 
R. L. Roehrich, an'd R. R. Dasenbrock, eds., Proc. AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist 
Conference, Durango, CO, Aug. 1991 (Univelt, San Diego, CA, 1992), 1607-1626 

Geolocation Accuracy of HERCULES on STS 53 (AAS 93-604), P. J. Melvin, M. T. 
Soyka, H. M. Pickard, S. N. Lam, K. H. Little, R. R. Dasenbrock, and T. W. Murphy, Naval 



Research Lab, Presented at the AASIAIAA Astrodynarnics Specialist Conference, Victoria, B.C., 
August 16-19, 1993 

HERCULES Attitude Processor (HAP), R. F. Higgins, Naval Research Lab, 
Dissertation, Master of Science in Electrical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg VA, 1992 

HERCULES Attitude Processor: Gyro Data Processing System for Real-Time 
Geolocation of Images Captured by Astronauts, R. F.Higgins, Naval Research Lab; J. G. Tront, 
1993 IEEE Aerospace Applications Conference Digest, S. Swift, Conf. Dir., IEEE Document 
Catalog Ref No 92THO526-4, Library of CongressCat.No.88-640065 

HERCULES: Hand-Held Georegistered Photography (AIAA 93-4231), R. F. Higgins, 
H. M. Pickard, M. T. Soyka, Naval Research Lab; H. Moffitt, Naval Space Command, Presented 
at the AIAA Space Programs and Technologies Conference and Exhibition, Huntsville, AL, Sept., 
1993 

ITEM: Global Positioning System Space Receiver (GPS) 

DESCRIPTION: The first radiation hardened spaceborne GPS receiver with selective 
availability and anti.spoof. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRLlSpace Systems Development Department 
Specification SSD-S-AS338 

ITEM: Spacecraft On Board Processor 

DESCRIPTION: A specially designed high performance, low power computer with 
250 rnips of perfomlance radiation hardened for space application. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRLISpace Systems Development Department 
Specification SSD-S-AS218 

ITEM: IFF Interrogation Without Directional Antennas 

DESCRIPTION: A proposed method to accomplish the "Identification Friend or 
Foe" task using the global positioning system and without directional antennas, potential 
applications are military weapons platforms and various vehicles. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Report No. 9138, Dec 29, 1988 SECRET, 
Journal of Defense Research, 4 Winter 1987, (pp 38 1-395) Sep 1 1, 1989, SECRET, 

Tri Service Combat Identification Systems Conference (CISC-89) Jun 13-15, 1989; Naval 
Postgraduate School Monterey, CA; Technical Proceedings, (pp 739-748), SECRET, 

U.S. Patent (classified) Ser. No. 071456828, filed 19 Dec 1989, Notice of allowability 5 
April 1990. 

ITEM: Common Pressure Nickel Hydrogen Battery 

DESCRIITION: A Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRDA) 
covered effort with .Johnson Controls Inc., to qualify for space application an innovative, light 
weight secondary electrical energy storage battery employing the nickel hydrogen couple. 

PUBLISHEED REFERENCE: "A Nickel Hydrogen Common Pressure Vessel 
Battery Flight Experiment" James C. Garner, Proceedings, 27th Intersociety Energy Conversion 
Engineering Confereilce (IECEC) Aug 3-7, 1992, San Diego, CA 



ITEM: Naval Space Command Space Surveillance System, (formerly 
NAVSPASUR) 

DESCRIPTION: The Naval space surveillance system is a bistatic radar system 
designed to detect and catalog objects in low to mid earth orbits. It was designed by NRL in the 
mid 1960's and modernized by NRL in the early 1980's. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Reports NRLFR8 154-93-9577 NAVSPASUR 
Sensor System Digital Signal Processing Receiver, Volumes 1-4. 

ITEM: ENSEMBLE 

DESCRIPTION: ENSEMBLE is a precise time and frequency reference designed 
and built by NRL for DoD users. It uses a set of cesium clocks, a precise measurement system 
and two GPS receivers to provide time to an accuracy of better than 10 nanoseconds to locations 
around the world. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "Interim Report on the Geographic Dependence and 
Latitude Effects Erxperiment", R. Beard, A. Gifford, S. Stebbins, 45th Annual Symposium on 
Frequency Control., 1991. "A Time Transfer Experiment Between the South Pacific and the USA", 
A. Gifford, et al., 'Twenty-third Annual P'TTI meeting, 1991. "A Comparison of Time Transfer 
Techniques", S. Stebbins, A. Gifford and R. Beard. Twenty-first Annual PTTI meeting, 
December 1989. "Report on the Timescale Algorithm Test Bed at USNO", S. Stein, A. Gifford, 
L. Breakiron. Twenty-first Annual PTTI meeting, December 1989. "Aspects of GPS Applications 
in the ENSENBLE UHP Timing System", A. Gifford, T. Bartholomew, IEE/NATO invited paper 
(London), November 1992. 

ITEM: COMET 

DESCRIPTION: COMET is a collection of reusable software components developed 
and used for over 40 large scale systems. COMET has been adopted by Motorola for the 
IRIDIUM ground station control, and IRIDIUM'S spacecraft contractor, LMSC, will be using 
some components for integration and test. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: COMET System Specification, NRLISSD-D-AS228 

ITEM: Spacecraft Command Language (SCL) 

DESCRIPTION: The SCL was developed to support spacecraft autonomy for a 
national program. While the autonomy program has, been cancelled, SCL was used on 
Clementine. It will be used for experiments on the Shuttles GAS program. An Aerospace report, 
TOR-93 (3516)-2, identified SCL as one of the key technology approaches that should be 
supported by DOD to foster spacecraft autonomy. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: SCL Language Reference Guide, NRLISSD-D- 
AS654 

ITEM: Multi-Mission Advanced Tactical Terminal (MATT) 

DESCRIPTION: The MATT is a 6 channel receive SATCOM tactical terminal for air 
and ground based platforms. Presently the TRAP and TADIXS-B networks are received, 
decrypted and outputd. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Build "1" prime item development specification for 
the Multi-Mission ,4dvanced Tactical Terminal (MATT'), SSD-S-TM002A. 

ITEM: Two-Way Time Transfer Modem 

DESCRIPTION: The Two-Way Time Transfer Modem in conjunction with a small 
two-way satellite dish and a communications satellite can synchronize two clocks with an accuracy 
of less than a billionth of a second. Time synchronization is needed for high speed 
communications, navigation, and radio astronomy. The modem is an all digital design and is 
designed to operate in an inexpensive personal computer. The system can be easily integrated into 
existing installation~s. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: "A New Two-Way Time Transfer Modem," G.P. 
Landis, I.J. Galysh, NRL Code 8152; G. Gifford, NRL Code 8151; and Allen "Skip" Osborne 
111, Allen Osborne Associates, Inc., 756 Lakefield Road, BLDG J, Westlake Village, CA 91361- 
2624. 

ITEM: Long Reach 

DESCRIPTION: Remote Location Coverage (Long Reach). A transportable system 
to serve a National Program where fixed sites have limited or no coverage. The transportable 
system can be temporarily located at a more advantageous location and, using a fixed site as a 
processing center, can provide additional capabilities and a quick reaction capability (QRC) to 
provide data collection support whenever and wherever it is needed. 

PUBL1S:HED REFERENCE: Classified 

ITEM: ICEbox 

DESCRIPTION: The Improved Collection Equipment in an enclosure (ICEbox) 
system is a transportable shelter based national system collection capability. ICEbox collects data 
and transfers the data via standard communications channels to a fixed site for processing. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Classified 

ITEM: Improved Data Modem (IDM) 

DESCRIPTION: An airborne or surface platform tactical radio interface (modem), 
processing digital data to acquire targeting information. Uses existing communication links for 
theater extension and sensor to shooter data transfer for suppression of enemy air defense, close air 
support, and forward air control. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Primary Item Development Specification for the IDM 
(PIDS) Top Level Specification document number SSD-S-DM001D 

ITEM: LDCOM 

DESCRIPTION: A series of communication transponders installed on host 
spacecraft for special communication requirements. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Classified 

ITEM: Army Aviation Command and Control ( A ~ c ~ )  System 



DESCl7:IPTION: A complete tactical aviation command and control system, includes 
digital map data display with overlays on National Sensor data, positional data of friendly forces 
and image displays from NationaVtactical sources, (eg. JSTARS, Apache, Kiowa Warrior). 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: System description document for the real time 
intelligence in the c;ockpit (RTIC) system. 

ITEM: Tactical Receive Equipment, (TRE) andlor Constant Source 
Receiver 

DESCRIPTION: A UHF satcom receiver designed to receive TADIXS-B and 
TRAP, broadcast i~~formation, currently on Naval ships and submarines, Air Force aircraft, Army 
and Marine platfonns. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: NRL Space Systems Development Department Prime 
Item Development Specification SSD-S-TM0001. 

ITEM: Vanguard Project 

DESCRIPTION: Between 1955 and 1959, NRL conducted the first American satellite 
program, called Vanguard. The program was initiated to represent the United States in the 
International Geophysical Year (IGY). IGY was a cooperative international scientific effort to 
study the physical plroperties of Earth. The nation's leaders in science decided to participate in the 
IGY by placing an artificial satellite in orbit. Following this decision, a competition was held to 
determine which 1J.S. government agency would build and launch the satellite. The plan 
submitted by NRL was selected due, in part, to its success with the Viking program. NRL's 
pioneering task was to design, build, launch, place into Earth-orbit, and track an artificial satellite 
carrying a scientific experiment. 

The Vanguard I satellite was successfully launched into Earth orbit on March 17, 1958. 
Vanguard I achieved the highest altitude of any man-made vehicle to that time and established 
beyond doubt geo180gists1 suspicions that Earth is pear-shaped. It carried two radios and a 
temperature sensor and was the first satellite to use solar cells as a power source. Vanguard I 
orbits Earth today a.s the oldest man-made satellite and will remain in orbit well into the 22nd 
century. Vanguard was the prototype for much of what became the U. S. Space Program. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: W.A. MCDOUGALL, ... the Heavens and the Earth: 
A Political History of the Space Age (Basic Books, Inc., New York, 1985), 168. 

ITEM: Space Surveillance 

After the Soviet launch of Sputnik I in 1957, detecting and tracking foreign satellites 
orbiting over the U.S. became a major national security issue. As a result, the Navy Space 
Surveillance System (NavSpaSur) was developed (1958- 1964) by NFU on a "crash basis" for the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency to detect and track such satellites. NRL was selected to 
develop this system primarily because of its success in developing the Minitrack satellite tracking 
network for Project Vanguard. Unlike the Vanguard tracking system, NavSpaSur was designed to 
track both satellites that transmitted signals and those that were "quiet". NavSpaSur now consists 
of nine radar sites stretching between southern California and Georgia and comprises a radar 
"fence" capable of detecting basketball-sized objects in orbit as high as 7,500 miles above Earth. 
The information gathered by this system is used to warn U.S. naval fleet units of periods when 
they would be vulnerable to detection by foreign satellites. 



By 1983, NavSpaSur was a critical element in the North American Aerospace Defense 
Command's Space Detection and Tracking System and was tracking more than 4966 objects every 
day. The system by then had also detected and cataloged more than 14,239 orbiting objects since 
its inception. An upgrade of this system, accomplished by NRL in 1984, should extend the 
system's operational life for about 15 more years. 

PUBLISRED REFERENCES: F. Glaeser, "Space: A New Dimension in Naval 
Warfare," U.S. Naval Inst. Proc. 113, 132 (May 1987). 
"NRL-Developed NAVSPASUR System Upate Completed," MU, News Release 
#33-9-83C. 

ITEM: Solar Powered Satellites 

DESCRIPTION: The Vanguard I Satellite, launched on March 17, 1958, was the first 
orbiting vehicle to be powered by solar energy. Photovoltaic silicon solar cells provided the 
electrical power to the 3.lb. satellite, it's experiments and transmitter until it fell silent in 1964. 
NRL scientists and engineers designed and developed Vanguard and over 80 subsequent 
spacecraft, most of which have been powered by solar cells. In continuing efforts to improve 
photovoltaic energy conversion in space, solar cell radiation experiments were orbited aboard 
Navigation Technology Satellite I1 in 1977, LIPS I1 and LIPS I11 in 1983 and 1987 respectively. 
Among the experiments were the first liquid phase epitaxy Gallium Arsenide solar cells from 
Hughes Research Laboratory (LIPS 11) and concentrator solar panels (LIPS 111). In 1994, 
Clementine I, (NIU's Deep Space Program Science Experiment) was powered by the first 4cm by 
4cm Gallium Arsenide on Germanium high efficiency, light weight solar array. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCES: NRL Memorandum Report 4580, 
"Performance of the Solar Cell Experiments Aboard the NTS-2 Satellite after Three Years in 
Orbit", D.H. Walker; "LIPS 111 A Solar Cell Test Bed in Space", J. Severns, R. Hobbs, N. 
Elliott, R. Towsley., R. Conway, G. Virshup, IEEE AES Magazine, December 1989; "Flight 
Experience with LIPS 111", J. Severns, R. Conway, B. Faraday, R. Hobbs, Proceedings 24th 
Intersociety Energy. Conversion Engineering Conference, Wash., D.C. 1989; "The DSPSE 
Spacecraft Electrical Power System", W. Baker, J. Garner, D.J. Shortt, Proceedings of the 28th 
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, August 8-13, 1993, Atlanta GA. 

ITEM: Nickel-Hydrogen Spacecraft Batteries 

DESCRIPTION: In 1975 the Naval Research Laboratory and COMSAT Corporation 
(acting for 1NTELSA.T) entered into an agreement (today known as a CRDA) wherein NRL would 
design, integrate and launch a nickel-hydrogen battery utilizing COMSAT developed battery cells 
to qualify for space application the new energy storage system. The Navigation Technology 
Satellite I1 was launched in June 1977 with the first nickel-hydrogen battery in earth orbit. 
Successful performance of the batteries for the seven years until the spacecraft was 
decommissioned provided industry with a solid foundation of data to reduce risk for commercial 
and military geostationary satellites, virtually all of which today employ similar nickel-hydrogen 
batteries. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCES: "Nickel-Hydrogen Storage Battery for Use 
on Navigation Technology Satellite - 2", F.E. Betz 1 lth IECEC Proceedings, 1976, State Line, 
Nevada. "The First Year in Orbit for the NTS-2 Nickel-hydrogen Battery", F.E. Betz with J. 
Stockel and J. Dunlop, 13th IECEC Proceedings, 1978, San Diego, California. 

ITEM: Tactical Communications From Space 



DESCRIPTION: The LIPS II satellite, using an acronynm for "Living Plume Shield" 
was launched in F'ebruary 1977 with a principal mission to validate a spacecraft data transmission 
hardware and architecture concept. A precursor of the low cost, light satellite fad, this 1001b. 
converted plume shield outfitted with spacecraft power and electronics carried two transponders 
and antennas for tactical communications. A demonstration during Navy exercises indicated the 
potential value of having near real time knowledge of potential enemy sea forces delivered by 
spacecraft. The successful demonstration expedited developmement of Tactical Receive 
Equipment (TRE), TRAP and TADIX-B tactical communciations systems and the exploitation of 
National capabilities for the U.S. military forces. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCES: "The R&D Manager", Scott Elliott, Federal 
Managers Quarterly, Issue 3, 199 1. 

ITEM: Spacecraft Command and Telemetry System 

DESCRIPTION: The spacecraft command and telemetry system hardware and 
software architecture concept employed on space systems developed by the Naval Center for Space 
Technology at NRI, is a more cost effective implementation than conventional approaches. First, 
components and subsystems are designed to be tested with software code utilizing prescribed rules 
and tools. The software system has been named "COMET" for Common Environment for Test. 
Tested components and subsystems are delivered with their prescribed test software which is 
compatible spacecraft wide. As integration process, larger test programs are fundamentally 
assembled from the smaller pieces. Ultimately the test files and data base are adapted to the launch 
site ground equipment and the command and telemetry earth stations. This migration of commonly 
developed software minimizes repeated software developments, minimizes reproving and 
validating software, as it needs to be done only once, and vastly simplifies that test, integration, 
launch and on orbit support problems. The software is deployed on state of the industry 
commercial equipment (central computers, workstations, etc.) utilizing to the extent practical, 
COTS software to enhance the man machine interface and provide graphics and other engineering 
features. An open architecture hardware configuration permits the addition and attachment of 
memory, processors, users and other enhancements with maximum flexibility. The COMET 
software helps insulate the software for the test articles or space vehicle from the operating system 
of the computers, greatly simplifying and providing a control for changes in either the operating 
system or operated equipment. This architecture is implemented at NRL1s Blossom Point Field 
Site, with proper subsets in use at Pt. Mugu, NRL Vandenberg AFB site, and the DSPSE 
spacecraft control site. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCES: "Blossom Point Tracking Facility, Functional 
Description", NCST-NRL, March 18, 1988; COMET System Specification, NRLISSD-D-AS- 
228. 

ITEM: Multiple Satellite Dispenser (MSD) 

DESCRIPTION: The NRL designed, developed, and transitioned an upper stage 
vehicle for orbit insertion and precision cluster formation of multiple satellites. The upper stage 
used a solid rocket motor and mono-propellant hydrazine system to maximize performance and 
minimizing initial operational timeline. Significant contributions in space-based electronics and 
mechanisms were developed, implemented, and transitioned to industry, including: stacers; 
spinning sun sensors; and an inertial measurement unit. The combination of new components and 
unique system design allowed for the use of inexpensive ballistic missiles for precision placement 
of satellites into a worldwide multi-plan satellite system for space based sensors. This platform 
was also used to dispense secondary small satellites for technology and tactical satellite 
demonstrations. 



PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Classified 

ITEM. Titan Launch Dispenser (TLD) 

DESCRIPTION: The TLD was also designed, developed, and transitioned to industry 
by the NRL. This was a prolate spinning transfer vehicle and satellite used for precision orbit 
insertion. This vehicle used bipropellant fuels (MMO/NTO) to maximize specific impulse 
performance of the spacecraft while minimizing production costs. This satellite demonstrated the 
control of inherently unstable spinning spacecraft using active nutation damping. The system 
utilized new technology and fluid slosh experimental results to demonstrate a low cost, reliable 
upper stage vehicle. This satellite used an advanced satellite processor, micro gravity sensors and 
advanced, highly reliable, release devices to perform satellite dispensing, orbit trim and secondary 
missions. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Classified 

ITEM: Czlassified Satellite System 

DESCRIPTION: NRL conceived, developed and launched in the late 1950's a 
classified satellite system utilizing unique concepts and technology which are still in use today. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Classified 

ITEM: Classified Satellite System 

DESCRIPTION: In the early 19701s, NRL conceived, developed, and 
launched a classified satellite system implementing a unique architecture and concept. This system 
is currently in use. It is a major satellite system for this country and continues to hold one of the 
highest national priorities. 

PUBLISHED REFERENCE: Classified. 

ITEM: Classified Satellite System 

DESCRIPTION: In the late 1980's NRL conceived, developed, and launched 
an improved version of a classified satellite system incorporating unique technologies, concepts, 
and architecture. This system is currently in use and is a major DOD space system. It holds the 
highest national priority and classification levels. 

PUBLICATION REFERENCE: Classified 

ITEM: Spacecraft Controller 

DESCRIPTION: NRL developed a spacecraft controller which demonstrates flight- 
qualified MIL-STD- 1750A and full 32 bit RISC processor architectures. This system was the first 
flight use of a 32 bit RISC processor. The system was configured with multiple processors for 
increased fault tolerance and radiation immunity. The system is upgradable to RH3000 (20 
MIPs17MFLOPS) and RH6000 (40 MIPS / 20 MFLOPs). This processor currently is in use on 
the Clementine spacec:raft and now will be utilized for many spacecraft industry wide. 

PUBLICA'I'ION REFERENCE: Deep Space Program Critical Design Review, 
November 16- 18, 1992, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC. 



ITEM: Solid State Data Recorder 

DESCRIPTION: This 4 Gigabit data recorder was integrated and flown on the 
Clementine spacecraft built by NRL. It provided four times more data storage than any other 
previously flight qualified solid state data recorder. This recorder was designed with high 
reliability via redundancy error detection and correction with active fault management and built-in 
test. The data recorder provides a high throughput of greater than 20 Mbls with bit error rates of 
less than one in 10lO. The system also used commercially available 4 Mb DRAMS in a hybrid 
package for low cost. 

PUBLICATION REFERENCE: Deep Space Program Critical Design Review, 
November 16-18, 1992, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. 

ITEM: LIGHTWEIGHT RELEASE MECHANISM 

DESCRIPTION: The Frangibolt release mechanism used for space flight for the first 
time on the NRL built Clementine spacecraft is a technology which eliminates pyrotechnic 
ordnance. The device has a reduced weight of 40 percent over conventional pyrotechnic ordnance 
and harness. Functionally, the device utilizes an electric heater that drives a shape memory alloy 
actuator that elongates and breaks a notched bolt held in tension. The advantages of this 
technology include: non-explosive, high strength release mechanisms; elimination of safety 
concerns of explosives; improves reliability with no sliding friction and no explosive charge; 
reduced ground flow testing and handling; and simplified control electronics. 

PUBLICIATION REFERENCE: Deep Space Program Critical Design Review, 
November 16- 18, 1992, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. 



6 .  F a c i l i t i e s  and Equipment: 

See  two s e p a r a t e  books. 



FACILITIES AND EOUIPmNT 

6. SDecial Fat- R m  . . .  Include a copy of the form provided 
at  Tab B of this data call for each facility and "major" piece of equipment located 
at this activity. Include information on separate detachments. The following 
definitions will apply: 

Facilities - Will include such things as rocket firing bays, towing tanks, 
anechoic chambers, hypervelocity gun ranges, hyperbaric chambers, wind 
tunnels, simulation/emulation laboratories, etc. Include buildings that are  
integral to the facilitylequipment. Do not include major outdoor ranges or land. 

Also, describe modeling and simulation capabilities, hardware in-the-loop 
facilities and analysis or wargaming capabilities. 

Equipment - Resources used to support the operation of the site with a 
replacement value of $500,000 or greater. Do not include land or buildings in 
this category. In reporting equipment, provide information to indicate the degree 
of portability of the equipment. Class 3 Personal Property items ("plant 
equipment" or "equipment in place") by definition are highly portable and can be 
moved easily. Some Class 2 Installed Equipment, such as Main-frame computers, 
test stands and small hyperbaric chambers, require more extensive utilities 
support and assembly of components, but can be relocated without damage to the 
facility or equipment, and therefore are considered "moveable" assets. Other 
Class 2 items are so large and/or integral to the facility that houses them that 
major demolition and construction would be required to relocate them, and 
therefore are considered "fixed" assets. Where appropriate, pieces of equipment 
can be aggregated for the purposes of completing Tab B. 

TAB B 



QUESTIONS FOR. TAB B 

SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Site 
FacilityEquiprnent 
Nomenclature or 1 

I1 Title I 11 

1. State the primary purpose(s) of the facilitylequipment. 

2.  Indicate whether the facilitylequiprnent is portable, moveable or fixed as defined by paragraph 
6, page 12 of this data call. 

3.  Provide the replacement value of the facilitylequiprnent. Report the facilitylequipment cost 
separate from any building and utilities that may be integral to the facilitylequiprnent. 

4. Provide the gross weight and cube of the facilitylequiprnent. 

5 .  Indicate any "special" utility support required by this facilitylequiprnent other than normal 
elecmcal power. 

6. Indicate any special budget requirements for the facilitylequiprnent (i.e., special foundations, 
non-ferrous materials, shielding, hardening, etc.). 

7 .  State any environmental control requirements for the facilitylequiprnent (i.e., temperature, 
humidity, air scrubbing). 

8. Indicate if this facilitylequiprnent would be extremely difficult or impossible to replicate or 
relocate at another site and the impact to the Department of the Navy if this facilitylequiprnent were 
lost. Consider existing Government-wide and commercial capabilities as the replication and impact 
statements are formulated. 

9. Indicate how and when the facility/equipment was transported and or constructed at the site. 

10. List the functiorlal support areas (previously provided in Tab A) that this facilitylequipment 
support. Refer to Appendix A for the list of functional support areas. 

1 1. Provide the historical utilization average for the past five fiscal years (1989-1993). Define the 
unit of measure used. 

1 2. Provide the projected utilization data out to FY1997. 

13. What is the approximate number of personnel used to operate the facilitylequipment? 

14. What is the approximate number of personnel needed to maintain the equipment? 

15. Provide one 8 1/2 x 11 black and white photo of the facilitylequiprnent. 

TAB B 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Tests and eva.luates basic concepts and engineering developments in connection with target 
surveillance, tracking and electronic counter-countermeasures. 

2. Fixed equipment 

3. $15M 

4. Equipment: 10,000 lbs, 12,240 ft 3, Antenna: 4,600 lbs, 5,000 ft 3 

5. 550v AC 

6. No special bud get requirements 

7 .  Air condictionjng & humidity control required plus special fire safety equipment 

8. Difficult to replicate at another site 

9. Built in place 

10. 5.2 Radar, 8.3 Electronic Warfare. No new or improved developments if facility were lost. 

1 1. Per year 4 my 

12. Per year 3.5 my 

1 3. 4 people for operations 

1 4. 2 people for maintenance 

1 5. See attached 

TAB B 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Shipboard Radar 

1. To expedite the distribution and display of sensor information including not only radar inputs 
but also reports fro:m video and IR cameras 

2. Movable equipment 

3. $500K 

4. 1500 1bs 9,000 ft3 

5. None 

6. None 

7. None 

8. Hardware can be replicated, software is more difficult 

9. Piece by Piece connected on site with software insertion 

10. 7. Command, Control, Communication and Intelligence, 7.3 Shipboard. 

1 1. Per year - 3my 

1 2. Probable completion in194 

13. Three people 

14. Oneperson(1) 

1 5. See attached 

TAB B 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FA.CILITIESIEQU1PMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Generates high-quality imagery from raw radar data collected by Inverse Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (ISAR) systems, and processes this imagery into different forms for special application. 

2. Movable equipment 

4. 3,000 lbs 10,000 ft3 

5. None 

6. None 

7. Air conditioning and humidity control required 

8 .  Can be relocated but is the only facility to reduce ISAR data from the profile series of radars 
including the APS- 137 

9. Assembled on site 

10. 5.2 Radar Systems 

1 1. Per year - 5my 

12. Per year - 5my 

1 3. 2 people 

14. 2 people 

15. See attached 

TAB B 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Radar Test Beds 

1. These are radars which are in working status used to support Radar Division Programs at 
CBD. 

2. Fixed equipment 

3. $30M 

4. Equipment: 37,000 lbs ; 103,860 ft 3 
Antenna: 21,900 lbs; 16,722 ft3 

5. None 

6. None 

7. None 

8. Could be moved to another site. No new or improved developments if facility were lost. 

9. Equipments were set up at the CBD site beginning in the 1950's. 

10. 5.2 Radar Systerrls 

11. Per year- 1 MY 

12. Per year- 1 MY 

13. 2 people for operations 

14. 1 person for maintenance 

15. None 

TAB B 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Massively Parallel 

1. The primary purpose of the facility is to rapidly prototype a scalable, data parallel 
computational environment with emerging High Performance Computing and Communications 
(HPCC) technology in support of DoD research and engineering applications. The facility then 
transitions to the researcher this leading edge capability that will permit advanced research in 
computational fluild dynamics, weather forecasting and meteorology, oceanography, signal 
processing and othe:r "physics and engineering based" modeling. The capability of this facility is 
not otherwise feasib~le with conventional supercomputers or stable systems. It is kept at the leading 
edge by constant iteration and modification of the hardware and software by the staff in 
conjunction with colmercial HPCC vendors of emerging technology. 

2. As defined by paragraph 6, page 12 of this data call, the facility is "moveable". 

3 .  The approxima~te replacement value of the facility/equipment, separate from any building and 
utilities that are integral to the facility, is $22.0 M. 

4. The approximate gross weight of the equipment that today comprises the facility is 24,000 Ibs. 
The area of the facility machine room is 2,688 sq. ft.; the volume of the machine room (above and 
below raised floor) i.s 32,256 cu. ft. 

5. For safety considerations of the equipment, the machine room contains two independent 15 
ton air conditioning units (downdraft flow units, glycol heat exchanged, with dual compressors) 
that maintain proper temperature and humidity throughout the year. They are positioned on an 18" 
raised floor to maintain sufficient air flow to meet the cooling requirements of all equipments 
housed in the facility. All equipment cabinets are conventional, air cooled. Air is filtered at the 
intake of these units with commercial paper filters. 

The facility has both Halon and water fire control systems. Detectors are mounted both above and 
below a raised floor. The facility also utilizes two electronic power conditioning units to respond to 
power fluctuations and filter noise. These units are rated to handle 100 KVA. High speed network 
access to the user community at the Laboratory and to users external to the NRL site is with 
BISDN telecommunications over fiber optic cables. 

6. There are no special budget requirements for the facility. 

7 .  Environmental control, humidity, and air scrubbing is provided by the two independent air 
conditioning units mentioned in item 5 above. These units are energy-efficient. In the warmer 
months, they dehumidify and filter the air. In the cooler months, they humidify and free cool to use 
latent heat generated from the equipment to heat the facility. Safety circuits are provided between 
these units and the power conditioners to respond to problem a l m s .  

TAB B 



8. This facility is a one-of-a-kind leading edge HPCC facility. The heterogeneous nature of 
providing an infomation infrastructure to adequately support scalable emerging parallel computing 
requires a close integration of capabilities in computing, visualization, archival data storage and 
communications. With sufficient funds, it would be possible to duplicate, replace or relocate the 
basic hardware th,at comprises the facility. 

The knowledge of software required to support a data parallel computing environment and to 
integrate multiple systems into a single, network accessable resource requires critical mass in both 
staff, research cotnmunity and commercial vendor HPCC support. This is not as easily moved or 
replaced. This NRL facility is unique to the Department of Navy and to the DoD. Loss of this 
critical mass might take several years (3-5 years) to regain. 

9. The facility has just moved into a new machine room due to growth required to provide for the 
next generation of parallel computing based on the CM-5E. This is a refurbished site constructed in 
1972 for a then state-of-art serial supercomputer. Work to provide massively parallel computational 
capabilities began as a simple experiment in February 1987 with the then CM-1 in a room in the 
library. In 1988 this facility was moved to expanded quarters in building 35. We are currently in 
the process of relocating to the building A49 site reported in this document. 

10. The functional support categories supported by this facility as defined in Appendix A are the 
following: 

5. SENSORS 6t SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS 
5.1 Sonar Systems 

10. GENERAL MISSION SUPPORT 
10.5 Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects (Weather Forecasting) 

1 1. GENERIC 'TECHNOLOGY BASE: Includes basic research and exploratory development 
(categories 6.1 and 6.2) projects that do not fit under the more warfare-focused support areas. 

1 1.1 Computers 
1 1.2 Software 
1 1.3 Communications Networking 

1 1. The approximate historical usage for the past five fiscal years is reported in total available cpu 
hours for the research and development community. The CM-21200 parallel architecture is a 12/16 
Gflop peak system made up of 512 vector pipelines. This system at full availability provides 
approximately 4.5 million cpu hours per fiscal year. The CM-5/5E is architecture is a 32/40 Gflop 
peak system made of 1024 vector pipe machine that provides approximately 9.0 million cpu hours 
per fiscal year. (Legend: n.a.=not yet available; --- = obsoleted/excessed). 

TAB B 



12. The projected utilization data out to FY 1997 is approximated as follows, using the same units 
of measure as in item 11 above. The CM-X is an estimate at what we project the next generation 
leading edge system upgrade to provide. The CM-200 disappears as we project this system to have 
reached its econorni~c lifetime; it will be retired as excess. 

FY CM-200 CM-5E CM-X 
---------------.---------------------------------------------------------------- 

1995 2.5 M 4.0 M n.a. 
1996 ------- 4.0 M 
1997 ------- 4.0 M 

(20 M) 
(20 M) 

............................................................................... 

13. The approxima.te number of personnel needed to maintain the facility/equipment fluctuates 
around 15 MY per FY. This includes one on-site contract person (SETA) who works with the 
NRL staff primarily as a parallel applications developer. 

14. Hardware repair accounts for approximately one MY to maintain the equipment operational. 
This MY is provided through service contracts on the equipment. Local field engineers are 
available within 2-4 hours should hardware need to be repairedlreplaced. The hardware is reliable 
and can be diagnosed quickly through network interconnect to the board level JTAG standard 
electronic boundary scan for all systems. 

15. 8 112" x 1 1" photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

General Scientific 

1. The primary purpose of the facility is to provide a general purpose scientific computer 
environment that emphasizes reliability, high performance, and user productivity for NRL 
scientific, technical and administrative personnel. Current resources include a vector mini- 
supercomputer, and a lab-wide central permanent file storage/archival system. 

2. The installed equipment resources are considered "moveable" assets as defined in the BRAC- 
95 Data Call. 

3.  The approximate replacement value of the facility/equipment, separate from any building and 
utilities that are integ~al to the facility, is $3 M. 

4. The estimated gross weight of the current major equipment components in the facility is 
2 1,000 pounds. The area of the facility machine room is currently 2,s 14 sq.ft, but will be reduced 
to 1,648 sq.ft towards the end of FY94. The volume of the reduced area is 19,776 cu. ft. 

5. "Special" utility support required by this facility/equipment includes HVAC, electrical, fire 
control systems, security control systems, etc. requirements traditionally used in mainframe 
computer rooms. 

6.  There are no special budget requirements for this facility. 

7 .  Environment co~ltrol requirements for the facility/equipment are those typically found in all 
mainframe computer rooms. Alarms are wired to NRL's security office. 

8. The facility's resources may be replicated or relocated at another site; however, it is part of an 
infrastructure that provides lab-wide information technology resources to laboratory personnel. 
Co-location of the infrastructure in the proximity of the user community creates a more productive 
environment than dispersion. This is important in a scientific setting like NRL where team 
collaboration and individual creativity are encouraged. Co-location also makes it easier for the 
facility to transition ~hnological  advances to Naval researchers. 

9. The facility/equipment was transported to the current site in 1976 after Building A49 was 
rehabilitated from a warehouse to a computer center. Shortly thereafter the facility operated the 
world's fastest general purpose scientific computer system. 
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10. The functional :iupport areas that this facilitylequipment support are many since the mission of 
the facility has always been oriented towards general scientific investigation. Specific support 
areas as defined in Appendix A include: 

1. PLATFOFWS 
2. WEAPONS SYSTEMS 
10. GENERAL MISSION SUPPORT 
1 1. GENERIC TECHNOLOGY BASE 

11. The historical utilization average for the past five fiscal years (1989-1993) is expressed in 
terms of two major resources made available to laboratory personnel. 

RESOURCE #1 is utilization of high performance vector computer processing. The unit of 
measure used is central processing units expressed in hours. The utilization is based on the ratio of 
actual usage compared to that available during the fiscal year assuming 24 hourslday, seven 
dayslweek and negligible downtime. Equipment changes occurred during the five year period as 
reflected by the notati.on "NIA". 

RESOURCE #1: VECTOR COMPUTER UTILIZATION 
1989- 1993 

FT X-MP CPU Hrs Y-MP EL CPU Hrs 
used used 

Utilization 
% 

------------ 
30 
7 1 
8 1 
74 
37 

RESOURCE #2 is utilization of available central permanent file storagelarchival resources 
including the File SewerIArchival system. The unit of measure used is terabyte-day, i.e., one 
terabyte of data stored! for one day. Due to the nature of this resource, utilization cannot be based 
on the ratio usedlavailable, therefore it is expressed strictly in terms of actual usage. 

RESOURCE #2: FILE STORAGE/ARCHIVAL RESOURCE UTILIZATION 1989- 1 993 

FT TERABYTE-DAYS 
used 
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12. The projected utilization data out to FY97 follows. The resources and units used are defined 
in Item 11 above. 

RESOURCE #1: VECTOR COMPUTER PROJECTED UTILIZATION 
993- 1997 

FY Y-MP E:L CPU HIS Utilization 
used % 

-- ------ ------------ 
94 9716 5 8 
95 12000 7 1 
96 13000 77 
97 1~4000 8 3 

RESOURCE #2: FILE STORAGEIARCHIVAL RESOURCE PROJECTED UTILIZATION, 
1993- 1997 

FY TERABYTE-DAYS 
used 

-- --.----- ----- 
94 532 
95 '745 
96 1037 
97 1349 

13. The approximate number of personnel needed to operate the facility/equipment is 9 MY per 
FY. 

14. The approximate: number of personnel needed to maintain the equipment is .3 MY which 
consists of various contract-provided engineers. 

15. Two 8 1/2 x 11 black and white photos of selected areas of the facilitylequipment are 
enclosed. The equipment occupies two different rooms, hence two photographs. 

TAB B 







SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Acquisition of IR. images of plumes of rockets. 

2. Portable. 

3. $1.2M 

4. 28 tons, 8000 cubic feet 

5. None 

6. None 

7. None 

8. Could be replicated with sufficient money and manpower 

9. Constructed on site 

1 0. 1 1.4 Electronic Devices 

1 1. Used daily for the past 5 years. 

12. Daily use through 1997. 

13. 2 people 

14. 1 person 

1 5. See attached 

TAB B 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESlEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Title Facili 

1. Provides 50J laser pulses from HF/PF chemical lasers for investigation of chemical kinetics, 
nonlinear optics, phase conjugations in IR, and laser materials interventions. 

2. Fixed 

3. $4M 

4. 2000 lbs. 30,000 cubic feet 

5 .  Fluorine monitors, fume hood, separate air control system, shielded screen room, multivalve 
fluoride, hydrogen, oxygen gas handling system. 

6. Separate air control system to isolate remainder of building from fluorine release. 

7. Same as 6, extreme precautions required to avoid fluorine poisoning or chemical 
fires/explosions. 

8 .  Could be replicated but at cost of >$5M in 94 dollars - Unique facility for study of Hf/Nf 
lasers and their applic:ations, loss of facility would impact directed energy programs. 

9.  Construction occurred over the 1979-1985 time frame with continual upgrades and 
modifications since then. 

10. 1 1.4 Electronic Ekvices 

1 1. Used 20-30 hours per week, performing research under SDLIGMD auspices. 

12. 20-30 hrslweek 

1 3. 3-5 people 

1 4. 1-2 people 

1 5. See Attached 

TAB B 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
F'ACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Focal Plane Array 

1. The facility performs optical and electrical evaluation of developmental infrared focal plane 
arrays to determine the development status, to provide guidelines for development contracts and to 
evaluate their potential for fulfilling Navy sensor requirements. 

2. The equipment is mostly movable although some components are portable. 

3. The replacement: value of the facility is about $2M not counting labor for equipment design, 
acquisition, and integration nor buildings and utilities installation. 

4. Gross weight is about 3500 lbs. and volume is about 18,000 cu. ft. 

5. The facility requires a clean room for dismantling devices, liquid nitrogen and other cryogenic 
liquids, chilled water, 400Hz electrical, electrically shielded rooms. 

6. The facility requires special budgets for clean rooms, electrically shielded rooms, digital 
networks, cryogenic liquids, chilled water, 400 Hz electrical, and secure area for classified 
measurements. 

7. Environmental control requirements include air conditioning, humidity control, and air 
scrubbing. 

8. This facility could be replicated at another site but program delays would occur because of the 
relocation process. This is the Navy's only facility providing evaluation of state-of-the-art infrared 
focal plane arrays for advanced tactical infrared sensors. The Navy will require government 
evaluation of these high priority developmental devices. 

9. 'The equipment has been assembled and upgraded over the past fifteen years. It was moved 
into a new building at the present location in 1993. 

10. 1 1.4 Electronic devices 

1 1. Over the past five years, the utilization is close to 100% in terms of daily usage plus some out- 
of-hours usage. 

12. The projected utilization is close to 100% of daily hours through 1997. 

13. Approximately 2..6 personnel use and operate the facility. 

14. Approximately 0..2 personnel are needed to maintain the facility. 

15. See attached 
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FOCAL PLANE ARRAY EVALUATION FACILITY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Seeker Simulation & 

1. Assess optical countermeasure vulnerability of infrared seekers and trackers, determines 
effectiveness of operational infrared jammers and flares and develops advanced jamming 
techniques and expendable measurements. Also, measures scatter in infrared systems. 

2. Moveable 

3. Approximately $3M 

4. Gross Weight - 15 tons 24,000 cubic feet 

5 .  Three phase 50% amps per phase with common and neutral. Neutral requires special earth 
ground immediately near facility. 

6. Facility requires a class I shielded room. Foundation must be on ground floor due to 
requirements for optical table stability. Facility must be a secured vault. 

7. Temperature, humidity and dust control are essential. 

8. The NRL facility is unique to the services. It is not replicated anywhere in or out of the 
government. Several of the unique characteristics of this facility include: numerous custom laser 
sources, the ability to combine pulsed and continuous laser sources to emulate various 
targetljammer configurations, the capability to simulate in-flight missile dynamics, and an 
assemblage of diagnostic equipment unequaled in the industry. This diagnostic capability is key to 
the ability to analyze infrared missile countermeasures. Without this facility, the Navy would have 
no in-house means 0.f evaluating countermeasures against imaging or future infrared missiles, nor 
have the ability to generate and define requirements for future Navy IRCM systems. The loss of 
this facility and its work would directly impact the service's capability to quickly and efficiently 
assess countermeasures against an ever evolving infrared missile threat. To replicate this facility 
would be extremely difficult, costly, and time consuming. 

9. The facility was built up with NAVAIR support over ten years. 

10 8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 

13. 3 people 
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14. 1 person 

15. See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Infrared Glass Fiber 

1. Fiber drawing of infrared transmitting glasses. 

2. Moveable. 

3. Equipment cost is approximately $650K 

4. The gross weight of the equipment is 7,000 lbs. and the room is about 6,800 cu.ft. 

5. The equipment must be in a class 100 clean room to eliminate airborne particulates and/or 
contaminants. 

6. The flooring was specially designed for higher live loads and can support up to 250 
pounds/ft2. 

7 .  Temperature, pressure and humidity are monitored to eliminate environmental effects on 
optical fibers during processing. 

8. It would be e:xtremely difficult to relocate this facilitylequipment at another location. 
Completion of on-going programs such as development of IR fiber materials and chemical sensor 
technologies can not be achieved if this facility were lost. NRL is the only government laboratory 
with this unique capability. 

9. The equipment, specifically the drawing tower, was transported in boxes since it is modular. 
Each section (or module) weighs from 600 to 1000 lbs. Construction or assembly began in mid- 
1988 and was fully operation by early 1989. 

10. 1 1.5 Materials i~nd Processes 

1 1. 2 researchers approximately 5 hrs/day for 5 years (basis: 265 usage dayslyr.) 
2 x 5 x 265 x 5 = 131,250 hours 

12. 4 researchers approximately 5 hrslday for 4 years (basis: 265 usage dayslyr.) 
4 x 5 x 265 x 4 = 21,200 hours 

1 3. Two people 

14. One person 

15. See Attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MR.Y 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or Silica Glass Preform 

and Fiber Fabrication 

1 .  To perform research and development on special optical fiber waveguides and devices not 
available from fitnr manufacturers for military and commercial applications and to develop these to 
a state of maturity that they can be transitioned to industry. 

2. Fixed. 

3. Replacement value $750K plus 1 man year of labor for installation. 

4. Weight 10 tons; volume 2,500 cu. ft. 

5 .  Special utility support: 100 A, 150 A/480 V electrical service; process chilled water, boosted 
cooling with > 2000 cfrn make-up air; uninterrupted dry nitrogen gas from liquid nitrogen blow- 
off; better than class 1000 clean room conditions; bulk hydrogen and oxygen gas. 

6. Special budget requirements; corrosion resistant exhaust; partitioned; separate space for 
scrubber, sheltered, exterior space for hydrogen and oxygen gas manifolds; 24 foot ceiling height; 
second floor access; overhead crane; vibration isolated floor. 

7 .  Environmental control requirements: temperature and humidity control; hazardous exhaust gas 
scrubbing; < class 1000 clean air; vibration isolation. 

8. Difficult to replicate or relocate. This is the only such facility in the government and it gives 
NRL and DON unique research and development capabilities that are much more cost effective than 
contracts with fiber manufacturers. NRL holds lead position and patents in radiation hard fiber and 
fiber strain sensor arrays for smart structures as a result of work in this facility. 

9. Facility constructed in building 2 16 by Gassman Corporation 199 1-93. Equipment 
constructed and assczmble by NRL personnel and company representative 1993-94. 

1 0. 1 1.5 Materials and Processes 

1 1. Five year utilization average (1989-1993): typically operating 90% of the time with 2 scientists 
working, i.e., 2 MYN 

12. Projected utilization to 1997: 2-3 MY/Y, 90% 

13. 3 people 
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14. 2 people 

15. S e e  attached 
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SILICA GLASS PREFORM AND F I B E R  

FABRICATION F A C I L I T Y  

- Associated D r a w  Tower is n o t  pictured 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Title 

1. Used to pump other solid state lasers; emulates diode pumping. 

2. Moveable 

3. About $750K 

4. About 1,300 lbs. gross weight and about 5,000 cubic feet 

5 .  Chilled water, 3.-phase 230 V, 70A 

6. None. 

7. Temperature 7OCF; humidity S45% 

8. Facility could be replicated at another site for about $900K. If this facility were lost it would 
adversely affect ab0u.t half of the current diode-pumped solid state laser programs at NRL. 

9. This facility was designed and constructed by NRL personnel in 199 1, using a commercially 
purchased Argon lastx as the pump source. 

1 0. 1 1.4 Electronic Ilevices 

1 1. FY-91 - 12 hrslweek, FY-92 - 15 hrslweek , FY-93 - 20 hrslweek, FY-94 - 26 hrslweek 

12. FY-95 - 30 hrslweek, FY-96 - 35 hrslweek, FY-97 - 35 hrslweek 

13. 2 people 

1 5. See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 
FacilityIEquipment 
Nomenclature or Ultrashort Pulse 

Generation 

1. Production of ultrashort light pulses for the study of material properties, carrier dynamics, 
nonlinear propagation and ultra-high speed ornrnunications. 

2. Moveable. 

4. 10,000 Ibs; 
operational: 10,800 cu.ft.; packed: 3,000 cu. ft 

5 .  208v, 3-phase, 130 amp. x 2; 460v., 3-phase 75 amp; chilled water 18 gdmin. 

6. None. 

7 .  Temperature: + 1 "C; Humidity: 40-60%; normal air handling. 

8. It is estimated that apart from actual packinglunpacking and moving time it would take 
approximately 9 man-months to reassemble the equipment to its current operating condition 
(assuming all services to be in place). The basic research that can be carried out with this facility 
underpins the development of advanced communications, control, sensor, and electronic warfare 
systems. Fundamental properties of materials for fast detectors, nonlinear propagation of light for 
communications, development of new optical techniques of measurement and evaluation are all 
essential to the establishing of the future capabilities of the Navy. The facility supports research 
that has a direct impact on ONR's Core Competency of Information Sciences and to a lesser degree 
Advanced Materials (ONR Navy Reserach Investment Strategy, 1991) in the desire to investigate 
photonic and multiu!ser optical communication as well as modeling of nonlinear propagation in 
optical fibers. This facility also supports work which addresses directly the opportunities 
addressed in the FY-94/98 Priority Research Topics (enclosure 1 to FY-94/98 Naval Reserach 
Planning and Programming Guidance, Feb. 199 1, para. 2 1B Rapid Optical Communication) and 
in an indirect way the interest in studying nonlinear systems, including nonlinear propagation of 
optical pusles in optical fibers as expressed in the same document (para. 14B, Nonlinear Science 
and Optimization). From a wider viewpoint, in order to ensure the long-term superiority of U.S. 
weapon systems, the Department of Defense (DoD) has submitted a DoD Critical Technologies 
plan to Congress. One of these critical technologies is Photonics (the use of light (photons) for the 
representation, manipulation, and transmission of information). This project addresses the 
scientific issues of that technology (Appendix C to Naval Neecismesearch Requirements1 Research 
Opportunities, April 1992). The loss of this facility would reduce the 
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ability of the Navy to have direct influence on the direction of research in the area of ultrahigh 
speed communications, and would seriously curtail its ability to develop and evaluate ultra fast 
electronics and systems. 

9. Approximately 2/3 of this equipment was transported to its current location from another 
building on the la~boratory in 1989. The remainder was assembled on location since that time. 

10. 1 1.4 Electronic Devices 

11. Some portion of the facility had been in use for all of the past five fiscal years. 2/3 of the 
equipment is generally in use at any one time. 

12. The utilization level is not expected to change significantly through FY1997. 

1 3. Four people 

1 4. One people 

1 5. See Attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Measurement of infrared signature of low observable treatments, panels and scale models. 

2. Fixed. 

3.  $1.25M 

4. 12,000 lbs, 2O1x20'x20' 

5. Liquid nitrogen (LN2) 300 gallon per hour. 

6. High wt/ft2, possible SCIF, LN2 access. 

7 .  Temperature: - 1 1 O°C, hurniditylfrost point: - 1 10°C, remove water vapor 

8. One-of-a-kind, 'difficult to relocate. 

9. 4/95 Special considerations - Some wideninglexpansion of doors may be required in building 
2 16 to bring facility in. 

10. 5.3 Special Sensors 

11. N/A 

12. FY95: 20% op~erational in 6/95 FY96: 40% FY97: 40% 

13. 2 people 

14. 1 people 

1 5. See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Preparation of high purity glass precursors and high purity glasses. Analysis of materials for 
heavy metals via atomic absorption spectrometry. Preparation of high purity infrared optical 
fibers. 

2. Fixed. 

3. $1.5 Million 

4. 10,000 Ibs., 2,448 cu. ft. 

5. 6 fume hoods, anti-chamber clothing room, hepa filters, prefilters, humidity control, chilled 
water, liquid nitrogen. 

6. None. 

7. Temperature, humidity, toxic gas exhausts/scrubbers. 

8. This facility is impossible to relocate, but may be replicated. 

9. Constructed 1986-87 on site while building was being constructed. 

10. 1 1.5 Materials and Processes 

1 1. 7 researchers approx. 5 hrslday for 5 years (basis: 265 usage dayslyr.) 
7 x 5 x 265 x 5 = 46,375 hours 

12. 6 researchers approx. 5 hrslday for 4 years (basis: 265 usage dayslyr.) 
6 x 5 x 265 x 4 =  31,800 hours 

13. 7 people 

14. 3 people 

1 5 .  See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Nanochannel Glass 

1. Nanochannel glass technology, although still in its infancy, is a resource unique to the Navy. 
The primary purpose of the facility is to research new technologies based on the channel glass 
concept and to extend critical developments towards the needs of the Navy, U.S. government and 
U.S. glass high tc~chnology industries. Current research includes UV high pass optical filters, 
nanoelectronic masks, gas separation filters, optical power limiters, X-ray lithography, liquid ~ e 3  
and ~ e 4  finite size effects, IR detector arrays, flat panel displays, diamond patterning, 
nanochannel glass replication, high energy photon-particle separators and more. 

2. Fixed. 

3. Replacement value of facility/equipment: 

Functional Class 100 clean room $ 190K 
Channel glass draw tower assembly 300K 
Post processing equipment 240K 
Wafering and polishing equipment 1 lOK 
Pulsed and continuous laser systems and tables 210K 
Electronics, cryogenic equipment and optics 
Specialty glass materials and equipment 
TOTAL 

4. The facility gross weight is unknown as it is an integral part of the building; 20,000 cu.ft. 

5. Special Utility Support: 
220V and 440V AC, 6OHz 
Ventilation and supply air for chemical hood 
Chemical sink 

6. Draw tower should be located over minimum vibration floor area. 

7 .  Environmental Control requirements: Temperature, humidity, dust control, etc. suitable for 
class 100 cleanroom environment. Sink and hood suitable for chemical processing. 

8. Facility replication at another site is possible. However, retuning of the nanochannel glass 
draw tower and processing to produce glass structures and architectures with nanometer resolution 
would cause an extended restart time (up to 1 year), after all facilities construction have been 
completed. 
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9. Facility draw tower equipment was transported during a division move from building 12 to 
building 216 at the hRL approximately one year ago. Replication of previously made complex 
nanometer sized structures has only recently become possible. 

10. 1 1.4 Materials amd Processes 

1 1. When available, the facility has been utilized 100% of the time since 1991. 

12. The Nanochannel Glass Technology ARI is to start in FY-95 and run for at least 5 years. It 
is anticipated that the facility will run at nearly 100% capacity for the duration of the A M .  

13. There are currently 6 people involved in the various aspects of the facility. 

14. A minimum compliment of 4 full time personnel are required for this operation. 

15. See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
Site NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipmen t 
Nomenclature or 

Title Laser Probe Facility 
i L 

1. To characterize the properties of advanced electro-optical materials using a wide range of laser 
spectroscopic pro'ks. 

2. Fixed. 

3. $2M 

4. 10 tons, 5,000 sq ft (50,000 cu ft) 

5 .  Chilled water, compressed air, hoods. 

6. None. 

7. Temperature (:k 2"c), humidity (<45%), air handlers, venting. 

8 . Extremely difficult. 

9. Transported from building 12 and 30 by Public Works during May 1993. 

1 0. 1 1.4 Electronic Devices 

1 1. 100% (daily use by multiple personnel). 

12. 100% 

13. 20 people 

14. 7 people 

15. See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
F'ACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Signal Processing 

1. Processing imagery from EO/IR sensors 

2. Fixed 

3. $650K 

4. Weight: approx. 1000 lb. Volume: approx. 1,000 cubic feet 

5. Fiber Optical phone lines 

6. Secure environmient for classified computing, including EM1 shielded room. Raised floors. 

7 .  Air handler with temperature and humidity control 

8. The relocation and/or replacement of this facility would be so costly and time consuming as to 
make it not feasible. 

9. The facility is bein cons ucted over a long range acquisition plan covering 8 years and 
ending in F Y X  &SI &i 

78 zLf s/~4/?4 - r 

10. 5.3 Special Sensors 

1 1. The utilization of the facility for FY89-93 is approximately 60%. 

12. The projected utilization of the facility for FY94-97 is 75%. 

13. Fifteen people 

14. Two people 

15. See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Fiber Optic Sensor 

1. The primary purpose of this facility is the development, fabrication, and testing of a variety of 
fiber optic sensors of tactical significance to the Navy. 

2. Moveable. 

4. Approximately 15 tons; 100,000 cubic feet 

5 .  Flow hoods, compressed air; 208v., 3-phase, 30 amp. 

6. None. 

7 .  Temperature f 1 deg C; Humidity: 40-60% 

8. The Fiber Optic Sensor Facility at NRL represents the Navy's premiere facility for fiber optic 
sensors and related fiber optic technology. For large array applications, fiber optics provide sensor 
systems with improved reliability at reduced cost and weight. No comparable fiber optic facility, 
combining state-of-the-art equipment and world-recognized technical expertise, exists anywhere in 
the world. Replication of this facility at another site would require expenditure of the replacement 
costs for equipment and support infrastructure. Loss of this facility would effectively terminate the 
Navy's ability to advance the state-of-the-art in fiber optic sensors and sensor systems and thereby 
severely restrict incorporation of important photonic technology into the Fleet of the future. 

9. Approximately 60% of the facility was transported to its present location in 1988. The 
remainder of the facility was assembled on site. 

10. 5.1 Sonar Systems 

1 1. Unit of measure=number of hours used per 8 hour work day. 
Utilization average ( 1989- 1993): 120% 

12. Projected utilization average to FY 97: approx. 120% 

1 3. Nine people 

14. Two people 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Film Fabrication 

1. The thin film fabrication facilities are capable of a variety of thin film deposition techniques for 
metal and oxide films. These include thermal and electron beam evaporation and RF and 
magnetron sputtering. Film thicknesses can be controlled from 100's to 10,000 Angstroms. 
Deposition is done in a Class 10,000 clean room. A variety of furnaces are available for thermal 
diffusion processes, which are primarily used for the fabrication of Ti-diffused or proton 
exchanged LiNb03. 

2. Class 1000 and Class 10,000 Clean Room facilities are fixed and cannot be removed. 

3. Class 1000 Clean Room: $500,000 
Class 10,000 Clean Room: $500,000 
Other various components: $585,000 

4. Class 1000 Clean Room: 45,000 cubic feet 
Class 10,000 Clean Room: 40,000 cubic feet 
Other various components: combined weight of 6,770 lbs. and total of 1,505 cubic feet. 

5. Dry N2 vacuum, LN2 compressed air, chilled water, ultra pure deionized water, vacuum, dry 
nitrogen 

6. Special clean rooms would be required to move this facility 

7. Temperature control: 72"+/- 3°F 
Humidity control: 45% +/- 5% 

8 .  It would be impossible to relocate the clean rooms. It is possible to replicate but considerable 
down time is involved in disassembling and restarting systems. A new facility would require 
recalibration of equipment and processes. 

9. Clean roorns were constructed by private contractor in 1992- 1993. All equipment was moved 
into present location in April 1993. Equipment was disconnected and packed for move by users of 
equipment. Heavy pieces were moved by forklift and truck. More delicate equipment was hand 
carried by scientific staff. Re-assembly was by users. Major utility connections were done by 
trades people under scientific staff supervision. 

10. 1 1.4 Electronic Devices 
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1 3 .  3 people 

14. 2 people 

1 5.  See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or Fiber Optic Optical- 

Microwave Lab 

1. Apply advantages of fiber optics to transmission and processing of microwave signals out to 
100 GHz. 

2. Moveable. 

4. 5,000 lbs and 1,800 cu. ft. 

5. Compressed Air 

6. None 

7. Temperature: 20 - 25OC 
Humidity: 30 - 45% 

8. It would be difficult to relocate to another site for the following reasons: 1) the size, weight, 
and bulkiness of the equipment would require special handling procedures/trucking and 2) the 
success of many of the current projects relies on unique facilities held by other divisions (TEWD 
and Radar) here at NRL. The impact to the DON, DoD, and the government if this 
facility/equipment we:re lost is immense. Namely, the NRL Fiber-Optic/Microwave Laboratory is 
the only government facility providing internationally recognized expertise, leadership, and state- 
of-the-art demonstrations in the rapidly-expanding technology base of microwave fiber optics. 
Fiber optics providers not only numerous advantages to existing microwave systems but also 
allows for new functions/solutions that could not be handled in any other way. Currently 
commercial capabilities are centered around telecommunications applications and industrial sites do 
not have the Radar artd EW resources available for properly interfacing with military users. This 
facility is set up to provide rapid, fieldable responses to new Navy S&T requirements. There is no 
replication between this facility and any other commercial or industrial facility. 

9. Parts of the faci1:ity were transported from another NRL building in 1988; the remainder has 
been steadily procured, upgraded, and/or constructed since then. 

10. 1 1.4 Electronic Ckvices 

1 1. Utilization range!; between 75% to 95% 

12. Same as 11 



13. 6 people 

1 4. 2 people 

1 5. See attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Missile Warning 

1. The purpose cd the facility is to support the development of sensors and algorithms for missile 
warning systems. The AAR-47 Missile Warning Set Program is supported directly through 
algorithm development and maintenance of the signature data base. The IR activity supports the 
development of staring IR focal plane technology for missile warning applications. 

2. The equipment is mostly movable although much of it would involve significant costs to 
relocate. 

3. The replacement value of the facility is approximately $2M, not counting labor for equipment 
design, acquisition, and integration nor buildings and utilities installation. 

4. Gross weight is over 4700 lbs. and volume is about 24,000 cu. ft. 

5 .  The facility requires a clean room for dismantling devices, liquid nitrogen and other cryogenic 
liquids, chilled water, 400Hz electrical, electrically shielded rooms. 

6. The facility requires special budgets for clean rooms, electrically shielded rooms, digital 
networks, cryogenic liquids, chilled water, 400 Hz electrical, and secure area for classified 
measurements and operation of classified data processing. 

7. Environmental control requirements include air conditioning, humidity control, and air 
scrubbing. 

8. This facility could be replicated at another site but program delays would occur because of the 
relocation process. This is the Navy's only facility providing evaluation of state-of-the-art infrared 
focal plane arrays for advanced tactical infrared sensors, and algorithm development and database 
maintenance for the AAR-47. The Navy will require government evaluation of the high priority 
focal plane array developmental devices. 

9. The equipment has been assembled and upgraded over the past ten years. It was moved into a 
new building at the present location in 1993. The computer equipment and secure space for the 
AAR-47 was procured and established in FY 93. 

10. 8.3 Electronic Warfare 

1 1. Over the past five years the utilization is close to 100% in terms of daily usage plus some out- 
of-hours usage. 

12. The projected utilization is close to 100% of daily hours through 1997. 
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13. Approximately 7.3 personnel use the operate the facility. 

14. Approximately 0.8 personnel are needed to maintain the facility. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. This facility is used to conduct aerodynamic measurements for the research and development 
of small scale air vehicles designed to operate at low speed, low altitude, and low Reynolds 
number. These air .vehicles are optimized for the deployment of offboard countermeasures EW 
payloads. 

2. This facility is fixed. 

3. The replacement cost of this facility is estimated to be approximately $4M. 

4. The equipment gross weight is approximately 6 tons. The facility occupies a volume of 
approximately 50,000 ft3. 

5 .  This facility requires dedicated electrical power feed for the 450 Kw wind tunnel fan motor. 

6. There are no special budget requirements for this facility. 

7 .  The portions of the facility in which the digital data collection instrumentation is housed 
requires a computer e:nvironment i.e. temperature and humidity control. 

8 .  It would be extremely difficult to relocate this facility to another site due to the large size of 
the wind tunnel components and due to the fact that the equipment and building which it occupies 
are integral to each other. This facility was specifically established to focus on the development of 
integrated decoy systems. Prior to the establishment of this facility it was extremely difficult and 
very costly both using Government and civilian sector resources to conduct the necessary wind 
tunnel testing essential to the research surrounding the specialized design of EW offboard vehicle 
systems and their payloads. 

9. This facility wiis constructed on site in 1988-89. Major subassemblies were delivered by 
flatbed trailer and rail. These were subsequently integrated and welded together and set in 
concrete. A building was then built around the test section of the tunnel. 

10. This facility supports the following functional areas: 

8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 
10.8 Other Subsidiary Systems or Components 
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1 1. During the fiscal years 1989-1993, this facility has been utilized primarily for multiple tests in 
support of major air vehicle development efforts, EW related experiments, flight data sensor 
calibrations, and propulsion system developments. The facility has been occupied and utilized by 
test personnel, either preparing for or conducting testing, approximately 90% of the time. 

12. The projected iutilization of this facility for fiscal years through 1997 is between 90% - 95%. 

13. The number of personnel required to operate facility is typically 2. 

14. Approximately one work-year of effort is required to maintain this facility. 

15. See attached. 
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OFFBOARD TEST PLATFORM 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Measurement Lab 

1. This facility is a land based installation designed to accurately characterize and quantify the 
over water radar cross section (RCS) signature of ships, aircraft and electronic warfare passive and 
active systems used tc3 defend these platforms. The system is capable of collecting precision data 
in the 2 to 18 Ghz, and 35 Ghz RF bands. Additionally, the system can characterize and quantify 
the Effective Radiateld Power (ERP) and sensitivity of active electronic warfare systems over the 
same frequency range. This facility includes conventional single frequency radars as well as broad 
band frequency agile units. Both coherent and noncoherent radars can be used. A 95 Ghz radar is 
being installed. 

2. This facility is fixed. 

3. The replacement value of this facility is approximately $15M. 

4. The equipment gross weight is approximately 20 tons. The facility occupies a volume of 
approximately 70,000 cubic feet. 

5. This facility requires 400 cycle electrical power. 

6. There are no special budget requirements for this facility. 

7 .  The portions of the facility in which the digital data collection instrumentation is housed, 
requires a computer environment i.e. temperature and humidity control. 

8. This is a one of a kind facility. It is the only facility which routinely conducts the necessary 
measurements critical to the design and development of R&D decoy and onboard ECM systems. It 
would be extremely difficult to relocate this facility to another site. The nature of the R&D testing 
currently conducted at this facility requires the site to have the following provisions: 

a) a large elevated area over-looking the water. 
b) provisions for assembling and deploying munitions over the water. 
c) a controlled t.est area with ready accessibility to surface and airborne decoy launch and 

range support craft 
d) an area with minimum electromagnetic interference from external sources to prevent data 

corruption. 
e) a location which has a complementary land based facility located directly across from it for 

extended direct transmission tests and multiaxis over-water measurements. 

9. This facility has been incrementally developed over the last twenty years under NAVSEA and 
NAVAIR sponsorship. 
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10. This facility supports the following functional support areas: 

8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 
10.8 Other Subsidiary Systems or Components 

11. The average utilization of this facility for fiscal years 1989-1993 has been 40% for data 
collection and 60% for data processing, maintenance, modifications and upgrades. 

12. No major change in utilization is expected through fiscal 1997. 

13. The number of personnel required to operate the facility during a typical test is 5. 

14. On the average, 5 to 7 work-years of effort are required to maintain the facility depending on 
the extent of upgrades and modifications and failure modes of the systems during the specific year. 
Time and material type support contracts are used to manage the variability in these requirements. 

15. Seeattached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1) Technical Center 1 11 

I 

1. The TSFR was designed and is used as a transportable R&D tool to accurately characterize 
and quantify the over water radar cross section (RCS) signature of ships and electronic warfare 
passive and active systems over the 2 to 18 Ghz RF band. Additionally, the system can 
characterize and quantify the Effective Radiated Power (ERP) and sensitivity of active electronic 
warfare systems ovler the same frequency range. This system complements current fixed site 
resources. 

Site NRL-DC/S SCIMRY 
Facility/Equipment Transportable Radar 11 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

2. This facility is portable. 

Cross Section 
Measurement Radar 

3 .  The facility replacement value is estimated to be approximately $l.lM. 

4. The equipment gross weight is approximately 3 tons and occupies a volume of approximately 
1,000 ft3. 

5 .  This facility requires no "special" utility support. 

6. There are no special budget requirements for this facility. 

7. The internal poirtions of the facility in which the digital data collection instrumentation is 
housed requires a cornputer environment, i.e. temperature and humidity control. 

8. The TSFR R&D data collection system consists of precision commercial laboratory quality 
instrumentation and data acquisition equipment integrated together as a highly calibrated radar 
source and managed by a micro computer based control system. The TSFR contains specialized 
RF microwave receivers, A D  converters and controller boards. The radar is a commercial I band 
tracking radar used t:o direct the precision instrumentation. The TSFR is a one of a kind RCS 
signature characterii:ation instrument, specifically configured to characterize ship and decoy 
signatures of interest to the Navy. The TSFR is the only known transportable data radar that can 
characterize and quantify the sensitivity, ERP and apparent RCS of active ECM devices. 
Additionally, the TSFR is the only known data radar that can go to sea onboard ships to 
characterize the signature of ECM devices while they are operating in a realistic at-sea environment. 

9. The TSFR was designed, instrumentation procured and integrated into a functioning system at 
NRL by NRL or NRL technical support contractor engineers, scientists and technicians. This 
system was designed to meet the stringent requirements for accuracy essential in the evaluation of 
R&D EW systems, while keeping the system portable and with a minimal area foot print so that it 
could be readily relocated at remote land facilities as well as being able to be loaded on a ship in 
support of at-sea R&D testing and data collection. This system was assembled over the last 5 
years. It is constantly being modified to meet the ever changing requirements of data collection for 
the R&D systems. 
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10. This facility supports the following functional support areas: 

8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 
10.8 Other Subsidiary Systems or Components 

1 1. The average utillization of the TSFR facility for fiscal years 1989- 1993 is virtually 100% of the 
time with the inclusion of transportation set-up and break-down for transportation, and 
modifications or upgrades as require for testing. 

12. The projected urjlization of this facility for fiscal years through 1997 is also 100%. 

13. The number of personnel required to operate the facility is 2 at a minimum, 3 if an optional 
optical designator is used. 

14. Approximately one and one-half work-years of effort is required to maintain this facility. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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TRANSPORTABLE RADAR CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT RADAR 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

Facili ty/Equipment Advanced Tactical 
Nomenclature or Electronic Warfare 

Environment Simulator 

1. The primary purpose of the Advanced Tactical Electronic Warfare Environment Simulator 
(ATEWES) is simulate an operationally realistic radar environment for evaluating the performance 
of Electronic Warfare techniques and systems. 

2. This equipment: is moveable. 

3. The replacement cost is estimated to be approximately $4.OM. 

4. The gross weight and volume of this equipment is estimated at 1000 Ibs and 100 cu. ft. 
respectively. 

5 .  There is no special utility support required. 

6. There are no special budget requirements. 

7 .  Environmental controls are required to control the temperature and humidity for the main 
frame computer. 

8. This equipment: is part of the Central Target Simulation (CTS) Facility where it is used to 
simulate dense electromagnetic environments to evaluate the performance of ESM receiving 
systems and ECM techniques generation. There is no other government or commercial facility that 
can support such a sicnulation. If the ATEWES is relocated, a portion of the CTS capability will be 
lost. 

9. The ATEWES was designed, developed and integrated to CTS by a team of technical experts 
within Bldg. 210. 

, 
10. The ATEWES equipment supports the following functional support areas: 

8.2 Countermeasures (ECM) 
8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 
1 1.4 Electronic Devices 
1 1.10 Other Technology Base Programs 

1 1. The average utilization of this equipment for fiscal years 1989-1993 has been 40% to 50%. 

12. No major change in utilization is expected through fiscal year 1997. 

13. The number of personnel required to operate the facility during a typical test is five (2). 
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14. On the average, one(1) person is need to maintain the simulator. 

1 5. Photo enclosed 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Chamber for ECM 

1. This facility is a hardware-in-the-loop low power RF simulation laboratory used for the 
research of effective: electronic warfare techniques against antiship cruise missiles. 

2. This facility is f"ied 

3 .  The replacement cost of this facility/equipment is estimated at $2.OM 

4. The facility gross weight and volume are approximately 60 tons and 40000 cubic ft. 
respectively. 

5. There are no special utility needs for this facility. 

6. This facility requires special RF shielding and anechoic absorption materials. 

7. This facility requires environment control for, conditioned air, and chilled water. A halon 
system is used for fire control. 

8. The specific equipment, software and capabilities associated with and developed for ECM 
techniques deve1op:ment in the chamber are unique to this laboratory. Their loss would be 
extremely difficult to replace or replicate and would have a serious impact on fleet response to new 
and or evolving ASM threats; specifically, SLQ-32 and EA-6B ship defense techniques 
development currently require the use of this R&D facility. The associated physical plant would 
make it extremely difficult to relocate. 

9. The facility wa:i constructed integral to the building and in conjunction with it approx. 12 
years ago. 

10. This facility supports the following functional areas: 
1.3 Surface Ship 
8.2 Countermea.sures (CM) 
8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 

1 1. The average utilization of this facility for fiscal years 1989-1993 has been approximately 90%. 

12. The project utilization of this facility for fiscal years through 1997 is estimated to be 90%. 

1 3. This facility requires six (6) to operate. 
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14. This facility requires approximately two (2) people to maintain it. 

1 5. Photo enclosed. 
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LOW POWER ANECHOIC CHAMBER FOR ECM TECHNIOUES DEVELOPMENT 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or Search Radar ECM 

Simulator (SRES) 

1. SRES is an electronic laboratory designed to test ECM equipment by simulating the 
engagement between an airborne threat search radar and a group of surface ships and aircraft that 
use ECM as part of their defense. The method of simulation is real-time generation of the RF 
signals that would be present in the threat radar receiver from the radar echoes and the ECM. 
These signals are processed by the radar receivers and displayed on radar displays for man-in-the- 
loop determination sf the ECM effects. An effective ECM would prevent the radar operator from 
determining the preferred target's location. 

2. This facility is moveable 

3. The replacement cost of this facility is estimated at $3.5M. 

4. The gross weight and volume of this facility is approximately 2.5 tons and 400 cubic ft. 
respectively . 

5 .  This facility requires no special utility support. 

6. This facility requires RF shielding. 

7 .  This facility requires no special environment controls. 

8. The combination of specific equipment, software and capabilities associated with and 
developed for the SRES laboratory are unique to this facility. Their loss would be extremely 
difficult to replace or replicate and would have serious impact on fleet response to new or evolving 
threats. More specifically, sweillanceltargeting and countertargeting techniques for the SLQ-32 
and the EA-6B ship defense are currently being developed in this facility. 

9. The equipment was developed over the last 10 years. 

10. This facility supports the following functional support areas: 
1.3 Surface Shii~ 
8.2 ~ountermea'sures (CM) 
8.3 Electronic Warfare EW) Systems 

1 1 .  The average utilization of this facility for fiscal years 1989-1993 has been approximately 90%. 

12. The project utili~~ation of this facility for fiscal years through 1997 is estimated to be 90%. 

13. This facility requires seven (7) people to operate. 
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14. This facility reqpires approximately two (2) people to maintain it. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
E'ACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Flying Electronic 
Title 

1. The primary purpose of the Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory is to provide a host platform 
for antiship missile-seeker simulators used for EW effectiveness assessment in an at-sea 
environment. This capability provides the Navy's S & T community with unique assets and 
realistic methods for evaluating surface Navy EW systems and techniques. 

2 .  The Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory and its support equipment is transportable. 

3. The cost to replace the Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory is $4.5 million. This does not 
include the cost of the: EP-3B aircraft host platforms. 

4. For gross weight and volume data, refer to the response for the "P-3 Aircraft" being provided 
by NRL's Flight Support Detachment. 

5. The Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory requires 100 amps of three phase 400 hertz power 
to conduct checkout of all special electronic assets on the ground. 

6. The Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory has no special budget requirements. 

7. There are no special environmental control requirements for the Flying Electronic Warfare 
Laboratory. 

8. The Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory would be extremely difficult to replicate or relocate 
to another site because of its linkage to the NRL's Central Target Simulation Facility and ENEWS 
computer simulation and modeling facilities. 

9. The EP-3 aircraft were modified at a Naval Air Station and then transported to the Naval 
Research Laboratory Flight Support Detachment, NAS, Patuxent River, MD. 

10. The Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory supports the following functional support areas: 

8. Defense Systems 
8.2 Countermeasures (CM) 
8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 

1 1. The average utilization of the Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory for fiscal years 1989- 1993 
is 375 flight hours per year. 

12. The projected utilization of the Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory for fiscal years through 
1997 is also 375 flight hours per year. 
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13. Ten military crewmen and ten civilian personnel are required to operate the Flying Electronic 
Warfare Laboratory. 

14. Fifteen people are required to maintain the Flying Electronic Warfare Laboratory. 

1 5. Photo enclosed. 
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FLYING ELECTRONIC WARFARE LABORATORY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityiEquipment 
Nomenclature or Central Target 

Simulation Facili 

1. The primary purpose of the Central Target Simulation (CTS) Facility is to provide the Navy's 
research community with the means to conduct S&T experiments and investigations in Electronic 
Warfare systems and techniques focused primarily toward countering the modem anti ship missile 
threat to surface ships. 

2 .  CTS is a fixed facility. 

3. Facility replacement cost is estimated at $30 M. 

4. The gross weight is estimated to be in excess of 60 tons and the total volume is estimated at 
approximately 650,000 cubic feet. 

5 .  The special utility support requirements include 4-line filtered, 400 Hz, 3 phase, Y 
configuration AC power, a pressurized air supply and a 2000 psi hydraulic fluid supply. 

6. The special budget requirements for the facility are for RF electromagnetic shielding capable of 
120 dB isolation from DC to 18 Ghz and structural support pilings connected to the bedrock 
directly below the facility's large antenna array, to ensure stability for the very precise 
measurements being made. 

7. The environmental control requirements for the facility include temperature and humidity 
regulation to prevent deterioration of the anechoic material and the electronic equipment used in the 
operation of the facility. 

8. It would be impossible to relocate the CTS facility to another location. The size, weight and 
physical coupling to the building where it is currently located are factors resmcting physical 
relocation. The loss of this facility would have a major impact to the Navy's S&T programs for 
EW R&D. The primary focus of CTS is hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation of modem anti- 
ship missile engagements against shipboard countermeasures systems and techniques. CTS is a 
one-of-a-kind HIL simulator specifically designed for surface Navy EW R&D. 

9. Development of the facility was initiated in the mid 1970 time frame. NEU researchers and 
engineers performed the conceptual design and served as the facility developers. The facility's 
various hardware subsystems were competitively awarded to various contractors with NRL 
engineers performing the role of final facility integrators. The software portion of the facility 
design necessary for proper operation was performed by NRL engineers and computer scientists. 
The anechoic chamber and specially designed shielded rooms were constructed on site. The 
various electronic systems and the hydraulically operated three axis flight table were installed on 
site following design and fabrication at the contractors' plant. 
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10. The functional support areas supported by this facility from an S&T perspective include: 
8.2 Countermeasures (CM) 
8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 
1 1. Generic Technology Base 
1 1.1 Computers 
1 1.2 Software 
1 1.3 Communications Networking 
1 1.4 Electronic Devices 

1 1. Over the past 5 years (1989-1993), the estimated utilization has averaged approximately 90%. 
70% of this utilization includes facility preparation, test setup and test conduction for specific 
projects. The remaining 20% is for maintenance, calibration and repair of facility subsystems as 
necessary to insure readiness. The utilization percentage is based on a 2000 hour per year 
availability. 

12. The projected utilization through 1997 is estimated to continue at 90%. 

13. The approximate number of personnel used to operate CTS is 6. During the actual conduct of 
a specific test this number is augmented by any number up to 10 additional individuals depending 
on the test complexity and the specific customer/user requirements. 

14. For normal facility maintenance approximately 4 individuals with varying expertise are 
required. This number is augmented with part-time civil service experts and contractors depending 
on the specific requirement. The estimated grand total is 10 individuals of varying facility and 
system knowledge. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

11 Technical Center I 11 

I 

1. The primary purpose of the Compact Antenna Range Facility is to provide a unique state-of- 
the-art anechoic chamber to measure the phase and amplitude pattern characteristics of antenna 
systems over a frequency range of 2.0-100 GHz in a controlled environment in support of MIL 
research in EW. The facility also provides the capability for radar cross section measurements 
from 2.0-40.0 GHz, and small device metrology from 0.45 to 50 GHz. 

Nomenclature or 
Title 

2. The facility was specially constructed into building 210 when it was built and is not easily 
moveable. Great efforts were made to stabilize the large 20 foot diameter reflector dish and 
mounting system to prevent vibrations. The control hardware is somewhat portable, however, the 
cabling is also semi-installed. 

Site 
Facility~Equipment 

Compact Antenna 
Range Facility 

3. The replacement value of the facility would be approximately $2.OM for the anechoic chamber 
and $0.6M for the precision control, measurement and calibration equipment. 

s A 

4. The facility gross weight is unknown as it is an integral part of the building 210. The control, 
measurement and calibration equipment weighs in excess of 13,000 lbs. The facility occupies a 
volume of 31,680 cubic feet and the equipment occupies a volume of 500 cubic feet. 

NRL-DUS S C/MRY 

5. The facility has a number of special utility features: (a) all power lines are specially EMVRFI 
filtered, (b) 20811 20VAC, 3-phase, 400 Hz is available; (c) 4801208/120VAC, 3-phase, 60 Hz 
power is available and (d) water for cooling is easily accessible. 

- 1  

6. The facility has been specially EMI/RFI hardened using massive hydraulic actuated doors. A 
special hydraulic elevator was installed to move equipment in and out of the chamber. The 
chamber also has a state-of-the-art microwave lining designed to provide a 4 foot diameter by 6 
foot length quiet zone area with >50 dB below incident reflectivity reduction. The chamber also 
has an automatic fire suppression system designed to prevent damage to elecmcal systems under 
test. 

7. The facility and equipment is controlled in temperature and humidity to prevent large 
fluctuations in the microwave absorber and parabolic reflector characteristics . 

8.  It would be impossible to move this facility to another location. The size, weight, and 
physical coupling to the building location are factors which would preclude any physical 
relocation. In addition, the loss of this capability would seriously impede the Navy's S & T 
programs for EW R & D. Commercially, there are almost no such facilities and if available are 
prohibitive in cost and measurements capability to 100 GHz is lacking. 

9. The facility and equipment were installed when building 210 was initially built, in 1980. 
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10. The facility provides the Navy/NRL functional support in the following areas: 
5.3 Special Sensors 
5.4 Space Sensor Surveillance Systems 
9.1 Navy Strategic Systems 
8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 
8.2 Countermeasures (CM) 
1 1.4 Electronic Devices 
1 1.10 Other Technology Base Programs 

1 1. The facility has been utilized on average 95% of the time over the period from FY 89-FY93. 

12. It is expected that the facility will sustain this same level of usage through FY 97 

13. The facility can easily be run by one individual in a safe and cost effective manner. A second 
person to assist in mounting/demounting the larger equipment is sometimes required. 

14. The facility requires roughly 2 man work-weeks of maintenance per year. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

RF Techniques 

1. The primary function of the RF Techniques Chamber Facility is to provide a low cost anechoic 
chamber capability to conduct ECM research on RF homing missiles, airborne intercept radars, 
anti-radiation missiles, small tracking radars and in general to aid in the development of airborne 
EW systems over the frequency range of 2.0-4.0 GHz. 

2.  The facility is a fixed asset and is housed in three rooms inside building 210. The floor of the 
building was reinforced to handle the additional weight of the equipment under test. Extensive 
modifications would be required for building 210 in order to remove this facility as the facility 
forms a weight bearing wall. 

3.  The replacement value of the facility is estimated to be over $1 .OM for the chamber facility and 
$0.5M for the equipment. 

4. The facility gross weight is unknown as it is an integral part of building 210. The control, 
measurement and calibration equipment weighs in excess of 7000 lbs. The facility occupies a 
volume of 21,760 cubic feet. 

5 .  The facility has a number of special utility features: (a) all power lines are specially EMI/RFI 
filtered, (b) 208/120VAC, 3 phase, 400 Hz power is available, (c) 480/208/120VAC, 3 phase, 60 
Hz power is available, and (d) water for cooling is readily available. 

6. The facility has been specially EMVRFI hardened using massive hydraulic actuated doors. In 
addition one side wall of the chamber can be moved electrically to increase or decrease the length of 
the chamber. The chamber has a state-of-the-art microwave absorber lining designed to provide a 
4 ft by 4 ft. spherical quiet zone area with >50 dB below incident reflectivity reduction. The 
chamber as an automatic sensing fire suppression system designed to prevent damage to electrical 
systems under test. 

7 .  This facility and equipment is controlled in temperature and humidity to prevent large 
fluctuations in the microwave absorber characteristics. 

8. This state-of-the-art facility would be difficult to replace and extremely costly to move to 
another site. The Navy/NRL would lose a low operating cost and fast wartime reaction response 
facility. Commercially these chambers are available, however, the costs to operate them is very 
expensive and NRL could not afford to pay for the test time out of its S & T budget. The facility 
while not full automated, does provide a well-suited, safe and essential anechoic chamber for 
testing EW techniques before transferring the equipment under test to the Central Target Simulator 
Facility. 
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9. The facility and equipment were permanently installed when building 210 was constructed. 

10. The facility provides functional support in the following area: 
5.3 Special Sensors 
5.4 Space Sensor Surveillance Systems 
9.1 Navy Strategic Systems 
8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 
8.2 Countermeasures (CM) 
1 1.4 Electronic Devices 
1 1.10 Other Technology Base Programs 

1 1. The facility has been utilized on average 60% of the time available on a number of airborne 
and shipboard 6.216.3 funded projects over the time period FY89-FY93. 

12. It is expected that the facility will sustain this same level of usage through FY97. 

13. Two people are required to operate it, as there two sides to the facility with the equipment 
separated by the anechoic chamber. 

14. The facility requires very little maintenance, approximately no more than 2 man work-weeks 
per year. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Anechoic Chamber 

1. The primary function of the state-of-the-art Millimeter Wave (MMW) Anechoic Chamber 
Facility is to measure and characterize antenna gain, beamwidth, axial roll, beam squint, phase 
center, VSWR and cross-polarization levels at low power continuously over the frequency range 
.from 8.0 - 100.0 GHz. The facility also provides a means to measure the radio frequency 
transmission and insertion loss of radomes intended for use in shipboard, aircraft, satellite and 
missile seekers. In addition, the facility can also provide a static means to evaluate MMW EW 
techniques against radar missile seekers. 

2 .  The facility consists of a fixed anechoic chamber with a carefully calibrated quiet zone area, 
while an extremely small portion of the control hardware is moveable, most of hardware is 
permanently installed. 

3. The replacement value of the facility is estimated to be over $ISM for the anechoic chamber 
and approximately $0.5M for the control, measurement and calibration equipment. 

4. The facility gross weight is unknown as it is an integral part of building 210. The control, 
measurement and calibration equipment weighs in excess of 10,000 lbs. The facility occupies a 
volume of 17,200 cubic feet and the equipment occupies a volume of 500 cubic feet. 

5. The facility has a number of special utility features: (a) all power lines are specially EMI/RFI 
filtered, (b) 2081120VAC, 3-phase, 400 Hz power is available; (c) 480/208/120VAC, 3-phase, 60 
Hz power is available and (d) water for cooling is easily accessible. 

6. The facility has been specially EMI/RFI hardened using massive hydraulic actuated doors. A 
special hydraulic elevator was installed to move equipment in and out of the anechoic chamber. 
The chamber also has state-of-the-art microwave absorber lining designed to produce a 3 foot 
diameter quiet zone area with >50 dB below incident reflectivity reduction. The chamber also has 
an automatic sensing fire suppression system designed to prevent damage to electrical systems 
under test. 

7.  The facility/equipment is controlled in temperature and humidity to prevent large fluctuations 
in the microwave absorber characteristics. 

8 .  This state-of-the-art facility would be extremely difficult to replace or to relocate at another site 
and the Navy would lose a very unique capability. Commercially there are very few facilities 
capable of making RF measurements up to 100 GHz and the capability to provide a fast wartime 
fleet reaction would disappear. In addition the cost to do this work commercially would be 
prohibitive. This facility, while not fully automated, is well suited and essential for the 
accomplishment of Navy state-of-the-art electromagnetic measurements in the emerging MMW 
frequency range for S & T efforts. 
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9 .  The facility and equipment were integrally installed when building 210 was initially 
constructed. 

10. The facility provides functional support in the following areas: 
5.3 Special Sensors 
5.4 Space Sensor/Surveillance Systems 
9.1 Navy Strategic Systems 
8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 
8.2 Countermeasures (CM) 
1 1.4 Electronic Devices 
1 1.10 Other Technology Base Programs 

11. On the average, the facility has been utilized 40% of the time over the period from FY 89- 
FY93. 

12. It is expected that the facility will experience an increased level of usage through FY 97, to 
approximately 60% as millimeter wave systems become more important. 

13. The facility can easily be run using at most one individual with a second person to assist in 
mounting/demounting the equipment under test when required. 

14. The facility does not require a large amount of maintenance. Calibration, repairs and 
maintenance require roughly 1-2 weeks of labor for one person per year. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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ISOLATION MEASUREMENT CHAMBER 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The Isolation Measurement Chamber Facility provides a capability for measuring antenna to 
antenna radiation coupling characteristics from 2.0 to 40.0 GHz in support of EW research. 
Configuration and size of the facility and special handling equipment allow for unique 
accommodation of portions of airframes having antennas mounted in the same position as those of 
operational aircraft. The facility is also capable for making accurate measurements of the radar 
cross section (RCS) of small objects. 

2. This facility is a fixed asset and is housed in its own small building which is physically 
attached to building 210. It would be impossible to move this facility without extensive 
modifications to building 2 10. 

3. The cost to replace the facility is estimated to be in excess of $2.5M and the equipment would 
cost another $0.5M. 

4. The facility gross weight is unknown as it is an integral part of the building 210. The control 
and measurement equipment weighs in excess of 5000 lbs. The facility occupies a volume of 
144,000 cubic feet and the equipment occupies a volume of 2000 cubic feet. 

5 .  The facility has a number of utility features: (a) all power lines are specially EMI/RFI filtered; 
(b) 208/120VAC, 3-phase, 400 Hz power is available.; (c) 480/208/120VAC, 3-phase, 60 Hz 
power available; and (d) water for cooling is easily accessible. 

6. The facility has been specially EMI/RFI hardened using massive hydraulic actuated doors. In 
addition, the facility was provided with special handling fixtures to allow removal of a 12 ft by 15 
ft panel to accommodate the installation of parts of ship structures, aircraft fuselages, wings etc. 
for testing The chamber has a state-of-the-art microwave absorber lining designed to provide a 
large quiet zone area of 12 foot by 18 foot by 10' with a >I00 dB below incident reflectivity 
reduction. The chamber has an automatic sensing fire suppression system designed to prevent 
damage to electrical systems under test. 

7 .  The facilityfequipment is controlled in temperature and humidity to prevent large fluctuations 
in the microwave absorber characteristics. 

8. This state-of-the-art isolation measurement facility would be difficult and costly to relocate at 
another site and the Navy would lose a unique capability. Commercially, the only other such 
facilities are located at one or two aircraft manufacturing companies. To rent test time from these 
companies would be prohibitive and the net results would be the loss of this capability to the Navy. 
The facility is also not fully automated, however, it is well suited and essential to accomplish the 
R&D mission for the Navy. 
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9. The facility and equipment were integrally installed into building 210 when it was constructed 
in 1980. 

10. The facility provides functional support in the following areas: 
5.3 Special Sensors 
5.4 Space Sensor Surveillance Systems 
9.1 Navy Strategic Systems 
8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 
8.2 Countermeasures (CM) 
1 1.4 Electronic Devices 
11.10 Other Technology Base Programs 

1 1. The facility has been utilized on average 90% of the time over the period FY 89-FY93. 

12. It is expected that the facility will sustain or exceed this level of usage through N 97. 

13. The facility can easily be run using at most one individual. 

14. The facility does not require more than one work week of maintenance per year. 

1 5. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Calibration & 

1. This laboratory has two main purposes: 1) provide the necessary equipment to calibrate 
precision infrared radiometers that are used to investigate the IR signature properties of US surface 
combatants, 2) provide the instrumentation required to quantify the IR emissive and reflective 
characteristic of current and future low observable ship coatings/materials. 

2. This facility is moveable 

3.  Estimated replacement cost of the equipment is $2.2 M. 

4. The weight and volume of the special purpose IR instrumentation is 2200 lbs and occupies 
approximately 200 cubic feet of volume. 

5. Facility requires liquid nitrogen (LN2) for the infrared instrumentation. 

6. No special budget requirements exist for this facilityJequipment. 

7. There are no special environmental control requirements for this facility/equipment. 

8. Facility would be difficult but not impossible to relocate to another site. It would require 
realignment of optical benches and equipment. There would be a serious and adverse impact to the 
Department of the Navy if this facility was lost. Many instruments in this facility are "one of a 
kind" in nature and are critical to the Navy's IR programs. 

9.  This facility was constructed over a period of approximately 10 years. Separate pieces of 
equipment were designed one by one. Each were built and moved into the facility and then 
aligned. 

10. This facility supports the following Functional Support Areas: 
3.3 Surface Ship Combat System Integration 
4.2 Special Warfare Support 
8.2 Countermeasures 
8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 
1 1.5 Technology Base: Materials 

11. From 1989 to 1993, the facility has been used approximately 80% of the time. (This means 
that 80% of the time, one or more people were using the facility). The remaining 20% of the time 
is spent modifying the facilitylequipment for special purpose usage. 

12. The 1994-1997 utilization is expected to be similar to past levels (about 80%). 
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13. Depending on the type of testing being done, the number of personnel using the facility at any 
given time varies from 1 to 6. 

14. Most of the equipment maintenance is performed by one technician. Occasionally, special 
maintenance actions require 2-3 people. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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IR/EO CALIBRATION AND CHARACTERIZATION LABORATORY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Simulator and 

1. This facility represents the only IR Anti-Ship-Missile (ASM) simulator laboratory in DON 
devoted to the development of IR decoys and IR laser CM systems against the IR guided ASM. 
The facility determines the effectiveness of ship based IR decoys and IR laser CM systems against 
the IR guided ASM. The facility develops performance bounds of IR ASMs to detect and engage 
both conventional and signature reduced U.S. surface platforms, and to characterize the 
performance of various IRCM techniques. The IR Missile Simulator and Development Laboratory 
consists of ground based and P-3 mountable IR ASM simulators and fully equipped laboratory 
facilities for sensor evaluation, processor design and development, flight hardware assembly, 
algorithm design, and data analysis, a ground based test site, and two specially configured P-3 
aircraft. The aircraft mounted systems exploit fiber optic communications between the pylon 
installed pod and the instrumentation/display interface inside the aircraft proper. Two primary 
simulator systems contain an integrated data system that makes for easy data analysis of extensive 
field experiments and allows ready visualization of both the actual tests and post test data 
reduction. One simulator is a reprogrammable system built to evaluate a variety of threats. Both 
detector configurations and algorithms can be changed to approximate actual or hypothesized 
threats. The second flyable simulator supports research associated with imaging IR threats. The 
large diameter gimbal in this system can accommodate a number of the new highly capable imaging 
IR cameras now available. Using commercial image processing boards and an array of micro- 
processors, a complete missile seeker system having exceptional flexibility to incorporate new 
algorithms and IRCCM approaches is obtained. 

2 .  The IR Missile Simulator and Development Laboratory consists of three major facilities and 
two major groups of equipment. The ground based facility located 100 feet above the Chesapeake 
Bay provides a water background and a building equipped to power up foreign missile threats at 
the height above the water at which these threats fly. This is a fixed facility that would be very 
difficult to replace. The specially configured P-3 used to support the flyable simulators is portable, 
but should be based in close proximity to the flyable simulator development lab and the land based 
facility. NRL now has two specially configured P-3 aircraft for the flyable simulators and these 
are the only P-3s available in the Navy configured for this task. The development laboratory for 
the flyable simulators must be located at a secret level facility and within a secure building such as 
NRL Bldg. 210. This facility with the special optical equipment and data analysis computers is 
fixed. The flyable simulators are portable but require the above described three facilities in close 
proximity to each other for the necessary support of these simulators. The four groups of foreign 
IR missile threats are transportable but require the classified laboratories for maintenance, 
exploitation, and land based over the water testing. 

3. The replacement cost for the IR missile simulator lab is $36M and is itemized below by the 
five major facilities/ equipment categories: 

Two specially configured P-3 aircraft with necessary support -$6 M. 
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Ground based test facility (includes nearby DON ship support such as control tower 
special equipment for IR testing, with IR decoy launcher and DON ship signature 
capability ) - $4 M. 

Simulator Development Laboratory Equipment - $10 M. 
Two Flyable IR missile Simulators- $6 M 
Four Foreign Missile Groups (all variants) - $10 M 

4. Gross weight and volume of each major component of the IR simulator Laboratory: 
Special P-3 Configurations- 4,000 lb. 500 cubic feet 
Ground Based field Laboratory Equipment - 10,000 Lb. 5000 cubic feet 
Two Flyable Simulators - 4,000 lb. 600 cubic feet 
Four classes of foreign threats- 10,000 lb. 8000 cubic feet. 

5. All three facilities must provide power for foreign missiles, nitrogen both high pressure gas 
and liquid, and special doorways, elevators, and ramps for moving heavy and bulky equipment. 

6. All foundations , elevators, hallways must support the moving of heavy (2 tons) and bulky 
(25 feet long by 6 feet high by 6 feet wide) equipment. Fork lifts and cranes are needed as well as 
special loading docks. The capability to handle heavy, but very fragile equipment is required. 

7 .  All laboratories must be environmentally controlled for temperature and humidity. 

8 .  Because of the need to have the three special laboratory areas in close proximity to one 
another, this complex would be extremely difficult to move to another location. The development 
laboratory has a great deal of special purpose optical, infrared, and computer based equipment with 
space for storing large, heavy classified equipment. The ground based test site must be 
overlooking a large body of water at the height of threat missile flight altitudes and provide a test 
control tower and be located where military class ships have access. The P-3 homebase must 
provide support for the specially configured P-3 aircraft equipment required by the flyable missile 
simulators. 

9. The P-3 support at the near by Patuxent Naval Air Station has been developed over the past 20 
years . One of the two specially configured P-3s was completed in 1977 and the other is currently 
being configured. The ground based test site overlooking the Chesapeake Bay has been improved 
starting in 1980 and is continually being updated. The development laboratory at the main NRL site 
has been continually updated with computers and IR test equipment since 1976. 

10. This facility supports the following functional support areas: 
1.3 Surface Ship 5.3 Special Sensors 
2.2 Guided Missiles 7.3 Shipboard C3 
2.6 Directed Energy Systems 8.2 Countermeasures 
2.8 Launchers 8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 
2.9 Fire Control 1 1.1 Computers 
3.3 Surface Combat System Integration 11.2 Software 
4.2 CoastaVSpecial Warfare Support 1 1.4 Electronic Devices 

1 1. The average utilization over the past five fiscal years (1989-1993) is 95 %. 

12. The projected utilization out to FY 1997 is 95%. 

13. The number of personnel used to operate the IR Simulation Lab is 11. 
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14. The number of personnel used to maintain the facility is 4. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. SMAF is a compact radar analogue range, that provides the unique cost effective capability, to 
measure and analyze radar cross section of existing and/or planned Department of Defense assets, 
by utilizing scale models. 

2. The SMAF facility components consist of four major components that meet the three states 
mentioned as follows: 

FIXED: The compact radar range space is a class 10000 clean room that has special 
environmental moisture sealing. This space has a special air handling system, capable of 
controlling the absolute humidity to less than three grams of water per cubic meter The space also 
has vibration isolation platforms that consists of a "floating" concrete pads supported by 65 foot 
pillings dnven into the ground. The space has an eight foot deep recessed pit to house the Benton 
six-axis positioner. 

MOVEABLE; The major SMAF components are moveable to the extent that special rigging 
requirements were utilized to install the following equipment. 

- 6 degree of freedom positioner 
- Simulated sea surface 
- Two optical tables 5'xlO'x12", 3'x8'x8" 
- 5'x8'x6" granite "folding mirror" 
- 5'x lO'x5' space telescope mirror 
- Edinburgh PL-4 C02  & SMM lasers 

PORTABLE: The remainder of the SMAF support equipment including but not limited to four 
electronic equipment racks, one mini-computer and five personal computers. 

3. The replacement cost of this facilitylequipment is as follows: 
- 6-axis positioner $0.500M 
- Simulated sea surface $0.200M 
- Optical tables $0.020M 
- Granite block $0.020M 
- Space telescope mirror $2.000M 
- Lasers $0.400M 
- ADP Equipment $O.O8OM 
- Special HVAC (air handler) $0.200M 
Total: $3.420M 
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4. The gross weight and volume of the facility/equipment. 

- 6-axis positioner 
- Simulated sea surface 
- Optical tables 
- Granite block 
- Space telescope rnirror 
- Lasers 
- ADP Equipment 
- Special HVAC (air handler) 

5.0 tons 
0.5 ton 
1.5 tons 
1.0 tons 
0.1 ton 
0.1 ton 
0.1 ton 
6.0 tons 

5. Special utility support required. 

- 6-axis positioner 3-phase 1201208 VAC (L2 1-30) 
- Simulated sea surface 3-phase 120/208 VAC (L21-30) 
- Lasers European 240 VAC single phase 

6. The optical tables, mirror assemblies, and target positioner must be mounted on a stable, 
vibration isolated platform (current configuration is two 20' x 30' vibration isolated concrete pads). 
This is most critical when attempting phase measurements utilizing either heterodyne or homodyne 
techniques. 

7. Due to the water vapor absorption of some of the sub-millimeter wavelengths utilized (for 
scale optimization), very dry conditions must be maintained. Typical absolute humidity of three 
grams or less of water per cubic meter is required. 

8. The space telescope mirror is a collimating mirror for large scale, full target illumination 
measurements. It consists of six sub-sections of the space telescope rnirror currently in Hawaii. 
The original manufacturing molds no longer exist. Accordingly, this optical element would have to 
be re-engineered. 

9. The facility was incorporated into the first floor of NRL Bldg 210 D-wing, originally 
constructed 5 years ago. A prototype facility was in use prior to this. The major on-site 
transportation and construction evolution's are as follows: 

6-axis positioner. Transports in five subassemblies. Requires six weeks to reassemble and 
calibrate (positioner accuracy of 2.5 micrometers). Requires very special rigging to install in the 
current pit. The entire SMAF space has to be empty, including the foyer and an oversized A-frame 
erected over the pit. The existing elevated deck had to be reinforced by overlaying large half-inch 
hardened aluminum plates over critical areas. 

10. This facility supports the following functional support areas: 

1.1 Undersea 
1.3 Surface Ship 
5.3 Special Sensor: Classified measurement (pending) 
8.3 Electronic Warfare (EW) Systems 
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1 1. The average utilization over the past five fiscal years (1989-1993) including upgrades and 
maintenance is 95 %. 

12. The projected utilization out to FY 1997 is also 95 %. 

13. It requires approximately three (3) people to operate the facility. 

14. It requires approximate Two (2) people to maintain the facility. 

15. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1 . Primary purpose of facility: The TEWD Secure Supercomputing Facility (SSF) serves 
classified Laboratory, Navy and DoD needs for high-speed, large-memory computation. 
Throughput is comparable to a Cray X/MP with large solid state disk, and can complete a year of 
VAX 111780 runs within a matter of days, or even hours. The SSF primarily addresses 
requirements for GENSER Secret, Top Secret, and material requiring special controls using 
workspaces located within the secure Building 210 complex. 

2. Facility vault is fixed; Computer assets enclosed are moveable. 

3 .  Replacement value: $3M 

4. Gross weight: Approx. 6000 lbs. 
Volume: Approx. 16,000 cu. ft. 

5 .  Special utility support: Stable electrical power via UPS, 5-10 tons of A/C plus humidity 
control 

6. Special budget requirements for facility: Enclosure in Top Secret secure computing area 
(physical security). 

7 .  Environmental control requirements: 65"-75"F, 40%-60% relative humidity. 

8. Relocation of this facility principally involves transport of the existing commercial high- 
performance computing equipment and the re-establishment of a physical security enclosure/vault 
suitable for classified computation up to Top Secret. Loss of this facility in the Navy would 
jeopardize an investment in over $10M in sophisticated electronic warfare digital simulation assets 
and the support of ongoing integrated ship defense concepts and techniques valued in excess of 
$7M/year. 

9. Facility was established in 1989 with the delivery of a Convex C-210 processor, and 
subsequently upgraded to a C-3820 with additional VO peripherals and file archive system. Vault 
space was designed into the TEWD building at its inception. 

10. This facility supports the following functional support areas: 
1.3 Surface Ships 
2.2 Guided Missiles 
2.6 Directed Energy Systems 
3.3 Surface Combat System Integration 
8.2 Countermeasures 
8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems 
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1 1. The computational capacity of this facility has been fully utilized on a sustained 24 hr./day 
basis since the facility's inception. Load factors (simultaneous tasks ready to run) consistently are 
double the available throughput of the multiple CPU's. 

12. Utilization is projected to grow steadily by over a factor of 10: 1 by FY 1997. The demand 
will be met by upgrades to the processor complex and the capacity of the storage system. 

13. The facility is operated on a part-time basis by two scientific members of the electronic warfare 
research staff. Operation is simplified by the employment of automated storage and backup 
procedures and the use of conventional computer maintenance contracts. 

14. Maintenance is handled by the vendor via contract. The cost is approximately $125K/annum. 

1 5. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Electronic data collection of x-ray diffraction from protein crystals for 3-dimensional structure 
determination. 

2. Fixed 

3. Replacement value: 
Facility/equipment cost 
Building and utilities 

4. Gross Weight: 
Cube 

3000 lbs 
17 1 cubic feet 

5 .  Chilled water for cooling system, compressed air line, liquid nitrogen, helium gas, high 
voltage line. 

6. Service contracts: $19,172/yr 

8. Facility could be relocated. If facility were lost, there would be no Naval facility where x-ray 
diffraction data from protein crystals could be obtained. 

9. Components were trucked here. 

1 1. 82 data sets per year, with one data set representing from 400 to 600 diffraction images. 

12. 82 data sets per year. 

1 5. Photo enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The Mass Spectrometry Facility provides the analytical base for the basic and applied research 
in gas-phase ion/molecule chemistry, gas-phase chemicaldetection, and gas-phase sensor 
technology. Current basic research projects include the investigation of the properties of fullerenes 
and fullerene endrohedral complexes; metal and semiconductor cluster production, structures and 
chemistry; gas-phase metal and metal alkyl ion/molecule and ionlsurface chemistry; marine 
biological environmental chemistry and the fundamental processes associated with development of 
sensitive and selective analytical techniques for application in materials characterization, 
atmosphere analysis, waste water analysis, environmental chemistry and toxic chemical vapor 
detection. Applied research projects include support for the CAMS life support systems on nuclear 
submarines and environmental trouble shooting for the surface fleet. 

2. Movable 

5. 440VAC; ready access to liquid nitrogen and helium; chilled water 

6. None 

7. Temperature and humidity control 

8 .  This facility is not only used as the prime asset in several basic and applied projects (see 
above), but also is used heavily for other project in the chemistry division for analytical support. 
Mass spectrometry is a key asset in the detection and identification of organics and trace 
contaminants. 

9. Truck 

1 1. Moderate 

1 2. Moderate to Full 

1 5. Photo of equipment: 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Magnetic Resonance 

1. The magnetic resonance laboratory addresses critical Navy problems inmaterials performance 
and reliability, utilizing innovative magnetic resonance techniques and approaches. By means of 
high resolution carbon-13, proton, and fluorine Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy, complex molecular structures may be elucidated, Carbon-13 and proton NMR are a 
particularly useful combination for the characterization of prepolymers and oligomers and issues of 
miscibility and crystal morphology. NMR imaging techniques in solids are being developed and 
assessed for non-destructive evaluation of materials. Electron spin resonance is used to detect 
unpaired electron spins such as those in free radicals or in paramagnetic materials. Electron Spin 
Resonance has an important role to play in understanding energetic material stability. 

2. Moveable 

5. Ready access to liquid nitrogen and helium; chilled water; source of dry, compressed gaseous 
nitrogen; 208VAC 3-phase, 30 Amp 

6. Shielding from stray RF electromagnetic interference is desirable for optimum operation. 

7 .  Temperature and humidity control; isolation from moveable magnetic structures. 

8. Impact if facility lost: The magnetic resonance facility is an essential component of the 
Materials Chemistry S&T effort. Half of the research publications are jointly authored papers. 
Magnetic resonance is probably the single most powerful tool for the analysis of 
composition/structure in solids and is certainly the most powerful tool for the analysis of 
composition/structure in the liquid state. Loss of the facility would significantly decrement the 
viability of an entire task area. Further, this facility is working to establish solid state Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging as a means for non-destructive analysis. The Navy has particular need for this 
technique if thick section composites are to be viable hull materials. 

9. Truck 

11. Full 

12. Full 
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13. 7 

14. 1 

1 5. Photo of equipment: 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. This capability provides the apparatus to develop fundamental understanding of the processes 
which lead to friction and wear, to modify surfaces in order to minimize the energy loss and 
(damage, and to trouble shoot fleet failures. Innovative approaches to tribology in demanding 
environments (space, high temperature engines, submarine quiet bearings) are major product areas. 

2. Moveable 

5. Chilled water 

6. Fume exhaust 

7. Temperature and humidity control 

8 .  From a research perspective, the tribology effort is closely integrated with the surface 
analysis, theoretical chemistry and nanochemistry efforts in the Division, with the surface 
modification Branch in the Condensed Matter Division and with materials characterization 
capability in the Materials Division. Losing the facility would not only detract from these other 
programs, but would destroy the tribology effort by eliminating this essential support structure. 
The Navy would also lose its expertise for diagnosis of bearing failures (Trident guidance 
packages, submarine propulsion shaft seals, ...). 

9. Truck 

10. 1.1 

1 1. Moderate 

12. Moderate 

13. Three 

15. Photo of equipment. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or Surface Analpcal 

I,. Analytical techniques are being developed and implemented for the chemical and structural 
analysis of many material surfaces at the gas-solid, liquid-solid, and solid-solid interface. The new 
;pectroscopies/microscopies open exciting new approaches to surface related problems in 
I.ubricant/surface interactions, wear processes, gaslsurface interactions, catalysis, corrosion, failure 
analysis of adhesive joints and contamination control. 

2. Moveable 

3 .  $1,70OK (this does not include the Scanning Auger Microprobe shared with Code 6300) 

5 .  Ready access to liquid nitrogen; chilled water; 208VAC, 3-phase, 50 Amp 

6 Some control on air cleanliness; ready access to liquid nitrogen; limited building vibrations. 

7.  Temperature and humidity control 

8 .  The surface analysis facility serves as the prime analytical capacity for experimentally efforts 
in at least five different NRL divisions. It has the state-of-art Xray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
and the Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry capability for the laboratory; it also shares responsibility 
for the Scanning Auger Microprobe (a $600K instrument) which is physically housed in Code 
6300. In addition to the basic research support, the surface spectroscopies are frequently required 
for the analysis of fleet problems--fractures, bearings, seals, corrosion, contamination--by all 
platform commands (submarine, surface ship, missile, aircraft, space). 

9. Truck 

10. Functional areas supported: 9.1, 10.6.1-3, 1 1.5, 1 1.6 

1 1. Moderate (SIMS) to Full (XPS, AES) 

12. Moderate (SIMS) to Full (XPS, AES) 

13. Two. 

14. Five. 

1 5. Photos of equipment: 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1.  Analytical techniques are being developed and implemented for the fabrication and the 
chemical, structural and functional analysis of nanometer sized material entities. These techniques 
include Scanning Tunneling Microscopy/Spectroscopy, Force Microscopy/Spectroscopy, Near 
Field Microscopy/Spectroscopy, tip induced fabrication, and various innovations in sensors. 

2. Moveable 

5 .  Compressed dry nitrogen, chilled water, ready access to liquid nitrogen 

6. Vibrational isolation is essential; electromagneticshielding is highly desirable. 

7 .  Temperature and humidity controls, in high performance spaces the controls should be better 
than the 1% level. 

8.  Nanometer science and technology is a burgeoning area withi rnrneasurable impact on the 
Navy. The continued miniaturization of electronics and of computer devices depends critically on 
this field. Many of the traditional failure modes--friction, wear, corrosion, adhesive failure, 
arcing, sparking--are dominated by nanometer sized structures; elucidating their fundamental 
properties will inevitably lead to improvements in reliabilitylmaintainability. This facility has been 
the nucleus of all NRL efforts in analyzing matter at this scale. Its loss would severely hurt efforts 
in five divisions. 

5 ) .  Truck 

10. Functional areas supported: 1 1 5 5 . 3  

11. Full 

12. Full 

13. Eight 

14. Five 

15. Photos of equipment: 









SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Chemical Vapor 

1. The Chemical Vapor Processing Laboratory develops new materials, structures, processes and 
diagnostics, and provides flexible deposition and processing facilities to experiment with new and 
diverse processes for thin film growtwetching. 

2. Moveable 

5 .  Air scrubbers, chilled water 

6. Single pass air; special alarms for hazardous gas 

7. Temperature and humidity control 

8. The chemical vapor processing laboratory provides a highly instrumented processing facility 
for research into understanding the processes associated with growth and etching of surfaceshhin 
films. While past efforts have focussed on the growth of diamond, this work is projected to 
address many additional functional materials. Several divisions utilize the facilitylstaff expertise 
for their own projects. In addition, the facility is utilized by ARPA programs in diamond 
technology transfer. 

9. Truck 

10. Functional areas supported: 1 1.4, 1 1.5 

12. Full 

13. Six 

14. Five 

15. Photos of equipment: 
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Multi-instrumented Surface Reaction Chamhcr 







SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1.  This facility performs large-scale experiments in fire protection and chemical decontamination 
that simulate actual shipboard conditions. Remote control (robotic) firefighting systems are also 
tested. The facility consists of five buildings and five test beds. 

2. Fixed 

7. None. 

8. This facility is unique to the DoD in its breadth of fire test capability. The various platforms 
permit simulation of carrier flight deck, submarine and surface ship spaces. The facility provides a 
transition between the laboratory environment and full-scale (expensive) testing. Many of the 
Navy innovations in damage control and halon replacement are first evaluated here. It is the only 
facility in the country qualified to do Military Specification tests for AFFF. It is utilized not only 
by the Navy, but by other services and civilian fire fighting communities. 

9. Largely by truck; some items required delivery by barge. 

10. Functional areas supported: 1.1, 1.3, 10.6.1, 10.6.3 

1 1. Moderate 

12. Moderate 

1 3. Number personnel to operate: 3 (full time); up to 10- 15 during live test programs 

14. Number personnel to maintain: 1 

1 5. Photo of equipment: 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DCIS SC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 

1.  This is a pressurizable, 324 m3 fire test facility whose design simulates a one-quarter scale 
submarine compartment capable of pressurization to over 6 atm. This facility is used to study 
large-scale confined fires under controlled conditions, and test prototype equipment and fire- 
fighting agents under large-scale conditions. It is the only facility of its kind in the world. 

2 .  Moveable (at great expense) O N R ~ I ~  

3 .  Replacement value: Sk26d \,Z 00, 0 0 fd6 4'f194 
4. Gross weight/volume: 200,000 Ibs/ 10,000 cu ft 

5 .  Holding facility for environmentally controlled liquid effluent 

6. Requires special ground pad and associated command trailer 

7 .  Smoke control likely in near future and currently liquid effluent. 

8. This enclosure is the principle structure for investigating fire resistant materials and fire 
fighting techniques for the submarine fleet. Its loss would severely hamper S&T efforts. 

9. Crane and Barge 

10. Functional areas supported: 1.1 

1 1. Moderate to full 

12. Moderate 

13. Number personnel to operate: during operation, up to 5 people 

1 4. Number personnel to maintain: 1 

1 5. Photo of equipment: 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The ex-USS SHADWELL (LSD15) provides a test bed with one pressure zone to study 
smoke management, including a collective protection system that has been created on all levels 
forward of frame 35. Selected ship systems that are important to fire protection and damage 
control have been reactivated, such as ventilation, electrical power, fluid distribution, fire mains, 
fire pumps, and internal communications. New approaches to Navy fire fighting doctrine are 
tested as well as new fire resistant materials. 

2. Moveable (at great expense--presently moored on an island in the harbor at Mobile AL) 

3. Replacement value: $10,00OK 

4. Gross weight/volume: 9000 tons/ 458 feet long by 72 feet beam. 

5 .  Internal generators; sewage treatment 

6. Shore buildings in support of test ship. 

7. Internal sensors/alarming system for safety 

8.  Very high impact. Approximately 30% of the Navy fire fighting doctrine has been rewritten 
in the last decade as a result of work on the ex-SHADWELL. All TECVAL for Damage Control 
for ships equipment is evaluated on the ex-SHADWELL. 

9. Internal power and tugboat 

10. Functional areas supported: 1.3, 10.6.3 

1 1 . Historical utilization average (last 5 years): Full 

12. Projected utilization data (to N97): Full 

13. Number personnel to operate: 10 full time; up to 150 during full scale test operations 

14 Number personnel to maintain: 7 

1 5. Photo of equipment: 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

Facility~Equipment 

1. Materials Processing Facility provides a full spectrum capability to synthesize and process 
materials, from small to large sizes, by a variety of methods and under varying thermal, 
mechanical, pressure, and rate sensitive processes. 
Fully instrumented materials synthesis and processing capability include facilities for powder 
production by gas atomization, thermal evaporation, and rapid quenching. These facilities offer 
potential to create small particle sizes, from 10 nanometers to 50 micrometers. The powder 
synthesis capabilities include a physical vapor deposition system designed to produce and coat 
submicron powders, in-situ. Other powder producing facilities include rapid oil bath quenching to 
produce small uniform size micrometer particles. Facilities to process powder into bulk specimens 
by hot (temperatures to 2000 C, pressures to 3 ksi, size 4 x 6 inches) and cold isostatic pressing 
permit a variety of consolidation possibilities. Isothermal heat treatment facility and quenching 
dilatometer permit accurate determinations of phase relationships in metals. Arc melting 
capabilities, vacuum induction furnaces, reaction metal melting facilities, and rapid quench melt 
spinners exist for metals synthesis. Included in the facility are rolling mills, swaggers, and wire 
drawing facilities. Metal matrix composites and surface coatings are produced in a variety of 
computer controlled, physical vapor deposition systems for coating fibers and surfaces. Ceramic 
and ceramic matrix composites processing facilities include a wide variety of conventional, 
controlled atmospheric furnaces, hot presses, ball milling apparatus and particle size determination, 
and sol-gel and organometallic coating processing capability . 

2. Some of the individual pieces of equipment in the facility are portable. Other equipment in the 
facility are modified versions of commercially purchased apparatus which have been adapted to the 
special needs of our research. As such, portability is hampered by the need to reconstruct 
laboratory scale modifications which cannot be accomplished without new construction and parts 
procurements. Some of the more substantially modified apparatus could not be moved or replaced 
because of delicate (laboratory models) nature of the final equipment and the inability to re- 
purchase parts no longer made in industry. Some items in the Facility are unique and form an 
essential part of our scientific program (ref, large abrasive cutoff wheel for cutting large cross- 
sections of different materials parts, oil bath quenching,...). These apparatus can not be moved 
because transportation would destroy the apparatus. 

3. As documented in the JDLITPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Materials Processing Facility at NRL has a replacement cost of approximately 
$15.3 M. This number was arrived at by assuming that 50% of the cost of the facility was 
captured in the document which reported parts of the facility costing over $300K. I estimate that 
another 50% of the costs would be found in an aggregate of equipment costing individually less 
than $300 K. 
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4. 120 tons, 6000 sq ft-. As documented in the JDLnPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities 
Inventory, dated December 1993, the Materials Processing Facility at NRL occupies a total of 7500 
square feet of space. The space is approximately 80% fully occupied; hence, 6000 square feet is 
minimally required for this facility. Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could 
be compacted into a space 1/10 x (facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 lb per cubic foot. The result 
for the Materials Processing Facility is 120 tons. 

5 .  No special utility support is needed (assuming 110, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). In many cases, chilled cooling 
water is also needed. 

6. Explosion walls must be constructed as safety protection for high pressure apparatus. 
Foundation support needs to be installed for larger rotating machinery. Cooling water and electrical 
power connections need careful installation in the high power consuming apparatu s . 

7 .  Special environmental controls exist for a number of equipment in this facility. In particular, 
noise control must be maintained for many of the larger apparatus. Chemicals used during 
processing must be handled and disposed of properly. 

8. Some of the equipment in the facility could be replicated. Many of the equipment in the facility 
are modified versions of commercially purchased apparatus which have been adapted to the special 
needs of our research. Replication would be difficult since reconstruction of laboratory scale 
modifications cannot be accomplished without new construction and parts procurements, some of 
which are no longer made. Some items in the facility are specially constructed (home made) and 
form an essential part of our scientific program. Replication would again be difficult without major 
new constructions and parts purchase (if available). 

9. Continuously upgraded. The Materials Processing Facility has existed at NRL since its 
beginning of the Metallurgy Division in 1927 and is continuously being upgraded. The present 
facility has some equipment more than 30 years old, some purchased in the past few years, and 
other, home made apparatus which evolves continuously. 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility are: 

1.  Platforms 
1.2 Aircraft 5% 
1.3 Surfaceship 15% 
1.4 Space Satellites 5% 

1 1. Generic Technology Base 
1 1.5 Materials and Processing 75% 

1 1. Historical Utilization Average (1989-1993): 80 % . Utilization of the facility averages in the 
moderate to full range (-80%) as reported in the J D L m A M  Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities 
Inventory, dated December 1993 . Utilization of individual equipment in the facility varies from 
low to full depending on the apparatus . 

12. Projected Utilization Average ( 1994-1997): 80%. Projected utilization averages are expected 
to remain the same as the historical average. 

TAB B 



13. Approximately 30 NRL employees use this facility. 

14. Approximately 10 NRL personnel are needed to maintain this facility 

15. Photographs enclosed: Quenching Dilatometer (Figure I), Sputter coating equipment (Figure 
2), Induction Melter (Figure 3) and Processing furnaces (Figure 4). 
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2. The facility is not portable. During the last inter laboratory move, and earlier version of this 
facility was rendered inoperable. The present version is NRL designed, constructed, and 
interfaced. It is a unique facility for material testing and cannot be moved. 

3. As documented in the JDL/TPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Computer-Controlled Universal Material Test System at NRL has a 
replacement cost of approximately $3.0 M. 

This number was amved at by assuming that 50% of the cost of the facility was captured in 
the document which reported parts of the facility costing over $300K. I estimate that another 50% 
of the costs would be found in an aggregate of equipment costing individually less than $300 K. 

4. As documented in the JDLtTPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Computer-Controlled Universal Material Test System at NRL occupies a total 
of 1000 square feet of space. The space is approximately 80% fully occupied; hence, 800 square 
feet is minimally required for this facility. 

Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could be compacted into a space 1/10 
x (facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 lb per cubic foot. The result for the Computer-Controlled 
Universal Material Test System is 16 tons. 

5. No special utility support is needed (assuming 110, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). 

6. Hydraulic pumps and pressure connections must be installed in a separate room for vibration 
and thermal isolation. Rooms must be air conditioned to maintain operation of computers. 

7 .  Special environmental controls exist for maintaining and disposing of oils used in the 
hydrostatic, high pressure pumping systems. 

8 .  The facility cannot be moved. During the last inter laboratory move, and earlier version of this 
facility was rendered inoperable. The present version is NRL designed, constructed, and 
interfaced. It is a unique facility for material testing and cannot be replicated without major new 
construction and parts acquisition, some of which may no longer be made. 

9. The Computer-Controlled Universal Material Test System was reconstructed from an earlier 
version and became operational about 1990. It is continuously being upgraded. 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility are: 
1. Platforms 

1.2 Aircraft 10% 
1.3 Surface Ship 15% 
1.4 Space Satellites 10% 

1 1. Generic Technology Base 
1 1.5 Materials and Processing 65% 

1 I.  Historical Utilization Average (1989-1993) ---90%- 
Utilization of the facility averages in the full range (-90%) as reported in the JDLDFAM 
Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated December 1993 . 

TAB B 



12. Projected Utilization Average ( 1994- 1997) ---90%--- 
Projected utilization averages are expected to remain the same as the historical average. 

1 3.  Approximately 10 MU, employees use this facility. 

14. Approximately 4 NRL personnel are needed to maintain this facility 

15. Photographs enclosed: Computer-Controlled Universal Material Test Machine (Figure 1) and 
Material Response Simulator (Figure 2). 

TAB B 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Site NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 
FacilityfEquipment Computer-Controlled 
Nomenclature or Universal material Test 

I Title I System 11 

1. Determines material properties and the structural response of components under a wide variety 
of loading conditions and temperatures by using computer-controlled servo hydraulic load frames. 

The system consists of a Micro PDP 11/23 with 512K bytes of memory interfaced to a 
12-channel AID module, a 4-channel D/A module, and a test machine interface unit. These modules 
allow the computer to monitor the test conditions and make control decisions depending on the test 
programming. Also, the response of the test specimen is recorded at the same time on an 11-M 
byte hard disk. This system can operate any servo hydraulic load frame, and allows complicated 
and difficult material or component tests to be automated for greater accuracy and efficiency. 

Load frames available for use with this system are as follows: 
*250,000-lb capacity, four-column load frame for compression testing; 
*150,000-lb capacity, high-rate portable load frame for testing the laser vulnerability of 

materials and components; this load frame is designed to fit into the test areas of the laser facilities, 
and is equipped with a portable hydraulic power supply; 

* 55,000-lb capacity, high-rate portable load frame for testing the particle beam vulnerability 
of materials and components- this load frame is configured so that it can fit into the shielded areas 
at the LINAC facility and the radiation effects facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory; 

* 55,000-lb capacity, standard load frame for general materials testing; 
* 20,000-lb capacity, platform-type load frame for component testing; this load frame has a 34 

by 54-in. table with T-slots for the mounting of test specimens-, and 
* two 10,000-lb load frames for general materials testing. 

The computer-controlled universal materials test system can perform any of the common 
mechanical property tests such as tension, compression, fatigue, fracture toughness, and creep 
rupture, depending on the load frame and fixtures used. The automation that results from the use 
of a computer to control the test rather than the more common analog methods allows materials 
testing to be more efficient and, in some cases, is the only feasible method for complex load 
histories. 

The system is equipped with a 12-channel A D  module to monitor the response of the test 
specimen. A data acquisition system is also interfaced with the computer that can support 
temperature measurements and additional AID channels. In addition to the computer system that 
controls the load frames, a Digital MINC-23 modular instrument computer is also available for data 
collection independent of that contained in the control system. This computer can be configured by 
adding various modules to support a wide variety of data collection and manipulation. 

TAB B 





COMFUTER CONTROLLED UNIVERSAL 

MATERIAL TEST SYSTEM 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment Magnetic and 
Nomenclature or Superconducting 

1. Produces thin film and multilayer magnetic and superconducting materials for development of 
new materials, new structures, and new effects related to the two dimensional or layered structure 
of the materials. 

Various thin film deposition systems are dedicated to magnetic and superconducting materials 
fabrication and processing. These systems include ultra-high vacuum systems fully instrumented 
with in-situ diagnostic tools to grow films atomic layer by atomic layer and to observe their growth 
pattern. Ultra high vacuum permits slow growth rates which produce minimal damage to the film 
produced, offers potential growth at lower temperatures, provides opportunity to create metastable 
structures, and creates growth procedures compatible with a variety of alternate materials. 
Deposition temperatures are controlled from over lOOOOC to liquid nitrogen temperatures to 
produce a variety of different microstructures in the films. 

Instruments include; i) an "epi-facility" for growing multilayer magnetic and semiconducting 
films epitaxially using thermal evaporation and electron beam techniques with a full complement of 
in-situ surface diagnostics such as RHEED, XPS, Auger spectroscopy, etc. ; ii) a superconducting 
deposition system consisting of E-beam sources, thermal evaporators, and sputtering heads for 
producing cuprate superconducting compounds and multilayer structures with a full complement of 
in-situ diagnostics including RHEED, XPS ....; iii) a magnetic multi-layer deposition facility for 
producing multilayers with high degrees of magnetic anisotropy; iv) a magnetic deposition system 
for growing thin films epitaxially on semiconducting surfaces while monitoring growth and 
physical properties in-situ; and v) a scanning tunneling microscope for observing surface patterns 
on superconducting and magnetic films. 

2. Few pieces of this facility are portable. Ultra high vacuum requirements of the equipment in 
the facility are difficult to maintain during a physical move. Similarly, delicate electronics are 
easily damaged by vibration and mechanical shock. Most equipment in the facility are modified 
versions of commercially purchased apparatus which have been adapted to the special needs of our 
research. As such, portability is hampered by the need to reconstruct laboratory scale 
modifications which cannot be accomplished without new construction and parts procurements. 
Some of the more substantially modified apparatus could not be moved or replaced because of 
delicate (laboratory models) nature of the final equipment and the inability to re-purchase parts no 
longer made in industry. 

3. As documented in the JDLlTPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Magnetic and Superconducting Processing Facilities at NRL has a 
replacement cost of approximately $8.8 M. 



This number was arrived at by assuming that 50% of the cost of the facility was captured in 
the document which reported parts of the facility costing over $300K. I estimate that another 50% 
of the costs would be found in an aggregate of equipment costing individually less than $300 K. 

4 .  As documented in the JDLRPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Magnetic and Superconducting Processing Facilities at NRL occupies a total 
of 3700 square feet of space. The space is approximately 80% fully occupied; hence, 3000 square 
feet is minimally required for this facility. 

Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could be compacted into a space 1/10 
x (facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 Ib per cubic foot. The result for the Magnetic and 
Superconducting Processing Facilities is 60 tons. 

5 .  No special utility support is needed (assuming 110, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). Chilled water and liquid 
cryogens are also needed. 

6 .  Special foundations are required to reduce vibrations, provide non magnetic environments. 
Specially constructed rooms are needed to eliminate dust and electro-magnetic radiation. Fume 
hoods are required for chemicals. 

7 .  Special environmental controls exist for maintaining and disposing of chemicals used in 
processing. Environmentally controlled rooms are needed to reduce vibrations, eliminate dust, and 
reduce electromagnetic radiation. In certain cases, noise control must be maintained to eliminate 
noise from high speed rotary pumps. 

8.  The facility would be difficult to replicate. Most equipment in the facility are modified 
versions of commercially purchased apparatus which have been adapted to the special needs of our 
research. As such, replication is hampered by the need to reconstruct laboratory scale 
modifications which cannot be accomplished without new construction and parts procurements. 
Some of the more substantially modified apparatus could not be replicated because of the inability 
to re-purchase parts no longer made in industry. 

9 .  The Magnetic and Superconducting Processing Facilities is continuously being upgraded. 
Most of the equipment was purchased in the past 10 years and as such is near the state-of-the-art. 
It is continuously being modified for specific experimental studies. 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility are: 
1. Platforms 

1.2 Aircraft 5% 
1.3 Surface Ship 5% 
1.4 Space Satellites 5% 
7. C3I 
7.5 Space Communication systems 10% 

1 1. Generic Technology Base 
1 1.5 Materials and Processing 75% 

1 1. Utilization of the facility averages in the full range (-90%) as reported in the JDL/TPAM Tri- 
Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated December 1993 . 

TAB B 



12. Projected utilization averages are expected to remain the same as the historical average. 

1 3. Approximately 20 NRL employees use this facility. 

14. Approximately 10 NRL personnel are needed to maintain this facility 

15. Photograph enclosed: Epi-Center facility (Figure 1) and UHV film deposition and 
diagnositics facility (Figure 2). 

TAB B 





MAGNETIC AND SUPERCONDUCTING 

PROCESSING FACILITY 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Characterization 

1. Chemical characterization, atomic structure, microstructure information, and surface properties 
are determined by a variety of techniques with resolution ranging from a few nanometers to 
millimeters . 

Various high resolution instruments are dedicated to characterization of materials from the 
atomic level to the macro level. X-ray facilities of various types pennit atomic structure information 
on powders, single crystals and thin films. High resolution scanning transmission electron 
microscopes permit chemical and structural determination of with a resolution down to 0.2 
nanometers. Scanning electron microscopes permit surface characterization including surface 
morphology and chemistry. Scanning Auger microscopy permits surface chemical characterization 
determination with high lateral resolution. An XRay Fluorescence spectrometer permits chemical 
determination of solids, powders, and liquids. A surface characterization facility is dedicated to 
electron spin polarization studies. A fully equipped metallography laboratory permits sample 
preparation for the various facilities as well as optical microscopy. 

Instruments include: i) a Philips Transmission Electron Microscope, CM-30, with EDS and a 
JOEL Scanning Transmission microscope, Model 200 CX with ELS; ii) a Hitachi S-800 scanning 
electron microscope with 2 nanometer resolution; iii) a Perkin Elmer PHI 6660 scanning auger 
microscope with SEN and EDS capabilities; iv) an X-Ray laboratory with a Philips powder 
dfiactometer, Blake Industries double crystal diffractometer, and a Philips texture goniometer (All 
instruments are fully computer controlled with a larger complement of associated software); v) a 
Kevex X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer (Z> 1 I), vi) and a metallography laboratory with a full 
complement of polishing apparatus, optical microscopes, chemical etching supplies, micro- 
hardness testers, and photography supplies 

2. The facility is not portable. This facility is equipped with ultra high vacuum apparatus which 
cannot withstand vibration and shock of major movement. Similarly, delicate electronics are 
adjusted and maintained with minute precision which would be destroyed in a move. Many of the 
facilities are housed in vibration, dirt, and electromagnetic controlled environments to protect and 
maintain their functionality. Exposure to a move would undoubtedly destroy many of the needed 
functions. 

3. As documented in the JDL/TPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Chemical and Structural Characterization Facilities at NRL has a replacement 
cost of approximately $7.8 M. 

This number was arrived at by assuming that 50% of the cost of the facility was captured in 
the document which reported parts of the facility costing over $300K. I estimate that another 50% 
of the costs would be found in an aggregate of equipment costing individually less than $300 K. 

TAB B 



1. As documented in the JDLlTPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Chemical and Structural Characterization Facilities at NRL occupies a total of 
5600 square feet of space. The space is approximately 80% fully occupied; hence, 4500 square feet 
is minimally required for this facility. 

Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could be compacted into a space 1/10 x 
(facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 lb per cubic foot. The result for the Chemical and Structural 
Characterization Facilities is 90 tons. 

5 .  No special utility support is needed (assuming 11 0, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). 

6. Special foundations are required to reduce vibrations, provide non magnetic environments. 
Specially constructed rooms are needed to eliminate dust and electro-magnetic radiation. Fume 
hoods are required for chemicals. 

7 .  Special environmental controls exist for maintaining and disposing of chemicals used in 
processing. Environmentally controlled rooms are needed to reduce vibrations, eliminate dust, and 
reduce electromagnetic radiation. In certain cases, noise control must be maintained to eliminate 
noise from high speed rotary pumps . 
8. Most of the individual parts of this facility could be replicated, but at great cost. The major 
facilities would have to be repurchased at replacement costs. Specialized vibration, dust, and 
electromagnetic environments would have to be found or reconstructed. Most importantly, special 
equipment adaptations and modifications which permit operation within NRL's special 
programmatic/facilities needed would have to be duplicated by construction. Such construction 
would required home-made parts and parts purchased from industry who may not make said parts 
today. 

9 .  The Chemical and Structural Characterization Facilities are a combination of highly 
sophisticated state-of-the-art equipment coupled with more standard universal equipment which 
together make a functioning facility. The facility is continuously being upgraded with new 
capabilities (i.e. EDS attachment to the high resolution TEM) while maintaining older, still 
functioning equipment (Optical microscopes, X-ray equipment, etc.) 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility are: 

1. Platforms 
1.2 Aircraft 5% 
1.3 Surface Ship 10% 
1.4 Space Satellites 5% 

7.0 C31 
7.5 Space Communication Systems 5% 

11. Generic Technology Base 
ll.5 Materials and Processing 75% 

1 1.  Utilization of the facility averages in the full range (-90%) as reported in the JDLlTPAM Tri- 
Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated December 1993 . 

TAB B 



12. Projected utilization averages are expected to remain the same as the historical average. 

13. Five. 

15. See enclosed photographs: Powder X-ray facility (Figure l), High Resolution Transmission 
Electron Microscope (Figure 2) .  Scanning Electron Microscope (Figure 3), and Scanning Auger 
Microscope (Figure 4). 











SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
Site NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

1 . Determines multi-axial bulk materials properties at static and dynamic conditions with elevated 
temperature capability. The comprehensive data acquired serves as input failure and fatigue 
analysis of new and existing materials, lifetime predictions, and to the structural response 
simulators. 

FacilitytEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

There are a number of systems which have several levels of auto-mation. The Composites 
Testing Laboratory 6-degree of freedom test facility has the most complete automation including 
specimen loading, full data acquisition/reduction and contains a software writing engine. Other 
thermal/mechanical systems and materials characterization laboratories include the more standard 
servo hydraulic frames (fatigue and tensile capability with chambers for vacuum and temperature 
range up to 1500°C), creep facilities and combined electro-chemical-mechanical testing capabilities. 
Many of the equipments are extensively modified to provide data in a controlled environment, 
specifically the marine environments. Included as part of these facilities are numerical modeling 
stations, a surface imaging facility and special measurement capabilities such as non-contact laser 
extensometers. The load, temperature and fatigue capability is representative of standard 
laboratory materials needs. 

I 

Mechanical and Thermal 
Experimental Facilities , 

Most facilities are modified versions of commercially purchased equipment. 

4 

2. This facility is not easily portable. The equipment is large and heavy, and requires special 
hydraulic pumps and valving. An extensive "down" time would be involved in moving the facility 
as the pumps where reinstalled in separate rooms, connecting to the mechanical testing machines, 
furnaces reconnected, and the computer interfacing re-established. Some home made 
modifications would undoubtedly be damaged and parts could no longer be purchased or made. 
This is especially true for the marine controlled environment modified systems. 

3 .  As documented in the JDLtTPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Mechanical and Thermal Experimental Facilities at NRL has a replacement 
cost of approximately $3.4 M. 

This number was arrived at by assuming that 50% of the cost of the facility was captured in 
the document which reported parts of the facility costing over $300K. I estimate that another 50% 
of the costs would be found in an aggregate of equipment costing individually less than $300 K. 

TAB B 



3 .  As documented in the JDLnPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Mechanical and Thermal Experimental Facilities at MU occupies a total of 
2900 square feet of space. The space is approximately 80% fully occupied; hence, 2300 square 
feet is minimally required for this facility. 

Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could be compacted into a space 1/10 x 
(facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 Ib per cubic foot. The result for the Computer-Controlled 
Universal Material Test System is 46 tons. 

5 .  No special utility support is needed (assuming 110, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). 

6 .  Hydraulic pumps and pressure connections must be installed in a separate room for vibration 
and thermal isolation. Rooms must be air conditioned to maintain operation of computers and to 
remove heat from high temperature furnaces. 

7 .  Special environmental controls exist for maintaining and disposing of oils used in the 
hydrostatic, high pressure pumping systems. 

8 .  This facility will be difficult to replicate. Many of the equipment modifications would 
undoubtedly be lost as parts could no longer be purchased or made. This is especially true for the 
marine environment modifications that has been specifically built for Naval studies. 

9. The Mechanical and Thermal Experimental Facilities are continuously up-graded as equipment 
becomes available, and continuously modified and programmatic studies dictate. Most important 
up-grades are in computer acquisition and response simulations. Most important modifications and 
for marine environmental studies, 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility axe: 

I .  Platforms 

1.2 Aircraft 5% 
1 . 3  Surface Ship 15% 
1.4 Space Satellites 5% 

11. Generic Technology Base 

1.5 Materials and Processing 75% 

1 1. Utilization of the facility averages in the full range (-90%) as reported in the JDL/R"TM Tri- 
Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated December 1993 . 

12. 1994 through 1997 - 90%. Projected utilization averages are expected to remain the same as 
the historical average. 

13. Approximately 10 NRL employees use this facility. 

14. Approximately 4 NRL personnel are needed to maintain this facility 

TAB B 



15. See enclosures: High Temperature mechanical test machines (Figure I) ,  Stress-Corrosion 
Fatigue test machine (Figure 21, Fiber strength test machine (Figure 3), and Fracture surface 
visualization apparatus (Figure 4). 

TAB B 









MECHANICAL AND THERMAL EXPERIMENTAL 

F A C I L I T I E S  







4. As documented in the JDLfTPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Non Destructive Experimental Facilities at NRL occupies a total of 1500 
square feet of space. The space is approximately 80% fully occupied; hence, 1200 square feet is 
minimally required for this facility. 

Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could be compacted into a space 1/10 
x (facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 lb per cubic foot. The result for the Computer-Controlled 
Universal Material Test System is 24 tons. 

5. No special utility support is needed (assuming 110, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). 

6. Rooms free of vibration and electro-magnetic interference must be provided for these 
experiments. 

7. None required. 

8 .  This facility is not easily replicated. Rather extensively modified equipment would have to be 
replicated from parts some of which are home made and others which can no longer be 
purchased. 

9. The Non Destructive Experimental Facilities are continuously up-graded as equipment 
becomes available, and continuously modified and programmatic studies dictate. Most important 
up-grades are in computer acquisition and response simulations. 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility are: 

I. Platforms 

1.2 Aircraft 5% 
1.3 Surface Ship 15% 
1.4 Space Satellites 5% 

11. Generic Technology Base 

1 1.5 Materials and Processing 75% 

1 1. Utilization of the facility averages in the full range (-90%) as reported in the JDLtTPAM Tri- 
Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated December 1993. 

12. Projected utilization averages are expected to remain the same as the historical average. 

13. Approximately 10 NRL employees use this facility. 

14. Approximately 4 MIL personnel are needed to maintain this facility 

15. See enclosures: Ultra-sonic test facility (Figure 1) and Magnetic test facility (Figure 2). 

TAB B 





KON-DESTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENTAL 

FACILITIES 









SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Characterizes the electro-magnetic response of materials from dc to 100 giga hertz under a 
wide variety of thermal, magnetic, electric field extremes as well as processing conditions.Nuclear 
magnetic resonance, paramagnetic resonance, ferromagnetic resonance, and moss-bauer facilities 
permit characterization of atomic specific response to magnetic fields and electro-magnetic 
radiation. High frequency resonator cavities, con-focal resonators, line terminators, and strip-line 
techniques provide surface loss determinations for superconducting and magnetic materials. Static 
magnetic moments are measured with SQUID and vibrating coil magnetometers. Electrical 
transport measurements are acquired with computer controlled systems capable of taking data over 
wide temperature extremes (0.02 K <T<1500 K) and wide magnetic field extremes (0 < H < 15 
tesla). Chaotic phenomena in materials and electronic circuits is monitored as a function of control 
parameters. Thermal electric and piezoelectric response are determined for a variety of materials, 
material geometries, and processing conditions. Heat capacity determinations to temperatures as 
high as 1000 OC can be made with a specially constructed facility 

Instrumentation is a collection of commercial facilities, most of which have been modified for 
specific research and development tasks. Among the more specialized apparatus are i) a dilution 
refrigerator capable of producing continuous cooling to 0.02 K; ii) a Quantum Design SQUID 
magnetometer; iii) a Princeton Applied Research vibrating sample magnetometer; iv) a Varian E-9 
Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer; and v) an NRL-designed Electron-Conversion Mossbauer 
Spectrometer. 

2 .  This facility is not very portable. Much of the equipment is installed in vibration or 
electromagnetic controlled rooms. An extensive "down" time would be involved in moving the 
facility as rather extensively modified equipment would have to be moved and reassembled with 
undoubtedly damaged parts. Many of these parts are home made, others can no longer be 
purchased. 

3. As documented in the JDLJTPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the ElectroMagnetic and Thermal Characterization Facility at NRL has a 
replacement cost of approximately $1 1.6 M. 

This number was arrived at by assuming that 50% of the cost of the facility was captu~ed in 
the document which reported parts of the facility costing over $300K. I estimate that another 50% 
of the costs would be found in an aggregate of equipment costing individually less than $300 K. 

TAB B 



4. As documented in the JDL/TPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the ElectroMagnetic and Thermal Characterization Facility at NRL occupies a 
total of 7000 square feet of space. The space is approximately 80% fully occupied; hence, 5600 
square feet is minimally required for this facility. 

Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could be compacted into a space 1/10 
x (facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 lb per cubic foot. The result for the Computer-Controlled 
Universal Material Test System is 110 tons. 

5 .  No special utility support is needed (assuming 110, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). 

6 .  Rooms free of vibration and electro-magnetic interference must be provided for these 
experiments. 

7. None required. 

8. This facility is not easily replicated. Rather extensively modified equipment would have to be 
replicated from parts some of which are home made and others which can no longer be 
purchased. 

9. The ElectroMagnetic and Thermal Characterization Facility are continuously up-graded as 
equipment becomes available, and continuously modified and programmatic studies dictate. Most 
important up-grades are in analytical equipment with extensive computer control. 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility are: 
1. Platforms 

1.2 Aircraft 5% 
1.3 Surface Ship 5% 
1.4 Space Satellites 5% 
7. C31 
7.5 Space Communication Systems 10% 

1 1. Generic Technology Base 
1 1.5 Materials and Processing 75% 

1 1. Utilization of the facility averages in the full range (-90%) as reported in the JDL/TPAM Tri- 
Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated December 1993 . 

12. Projected utilization averages are expected to remain the same as the historical average. 

1 3. Approximately 30 NRL employees use this facility. 

14. Approximately 10 NRL personnel are needed to maintain this facility 

15. Photographs enclosed: High magnetic field, low temperature sample measuring apparatus 
(Figure I), Superconducting Magnetometer (Figure 2), and Superconducting Magnet (Figure 3). 

TAB B 





ELECTROMAGNETIC AND THERMAL 

CHARACTERIZATION FACILITY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Ma ine Corrosion 

1. Characterizes the resistance and interaction of materials and corrosion control systems to 
exposure in the marine environment using a variety of techniques. 

Corrosion and corrosion control techniques and numerous hull fouling evaluations are 
underway at the 3 Acre, 8000 square foot laboratory facility. Electrochemical techniques such as 
potentiostatic, galvanostatic and A/C impedance are used to predict life cycle. Evaluation of the 
effects of seawater flow rate, pH, pressure and temperature, and environmental exposures to 
Ultraviolet radiation, salt fog, and marine exposure are routinely performed. Modeling facilities 
for ship hull cathodic protection and electric field measurements exist for direct scale experiments. 
Coatings lab capabilities include color, gloss, contaminants and applications parameter 
measurement. Sixty full size sacrificial anodes can be monitored simultaneously in flowing 
seawater. Environmental bioassay using standard EPA techniques are used to define effluent 
toxicity. 

Instrumentation is a collection of commercial facilities which have been adapted for research 
and engineering studies to define resistance to environmental degradation. Specific devices include 
the following: i) 5-30 knot flow channel, ii) 0-1000 psi flowing seawater, iii) 50,000 gallon 
electric field modeling tank, iv) marine atmospheric and seawater immersion, v) instrumented 
coatings laboratory, vi) electrochemistry lab, and vii) environmental test chambers. 

2 .  Fundamentally impossible. The site at Key West Florida provides unique exposure to the 
marine environment. Equipment in the facility support studies which directly or indirectly utilize 
the Key West Florida marine site. 

3. As documented in the JDL/TPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Marine Corrosion Facility at NRL has a replacement cost of approximately 
$5.2 M. 

This number was arrived at by assuming that 50% of the cost of the facility was captured in 
the document which reported parts of the facility costing over $300K. I estimate that another 50% 
of the costs would be found in an aggregate of equipment costing individually less than $300 K. 

4. As documented in the JDL/TPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated 
December 1993, the Marine Corrosion Facility at NRL occupies a total of 10,000 square feet of 
space. The space is approximately 60% fully occupied; hence, 6000 square feet is minimally 
required for this facility. 
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Weight is estimated by assuming that all the equipment could be compacted into a space 1/10 
x (facility square feet x 4 feet) x 100 lb per cubic foot. The result for the Materials Processing 
Facility is 120 tons. 

5 .  No special utility support is needed (assuming 110, 220, and 440 ac 60 cycle voltage and 
current levels to 200 amps are considered normal utility support). 

6.  Specialized facilities suited to the Key West Marine environment and to the specialized studies 
conducted therein must be constructed. 

7 .  Special environmental controls exist for a number of items of equipment in this facility. 
Most important are the chemicals used in studying effects corrosion, chemical used in preparing 
paints and coatings for corrosion protection, and chemical used for bio-fouling control. 

8 .  The site at Key West Florida provides unique exposure to the marine environment. 
Equipment in the facility support studies which directly or indirectly utilize the Key West Florida 
marine site. 

9. The Marine Corrosion Facility was established in 1964. The present facility has some 
equipment approximately 30 years old, some purchased in the past few years, and other, home 
made apparatus which evolves continuously. The facility is being continuously upgraded. 

10. Functional support areas impacted by this facility are: 
1. Platforms 
1.3 Surface Ship 35% 
11. Generic Technology Base 
11.5 Materials and Processing 65% 

11. Utilization of the facility averages in the moderate to full range (-80%) as reported in the 
JDLJrPAM Tri-Service Equipment and Facilities Inventory, dated December 1993 . Utilization of 
individual equipment in the facility varies from low to full depending on the apparatus. 

12. Projected Utilization Average ( 1994-1997) ---80%--- 
Projected utilization averages are expected to remain the same as the historical average. 

13. Twelve. 

14. Five. 

15. Photograph enclosed: Key West Florida (Figure 1) and Corrosic4n test apparms (Figure 2). 
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MARINE CORROSION FACILITY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Functions This facility is in round-the-clock production for computational studies in the 
fields of compressible and incompressible fluid dynamics, reactive flows, fluid-structure 
interaction including submarine, ship and aerospace applications, atmospheric and solar 
magnetoplasma dynamics, and for application of parallel processing to large-scale problems such 
an unstructured grid generation for complex flows, for target tracking and correlations for battle 
management, and other disciplines of continuum and quantum computational physics. The system 
is used to develop and maintain state-of-the-art analytical and computational capabilities in fluid 
dynamics and related fields of physics, to establish in-house expertise in parallel processing and 
on-line graphical rendering for largescale scientific computing, to perform analyses and 
computational experiments on specific relevant problems, and to transfer this technology to new 
and ongoing projects through cooperative programs. 

Technical Center 
Site 

Facility~Equipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

Descri~tion; The Parallel High Performance Computer/Graphics Facility is a heterogeneous 
high performance computer system composed of a number of autonomous computers with a 
composite peak speed equivalent to about 10 Cray YMP processors. The system is coupled directly 
to the advanced video recording center described below. The main computational engine is an Lntel 
iPSC/860 Touchstone Gamma parallel supercomputer supported by the hardware and software 
environment necessary to develop, debug, and benchmark parallel simulations. With multi- 
MFLOP processors as building blocks, the Intel iPSCl860 is a MlMD dismbuted memory machine 
configured as a hypercube. This 32 node parallel supercomputer has a peak computational speed of 
several GFLOPS with a cross-connected disk farm file system and network connections. 

NRL-DUS SC/MRY 
Parallel High 
Performance 

ComputerIGraphics 
Facility 

The facility's disk farm also supports four IBM RSl6000 and three DEC AXP high capacity 
compute server computers, providing the facility with medium to large scale memory and 
computational power enabling heterogeneous simulations with a significant scalar component, 
algorithm development, and diagnostic and post processing for large simulations. Special software 
allows simultaneous use of these computers on a single problem. A 64-million word Convex C2 10 
currently provides this facility with medium performance scalar and vector capability for jobs 
which require large amounts of memory. Access to various other HPCC capabilities around the US 
is accomplished through this system using the new DOD high-bandwidth communication 
networks. 

Instru- A high quality video studio has been created around a Sony D2 digital 
recording system with a coupled Lyon-Lamb animation controller and a large memory Silicon 
Graphics ONYX workstation. Through the network other graphics stations, including the 
extensive resources of NRL's Visualization Laboratory next door, can create and record high 
quality graphical images of simulation data for analysis and presentation using digital recording 
techniques. 

2 .  Facility is defined as movable. Extensive environmental, power and physical installations 
would be required to move the facility to another site. 
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3. Replacement value of equipment: $3.5M. Building/Environmenta1/Utilities: $0.5- 1 M. 

4 .  13,338 cubic feet. Gross weight unavailable. 

5 .  144 kVA of 3 phase, surge protected power 

6 .  Interconnects: 1 foot raised floor throughout. Optical fiber and Ethernet network. 

7 .  40 tons cooling, humidity controlled, safety interlocks, high and low temperature and 
humidity alarms with remote 24 hour monitoring. 

8.  This facility supports the DoD's only parallel processing capability for the detailed modeling 
of flames and detonation physics, the transient reactive flow associated with ram accelerations, 
nuclear weapons physics including 3D radiation transport and high-resolution shock/blasts 
modeling in multi phase flows. The core competencies of the Laboratory for Computational 
Physics and Fluid Dynamics (LCP&FD) are the related disciplines of Computational Physics, 
Computational Fluid Dynamics and Reactive Flow Physics. This composite competency is a 
uniquely distinguishing integration of computational technologies and expertise specifically 
associated with NRLs Code 6400. Without this facility this competency cannot be maintained. This 
core competency is recognized throughout the world and is unique in the Department of Defense. It 
is evidenced by 1) the disproportionate presence of LCP&FD and NRL participation at the highest 
levels in the relevant professional societies (relative to the other Navy and DoD laboratories for 
example), 2) the collaborations that Los Alamos and Livermore have initiated with NRL to gain 
access to the NRL 3D radiation hydrodynamics capabilities, and 3) by the stream of scientists and 
students sent here from the NATO nations to learn the technology of detailed simulation for fluid 
dynamics and reactive flow. The supporting core technologies are high performance computing 
and experimental access to parallel architecture technology made possible and accessible through 
this facility. 

9.  The facility was originally constructed in 1975 and completely renovated in 1982-3. 
Additional power and cooling has been added since. 

Undersea 
Surface Ship 
Mines 
Fire Control 
Space Communications Systems 
Nuclear Weapons and Effects 
Environmental Description, Prediction, and Effects 
Computers 
Software 
Materials and Processes 
Propulsion and Energy Conversion 

11. 90% of 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year. The remaining 10% includes 
downtime for environmental reasons and system software/hardware upgrades. 

12. P90% of 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year. The remaining 10% includes 
downtime for environmental reasons and system software/hardware upgrades. 
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13. Three. 

14. Two people in addition to the operationslsystem support (#I3 above). 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or Hypervelocity Impact 

1. The Naval Research Laboratory has two hypervelocity impact facilities with three ranges that 
can accommodate a variety of projectile sizes, velocities and targets. The two smaller ranges are 
located at NRL's main site with the third large range at the Laboratory's Chesapeake Bay 
Detachment, Randle Cliff, MD. These facilities are used routinely for terminal ballistics studies 
with speeds up to 6 k d s .  For unusual test conditions the acceleratcbrs may be operated at speeds 
over 9 krn/s. A typical test would include measurements of projectile velocity, projectile 
orientation, and dynamic projectile-target interaction. The largest of the three test ranges may be 
used for impact tests with targets containing toxic or explosive materials. The facilities use 2-stage 
light-gas guns and powder guns to perform studies in support of DoD aerospace customers. 

2. Barrels may be moved but the heavy foundations, target chambers and magazines for both 
sites are not movable. 

4. 280 tons/25,000 cuft. 

5 .  There are no special utility requirements. 

6. The three gun ranges could not be operated adjacent to other occupied areas without shielding 
or hardening against accidental explosions. Storage and handling of explosive materials must 
satisfy quantity-distance specifications. The three gun ranges require associated storage and 
handling areas for explosive materials. 

7. The structure surrounding the Range 3 target chamber is an environmentally controlled area 
capable of obtaining low levels of relative humidity. 

8. There are hypervelocity impact light-gas guns at Redstone Arsenal and AEDC. They do not 
possess the capability to test high explosives and have only limited hazardous material capabilities 
which can be found at the NRL site. Ranges 1 and 2 can be relocated with difficulty to another 
site. Range 3 cannot be relocated because of the size of the facilities. 

The removal of certain components would likely result in the desmction of those components. 
the 8.25 inch bore pumps tube of the light-gas gun can be used as a high-speed powder gun 
capable of launching 30 lb at 9000 ftfs. This is a unique U.S. capability and the hardware to 
replicate this gun may not be available. 

9 .  Range 2 was constructed in 1961 and Range 1 in 1983, both being housed in the same 
building. Range 3 was constructed about 1960 and extensively modified in 1965 and 1969. In 
general, the gun components have been modified at various times over the past 34 year. 
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10. 8.1 Ballistic Missile Defense Systems 

1 1 .  Utilization is measured by the number of tests per year. 

Range 1 61 14 2 20 0 
Range 2 52 18 39 14 6 
Range 3 22 3 12 20 45 

The value of the test depends on the size and complexity of the test. In general, the expense of the 
tests increases from Range 1 to Range 3. 

12. The utilization for FY94 through FY97 is projected to similar to FY92 and FY93. The work 
load distribution among the three ranges is difficult to predict. 

13. Minimum number of personnel needed to operate the various ranges due to safety 
requirements are: Ranges 1 and 2 - 2; Range 3 -3. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

I .  The Naval Research Laboratory three million volt tandem Van de Graaff accelerator produces 
beams of energetic ions for research on material modification, analysis, radiation effects, and 
device fabrication. Atoms, each with one surplus electron, enter the tandem and are accelerated to 
the high voltage terminal in the accelerator's center. There they are stripped of the excess electron 
and q more electrons, to form positively charged ions, and accelerate from the terminal and out of 
the tandem. The energy (E) of an ion will then be approximately V(q+l), where V is the terminal 
potential. A magnet deflects ions of the desired E/q ratio into the desired experimental beamline. 

2. The facility is extremely large and futed in place. 

3. $2.5M (including the new AMS to be installed in FY95). 

4. 300 tons (due to concrete blocks)/200,000 cuft. 

5 .  Normal 3-phase, 208 V power is needed. The facility also requires compressed air to actuate 
valves, and a closed, chilled water system to provide cooling. 

6. There is extensive radiation shielding around the facility. Concrete is used for most of the 
shielding; paraffin is used for neutron shielding. A system of gates and warning lights are planned 
to upgrade the safety system. 

7. No special environmental control systems, except for the radiation control safety system, are 
required. 

8 .  There are other facilities in the area that are somewhat like ours, but less inclusive in 
capabilities. The University of Maryland - College Park and the Naval Academy have facilities that 
are used to train students; NSWC has a somewhat limited facility that has a similar Van de Graaff 
to OUTS. 

Our facility does elemental material analysis for many researchers at NRL. The capability fits 
in well with the many thin-film research programs in the Branch and the Laboratory. We also have 
an active effort in radiation damage studies for satellite applications. We will have the only DoD 
AMS facility and the only AMS facility in the DC metropolitan area. We expect to have many 
users from the local research medical community as well as from the local law enforcement 
agencies such as the FBI. 
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13. The facility dates back to the 1950's. Some of the old equipment, such as magnetic mass 
analyzer, are still in use. Major upgrades were made in 1987 with the installation of the tandem 
Van de Graaff. We are now upgrading beamlines with cleaner materials and improved vacuum 
systems. 

10. 1 1.5 Materials and Processes Technology 

1 1. The utilization from 1989-1993 averaged 75% of a one shift week (40 hours). 

12. Utilization is expected to increase upon installation (within a year) of the AMS equipment. We 
expect 8 5 8  average utilization from now through FY 1997. 

13. Two full time persons operate the equipment. One part time person performs most of the 
analysis work for other researchers at the NRL. Other scientists assist on experiments, 
maintenance and upgrades on an as-needed basis. 

14. Two persons maintain the equipment. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Ion Implantation 

1. The Naval Research Laboratory possesses a 200 kV ion implanter that has been modified to 
produce intense ion beams of virtually any element in the periodic table. The implanter is housed 
in the "clean room" within building 74. The ion implanter modifies the surface properties of 
materials by bombardment with energetic ions of any elemental species. Modifications include 
doping and patterning of semiconductors, surface alloying to protect against wear and corrosion, 
formation of metastable materials, and changes on the optical constants. The 200 kV ion implanter 
consists of the standard target vacuum chamber which is cryogenically pumped and equipped with 
a rotating water-cooled feed-through to implant cylindrical geometry specimens up to 10 inches in 
diameter, a cryogenic feed-through to cool samples down to a temperature of 77"K, and a hot stage 
to warm samples up to a temperature of 700°C. Three other mobile target chambers can be 
attached to rear of the standard target chamber. 

2. The facility is fixed in place, 

5 .  The facility requires 208 V-3 phase- 100 A power and is cooled with freon. 

6. A high-flow exhaust system is required as a safety precaution to vent noxious fumes in case of 
chemical accidents. Safety interlocks and shielding are necessary to prevent high-voltage 
accidents. 

7 .  No special environments are needed, beyond the usual indoor ambient environment. 

8 .  There are no facilities in the immediate area that are similar to ours. There are similar 
commercial facilities in the New England area 

The NRL facility is unique in its flexibility; a number of different techniques are routinely 
available to produce ions of nearly any element in the periodic table. Implantations are routinely 
performed as a service for other researchers inside NRL and elsewhere. As an example, the 
Electronics Division at NRL uses our facility to implant ~ i 2 9  into silicon wafers at 600°C, as part 
of their radiation hardening program. The Navy invested in a major facility at Spire Corp. to 
transfer some of the NRL-developed techniques to commercial products. 

10. 1 1.5 Materials and Processes Technology. 
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1 1 .  C'tilization for past five years: -75 % of the time of one shift (i.e., 30 hours per week) 
Extraordinary maintenance time is not included in this estimate. 

12. Projected utilization is at or above the present rate through FY 1997. 

13. One person is required for operation of the facility. 

14. The facility can be maintained by one person. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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I O N  IMPLAXTATION 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPhlENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

1. The Naval Research Laboratory developed three intense x-ray beam lines at the National 
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) which is located at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, 
New York, near the center of Long Island. The beam lines contain instrumentation for x-ray 
reflectance, photoemission measurements diffraction, and absorption. The monochromatic 
radiation produced is tunable from 10 eV to over 10 keV. Polychromatic radiation extending over 
the 10 - 100 keV range is also producible. Primary objectives are the characterization of electronic 
and optical materials, phase transformations, and laser-solid interactions. Beam line X24C 
provides synchrotron radiation in the spectral range from the ultraviolet to soft x-ray for physical 
characterization of bulk materials, thin films, surfaces, and microstructures. Beam line X23B was 
designed for hard x-ray absorption fine structure measurements, crystallography and other x-ray 
scattering experiments, x-ray fluorescence analysis, and detector calibration experiments. Beam 
line X17C was developed for high-pressure research, principally using diamond-anvil pressure 
cells. 

2. Facility is fixed in place. 

3. $4.9M (NRL beamlines). 

4. 20 tons/ 53,500 cuft (NRL beamlines). 

5 .  High brightness x-ray source (bending magnet or insertion device in high-energy electron or 
positron storage ring), cooling water, liquid nitrogen, and liquid helium. 

6 .  Radiation shielding, experimental enclosures and vibration-free support must be provided for 
safe operation with high quality results. 

7 .  Normal room temperature with good stability, low humidity conditions, air filtration and 
controlled access are required. 

8 .  This facility is fixed in place and unique. It incorporates major scientific and technological 
capabilities which are not duplicated anywhere in the U.S., including industry, universities, and 
government. There is no site other than the NSLS where this facility can function. 

There is no DoD laboratory other than NRL where the scientific and technical program is 
sufficiently broad and deep and where the staff and support are adequate to produce and to apply to 
defense needs the vast m y  of data which this facility is capable of producing. Considering the 
high productivity and current scientific importance of this facility, its loss would have a major 
negative impact on a broad range of electronic and optical materials development of importance to 
the DoD, including wide-band-gap (and high temperature semiconductors, carbon based materials, 
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x-ray lithographic processes, optical and x-ray imaging devices, x-ray optics, IR sensor materials, 
biomaterials, laser inducedlenhanced process technology, laser induced degradation, high- 
temperature superconductors, surface passivation, photovoltaic technology, and surface 
photochemistry. Technologies developed from these areas will play a major role in future defense 
systems. 

9. The bending-magnet beam lines (X23B and X24C) were designed by NRL scientists and 
constructed at the NSLS by NRL staff during the period 1980-86. The insertion device beam line 
(X17C) was constructed at NSLS by a team of research institutions headed by NRL. Construction 
began in 1988 and the line was commissioned in the fall of 1990. 

1 0. 1 1.5 Materials and Processes Technology. 

1 1. All three beam lines are in use approximately 14 hrslday, 200 to 220 days per year. This is 
approximately 85 to 90% of the days available for user operations. 

12. We expect to increase the usage of the beamlines by about 5% per year over the next four 
years. 

13. Each beam line requires between two and four scientists for routine operation. 

14. Two or three full-time, on-site personnel are required to maintain the facility. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FACILITY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

I .  The High Power Microwave (HPM) facility provides a state-of-the-art capability to investigate 
the response of systems, components, and materials to HPM radiation. Wideband pulsed 
experiments, as well as narrowband pulsed and continuous wave experiments, can be carried out at 
frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 94 GHz. Equipment is available to perform quantitative coupling 
cross-section measurements, free-field irradiation experiments on systems and components, and 
plasma-mediated coupling investigations of materials. The facility is composed of four separate 
rooms or chambers, all of which are approved for classified work. Systems and other test objects 
are placed in the anechoic chamber and instrumented to record their functional responses in the 
presence of a microwave field. 

2. The facility is fixed in place. 

4. 20 Tons/75,000 cuft. 

5. Besides normal electric power, the facility requires water for the fire sprinklers and after-hours 
security support for the intrusion alarms. 

6. The anechoic chamber has radio frequency shielding. 

7 .  The anechoic chamber material has to be maintained at low humidity and near standard 
temperature. 

8. The facility/equipment could be replicated at another site, but the loss of the data and expertise 
available at the present site would seriously affect the HPM program for the Navy and DoD. 

The facility contains detailed data collected on a large number of foreign and domestic 
missiles; loss of this data would compromise a decade of labor and eliminate much of the Navy's 
corporate memory in this field. Commercial capabilities cannot duplicate this work, since the 
security classification is often MOCOM or ORCON. The whole facility is enclosed in a 30 ft tail 
high-bay area at NRL. 

9. The present facility was completed in July of 1992. It was constructed by a contractor, 
following NRL specifications. A smaller facility was available from about 1987 to 1992 but did 
not have the capacity for full missiles or possess the security for classified work. 

1 0. 2.6 Directed Energy Weapons Systems. 
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1 1 .  The facility has been in constant use t40+ hrs per week) over the past 5 years to store, 
prepare, and conduct research on classified objects. 

12. We anticipate full utilization of the HPM facility through FY 1997 and beyond. 

13. The facility requires three to four individuals to operate it and conduct experiments. 

14. The facility can be maintained by one or two individuals. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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H I G H  POWER KICROWAVE FACILITY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESJEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The Naval Research Laboratory has the capability to produce films or thin layered materials 
through the use of pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The pulsed laser deposition systems are 
designed to deposit or provide thin films, multilayers, or superlattices of single and 
multicomponent materials in situ in high pressure, ambient gas environments with film 
stoichiometries faithfully reproducing the targets. Films crystallinity can be controllably varied 
from purely epitaxial as-deposited, requiring no post-deposit anneal, to amorphous depending on 
the deposition conditions. Films can be deposited on substrate wafers as large as 4" diameter. The 
pulsed laser deposition laboratory is centered around two Lambda Physik LPX 3 0 5  KrF excimer 
lasers each capable of 1.3 Joules per pulse and a 50 Hz repetition rate. There are currently four 
thin f i  deposition chambers: 

The prototype chamber which is used to test a new material; 

The large area deposition chamber which has been used to deposit HTS thin films over 1" 
square areas for the HTSSE II program; 

The computer-controlled superlamce chamber; and 

A new "disposable" chamber to be used for noxious materials. 

2 .  The facility is fixed in place. 

4. 3.5 tons11 1,000 cuft. 

5 .  A fume-hood, ventilation system is required to remove potentially hazardous chemicals. 

6. No special facility requirements are needed. 

7 .  Some fluorine gas is used in the lasers. This gas is removed with a fluorine gas scrubber 
before venting to the out-of-doors. 

8. There are two similar local facilities, one at MST and one at the University of Maryland - 
College Park. 

The NRL facility is unique in that it makes high-quality, high-temperature superconducting 
(HTSC) films for researchers in the DoD at NRL and elsewhere, and for researchers outside of the 



DoD. NRL HTSC films are used for Navy satellite experiments. Significant work is ongoing on 
ferroelectric, femte and hydroxyapatite films. The hydroxyapatite (a bone-like material) film work 
has led to major collaborations with the medical research community, inside and outside DoD. 

9 .  The facility was begun in 1989 and continues to evolve. 

10. 1 1.5 Materials and Processes Technology. 

1 1 .  The facility is currently running at full shift (40+ hours a week), except for maintenance 
down-time. From 1989 until now, the average utilization is about 60% because of start-up and 
construction time. 

12. Utilization continues to increase. The average projected utilization through 1997 will be 
greater than 40 hours per week. 
13. Two full time persons are required to use the facility, with other researchers and technicians 
assisting on individual experiments. 

14. There is one full time person that provides maintenance. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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PULSED LASER DEPOSITIOX F A C I L I T Y  



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

1. The primary purpose of the Pharos III laser facility is to produce three extremely high energy 
laser pulses (500 Joules per beam at 1.054 micron wavelength in a 5 nanosecond pulse) for 
experiments on the interactions of high energy laser pulses with matter or to create well- 
characterized plasmas or shock waves for plasma physics and/or shock experiments. The facility 
consists of the Pharos III laser (in a separate building with evacuated beam transport tubes) with an 
associated target chamber and dedicated diagnostics. The repetition rate at full power is once per 
55 minutes. Each of the three beams may be targeted independently and may be precisely 
advanced or delayed by up to 100 nanoseconds relative to the other beams. Harmonic crystals can 
be used to convert the laser's output from 1054 nanometers to 527 nanometers. 

2. The Pharos 111 facility is fixed. Movement of the larger components, such as the optical 
tables, or amplifier chains, or the target chamber, would require a significant period of downtime 
and a great deal of effort and cost. 

3. Report the facility/equipment cost separate form any building and utilities that may be integral 
to the facilitylequipment. The total cost of the facility is approximately $40M. 

4. 35 tons and 25,000 ft3- 

5 .  The system requires 440V - 3 phase, 208V - 3 phase, and 208V - 1 phase electrical power. 

6. A foundation sufficient for supporting large optical tables with a minimum of vibration is 
required. 

7. The system must be of very high capacity with a backup system. If the temperature and 
humidity are not controlled within the required limits, millions of dollars of optical components 
will be rendered useless. 

8. This facility could be replaced or replicated at another site; but, this would require a cost of 
approx. $60 million and approx. five years. During this time, Defense related research programs 
performed at this facility would be interrupted, and several dual-use militarylcivilian programs 
would be canceled. 

9. The equipment was shipped to NRL, or designed and built locally over a period of approx. 
twelve years. 

10. Functional support areas: 9.2 Nuclear Weapons and Effects. 

1 1. During the past five years, this facility has been 90% utilized (100% = 40 hrs/wk, 50 wks/yr). 



12. We expect the facility to be 7 0 9  utilized, out to FY 1997 (1009 = 30 hrs/wk, 50 wkslyr). 

13. Five. 

13. Five. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The primary purpose of this facility is research on high-power gyrotrons and their 
applications. The present research concentrates on high frequency microwave processing of 
advanced materials such as ultra-fine grain ceramics, composites, and polymers. 

2. Facility equipment is fixed. 

3.  Replacement value of facility and equipment is $2M. 

4. 20 tons and 108,000 ft3, 

5. Chilled water, cryogenic gases. 

6. Facility requires x-ray shielding, microwave shielding, and air scrubbing. 

7.  Facility requires temperature/humidity control. 

8 .  Facility has just been relocated to Bldg. 256 from Bldg. 51 in order to take advantage of 
available unique high-bay shielded vault. The laboratory space in Bldg. 256 would be very 
expensive to replicate. Facility would require one year and $500k to relocate to another site. 

9. The facility has been moved by a labor intensive process of disassembling delicate equipment 
to prepare it for transport and using special transport equipment such as air-ride trucks. The 
moving process requires direct involvement of scientists and technicians, and the participation of 
equipment manufacturer personnel. Even with these precautions there is a considerable risk of 
breakage. 

10. 11.4 Electronic Devices, 11.5 Materials and Processes, 2.6 Directed Energy System. 

11. 608 during the fiscal years 1989-1993 (100% = 40 hrs/wk, 50 wkslyr). 

1 2. 90% in fiscal years 1994- 1997 (100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wkslyr). 

13. Four. 

14. Two. 

1 5. Photograph attached 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESJEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

I Title I Laboratory 
" 

1. The primary purpose of this facility is to research on long-pulse application of relativistic 
electron beams. The present research concentrates on microwave generation. 

2 .  Facility is fixed. 

3. Replacement value of facility and equipment is $500k. 

4. 20 tons and 10.000 ft3 

5. No special utility support. 

6. Facility requires x-ray shielding. 

7 . Facility requires temperature/humidity control. 

8 .  Facility would require one year and $250k to relocate to another site. 

9. Facility was installed in approximately 1989. This required removal and replacement of 
building walls and construction of a welded steel enclosure to contain oil storage. 

10. 1 1.4 Electronic Devices, 1 1.5 Materials and Processes, 2.6 Directed Energy System. 

1 1 .  60% during the fiscal years 1989-1993 (100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wkstyr). 

12. 60% in fiscal years 1994- 1997 (100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wkslyr). 

13. Two. 

14. One. 

15. Photographed attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Site I NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 11 Facilitv/Eauiornent I 11 , 1 1 11 Nomenclature or 1 Relativistic Klystron 11 
Title 

1.  High Power Microwave (HPM) generator. 

2. Fixed. 

3. $3M. 

4 .  3 1,000 ft3 - 130 tons. 

5. Water, air pressure. 

6 .  X-ray and microwave shielding. 

7 .  Transformer oil cleaning. 

8. IIt is unique and hard to replicate. 

9. Research facility planned, designed and built at NRL during 1983-1993. 

10. Functional support areas: 11.4 Electronic Devices, 2.6 Directed Energy Systems. 

1 1 .  60% utilization with 40% downtime (100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wks/yr). 

12. 6 0 8  utilization with 40 LTo downtime (100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wkslyr). 

13. Two. 

14. Two. 

1 5. Photographed attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or 

1. Produce a burst of x-rays or particle beams for simulating nuclear weapons effects, and 
generate ion beams for inertial confinement fusion research. 

2. The facility is fixed. 

3. Replacement value is estimated to be $5M. 

4. 500 tons and 20,000 ft3. 

5. None. 

6. Special budget requirements include concrete shielding for MeV x-rays, storage and 
containment facilities for transformer oil. 

7 .  No special environmental controls required. 

8. The facility can be replicated and similar devices exist at both government and commercial 
labs. Relocating is impractical. The impact of losing this facility to the Navy would be the loss of 
a research and development tool that has been in productive use for the past 20 years. 

9. The facility was constructed at NRL, primarily by NRL personnel beginning in 1970. 

10. Functional support areas: 9.2 Nuclear Weapons and Effects, 11.6 Energy Storage, 11.7 
Propulsion and Energy Conversion. 

1 1. Utilization average for FY89-93: 96% in-house use, 4% outside users (100% = 40 hrslwk, 
50 wkslyr). 

12. Projected utilization out to FY1997: 96% in-house use, 4% outside users (100% = 40 
hrslwk, 50 wkslyr). 

13. Three. 

14. Two. 

1 5. Photograhp attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESlEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

1. Pulsed power research and development using plasma opening switches and inductive energy 
storage. 

2.  The facility is fured. 

3. Replacement value is estimated to be $3M. 

4. 50 tons and 2,000 ft3. 

5. None. 

6. Special budget requirements include concrete shielding for MeV x-rays, storage and 
containment facilities for transformer oil. 

7 .  No special environmental controls required. 

8.  The facility can be replicated and similar devices exist at both government and commercial 
labs. Relocating is impractical. The impact of losing this facility to the Navy would be the loss of 
a research and development tool that has been in productive use for the past five years. 

9.  The facility was constructed at NRL primarily by contract personnel beginning in 1989. 

10. 9.2 Nuclear Weapons and Effects, 11.6 Energy, Storage, 11.7 Propulsion and Energy 
Conversion. 

1 1. 75% during the fiscal years 1989- 1993 (100% = 40 hrs/wk, 50 wks/yr). 

12. 75% out to FYI997 (100% = 40 hrs/wk, 50 wkslyr). 

13. Two. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Site NRL-DCISSCMRY I Facility Equi pment 
Nomenclature or 

Title T-Cubed Laser Facility , 

1. The primary purpose of the ~3 laser facility is to produce an extremely intense laser pulse for 
experiments on the interactions of ultrashort, high intensity laser pulses with matter or particle 
beams. The facility consists of the Table-Top-Terawatt laser with an associated target chamber and 
diagnostics. The ~3 laser system employs chirped-pulse-amplification of 1.054 micron 
wavelength light and provides in excess of 1 Joule of energy in less than 1 picosecond, thus 
providing pulsed power greater than 1 Terawatt. The excellent beam quality of the amplified light 
provides focussed intensities greater than 1017 watts/cm2 on target. The repetition rate at full 
power is once per four minutes. Suitable doubling crystals are available to convert the laser output 
to 527 nanometers. 

2 .  The ~3 facility is fixed. Movement of the larger components, such as the three optical tables 
that the laser is built on or the target chamber, would require a significant period of down time and 
a great deal of effort. 

3. The total cost of the facility is approximately $1.5M, 

5 .  A chilled water supply that is clean, dedicated, and capable of removing approximately 6 
kilowatts of waste heat. The system also requires 440V - 3 phase, 208V - 3 phase, and 208V - 1 
phase electrical power. 

6. A foundation sufficient for supporting large optical tables with a minimum of vibration is 
required. 

7 .  Temperature and humidity regulation and control is required. 

8. This facility could be replaced or replicated at another site: but this would require a cost of 
approx. $2 million and approx. two years. During this time, Defense related research programs 
performed at this facility and several dual-use, rnilitarylcivilian programs would 
be canceled. 

9. The equipment was shipped to NRL in several parts in July of 1992 and was assembled, made 
operational, and tested by the manufacturer during the next six months. 

10. Functional support areas: 1 1.10 Other Technology Base Programs. 
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1 1 .  The facility became operational in 1993. During the entire existence of this facility, it has been 
100% utilized (~100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wkslyr). 

12.  We expect the facility to be 100% utilized, out to FY 1997 (100% = 40 hrslwk. 50 wkslyr). 

13. Three. 

13. Three. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DCISSCRMRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

Nike KrF Laser Facilit 

1. NIKE is a large KRF laser and target facility that is being developed to study physics and 
engineering issues for direct-drive fusion. 

2. The laser facility is housed in a 50 ft by 200 ft enclosure. It is not portable. 

3. Equipment exclusive of enclosure: S12M and Laser enclosure: $2.2M. 

4.  1000 tons, Laser enclosure: 300,000 ft3, Target facility: 62,500 ft3. 

5. Facility requires 1.5 MW service for a high power magnet. 

6 .  Facility uses state of the art UV optics and high power laser coatings. 

7 .  Facility enclosure requires state of the art air conditioning system to control the laser 
environment. 

8. It would be prohibitively expensive in lost research time and cost to relocate the NIKE facility. 

9. The laser system has been under development since 1987 and has been located at the present 
site since 199 1. 

10. 9.2. Nuclear Weapons and Effects. 

1 1. Laser system under development 100% time for period 1989 to 1993 (100% = 40 hrs/wk, 50 
wkslyr). 

12. Laser system will be completed the summer of 1994 and we expect the facility to transition to 
80% time available for target research and 20% time available for laser research during the period 
1995 to 1997. (100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wkslyr). 

13. Fifteen. 

14. Six. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The space chamber consists of a 1.8-m diameter, 5-m long stainless steel vacuum chamber 
with multiple diagnostic access ports which can be maintained at 10-6 Ton pressure. Periodic 
coils surround the entire chamber which can provide up to 50 Gauss DC and 1 kGauss pulsed axial 
magnetic field throughout the chamber. Different experiments are fielded in this chamber dealing 
with low density space plasmas, high voltage break down in space, and remote sensing. 

2.  The apparatus is fixed in place. 

3. Replacement cost: $500k. 

4. 4000 lbs. and 3,500 ft3. 

5 .  High vacuum pumping system, 10 ft x 20 ft shielded room, machine shops. 

6 .  No special budget requirements for operation of system. 

7 .  No special environmental considerations. 

8 .  This facility could be replaced for approximately $500k in capital outlays plus multiple man 
years in engineering. Hardware could be relocated given $look and appropriate laboratory space. 

9. Facility built up over the last five years. Vacuum chamber acquired from Los Alamos 
National Lab and extensively modified to make more versatile. 

10. 10.5 Environmental Descriptions, Predictions, and Effects. 

1 1. The chamber is in use 90% of the time with down time required for repairs or installation of 
test hardware (100% = 40 hrslwk, 50 wkslyr). 

12. Expect to continue at the 90% utilization level for the foreseeable future (100% = 40 hrs/wk, 
50 w kslyr). 

13. Two. 

14. Two. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The Charged Particle Beam Physics Laboratory houses two high power accelerators, a high 
power glass laser, a 10-m long x-ray shielded propagation range, a 5-m long 2-rn diameter 
propagation chamber, a large shielded enclosure for diagnostics, a 25,000 gallon transformer oil 
storage tank, and a two level modular structure which doubles as control area and office space. 
The primary accelerator, SuperIBEX, produces a 5-MeV, 100 kA, 40 nsec electron beam that is 
used in propagation studies of electron beams for directed energy weapons applications. 

2.  Lndicate whether the facilitylequipment is portable, movable or fixed as defined by paragraph 
6, page 12 of this data call. The laboratory is fixed in place. 

3.  Replacement value: $1.5M including the accelerators, range, lasers, and laboratory. 
Diagnostics including computers and transient recorders would cost an additional $500k to replace. 
The high bay laboratory would cost an additional $lM to replace. 

5 .  Special requirements: This is a pulsed power laboratory. Separate oil storage and filtering and 
systems are required. Special filtered power supplies are needed to prevent noise feed back into 
the mains. 

6. Special budget requirements: Maintenance of the overhead crane which is used to move large 
pieces of hardware around. 

7 .  Environmental controls: A special drainage system that contains an oil filter is used. The 
entire lab is built to prevent leakage of any oil into the environment for a large volume spill. 

8 .  This is a special purpose facility. Comparable facilities exist at 2 or 3 other national 
laboratories. It is the only one presently being used for beam propagation studies related to speed- 
of-light weapons for naval ship self defense. 

9. The facility was built up over 10 years. The basic laboratory was built in 1985-86 and 
continuous improvements have been made since then. 

10. 2.6 Directed Energy Systems. 
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1 3. Three. 

14. Three. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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D E O U I P m T  (Cont inued)  

. . .  
6. e n t  R- Include a copy of the form provided 
at  Tab B of this data call for each facility and "major" piece of equipment located 
at this activity. b c l u d e  information on separate detachments. The following 
definitions will apply: 

Facilities - Will include such things as  rocket firing bays, towing tanks, 
anechoic chambers, hypervelocity gun ranges, hyperbaric chambers, wind 
tunnels, simulation/emulation laboratories, etc. Include buildings that a re  
integral to the facility/equipment. Do not include major outdoor ranges or land. 

Also, describe modeling and simulation capabilities, hardware in-the-loop 
facilities and analysis or wargaming capabilities. 

Equipment - Resources used to support the operation of the site with a 
replacement value of $500,000 or greater. Do not include land or buildings in 
this category. In reporting equipment, provide information to indicate the degree 
of portability of the equipment. Class 3 Personal Property items ("plant 
equipment" or "equipment in place") by definition are highly portable and can be 
moved easily. Some Class 2 Installed Equipment, such as Main-frame computers, 
test stands and small hyperbaric chambers, require more extensive utilities 
support and assembly of components, but can be relocated without damage to the 
facility o r  equipment, and therefore a re  considered "moveable" assets. Other 
Class 2 items are  so large and/or integral to the facility that houses them that 
major demolition and construction would be required to relocate them, and 
therefore are considered "fixed" assets. Where appropriate, pieces of equipment 
can be aggregated for the purposes of completing Tab B. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1) Technical Center I 11 

II Nomenclature or Microwave Technology 
Title I Facilitv 11 

I 

1. Code 6850 operates and maintains an extensive state-of-the-art facility for design, fabrication 
in a research environment, measurement, and modelling of microwave devices and circuits 
incorporating novel materials and/or topologies to address the needs of next generation electronic 
warfare, radar, and communication systems. 

Design is performed with a networked cluster of four workstations including three stateof-the- 
art RISC machines (two Hewlett Packard 735s and one Hewlett Packard 710) running microwave 
CAD software which performs linear and non-linear analysis, electromagnetic simulation, and 
mask layout. 

Site 
ra~ility/Equipment 

Research fabrication facilities include all capabilities required for thin film deposition and 
patterning including mask aligners, deposition systems for metals and dielectrics (thermal and 
electron beam evaporators as well as sputtering systems), and wet and dry etching processes. 
Photolithography is performed in a 400 square foot clean room facility. Some special lithography 
and processes are performed by the Nanoelectronics Processing Facility as needed. Code 6850 is 
also equipped with facilities for mounting, assembling and packaging microwave circuits and 
subsystems which are capable of being qualified for space applications 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 
. -. - .  . 

Test and measurement is performed using Code 6850's extensive array of microwave and 
general purpose test equipment. Major facilities are two laboratories centered around two vector 
network analyzers. There are facilities for spectrum analysis, noise figure characterization and 
scalar network analysis. Two closed-cycle refrigeration systems have been specially configured to 
facilitate the measurement of microwave cryoelectronics, including superconductors and quantum 
transport devices, over a temperature range from 10K to 400K. On wafer microwave 
characterization of novel microwave devices and circuits is also part of this facility. In addition, 
there is extensive general purpose microwave instrumentation to address custom and special 
purpose test and measurement needs. 

Modelling is also performed using the computational tools discussed in the design section as 
well as custom codes. Special attention is presently focused on novel devices including narrow- 
band-gap InAs channel HEMTs for very high frequency performance and wide-band-gap GaN 
FETs for high-temperature operation. 

2 .  All of these facilities are, in principle, movable. However, movement of any of the thin film 
deposition systems is difficult due to their size and weight and the requirement that these systems 
must remain under high-vacuum conditions during movement. The clean room facility could be 
dismantled and moved but it would probably be cheaper to build a new one than try to move and 



reassemble the existing facility whose integrity may be permanently compromised by such 
handling. Much of the equipment needs extensive utility connections beyond simple electrical 
hook-up. 

3. The cost to replace the three Hewlett Packard workstations is approximately $75,000. The 
microwave design software represents a total investment of another $75,000. The thin film 
deposition and dry processing facilities represent a replacement cost estimated at $400,000. The 
clean room itself would cost $400,000 to duplicate. The remaining processing and lithography 
equipment would require another $100,000 to duplicate. Equipment such as wafer scribers, 
thermo-compression and ultrasonic bonders, soldering and welding stations used in the assembly, 
mounting and packaging of microwave circuits would exceed $75,000. Each of the Hewlett 
Packard 8510C network analyzers and supporting accessories cost $160,000 (total: $320,000). 
Other microwave (sources, scalar analyzer, spectrum analysis, noise figure measurement, etc.) and 
general purpose test and measurement electronics in support of this effort represent an investment 
of over $250,000. Each of the closed cycle cryogenic refrigeration systems along with their control 
electronics represents an investment of approximately $30,000 (total: $60,000). On-wafer probing 
facilities would cost approximately $75,000 to reproduce. Total cost to duplicate existing 
equipment would be approximately $2,000,000. Not included in this estimate is the cost of 
providing standard laboratory equipment such as benches, cabinets, special utilities, etc. 

4. Excluding offices for personnel and support facilities, this facility would require 4,000 square 
feet of floor space, 48,000 cubic feet of space, and the total weight is roughly estimated at 7,500 
Ibs. 

5. In addition to standard single phase llOV and three phase 220V electrical utilities, the 
following are required: ethernet LAN; LocalTalk LAN; filtered, dry compressed air; vacuum; dry 
nitrogen gas (standard compressed tank is insufficient), ultra-pure deionized water, filtered water, 
400 square foot clean room, fume hoods (one of which must be in the clean room), toxic gas 
storage, acid storage, solvent storage. 

6. A 400 square foot HEPA filtered clean room is required. Laboratories must be equipped with 
lab benches, storage cabinets, etc. 

7 .  A clean room facility is required for proper photolithographic processes which requires that all 
air entering the room be extensively filtered. Photolithographic and chemical processes require 
highly stable temperature and humidity control. Standard temperature and humidity constraints 
appropriate for computers and electronic equipment must be met in the remainder of the facility. 
Facilities must be provided for the safe use and storage of toxic gases used in dry processing as 
well as for acids and solvents. 

8.. This facility is at the forefront of most of the promising new areas of microwave research 
including: the DARPA Femte Consortium, the SPAWAR High Temperature Superconductor 
Space Experiment, ONR funded efforts in; InAs and GaN devices, quantum transport devices, 
novel circuit topologies for narrow-band and other filter topologies, and a CRADA with 
Superconducting Core Technologies on ferroelectric/superconductor devices and circuits. 
Relocation of these facilities to another location would result in suspension of the activities 
performed in these facilities for a considerable length of time. Although certain equipment such as 
the network analyzers might be down for only a month or two assuming that the physical plant was 
fully ready to accept them, vacuum systems, cryogenic systems, and, in particular, the clean room 
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photolithographic facility would take more than a year to become operational, It is estimated that to 
get the facility fully functional would require two years assuming that the present personnel were 
assigned the task and even longer if new personnel were assigned the task. In the meantime, 
progress on all of these programs which are critical to next-generation electronic warfare, radar, 
and communication systems will be greatly slowed. 

9. The facility/equipment has been assembled over the past several years. All equipment in the 
facility was shipped via normal ground transportation. Assembly of the clean room facility requires 
a contractor specialized in that area. 

10. Electronic devices and electronic materials. 

11. Use is defined as the number of full-time-equivalent (FTE)/work years (WY) for personnel 
engaged in sponsor supported research using the facility. The level of utilization has increased 
steadily over the past five years from approximately 3.5 WY to 6 WY as the facility and its 
capabilities have been expanded. 

12. The level of utilization is expected to increase through 1997 as the trend in sponsor interest 
moves more toward subsystem demonstration and delivery of functional, and in some cases, space 
qualified, hardware such as that delivered to the HTSSE I and HTSSE II programs. In addition it 
is expected that measurement and characterization of novel microwave devices, such as InAs 
channel HEMTs and low-temperature quantumtransport devices will significantly increase the 
demands placed on this facility. 

13. The equipment is operated by the researchers and technicians of Code 6850 and involves 
approximately 6 work-years. 

14. With the exception of the Hewlett Packard vector network analyzers which are maintained by a 
service contract and building utilities maintained by NRL, the researchers and technicians of Code 
6850 maintain the facility. 

1 5. Facility photographs attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Code 6855 operates and maintains a Reliability and Failure Analysis Facility for the study of 
semiconductor devices. Operational life times are determined by a number of acceleration and 
stressing methods. After failure is induced, the physical failure mechanisms are determined by 
such methods as electrical characterization, optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, 
infrared microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray analysis, and various other X-ray techniques. 
Failure mechanisms are modeled by the Monte Carlo method and the results are correlated with the 
experimental results to gain a better understanding of the failure mechanisms and to improve the 
reliability of the devices. 

2.  The equipment is installed in laboratories and is not portable. 

3 .  Replacement value. The cost to replace the reliability and failure analysis equipment is 
approximately $1,800,000. 

4. Gross weight and cubic volume. The gross weight of the reliability and failure analysis 
equipment is approximately 11,000 pounds. The total laboratory space required is about 4,500 
cubic feet. 

5 .  None. 

6 .  None. 

7 .  Standard temperature and humidity constraints appropriate for electronic equipment must be 
met. 

8 .  Certain types of equipment, such as the RF reliability accelerated life testing stations were built 
at NRL and could only be rebuilt at another location at a large expense. This combination of 
equipment and the staff trained to use it is unique in the military laboratories and its loss would 
leave the Navy without the ability to assess the reliability of electronic components and to conduct 
research in the area of reliability and failure physics. 

9. Most of the present equipment has been purchased or built over a period of time starting in 
1985. 

1 0. Electronic devices. 

1 I. Over the period of 1989-1993 the facilities have required utilization of approximately 6 work- 
years per year. 
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12. Out to FY97 the projected use is expected to be 6 work-years per year. 

13. Six professionals are required to operate the equipment. 

14. Four professionals are required to maintain the equipment. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nanoelectronics 

1. The Nanoelectronics Processing Facility (NPF) is dedicated to developing and providing state- 
of-the-art nanofabrication/microfabrication processing for a wide range of both electronic and non- 
electronic materials. 

2. The NPF is housed in Building A-69 at NRL. It is fixed and not moveable or portable. 

3. Building 1.67M$ (8370 sq. ft. x $200) 
Cleanroom 1.2M$ (4000 sq. ft. x $300) 
Equipment 17M$ 

4. The facility has a floor area of 8370 sq. ft. of which 4000 sq. ft. is a class 1000 clean area. 

5 .  Dry Nitrogen, Temperature & Humidity Control, Compressed Air - 90 P.S.I. 

6. Clean Room Facility 
Shielded Testing/Characterization Labs 
Stable Foundations 

7 .  Clean Room Facility requires tight environmental control. 

Temperature +O 1 C. +* 1°C in e-beam areas (800 sq. ft.) 
Humidity Control 45 + 5% 
Class 1000 Clean Areas 
Air Scrubbing 

8 .  Scientists and Engineers at NRL require access to the NPF on a day to day basis. Many 
collaborative projects involve S & Es working in the NPF. The Facility has many state-of-the-art 
capabilities (ultra high resolution lithography, anisotropic plasma etching, high temperature 
deposition, ultra clean metalization) which are unavailable at commercial institutions. No 
government facility has such a wide breadth of these capabilities in a single facility. The loss of the 
NPF would have a dramatic and detrimental effect on 50% of the R&D programs of the ESTD and 
on 15% of the R&D programs of the rest of NRL. 

9. Individual items have been purchased under CPP. Transportation arrangements are made on a 
case by case basis. 

The NPF moved into Building A-69 in February 1979. A-69 was modified under contract 
N00173-78-C-0456. 



10. 11.4 Electronic Devices 
11.5 Materials and Processes 

11. The NPF has a staff of 17 personnel. It is used every working day (and on weekends) 
throughout the year. 

12. The NPF will be used every working day (and on 10 weekendslyear) through FY97 and 
beyond. 

15. Photographed attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The purpose of the equipment is to quantify and characterize defects, second phase 
precipitates, and interfaces in solid state materials on an atomic scale. The materials investigated 
are used in research programs on the structure of materials and in research programs on electronic 
and optoelectronic devices at NRL and other DOD laboratories. 

2. The equipment is fixed. 

3. The facility replacement cost is $700K 

4. The gross weight of the equipment is 7100 Ibs. 2700 cu. ft. are needed to house the facility. 

5. Electrical power at the level of 240 volts and 100 amperes is needed for the instrument. In 
addition to electric power, water and a water chiller are needed to cool the instrument. A proper 
photographic dark room, with a sink designed for developing large cut film negatives is also 
necessary. Acoustical foam must be attached to walls to prevent noise in room from contributing 
to sample vibration. 

6 .  It is essential that the electron microscope be sited on a ground or first floor so as to minimize 
vibration. The floor must be sufficiently stable that the floor vibration does not exceed these levels 
over the associated frequency range: 0.5 mm (2-3 Hz), 1 m m(3-5 Hz), 2 mm (5-9 Hz), and 3 mm 
(10 Hz and over). Stray AC magnetic fields must be less than 3 mG measured peak to peak (1 mG 
RMS). Horizontal DC magnetic fields must be less than 10 mG. This electron microscope has a 
resolution of 1.8 Angstoms, so that the sample cannot be allowed to move even a small fraction of 
this distance during the 2 seconds required to record the image. The noise environment of an 
ordinary room would cause the sample to move while the image is being recorded and in so doing 
make atomic scale imaging impossible. 

7. The water temperature must lie between 15' - 20°C with a fluctuation of less than O.lOC/hr. 
The room temperature must lie between 150 - 20°C with a fluctuation of less than l°C/hr. The air 
flow in the room must establish a positive pressure to prevent dust from entering the room. The 
drop ceiling of a room must be removed to prevent trapping of dust. Because the electron gun of 
the microscope operates at a 300,000 volts, dust contamination of the electron gun vacuum system 
during the change of a filament would cause electrical discharges that would make electron 
microscope operation impossible. 

8. This facility could not be relocated to another site. Even finding a site with the proper degree 
of mechanical stability, temperature control, and low magnetic field environment would be 
extremely difficult. The microscope would need to be completely disassembled in order to remove 
it from its present site. Due to its extremely delicate sample manipulation system, the microscope 
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could not be moved without the danger of harming the mechanisms that prevent the sample from 
drifting less than a fraction of an Angstrom per second. Disassembly would also degrade the high 
vacuum system of the electron microscope and promote sample contamination. We know of no 
high-resolution electron microscope that has been successfully relocated. 

Presently, this facility provides the only direct means of measuring atomic scale materials 
parameters, such as interface widths, for electronic materials and electron device structures at 
NRL. If this facility were lost, NRL would loose access to this important class of electronic 
materials parameters and thereby hinder the development of state of the art electronic materials that 
NRL provides for the Navy. Given the Navy's need for state of the art electronics for the next 
generation of weapons systems, the termination of this facility would have a deleterious effect on 
the Navy's capabilities. 

9. The equipment was transported by ship and by truck. It arrived here in March 1991. 

10. This facility supports the Generic Technology Base: Electronic Devices (1 1.4) and Materials 
and Processes (1 1.5). 

1 1. Since it first anived at NRL, the microscope has been used on a daily basis. 

12. It is anticipated that the microscope will continue to be used on a daily basis through FY97. 

13. There are currently four government researchers and a government technician who use the 
equipment in their research program. 

14. One government scientist and one government technician maintain the facility (in addition to 
Hitachi Service Engineers under the service contract). 

1 5 .  Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

(1 Technical Center I 1 

11 Title I Analysis System 1 

Site 
Facility/Equipment 
Nomenclature or 

1. The Si MBE growth system is used to grow epitaxial films, composed of Si, Ge, or Si l -  
xGex, which are doped n- or p-type or undoped, on Si substrates. These films are investigated in 
basic research programs on the structure of materials and are used in research programs on 
electronic and optoelectronic devices at NRL and other DOD laboratories. The Surface Analysis 
System, which is connected to the Si MBE Growth System, is employed in the fundamental study 
of the chemistry and physics of heterostructure interfaces. 

NRL-DCJSSCNRY 

Si MBE & Surface 

2. The equipment is fixed. 

3. The replacement cost of the facility is $1.2M. 

4. The approximate gross weight of the equipment is 6000 lbs and the volume is 600 ft3. 

5 .  Portions of the system must be water cooled. The Si MBE Growth system and surface 
analysis laboratory are connected to a closed cycle chilled water system which pumps a cooled 
mixture of water and ethylene-glychol through the system. 

6. None. 

7 .  Humidity, particulate, and temperature control are important for the effective use of this 
equipment, primarily in the handling of the samples which are put into the equipment. 

8. This is an ultra-high vacuum system. The base pressure is 10-I 1 mbar. In order to move the 
system it would have to be dismantled. Accumulated moisture and other impurities would have a 
deleterious effect on the quality of the vacuum. It would be very difficult to replicate this system. 
The initial building block is the VG-V80 Si MBE growth system and ESCA lab. Over the years 
incremental improvements have been added to enhance the performance of the system. This 
facility is a unique facility in DOD. As such it has been used in research programs of interest to the 
Navy, DNA, and the Air Force. At this point in time there are no commercial facilities which can 
perform the functions of this equipment. 

9. The equipment was transported to the site by air and truck in pieces. It was constructed on 
site by technicians from the company and NRL scientists. The major portion of the system was 
delivered in 1986. 

10. This facility supports the Generic Technology Base; 11.4 Electronic Devices. 

1 1. The equipment has been used on a daily basis for the past five fiscal years. 
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12. It is anticipated that the facility will be used on a daily basis out through FY 1997. 

13. There are three government research scientists, a government technician, and a on-site 
contractor research engineer who use the equipment as the primary part of their research program. 

14. The primary responsibility for the daily maintenance of the equipment is the government 
technician. However, the three scientists and the research engineer all take an active role in repairs, 
non-routine maintenance, and system upgrades. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. VACUUM ELECTRONICS DESIGN PROCESSING FACILITY: Provides mechanical 
design, construction, repair, and processing services of vacuum electronic devices. 

DESCRIPTION: The vacuum electronic processing facility has a core staff of engineers with 
degrees in physics, electronics, electricity, mechanics, and materials. The staff obtains theoretical 
design data from the principal investigator of a project in the form of computer printouts, sketches, 
or discussion notes; makes all assembly and detail parts drawings; has parts made per print then 
cleans, processes, and assembles the parts. For vacuum tubes, the staff bakes out and evacuates 
the tube as required, or to the limits dictated by the tube. Repairs andlor modifications to existing 
devices follow the same format. 

EQUIPMENT: The facility maintains and operates the following pieces of equipment for the 
fabrication, modification, and repair of vacuum electronic devices. 

a hydrogen furnace for firing, brazing, or cleaning metals or ceramics up to 1200°C; the hot 
zone is about 10 x 10 x 36 inches; 
a high-vacuum system for vacuum brazing or firing metals or ceramics up to 1000°C; the 
Bell Jar is 18 inches in diameter by 36 inches in height; 
an RF induction heating system for brazing or firing small parts in hydrogen or in a 
vacuum; 
an air oven with inside dimensions of 10 X 10 X 10 inches volume for firing metals or 
ceramics up to 1000°C; 
a bakeout system for processing electron tubes to 15 feet in length at temperatures up to 
500°C 
two helium leak detectors capable of measuring vacuurn leaks as small as 10 E -10 cc/s; 
two gas analyzers capable d detecting masses up to 100 units at partial pressures down to 
10 E -13 Tor: 
two spot welders continuously variable between 2 and 100 watts; or 2 and 250 watts; 
two assembly microscopes with variable magnification 
one three axis high power digital measure microscope; 
one heliarc welder for welding stainless steel; 
three Auto CAD work stations for generation of mechanical designs; 
five vacuum pumps for evacuating vacuum devices; 
three nitrogenhumidity controlled chamber for storage of clean parts/assemblies. 

2. The facilitylequipment is not portable. 

3. The replacement value of the facilitylequipment is approximately $3.2 M. 
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4. The gross weight of the hydrogen furnace (which is the largest piece of equipment that the 
facility maintains) is 6000 Lbs with dimensions of approximately 13 feet in length, by 10 feet in 
height, by 5 feet wide. 

5. The hydrogen furnace requires hydrogen at 100 Lbs per hour, nitrogen for purging, and water 
for cooling. 

6.  RF shielding is required in the area for hydrogen and RF brazing and heating processes 

7. Clean room environmental conditions (particle count <200k) are required for the processing of 
piece parts and assemblies. 

8. Facility/equipment could be replicated or relocated at a another site. The impact to the 
Department of the Navy if this facility were lost, would exceed 
$3.2 M. 

9. Facility /equipment was transported by truck and was constructed over a period of 5 years. 

10. Supports the design , fabrication, and processing of category 1 1.4 Electron Devices. 

11. The historical utilization average for the past five years has been 4.2 (unique, one-of-a-kind 
experimental) vacuum devices per year. 

1 2. Projected utihzation data to F'Y 1997: 

1994 
No. Devices 4.0 

w 
5.0 

2226 
5.0 

Em 
6.0 

13. The number of personnel used to operate the facilitylequipment is 7. 

14. The facility/equipment is maintained under contract. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

11 Technical Center I 11 

11 Title I m-V MBE Facilities 11 

Site 
FacilityIEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

1. Operates and maintains two Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) systems for the growth of 111-V 
compound semiconductors. 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

VG (Fisons) V80H: The fist system is a VG (Fisons) V80H system whose purpose is to 
provide high-quality, uniform, and reproducible Al/In/Ga/As material system with Si or Be doping 
on wafers up to 3-inches in diameter. This machine has produced material with state-of-the-art 
optical quality. These materials are used to support research at NRL in: 1) novel electronic and 
optoelectronic devices; 2) atomic-scale investigation of the effect of growth conditions on the 
electrical and optical properties of materials and devices; and 3) investigation of new growth 
techniques for microstructures and three-dimensional structures. 

Varian (EPI) 360; The second system is a Varian (EPI) 360 system whose purpose is to act 
as an experimental system for the growth of new and/or materials incompatible with high-quality 
growth of other materials on substrates up to 1-inch in diameter. It is currently used for research in 
the Al/In/Ga/As/Sb material system with Si, Be and GaTe doping capability. 

2. Both of these MBE systems are movable (Class 2). However, movement of the systems is 
extremely difficult due to their size and weight and the requirement that these systems must remain 
under high-vacuum conditions during movement. These MBE systems are used for the growth of 
potentially toxic materials (As and Sb compounds), so special safety precautions may be required 
for their shipment. 

3.  The cost to replace the basic VG (Fisons) V80H system is approximately $750,000. The cost 
to duplicate the optical substrate temperature measurement system is approximately $15,000. 
Approximately $5,000 would be required to replace the LN2 control system, and the water 
filtration and cooling system. Approximately $50,000 would be needed for replacement spare 
effusion cells, temperature controllers, and spare parts. Thus, the total replacement cost for our 
VG (Fisons) V8OH MBE system with necessary spares and enhancements would be about 
$820,000. 

The cost of a basic system similar to the Varian (EPI) 360 system is approximately $500,000. 
The Varian system also includes an Auger electron spectroscopy system, two residual gas 
analyzers and a data acquisition system which would cost approximately $50,000 to duplicate. 
Spare effusion cells, spare parts, the LN2 control system, and the water filtration and cooling 
system would cost an additional $75,000 to duplicate. Thus, the total replacement cost for our 
Varian (EPI) 360 system with necessary spares and enhancements would be about $625,000. 

4. The gross weight of the VG (Fisons) V80H system is 4500 pounds. The basic system 
requires about 1800 cubic feet of space. 
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The gross weight of the Varian (EPI) 360 is 5000 pounds. The basic system requires about 1500 
cubic feet of space. 

5. The VG (Fisons) V80H system requires 220 V, 3-phase, 60 ampere, electrical service in 
addition to standard 110 V electricity for instrumentation. In addition, filtered chilled water must 
be provided to the system continuously to cool the effusion cells. During operation of the system, 
LN2 must be provided to the system continuously. Ultra pure de-ionized water must be available 
in the MBE facility for cleaning substrates prior to growth. The cleaning must be done under fume 
hoods with HEPA filters to minimize contamination of the cleaned surface. 100 psi dry, filtered 
compressed air is also required for operation of pneumatic valves and shutter actuactors. 

The Varian (EPI) 360 system requires 208 V, single phase electrical service in addition to standard 
1lOV electricity for instrumentation. In addition, filtered chilled water and LN2 must be provided 
to the system continuously during operation (typically 10 hourslday). Ultra pure de-ionized water 
must be available in the MBE facility for cleaning substrates prior to growth. The cleaning must be 
done under fume hoods with HEPA filters to minimize contamination of the cleaned surface. 100 
psi dry, filtered compressed air is also required for operation of pneumatic valves and shutter 
actuactors. 

6. The site for the MBE facility must be clean, have reliable electrical, water, and LN2 utilities, 
and have HEPA filtered fume hoods and clean benches available for substrate preparation and 
s y s tem maintenance. 

7 .  A proper HEPA filtered fume hood must be available in the facility for substrate preparation. 
Standard temperature and humidity constraints appropriate for electronic equipment must be met. 

8 .  The VG (Fisons) V80H system and the Varian (EPI) 360 systems would both be extremely 
difficult to replicate or relocate due to their high cost of replacement, the difficulty in safely moving 
such large and heavy stainless-steel systems (e.g. the VG system was damaged in transit from the 
factory), and the extreme difficulty in duplicating the knowledge of the operating characteristics of 
the systems without extensive retraining and recalibration of the systems. If the systems were to 
be moved, at least 2 man-years would be required to make them fully operational and as 
reproducible as they are in their current configuration. There is a broad and ongoing synergy 
between the MBE scientists and engineers in Codes 6850, 6870, and 6810. This synergy has led 
to our groups being much more productive than we would be without the collaboration created by 
interactions between our groups and systems. The Division and the Navy would be very well 
served by keeping our existing MBE facilities in place in the Division. The loss of these facilities 
would be a great blow to the capabilities and productivity of the researchers in the Division and to a 
variety of electronic and optoelectronic device programs of importance to the Navy. The type of 
research and development done on these systems cannot reasonably be duplicated by other facilities 
or through the use of outside agencies. The research and development in the Division on 
semiconductor devices and semiconductor physics requires stringent correlation between the 
properties of the grown material and the measured characteristics. It is this type of synergism 
between basic research and development which makes NRL of unique importance to the DOD. 
Due to the fact that every MBE system is slightly different, unless there is a long history of 
understanding the characteristics of the machine, it is difficult or impossible to truly understand and 
correlate the material and electricaVoptica1 properties measured. This historical data can only be 
obtained through in-house facilities. 
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9. The VG (Fisons) V80H system was shipped via air freight from the factory in England and 
assembled and tested by VG personnel. The Varian (EPI) system was similarly transported and 
assembled. 

10. Areas of functional support: Category 11.4 Electronic Devices. 

1 1. The VG (Fisons) V80H system has been used to grow 1166 samples since it was installed in 
January 1987. From October 1988 - October 1993, the system was used to grow 864 samples or 
averaged 14.4 samples per month. A "sample" in this case is one or more semiconductor layers 
deposited by MBE on an individual GaAs substrate. The deposition time for each sample varies 
between 1 and 10+ hours, depending on the complexity of the structure. 

The Varian (EPI) 360 system has been used to grow nearly 1900 samples since it was 
installed at NRL. From October 1988 - October 1993, the system was used to grow 783 samples 
or averaged 13.0 samples per month. 

12. We expect these system to continue to increase in productivity due to improvements in the 
reliability and reproducibility of the systems and due to increased understanding of them on our 
part. Averaging close to 20 samples per month should be possible with these machines. 

13. Both the VG (Fisons) V80H system and the Varian (EPI) 360 systems currently have one 
principal operator each. Another engineer (Bijan Tadayon) does occasional work on both 
machines. Thus a reasonable estimate is that each machine is currently requiring 1.25 man-years 
for their operation. 

14. Each of the 6856 MBE systems is currently maintained by their primary operator. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Surface and Interface 
Science Facilit 

1. The Surface and Interface Science Laboratory performs measurements in ultra-high vacuum 
on the structural, chemical, and electronic properties of specially cleaned or prepared surfaces and 
interfaces. Among the techniques utilized are low energy electron diffraction, Auger and energy 
loss spectroscopy, and photoemission spectroscopy. Materials investigated include samples 
grown in other facilities, as well as films deposited in-situ. 

2. Equipment is movable. 

3.  Replacement Value: $1.2M 

4. Gross Weight: Approx. 8000 lbs. Gross Cubage: 5000 cu. ft. 

5. Facility requires filtered cooling water and 208 Volt 40 Amp electrical service. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. The facility could be replicated or relocated. Relocation would require extreme care to avoid 
damage to delicate instrumentation. This facility supports programs of materials growth and device 
fabrication. 

9. Equipment acquired during period 1980 to 1994. 

10. The Surface and Interface Science Laboratory supports areas 11.4 Electronics Devices and 
1 1.5 Materials and Processes. 

1 1. Average recent utilization was 6WY. 

12. Utilization is expected to be 5WY per year for FY94 - FY97. 

13. 5 people are required to operate the equipment. 

14. No dedicated maintenance personnel are required. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1 Title 1 '  Facility 

1.  The Optical Characterization Facility utilizes visible and infrared spectroscopy to provide 
information on materials properties and processing. Instrumentation includes Ar ion and Ti 
sapphire lasers, and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. The latter is coupled with a 
processing chamber and ultra high vacuum chamber to provide information on film deposition, 
etching, and other chemical processing. 

2. Equipment is movable. 

3. Replacement Value: $670K 

4. Gross Weight: 1500 Ibs. Gross Cubage: 6000 cu. ft. 

5 .  Facility requires gaseous nitrogen, liquid helium, and cooling water. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. This facility could be replicated or relocated. Delicate optical components require special care 
for transportation. Other facilities concerned with materials characterization and processing require 
timely feedback from this facility. 

9. Equipment for this facility was acquired over the time period 1984 to 1994. 

10. The Optical Characterization Facility supports areas 11.4 Electronics Devices and 11.5 
Materials and Processes. 

1 1. Average utilization from FY89 to FY93 was 5WY per year. 

12. Utilization is expected to be 5WY per year for FY94 - FY97. 

13. 3 people are required to operate the equipment. 

14. No dedicated maintenance personnel are required. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/S S C/MRY 

Facility~Equipment 
Nomenclature or Elecaonic Properties 

1. Code 6855 operates and maintains a Reliability and Failure Analysis Facility for the study of 
semiconductor devices. Operational life times are determined by a number of acceleration and 
stressing methods. After failure is induced, the physical failure mechanisms are determined by 
such methods as electrical characterization, optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, 
infrared microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray analysis, and various other X-ray techniques. 
Failure mechanisms are modeled by the Monte Carlo method and the results are correlated with the 
experimental results to gain a better understanding of the failure mechanisms and to improve the 
reliability of the devices. 

2. The equipment is installed in laboratories and is not portable. 

3. The cost to replace the reliability and failure analysis equipment is approximately $1,800,000. 

4. The gross weight of the reliability and failure analysis equipment is approximately 11,000 
pounds. The total laboratory space required is about 4,500 cubic feet. 

5. None required. 

6. None required. 

7 .  Standard temperature and humidity constraints appropriate for electronic equipment must be 
met. 

8. Certain types of equipment, such as the RF reliability accelerated life testing stations were built 
at NRL and could only be rebuilt at another location at a large expense. This combination of 
equipment and the staff trained to use it is unique in the military laboratories and its loss would 
leave the Navy without the ability to assess the reliability of electronic components and to conduct 
research in the area of reliability and failure physics. 

9. Most of the present equipment has been purchased or built over a period of time starting in 
1985. 

10. Electronic devices. 

1 1. Over the period of 1989-1993 the facilities have required utilization of approximately six 
work-years per year. 

12. Out to FYI997 the projected use is expected to be 6 work-years per year. 
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13. Six professionals are required to operate the equipment. 

14. Four professionals are required to maintain the equipment. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The equipment is used to fabricate thin epitaxial layers of semiconductors used in fundamental 
and applied studies of new materials and device concepts. 

2.  Portability: The equipment is not portable. 

3. Replacement value of facilitylequipment: $2.4 M 

4. Gross weight and cube: 6000 Ibs, 1500 cubic feet. 

5 .  Back up diesel generator, toxic gas scrubbers, integrated safety system, DI water, hydrogen , 
nitrogen, and air lines, water chiller, acid neutralization tank, and one pass HVAC system. 

6. Special budget requirements: Operating budget for facility (solvents, gases, safety 
consumables, etc..), hydride and organometallic sources for research. 

7 .  Environmental control requirements: Integrated safety system for handling highly toxic gases 
and hydrogen, real-time toxic gas scrubbers, hoods and fans for exhaust, stainless steel ductwork 
throughout, one pass HVAC. 

8. Extremely difficult, would require special site preparation, dismantling of building walls to 
move equipment, manufacturer support for moving equipment, purchasing of similar equipment 
that could not be moved because it is delicate and/or to sensitive. No other facilities government 
wide that could be utilized. Commercial capabilities extremely limit and not amenable to 
facilitylsection mission. 

9. Indicate how and when equipment was transported or constructed: One piece of equipment 
was transported to site after removal of wall in 2/92. Other equipment constructed on-site from 
existing and purchased parts during 1992 and 1993. 

10. Electronic Devices 1 1.4 and Materials 1 1.5 

1 1. Used every work day since facility and equipment came on line, mid 1992 for the first piece of 
equipment. 

12. Same as historical, every work day. 

13. Five. 
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14. Five. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

The EPICENTER: A facility for the molecular beam epitaxial growth and 
characterization of compound semiconductor materials and structures 

(This facility is a shared initiative of the Electronics Science and Technology, 
Materials Science and Technology and Chemistry Division.) 

1. The facility is dedicated to the growth and physical characterization of both 111-V and 11-VI 
semiconductors and selected metal films. In addition to two growth chambers, the facility allows 
in vacuo transfer from either growth chamber to two analysis chambers; one for scanning tunneling 
microscopy and the other for angle-resolved electron spectroscopy. While both growth chambers 
are of commercial design (Riber Model 32P), the analysis chambers are of custom design and 
commercial manufacture. The focus of effort in III-V film and superlattice growth is on the GaSb, 
AlSb, and InAs semiconductor family. The focus of effort in 11-VI film and superlattice growth is 
on the diluted magnetic semiconductors MnxZnl-xSe and FexZnl-xSe. 

2 .  The facility is moveable (Class 2). However, moving is complicated by the requirement that 
the various components be maintained under high vacuum conditions during movement. Since a 
variety of potentially toxic substances have been used inside the chambers, special safety 
precautions may be mandatory for shipment. 

3. The replacement value is $3M. (Exclusive of site preparation.) 

4. Gross weight: 15,000 Ibs. Gross cubage: 2,000 cubic feet. 

5 .  Utility support: Filtered water delivery and drain system. Liquid nitrogen supply and exhaust 
system. (Either through bulk storage container or on-site liquifaction with peak demand capability 
of at least 10 gallonhour. Insulated delivery lines from source to facility.) At least 120 kw of 3 
phase, 225 volt electrical power for bake-out shrouds and growth chamber electronic systems. 
Vacuum exhaust system. Dry nitrogen purge gas. Ultra-pure deionized water for substrate 
processing. Fume hood with HEPA filters to minimize surface contamination during substrate 
processing. Pressurized (70 psi) nitrogen or clean, dry air to operate pneumatic valves. 

6. Special budget requirements: The facility must be installed on a stable, low vibration floor in 
order to operate the scanning tunneling microscope which is vibration-sensitive. Non-ferrous 
construction is mandatory adjacent to the magnetic-field sensitive electron spectrometer. 

7 .  Environmental requirements: Temperature stability and sufficiently low relative humidity in 
order to provide an acceptable operating environment for electronic systems. 
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8. There is no facility within the U.S. government that is comparable to the Epicenter. In the 
private sector, a number of universities have facilities of equivalent size. However, each is 
configured differently from the Epicenter. The configuration of the Epicenter is unique in its 
combination of surface science techniques with semiconductor film growth capabilities. This 
emphasis has developed in recognition of the increased importance of interfacelsurface properties 
for the successful production of superior quality semiconductor heterostructures for optical and 
electronic devices of interest to the Navy. This facility could be relocated at another site but the 
down-time probably would be one year. If the facility were lost, device-oriented programs at NRL 
would have to find alternate sources of well-characterized semiconductor heterostructures. These 
device programs are quite diverse, ranging from infrared detectors to digital electronic applications. 

9. Facility Construction: The major components of the facility were transported to the site by 
air/truck freight. However, a number of customized components, such as optical spectroscopy 
systems, were constructed on site. 

10. Functional support areas: 11.4, Electronic devices and 11.5, Materials and processing. 

1 1. Historical utilization average: The unit of measure is scientist work-year (WY). Since this is a 
new facility, the five year (FY89-93) average of 1 . 8 W  is somewhat misleading: FY89, 0.5WY; 
FY90, 1 . 5 W ;  FY91,2WY; F Y 9 2 , 2 W ;  FY93,3WY. 

11A. Alternate measure of historical utilization average: The unit of measure is the individual 
semiconductor film, heterostructure or superlattice produced in the 111-V and 11-VI growth 
chambers. Since both growth chambers became fully operational (FY91), the facility has produced 
about 50 samples per month. Since routine maintenance consumes 2 months per year, 500 
samples are produced per annum. 

12. Projected utilization data out to FY 1997 - Work Years (WY) 

13. Personnel to operate equipment in FY1994: 4 scientists (4WY). 

14. Personnel to maintain the equipment in FY94: All equipment is maintained by scientist-users. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Magnetic Resonance 

1. The Magnetic Resonance Facility consists of 3 permanent magnet electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) spectrometers and one superconducting magnet magnetic resonance spectrometer 
along with optical tables, lasers, optical monochrometers and detectors,variable temperature 
apparatus, and ancillary signal processing/control electronics. The spectrometers are used for 
conventional EPR, optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) and electron-nuclear double 
resonance (ENDOR). These diagnostic techniques are used to determine the effects of point 
defects on the electronic properties of semiconductors and are used integrally to provide analysis of 
materials quality for materials development and electronic device development. 

2. The facility is moveable. 

3 .  Replacement Value: $704K 

4.  Gross Weight: 8500 lb. Cubic Feet: 9320. 

5 .  Equipment requires chilled cooling water for magnets; enhanced pressure city water; 208 Volt, 
60 Amp electrical service; liquid helium; liquid nitrogen; and high purity nitrogen gas from liquid 
boil off. 

6 .  Magnets require some load-spreading but is currently accommodated on flooring rated at 100 
Ibslsq. ft. 

7 .  Vacuum pump exhaust lines, temperature control and humidity control are required to maintain 
alignment of optical equipment and for stability of electronics. 

8 .  The facility could be replicated or relocated. However, much of the facility is unique within 
the DoD. Loss of the facility would have a significant impact on the Navy because the facility has 
been tailored to support bulk and epitaxial materials growth programs and electronic device 
research and development programs for Navy electronics systems. Part of the side of the building 
will need to be removed to remove large optical tables. 

9. Some of the equipment was developed in-house using NRL machine shop but most was 
delivered to NRL by overland freight and installed by NRL personnel and by manufacturer 
technical personnel. Major purchases were made in 1979, 1985, 1987 and 1988. 

10. The Magnetic Resonance Facility supports area 11.4, Electronic Devices and 11.5, Materials 
and Processes. 

1 1. The average useage from FY89 - FY93 was 5 work years per year 
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12. Expected usage (WY): FY94: 5; FY95: 5; FY96: 5; FY97: 5. 

13. Number of people required to operate equipment: 4 

14. Number of people required for maintenance: 0 ( No dedicated technician. Service and repair 
performed by users as required.) 

15. Facility Photo Attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or 

1. The Optical Properties Laboratory performs interband-impurity, intra-impurity and vibrational 
spectroscopic measurements on materials used in current and emerging electronic technologies. 
The materials studied include thin films, superlattices and nanostructures produced by molecular 
beam epitaxy and organo-metalic vapor deposition, and bulk crystals. These materials are grown 
as part of electronic device research and development to provide diagnostics and to develop an 
understanding of basic physical properties of device materials. Specific spectroscopic techniques 
include pulsed and continuous wave photoluminescence, photoluminescence excitation, optical 
absorption and reflection, Raman scattering, and modulation spectroscopies. These measurements 
are performed in the spectral range from the mid infrared to the ultraviolet, at magnetic fields as 
high as 13 Tesla, and at temperatures between 1.5K and 400K. 

2. Equipment is moveable. 

3. Replacement Value: $843K 

4. Gross weight: 13800 lbs. Gross Cubage: 8500 cu. ft. 

5 .  Facility requires a high-pressure filtered water delivery system, high pressure nitrogen gas 
line, hydrogen and fluorine gas delivery (including vent and detection systems), 208 Volt 40 Amp 
electrical service. 

6. None. 

7 .  Temperature and humidity stability are required to maintain alignment of spectroscopic 
systems and to maintain an acceptable operating environment for electronics equipment. 

8 .  The facility could be replicated or relocated. If this facility were lost to the Department of the 
Navy, the electronics materials and device development programs would be severely impacted. It 
is extremely important that all materials growth, diagnostics equipment and device fabrication 
facilities be colocated in order to provide timely feedback during growth and process development. 

9. Equipment was shipped to NRL by overland freight and was installed by NRL personnel and 
by vendor technical personnel. The facility has been evolving at its present site since 1979. 
Various parts of the facility have been added over the years as modernization and capability 
expansion was required. 

10. The Optical Properties Laboratory supports areas 1 1.4 Electronic Devices and 1 1.5 Materials 
and Processes. 
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1 1. Average utilization from FY89 to FY93 was 4 Work Years (WY) per year 

12. Utilization is expected to be 4 WY per year for FY94 - FY97. 

1 3. 4 people are required to operate the equipment. 

14. No dedicated maintenance personnel are required. 

15. Facility Photo Attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The crystal growth facility grows crystals of semiconductor materials and crystalline layered 
structures of superconductor materials used in studies of new materials and new device concepts. 
Electronic device research often requires new materials or materials with electronic properties that 
are not commercially available. The mission of the crystal growth facility is to engage in the 
research necessary to study those electronic materials and devices. This research is multi- 
disciplinary and often involves solid state physicists and device engineers in addition to the crystal 
growth researchers of the facility. 

2. The equipment is moveable as defined by paragraph 6, page 12 of this data call. For all 
practical purposes, however, much of the equipment in the crystal growth facility is fixed. In 
addition to being attached to plumbing for water cooling and attached to fume hoods for safety 
enclosure operation, the crystal growth furnaces are not capable of being moved without breaking 
fragile heating elements. Moving the furnaces might require replacement of the entire furnace 
because the heating elements become very brittle after they have been used. 

4. 22000 lbs. Cube: 35000 cu. ft. 

5 .  The facility requires fume hoods for the processing of hazardous materials, water cooling for 
the crystal growth furnaces, a nitrogen gas supply for the MOCVD reactor, hydrogen and oxygen 
gas supply for the glass shop, compressed air supply for valve operation in the MOCVD reactor, 
208V and 240V electrical supply for the high temperature furnaces and 480V power supply for the 
RF generator used to heat the high pressure Czochralski furnace. 

6. None. 

7.  None 

8. Relocating the facility would likely involve replacement of many of the resistance heated 
crystal growth furnaces because of expected breakage of brittle heating elements. Replication of 
the facility would not be entirely possible because certain items such as the high pressure 
Czochralski crystal growth furnace (sized for research purposes) is no longer manufactured. 
Replacement of the high pressure furnace would mean that a production sized unit would be 
substituted for the research sized unit. Future research using the production sized unit would be 
much more expensive because of the larger quantities of new materials which would be required 
for the larger furnace. 
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Possible alternative crystal growth facilities at either government or commercial sites do not 
exist with the depth of capability that is present at NRL. Certain aspects of the capabilities could 
be obtained at various other facilities, but no other laboratory has the range of crystal 
growthJprocessing facilities that is located at hXL. Loss of the crystal growth facility would limit 
the ability of device engineers to obtain new materials or materials with desired properties for new 
device experimentation. The performance of electronic devices is often limited by the crystalline 
and chemical perfection of the materials from which the device is fabricated. Continued 
improvements in the quality of electronic materials is key to better device performance and new 
applications for the electronic materials. Enhanced electronic materials and enhanced electronics 
are responsible for providing force multipliers for the US. 

9. The equipment of the crystal growth facility was assembled over the period from 1975 
through the present. Moving the equipment when it was new did not present a problem. The 
heating elements become very brittle after they have been heated to high temperatures. 

10. The crystal growth facility supports area 11.4 Electronic Devices and 11.5 Materials and 
Processes 

1 I .  Historical utilization average for the past five years (1989- 1993): The facility has been used on 
a continual basis (4 work-yearslyear) over the past five years. 

12. Projected utilization data out to 1997: The facility is expected to be used on a continual basis (4 
work-yearslyear) through 1997. 

13. Four. 

14. One. 

15. Facility Photo Attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Far Infrared 

1. The far infrared laboratory is used for transient and steady state infrared spectroscopy 
covering the wavelength range from two microns up to two rnrn. Experiments are performed on 
electronic and optical materials used in near-term and far-term Navy electronics systems. This 
includes semiconductors, superconductors and glasses. Experiments are performed under applied 
magnetic fields up to 13 Tesla using a number of specialized far infrared lasers and interferometers. 

2. The far infrared spectroscopy facility is moveable. 

3 .  Replacement value: $685K 

4. Gross Weight: 13000 lbs. Cubic Feet: 2400 

5. Vacuum exhaust system, filtered water delivery and drain systems, chemical fume hood, dry 
nitrogen purge gas line from liquid boil-off system. 

6. None 

7. Environmental requirements: Temperature and humidity stability required to maintain 
alignment of optical systems and to maintain acceptable operating environment for electronics. 

8 .  No government or commercial facility exists that has flexible capabilities afforded by this 
infrared facility. The facility could be replicated elsewhere but if the equipment were relocated, a 
part of the building would have to be removed to move large optical tables. Loss of this facility to 
the Navy would have a serious negative impact on the Navy's ability to develop advanced materials 
for electronics systems. 

9. Delivered to NRL by overland freight, installed by NRL personnel and by factory 
representatives. Parts of spectrometer built by laboratory personnel. Part of building removed to 
install parts of the system. (1975 - present) 

10. The far infrared spectroscopy facility supports areas 11.4 Electronic Devices and 11.5 
Materials and Processes. 

1 1. Average useage over the past 5 fiscal years is 5 workyears per year. 

12. Projected utilization N 9 4  - FY95: 5 work years per year 
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13. Number of personnel used to operate the facility: 5 

14. Number of personnel needed to maintain the equipment: 0 (no dedicated technician required.) 

15. Facility Photo Attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Primary purpose: At-sea measurement of acoustic noise, reverberation and signals (usually 
used in different combinations of equipment items) 

Technical Center 
Site 

FacilityIEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

2. Equipment is portable (Class 2) for installation on ships/shore sites. 

NRL-DCISS C 
Acoustic Measurement 

Arrays And 
Containerized 

Processing 

3. Replacement value: $2300K 
Data Processing Vans w/ electronic equipment: $500K 
Towed Array System #1: $350K 
Towed Array System #2: $400K 
Offboard RF Telemetry Arrays and Receivers: $300K 
Offboard RF TelemetryIRecording Thermistor Array: $200K 
High Power Sound Source ArrayIArnplifiers: $%OK 

4.  Gross weight/cube: 
Data Processing vans: 35,000 #, 2560 cu ft 
Towed Array System #1: 24,000 #, 800 cu ft 
Towed Array System #2: 30,000 #, 700 cu ft 
Offboard RF Telemetry Arrays and Receivers: 1500 #, 300 cu ft 
Offboard RF TelemetryIRecording Thermostor Array: 2500 #, 300 cu ft 
High Power Sound Source ArrayIAmplifiers: 5500 #, 700 cu ft 

5 .  Special Utility Support Required: 440V 3 phase 60 Hz power (current 20 to 200 amps~leg 
depending on mode of use) 

6. Special Budget Requirements: None 

7 .  Environmental Control Requirements: control to 50% humidity, 80 F maximum for power 
dissipation of 20 to 50 kw typical heat dissipation. 

8. Not extremely difficult to replicatelrelocate. 

9. Equipment acquired in various major purchases 1982-present (most purchased since 1989) 

10. Functional Support Areas: 
5 .  Sensors and Surveillance Systems: Sonar Systems (5.1), Ocean Surveillance (5.5) 
10. General Mission Support: Environmental Description, Prediction, Effects (10.5) 
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1 1. Historical Utilization Average for Past Five Fiscal Years (1989-93): About 1.5 field tests per 
year. 

12. One or two field tests per year. 

13. Five. 

14. 113 MY per year. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Laboratory for 

1. This facility includes a large, vibration-controlled, temperature isolated, acoustic pool facility 
equipped with precision robotic scanners, measurement systems, and state-ofthe-art digital 
processors far generating nearfield acoustic holographic radiation and scattering data bases. These 
data bases support the development of acoustically based mine counter-measure systems, 
submarine acoustic control systems, active classification systems for threat submarine, and fiber 
optic sensor systems for sonar and submarine quieting systems. 

2. This facility incorporating an in-ground fifty foot deep, one million gallon vibration isolated 
pool facility is permanent. 

3.  The replacement value of the pool facility and associated equipment is as follows: 

Vibration isolated pool $4M 
Anechoic coatings $1M 
Associated Mechanical Systems $1.7M 
Associated ElectricaVOptical Equipment $2. I M 
Integral Building Structure. 
TOTAL 

$2M 
$10.8M 

4. One hundred tons with pool unfilled. 
Pool itself 120,000 cubic feet 
Overall facility 30,000 cubic feet 

5 .  Water treatment system to maintain purity to low conductivity levels requires periodic 
regeneration. 

6. Vibration isolated foundation; Broadband anechoic coatings; High precision robotic scanners 
and target positioners; and Water purificationlde-ionization system. 

7 .  Room temperature A/C control system (f 1 OF); Vibration isolation of tank foundation; Water 
purificatiodde-ionization system; and Adiabatic walls and thermal stability system. 

8. Overall, this controlled underwater acoustic holography facility and its associated sophisticated 
mechanical electrical and optical systems are unique in the world. Mere replication of this 
experimental capability would require an outlay of about 10 million dollars. However, its technical 
power also relies on its close proximity to supporting entities such as a unique underwater model 
shop, connected laboratories for in-air structural dynamics characterization, its sister pool facility in 
Bldg 7 1, and the connected infrastructure of unique technical expertise collectively utilizing the 
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facility. Loss of this facility would result in a major decrease in the ability of the Department of the 
Navy or any other organization to carry out research and development in mine countermeasures 
and ASW critical to the Nation's short and long term defense. 

9 .  The major portions of the facility were completed in 1993. The large in ground, 
vibration/temperature controlled pool was begun under contract with PDM in 1988 and completed 
in 1990. The supporting mechanical, electrical, and optical systems were developed and 
implemented partly in house and partly under R&D contract with Sach's Freeman Associates, as 
were the algorithms and software to support the data collection and post processing. The blllk of 
this was completed in 1993. The digital processor is being implemented for NRL by the Sandia 
National Laboratories and will be completed by Sept. 1994. 

10. 1.1 UnderseaPlatforms 
5.1 Sonarsystems 
7.8 IntelligenceInformationSystems 
8.2 Countermeasures 
9.1 Navy Strategic Systems 

1 1. FY89 - not on line 
FT90 - 85% 
FY91 - 97% 
FY92 - 1 10% 
FY93 - 120% 

13. Five. 

14. Six. 

15. Black & white photo of pool facilities. 
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LABORATORY FOR STRUCTURAL ACOUSTICS 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Acoustic Scattering 

1. This facility, a large concrete pool facility (-250,000 gallons) equipped with high resolution, 
computer controlled target, source, and receiver manipulators, is used for high frequency scattering 
characterization of scale model submarines and mines. Currently, the bottom of the pool is being 
modified to accommodate the controlled study of buried mines. The facility supports the 
development of acoustically based mine countermeasure and submarine classification systems. 

2. This facility, created from a former water cooled nuclear reactor facility, is completely 
irnrno bile. 

3. The replacement value of the pool facility and associated equipment is as follows: 

Pool structure $2M 
Anechoic coatings $0.5M 
Associated Mechanical Systems $0.35M 
Associated Electrical/Optical Equipment $0.8M - 
Related Building struckre 
TOTAL 

4. One hundred thirty tons with pool unfilled 
Pool itself 20,000 cubic feet 
Overall facility 100,000 cubic feet 

5. Water treatment system to maintain purity to low conductivity levels requires periodic 
regeneration. 

6. Broadband anechoic coatings; High precision robotic scanners and target positioners; and 
Water purification/de-ionization system. 

7 .  Room temperature A/C system and Water purificationlde-ionization system. 

8 .  This facility is integrally tied in with the Branch's main structural acoustics pool facility in 
Bldg. 5 which is unique in the world. Mere replication of the Bldg. 71 facility would require an 
outlay of about $5M. However, its technical utility also relies on its close proximity to supporting 
entities such as a unique underwater model shop, connected laboratories for in-air structural 
dynamics characterization, the Bldg. 5 facility, and the connected infrastructure of unique technical 
expertise collectively utilizing the facility. Loss of this facility would result in a significant 
diminishing of the Navy's ability to develop new mine-countermeasure technologies, especially for 
buried and near-buried mines. 
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9. The pool structure and building in which it is housed were constructed around 1950 to support 
water cooling of the experimental nuclear reactor then present at NRL. In 1971, after 
decommissioning and removal of the reactor, the pool was instrumented for sophisticated 
underwater acoustic measurements. Around 1986, modifications were made to the pool structure 
itself and anechoic wall coatings, a supporting, adjoining control and data processing computer 
room, upgrades to the mechanical, acoustical, and electrical subsystems, and a new water filtration 
and purification system were added. At the current time, a sand bottom is being added to support 
the Navy's mine countermeasure programs. 

10. 1.1 UnderseaPlatforms 
5.1 Sonarsystems 
7.8 IntelligenceInformationSystems 
8.2 Countermeasures 
9.1 Navy Strategic Systems 

Unit of measure is the % of.work days that experiments were being performed or setup. N.B. 
Higher than 100% indicates more than five-day work week, or measurements conducted fully 
automated outside of five-day work week. 

13. Two. 

14. Four. 

15. Black & white photo of pool facilities. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 

FacilityfEquipment 
Nomenclature or Multi-Channel Data 

1. Real-time signal processing and analysis of multi-channel hydrophone array data in support 
of a variety of basic and applied research programs in underwater acoustics. The laboratory 
houses multiple, networked VAX computer systems hosting Aptec IOC24 110 computers with 
programmable interfaces to high-density data recording devices. Multiple high-speed array 
processors provide the computational power to apply a variety of signal processing algorithms to 
acoustic data in real time. There are a total of 20 GB of on-line disk storage and Silicon Graphics 
workstations for data display and scientific visualization of processed results. 

2. Moveable. 

4. 10,000 lbs; 16,000 cu. ft. 

5 .  220 volt, 30 amp electrical service required. 

6. Computer noise abatement. 

7 .  Standard environmental conditions for computers (temperature and humidity) required. 

8 .  Facility could be physically relocated to another site, but its purpose and utility are the support 
of scientific research in the area of underwater acoustic propagation. 

9.  This facility was established in 1979. Over the years it has been expanded and upgraded 
incrementally. It has been used to process experimental acoustic data in a production mode since 
1983. 

1 1. This facility is operated 24 hours per day, 5 days per week. 

12. Utilization is expected to continue at its current rate, i.e. the facility will continue to operate 24 
hours per day, 5 days per week. 

13. This facility supports 10-15 regular users of the computer systems. Data processed in this 
facility supports the research of 30 scientists and engineers. 

14. Approximately two man-years of effort per year are required to maintain this facility. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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ACOUSTIC VISUALIZATION CENTER: A computer facility featuring two Silicon 
Graphics super-minicomputers networked to a collection of graphics workstations and a 
file archive system capable of storing up to 500GB of data. The main computers are an 
eight processor Onyx super-minicomputer, having a peak performance of 2.4 GFLOPs, 1 
GB of main memory, and high-speed 3-D graphics (1.1 million vectors/second, ), and an 
eight processor 4DJ380VGX with a peak performance of 80 MFLOPs, 512 MB of main 
memory, and similar high-speed 3-D graphics 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DCISSC 

Facility~Equipment 
Nomenclature or Acoustic Visualization 

1. Rapid and precise computations for scientific visualization in the research of underwater 
acoustic problems. It consists of a computer facility featuring two Silicon Graphics super- 
minicomputers networked to a collection of graphics workstations and a file archive system capable 
of storing up to 500GB of data. The main computers are an eight processor Onyx super- 
minicomputer, having a peak performance of 2.4 GFLOPs, 1 GB of main memory, and high- 
speed 3-D graphics (1.1 million vectors/second, ), and an eight processor 4Dl380VGX with a peak 
performance of 80 MFLOPs, 512 MB of main memory, and similar high-speed 3-D graphics. 

2. Moveable. 

4. 3000 lbs; 2500 cu. ft. 

5. 220 volt, 30 amp electrical service required. 

6. Computer noise abatement (minor). 

7. Standard environmental conditions for computers (temperature and humidity) required. 

%Facility could be physically relocated to another site, but its purpose and utility are the support of 
scientific research in the area of underwater acoustic propagation. 

9 .  This facility was begun in 1989 with the acquisition of two multiprocessor super- 
minicomputers. Room renovations, including installation of additional air conditioning, 220v 
electrical service, computer room furniture, and sound-proofing materials, were undertaken at that 
time. The newest superminicomputer was acquired and installed in the facility in 1993, replacing 
the less powerful of the original multi-processor computers. 

1 1. Approximately 50% of all available cpu cycles are utilized. 

12. Usage is expected to continue at its current rate, i.e. 50% of all available cpu cycles. 

13. This facility supports 5-8 regular users of the computer systems. 

14. Approximately one-half manyear of effort per year is required to maintain this facility. 

1 5. None available. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. This equipment is used to support a broad range of high-frequency acoustic research programs 
and objectives that concentrate in the shallow water littoral areas. These objectives range from 
acquiring a fundamental understanding of the physics of high-frequency shallow-water boundary 
scattering and acoustic sediment penetration to very applied mine countermeasures (MCM) and 
shallow-water torpedo issues that are focused on high-frequency system simulations and shallow- 
water target detections. 

Technical Center 
Site 

Facility~Equipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 
7 

2 .  This equipment consists of four large instrumentation support towers, numerous high- 
frequency acoustic sonar systems (including a MK-50 torpedo sonar system), a dedicated 
instrumentation van that houses the sonar control systems, and multi-channel digital data 
acquisition and processing equipment. The equipment is portable and has been used in 
experiments off Panama City, Florida, and off Kiel, Germany. 

NRL-DCIS SC 
Transportable High 

Frequency Acoustic - 
Measurement and Data 

Acquisition System 

3. The replacement value of the equipment is approximately $2,000,000. This includes the 
towers, the acoustic instrumentation systems (sources/receiving array) on the towers and the digital 
data acquisition and processing systems. 

4. The gross weight (cubic feet) of the instrumented towers is 52,000 lbs (26,800 cubic feet) and 
that of the instrumentation trailer (including all the instrumentation) is 25,000 lbs (2400 cubic feet). 

5 .  In a shipboard operation and at NRL-SSC, the acoustic sources/receivers on the towers and the 
instrumentation van operate off 440 volts, 50 amp circuits. 

6. In shipboard operation, the trailer is normally welded to the deck plate of the ship being used. 
At NRL-SSC, the trailer rests on a concrete pad and is networked to additional data processing 
computers inside the main NRL-SSC facility. No special foundation is required. 

7 .  Since sensitive digital and analog electronic equipment is housed in the instrumentation van, 
air conditioning is required to keep the temperature and humidity within tolerance for this 
equipment. 

8. This equipment is portable but requires four to five large flatbed trucks to move it. 
These high-frequency systems and multi-channel data acquisition systems were developed in an 
evolutionary fashion over many years and are a one-of-a-kind asset that exists only in the Navy 
research and development community. These systems have enabled NRL-SSC to become a leader 
in shallow-water high-frequency acoustics. Other Navy and industrial laboratories now rely on 
NRL-SSC to provide them with data for MCM system simulations and system developments for the 
shallow-water littoral areas. 
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9. The instrumentation towers were designed and fabricated by several offshore engineering 
companies and were completed in 1986. The sonar and data acquisition systems were designed 
and built by engineers at NRL-SSC. They were completed in 1986 but have been continuously 
upgraded to support additional mission requirements. The instrumentation van was acquired and 
the various systems installed in 1992. 

10. The functional support area supported by this asset is 8.2, Countermeasures (CM). This 
equipment is used to conduct research in high-frequency acoustics, which is one of the 
technologies used for countering enemy mine warfare through the detection, classification and 
neutralization of rninefields. 

11. Over the past five years, this system has been utilized extensively in conducting at-sea 
experimental measurements and in analyzing the resulting data acquired. 

1989 one at-sea experiment 
1990 one at-sea experiment 
199 1 one at-sea experiment 
1992 no at-sea experiments 
1993 two at-sea experiments 

12. During the next four years, the following is the projected utilization of this equipment in at-sea 
experimentation: 

1994 one at-sea experiment 
1995 two at-sea experiments 
1996 two at-sea experiments 
1997 two at-sea experiments 

13. During experiments at sea, approximately thirteen people are required to operate the facility. 
This includes four people for deploying the instrumented towers, five people for diving support 
during the experiment, and four people for operating the data acquisition facility. At NRL-SSC, 
approximately five people are required for processing the data acquired at sea. 

14. Approximately one person is required to maintain the equipment. This includes the wet-end 
and dry-end hardware. 

15. None. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC 

Facility~Equipment Tacticaloceanography 
Nomenclature or Simulation Laboratory 

1. This laboratory is a sereis of environmental acoustic (EVA) alogrithms, software and visual 
techniques which provide the tools ofr exact recreations of oceanographic, bathymetric, 
geophysical acoustic and system characteristics. These recreations through simulations are applied 
to issues such as system development, production, acquisition and performance. Environmental 
inputs to the TOSL come from numerous including remote sensing, drifting buoys, in situ 
techniques, environmental models and achieved data. Acoustic calculations such as propagation 
10s sor reverberation are performed on a finite element parabolic equation-based algorithm resident 
on Cray supercomputers as well as workstation environments. System characteristics, such as 
beam patterns associated with arrays of hydrophones, are numerically simulated for coherent 
addition to environment or acoustic calculations. A catalog of beam forming and/or signal 
processing algorithms are available to provide the total simulation from acoustic source to the 
received, processed acoustic signal. Three-dimensional dynamic graphic are available for 
visualization of the environmental acoustic processess. Numerous graphic languages and software 
packages are combined to provide the state-of-the-art in graphics capability in an "X" Motif 
environment. 

2. The total facility consist of a dedicated building (2500 sq. ft.), permanently installed ADP 
equipment, encryption devices for classified operation, and fiber optics network. 

3 .  ADP Equipment $850K 
Encryption Devices $250K 
Fiber Optic Network $100K 
TOTAL $1,20OK 

4.  Facility consist of 2500 sq. ft, and equipment gross weight is 1 ton. 

5 .  Uninterrupted power systems and 220 volt. 

6 .  $75K required for hardening of special security space. Funding required for motion detector, 
access control, etc. 

7.  Current environmental controls adequate. 

8. Replication and/or relocation considered cost prohibitive. Special environmental controls, 
security access and installed classified/unclassified fiber optic network are integrated functions 
within the newly constructed facility. 
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Significant detrimental impact if facility/equipment were lost. 6.2 development investment in 
terms of databases, algorithms, hardware/software, graphic displays have been installed integrated 
over N93-94 time period. Customer access recently granted. 

9. Facility constructured under Milcon PO1 1; equipment procured and installed during FY93-94. 

10. 5.1 - Sonal Systems 
7.8 - Intelligence Information Systems 
8.2 - Counter Measures 

10.5 - Environmental Description, Prdictions, and Effect 
1 1.9 - Human - System Interfaces 

11.10 - 6.2 Tech Base 

11. FY93 - 1.5 my usage, $200K 
FY94 - 3.6 my usage, $550K 

12. Fleet support project usage - 4 my - $600K 
Exploratory Development Support - 4 my -$600K 

1 3. Four - Civil Servant 
Five - Contractor Personnel 
TOTAL NINE 

14. 1.5 my for systems and network administrator 
$60K maintenance contract for on-site support 

15. Partial photograph of facility/equipment enclosed. 
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TACTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY SIMULATION LABORATORY 





Littoral Remote Sensing Modeling & Simulation System 

The Littoral Modeling and Simulation System (LRS-MASS) is an 
integrated software system for Non Acoustic Surface Effects 
(NASE) simulations of the ocean environment. The integrated 
system has been designed according to industry standards and its 
development and implementation satisfies specific Navy 
requirements. The system includes a large number of software 
components that have been developed during the last fifteen years 
under Navy R & D funds. Most of the existing software components 
of the integrated system have been developed independently of 
each other and this is the first time that such an integration 
effort has been attempted successfully. The major modeling 
blocks of the integrated system are shown in the attached diagram 
and each of these blocks represents the area of physics that it 
is modeled within the system. Each of the modeling blocks is 
composed of the required software components necessary to perform 
the corresponding simulations for that block. 

The simulation capabilities of the integrated system include 
man-made and natural ocean signatures and their imaging by radar 
and optical sensors. End-to-End simulations can be performed by 
providing the required geometry and the required environmental 
and sensor parameters. The simulations are performed within the 
NASE computer facility where a number of high powered 
workstations are networked to provide not only for simulation 
runs but also for software configuration management and for data 
processing. 

The integrated software system meets two major Navy needs=. 
The first is application specific in support of remote sensing 
projects including experiment design and data analysis. The 
second is information specific in understanding and assessing 
existing simulation capabilities and providing guidance for 
future research. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

FacilityIEquipment Modeling & Simulation 

1. To perform simulations of remote sensed environmental/non-acoustic effects of the ocean 
surface. Results can be used for scene reconstruction, sensitivity analyses, ocean features 
extraction and measured image data analysis. 

2. Non-portable but moveable. 

4. 1200 lb., 800 cu. Ft. 

5. Security alarm. 

6. The facility operates in a classified environment. 

7. Temperature and humidity control is required. 

8. Replication of equipment (hardware) is estimated to over $500,000. The facility houses archive 
of collected data from Navy experiments that is impossible to replace. The modeling and 
simulation capabilities of the facility (computer codes) represent a Navy investment over the last 
fifteen years that is very unique and it cannot be replaced by any other Government-wide or 
commercial capabilities. 

9. Facility was constructed in 1992, equipment are commercially available computer systems and 
they were purchased from Navy project funds. 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction, and Effects 

11. The facility/equiprnent is only two years old and has been used on a daily basis throughout 
this period. 

12. Will be used for the modeling and simulation of non-acoustic surface effects with applications 
to the littoral remote sensing environment. 

13. Three (3). 

14. Two (2). 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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WINDWAVE CHANNELS 

The NRL Remote Sensing Division (Code 7200) operates two wave- 
wind channels which are housed in a high-bay laboratory in 
Building AS9. These channels and the laboratory in which they are 
housed were constructed between 1977 and 1982. Both channels are 
30m in length and are equipped with hydraulically-actuated 
surface wave generators and fan-driven wind generators which can 
produce waves under varying conditions of wind velocity and 
fetch. One channel is 1. lrn depth x 1 .2m width, and the other is 
0.5m depth x 2.4m width. Both wind channels extend 0.5m in height 
above the water surface. This laboratory is unique because of the 
high bay which allows the deployment of a variety of radar 
sensors at distances well above the water surface with a minimum 
of interference from the surroundings. 

The hydraulically-actuated wave generators permit the generation 
of complex unsteady wave packets under computer control. This 
capability is especially useful in focusing the wave energy at a 
prescribed location in the channel in order to study the fluid 
dynamics of wave breaking and the related radar scattering 
mechanisms under precisely controlled conditions. A typical 
sequence of breaking waves with increasing intensities is shown 
in the accompanying set of video frame images. The waves range 
vary in intensity from a symmetric, round wave that is not 
breaking, to an incipient breaker, and to a fully plunging or 
overturning breaker. When wind is blown over the water surface, 
the changes in the mechanisms of breaking due the presence of the 
wind can be studied with great precision. The laboratory is 
equipped with a full suite of wave measuring probes, wind flow 
measuring anemometers, and radar probes to support experiments 
such as these. Several computers and workstations are available 
for data acquisition and analysis. 

The laboratory has been used also for the development and testing 
of instrumentation, and as a staging area for numerous field 
experiments. Plans are being developed for the construction of a 
single new wave channel to replace the two existing channels. The 
cost of such an undertaking is estimated to be approximately $800 
K. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. To support research in the Remote Sensing Physics of surface waves, wave-wind interactions, 
and microwave radar scattering mechanisms. 

- Technical Center Site 
FacilitylEquipment 

Nomenclature or 
Title 

2. It is fixed. 

Remote Sensing Division 

WindWave Channels 

4. One channel is 30m long X 1. l m  water depth X 1.2m width, with a 0.5m height wind channel 
above. The other is 30m long X 0.5m water depth X 2.4m width, with a 0.5m wind channel 
above. The total weight of water in the channels is approximately 12 tons. 

5. There are no special utility requirements. 

6. The need for foundation strength sufficient to support a water-filled steel tank of approximate 
dimensions 37m length X 2.4m width X 1.8m depth. A high bay ceiling (6-9m height) is required 
in order to mount microwave radar measurement systems above the water surface of the channels. 

7. There are no special environmental control requirements for the facility. 

8. This facility will be decommissioned on 1 October 1994 (See item #12). The options presently 
under consideration include construction of a new wind-wave channel at NRL, the use of other 
Navy facilities, e.g. the Naval Academy Hydrodynamics Laboratory, and non-DoD facilities on an 
as needed basis. 

9. The wind-wave channels were constructed at NRL and assembled at the facility site during the 
period 1977- 1982. 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction, and Effects 

1 1. The wave-wind channels have been used periodically from FY89-FY93 to support a variety of 
basic research experiments. These include an extensive program to study the physics of wave 
breaking, and microwave radar sensing of wave breaking and wind-wave interactions. Other 
experiments include measrements of near-surface wind stress and the associated wave growth 
processes, and radar sensing of the wave growth. 

12. This facility will be decommissioned on 1 October 1994. The existing wave-wind channels 
will be disassembled during the last quarter of FY94. 

13. two (2). 

14. one (1). 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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POLAR OZONE & AEROSOL MONITOR (POAM) 

Polar Ozone and Aerosol Monitor (POAM) is a spaceborne 
sensor. This sensor has two major components: Optical Head 
Assembly (OHA) and Primary control ~lectronic Module (PCEM). POAM 
sensor supports the Space Common Support Function and the 
Environmental Sciences Common Support Function equally at 50% 
each. POAM sensor is unique to DoD in its ability to provide, 
using solar occultation technique, global profiling measurements 
with 1 km vertical resolution of aerosols, nitrogen dioxide, 
oxygen (temperature can be inferred), ozone, and water vapor in 
the earth stratosphere (10 to 60 km). These measurements are 
required by IR search and track, VLF and ULF communications, 
global climate research and ozone depletion monitoring. POAM 
sensor is also unique to the federal government and the United 
States, and the world as well by its ability to monitor ozone 
depletion at a very low cost. The replacement cost of POAM sensor 
alone without including spacecraft, launch, and operation costs 
is $5,000,000. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The purpose of the POAM, a spaceborne sensor, is to use proven visible solar occultation 
technology and techniques from a free flying spacecraft to provide global profiling measurements 
at lkrn vertical resolution of chemical constituents, including aerosols, nitrogen dioxide, oxygen 
(temperature inferred), ozone and water vapor, important in ozone photochemistry in the earth 
stratosphere (10 - 60km). This consists of measuring solar extinction (resulting from absorption 
from atmospheric gases and aerosol scattering) as a function of frequency as the sun rises or sets 
relative to the spacecraft. From these measurements the abundance profile of the absorbing 
atmospheric gases and aerosol extinction profiles can be determined. These measurements are 
required by IR search and track, VLF an ULF communications, global climate research and ozone 
depletion monitoring. POAM sensor supports the Space Common Support Function and the 
Environmental Sciences Common Support Function equally at 50% each. POAM sensor is unique 
to DoD, the United States, and the world in its ability to provide global profiling measurements at 
very low cost. 

Technical Center Site 
FacilityIEquipment 

Nomenclature or Title 

2 .  POAM sensor, excluding its ground support equipment (GSE), has two major components: 
Optical Head Assembly (OHA) and Primary Control Electronic Module (PCEM). OHA, PCEM, 
and GSE are portable and moveable. 

Remote Sensing Division 
Polar Ozone & Aerosol 

Monitor 

3. The replacement cost of POAM sensor including its GSE is $5,000,000. This cost does not 
include the costs for spacecraft, launch, and operation. 

4. The dimensions of PCEM and OHA are 22.9cm x 27.9cm x 31.lcm and 20.3cm x 29.2cm x 
41.3cm, respectively, and the total weight is 24.3 kg. 

5.  There is no special utility support required. 

6. There is no special budget requirements such as special foundations, shielding, etc., for 
POAM. But a specially designed container for transport is required for cleanliness and vibration. 

7 .  The environmental control requirements for POAM are those for spaceborne sensor in terms 
cleanliness (class 10,000 and better), temperature, and humidity. 

8. POAM is difficult to replicate or relocate at another site because: 

a. POAM needs a facility for fabrication, testing, and storage satisfying strigent 
environmental control requirements; 

b. POAM needs scientific and technical support in the areas of calibration, validation, and 
data processing which are absolutely required for converting its measurements to useful 
information for the intended purposes. 

Without POAM, Navy's ability of providing information for IR laser search and track, VLF and 
ULF communications, global climate research and ozone depletion monitoring will be lost. 
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9. The POAM sensor was transported in a specially designed container which can be shipped by 
van and regular commercial means such as by airlines. POAM was constructed by contractor 
through RFP during 1989 to 1993. 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction, and Effects. 

1 I .  POAM was launched on 25 Sept 94. It has been used 100% since then. The unit of measure 
is the abundance of aerosols, nitrogen dioxide, oxygen, ozone, and water vapor. 

13. About two(2) full-time and three(3) half-time personnel. 

14. About one(1) half-time personnel. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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BRAC 95 

MAJOR EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES 

BLIMP SLED 

The airship suspended platform (ASP) is a instrument platform designed 
to be suspended from an airship for near surface measurements over ocean or 
land. The ASP dimensions are 8.4 m in length, 1.4m high, and 2.5 m wide. 
When empty, it weighs 135 kg and can carry up 230 kg of equipment. It is 
aerodynamically designed for stability and for minimum air flow distortion. 
The ASP was custom designed and built by AeroVironment Inc., and has been 
used for two major field experiments conducted by NRL, ONR, and the 
University of Washington in 1992 and 1993. 

CODE 7230 
22 APRIL 1994 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The airship suspended platform (ASP) is an instrument platform to be suspended from an 
airship for near surface measurements over ocean and land and for measurements of atmospheric 
aerosols and cloud properties of the lower atmosphere. Over the ocean in situ measurements of 
wind speed, wind stress and air-sea interactions as well as oceanographic and meteorological 
parameters can be made on the ASP within the marine boundary layer. Simultaneously, radar 
scatterometers, optical/IR sensors and radarflaser altimeters mounted on the airship gondola can be 
used to measure the radar backscatter or reflectance of the ocean influenced by the air-sea 
interactions. The ASP is aerodynamically designed for stability and for minimum air flow 
distortion. The ASP platform was custom designed and built AeroVironment Inc. The sensor and 
GPS systems were procured, integrated and calibrated by NRL and the data acquisition system 
was developed by NRL. Major field experiments are conducted by NRL, the University of 
Washington and ONR. 

Technical Center Site 
FacilityIEquipment 

Nomenclature or Title 

2. The facility is moveable (maximum airship speed approximately 40 knots) 

Remote Sensing Division 
Airship Suspended 

Platform 

3 .  Approximately $750K for the ASP. 
$5M for the airshiphangar. 

4. Empty Weight of Platform 298 lbs. (135 kg) plus Sensor/Instrument Payload 507 lbs. (230 
kg) for a Total Weight of 805 lbs. (365 kg). 

Volume : Dimensions of ASP = 8.4 m. L by 1.4 m. H by 2.5 m. W = 29.4 cubic meters ( 
1038 cubic feet) in containment cube of ASP 

Airship (USLTA) : 138,000 cubic feet. 

5. The airship itself requires a hangar facility or mast mooring facilities; the ASP requires power 
converters from the airship. 

6. For the airship - helium replenishment and/or purification. 

7. None 

8. The airship is very difficult to relocate to another site due to the hangarlmooring requirements; 
the relocation of the ASP is not very difficult but requires special handling by truck. The replication 
of the ASP is not too difficult but the setting up and calibration of the sensors which are critical to 
the operation requires specially trained personnel. The loss of the ASP facilitylequipment would 
eliminate the possibility of making in-situ, unperturbed measurements of air-sea interactions in the 
marine boundary layer. 

9. The ASP was integrated, tested and initiaypost experiment calibrations were performed at 
NRL (1989-1993). The ASP was transported by truck to Tillamook, Oregon - the airship 
hangarldeployment home base of the USLTA airship company (in 1992 and 1993). 



10. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 

11. First utilization was in 1992, average utilization of 1992-1993 was two months per year (17 
%). 

12. Anticipated/planned utilization for the next two years would be reduced to approximately 10- 
12 % compared to FY92-FY93. 

13. Approximately 15 people are required to deploy the airship; includes a pilot, co-pilot and 1 or 
2 scientists/operators depending on the payload weight and experiment mission. 

14. One person is probably sufficient to maintain the airship; 1-2 people are needed to 
maintainlcalibrate the ASP. 

15. Photograph: See attached. 
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VLBI 

The Washington Correlator is a joint facility of the NRL, 
USNO, NOAA, and NASA for processing geodetic Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry (VLBI) data. It is located at the U.S. Naval 
Observatory headquarters. This $1.5M facility has been used 
since August 1986 for basic research, to determine the structure 
and precise positions of celestial objects and to determine the 
earth's rotation rate with respect to them. The fundamental 
reference frame determined by NRL and NASA scientists using this 
facility is now used by the operational agencies. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. A suite of airborne remote sensing instruments operating on a P-3 aircraft for the 
environmental sciences, especially for oceanographic, littoral, atmospheric and geophysical basic 
and applied research. Individual sensors include microwave and millimeter-wave real aperture 
imaging radars, radar scatterometers, microwave and LIDAR altimeters, passive millimeter-wave 
radiometers, a tunable laser system and thermal measurement sensors. Multispectral instruments 
have also being integrated. The Airborne Multi-Sensor Suite is used in large coordinated field 
experiments in conjunction with ground-truth and sea-truth (from research vessels and buoy 
systems) and spaceborne imaging sensors, especially SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radars) such as 
Shuttle Radar Laboratory and ERS- 1. 

Technical Center Site 
FacilityfEquipment 

Nomenclature or Title 

2. The facilityfequipment is moveable as an aircraft platform. The equipment can be 
reconfiguredJoutfitted on other aircraft provided significant modifications to the airframe and 
interior are made. 

Remote Sensing Division 
Multi-Sensor Suite for P3 

Aircraft 

3. The replacement value not including the basic aircraft cost is 
SensorsIInertial Navigation S ystem/GPS $2.3M 
Modifications to airframe (where applicable) $0.4M 

4. All sensors included = 6,200 pounds 
Max. payload of P-3 for one flight = 3,500 pounds 
Volume : Approximately 430 cubic feet 

5. Power converters for aircraft 

6. Aircraft platform operations and maintenance - Technical Center Site portion of cost-sharing $ 
300-400K per year (based on approximately 160 flight hours). 

7 .  No special requirements for aircraft 

8 .  Now that the sensorfplatform suite is developed and integrated it would not be difficult to 
replicate or relocate at another site. However, the loss of the facilityfequipment would seriously 
impact the Navy's basic and applied research in environmental sensing and the transitions of such 
research to Navy operations. 

9. Sensor systems were developed at NRL or at commercial sites over the period from 
approximately 1980-1993; the sensor systems were integrated and tested on the ground at NRL 
and then integrated and tested on the aircraft deploying primarily out of the home base at Patuxent 
Naval Air Training Center. 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 

1 1. Typically four (4) experiment missions per year of five day average duration per mission and 
eight flight hours per day or a total of approximately 160 flight hours per year. 

12. Similar to FY89-FY93, approximately 160 flight hours per year. 
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13. 6-8 people (doesn't include aircraft flight crew or ground crew). 

14. 10- 12 people 

15. Photograph enclosed. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Facility/Equipment 
Nomenclature or Title Maryland Point 

1. Measures the environmental background radiation at frequencies from 100 MHz to 50 GHz to 
determine its direction, spatial structure, spectral characteristics, and intensity. Radio source 
studies are essential elements of celestial reference frame determination, and provide data on 
interstellar propagation characteristics; these measurements all support requirements of the US 
Naval Observatory, as well as basic research programs at NRL. Maryland Point is also used as a 
test bed for the development of low noise receivers, and for the refinement of the techniques of 
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). 

2. The facility is fixed. 

3. Facilitylequipment: $2M 
Buildin~s/utilities: $1M 
Total: $3M 

4. 85': lOOft x 85ft x 20 ft = 170,000 a f t .  
84': lOOft x 84ft x 20 ft = 168,000 cu.ft. 
control bldg: 15 ft x 20 ft x 40 ft = 12,000 cu.ft. - 
gther bldes:3 x 10 ft x 10 ft x 20 ft = 6.000 cu.ft 
Total: 356,000 cu.ft. 

85': 170,000 cu.ft. x 300 lb/cu.ft. 
(steel) x 0.1 (filling factor) = 5 Mlb. 
84': = 5 Mlb. 
control bldg: 12,000 cu.ft. x 200 lb/cu.ft. 
(concrete) x 0.15 = 0.4 Mlb. 
other b l w :  = 0.2 Mlb, 
Total: 11 Mlb. 

5. regulated line power, water 

6. Special foundations for telescopes; some electromagnetic shielding 

7. air conditioning: temperature control; humidity control (inside control room) 

8. The facility is custom-made, rather than commercial. It would be extremely difficult to replicate 
or relocate. 

Loss of the use of this facility would require shifting all observational work to national facilities, 
which are currently heavily committed to other activities. As a result, only a small fraction of the 
original work could be continued, with few guarantees of scheduling, configuration control, etc. 

9. Begun 1955. The 84-foot was completed in 1958. 
The 85-foot was completed in 1965. 

1 0. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 
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1 1. FY 89 - FY 91: Dedicated full time, 24 hourslday, 7 dayslweek 
to VLBI observations (with -20% duty cycle) 
FY 91 - FY 93: Not in use. 

So the answer is probably 50%. 

12. Currently being refitted to do Jupiter observations, so for FY 94 the utilization will be full time 
over the latter half of the year (averaging to 50%). 

For FY 95 - FY 97: have proposed programs to upgrade receiver and do full time observing 
program (divided between pulsar searches and maser variability). If these are successfully funded, 
utilization will be 100%. If not, probably only 10%. 

13. three (3) 

14. two (2) 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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MARYLAND POINT RADIO OBSERVATORY 

The facility includes two fully steerable parabolic antennas. 
The 84 ft telescope is usable to a frequency of approximately 3 
GHz; the 85 ft telescope can be used at frequencies as high as 50 
GHz. The 85 ft antenna is equipped with a wide range of 
electronics, including cryogenic receivers for observations at 
the standard radio astronomy continuum frequencies of 2.7, 5, and 
8.1 GHz, and spectral line frequencies of 1.8 GHz and 22 GHz. 
Spectral line observations are supported with a filter bank 
spectrometer. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Provides rapid turnaround correlation of geodetic VLBI data in support of USNO requirements 
for precision earth rotation determination and NRL programs on radioloptical reference frames. 

Technical Center Site 
FacilityIEquipment 

Nomenclature or Title 

2. THIS FACILITY IS MOVABLE. 

Remote Sensing Division - 

VLBI Correlator 

3. Facilitylequipment: $2.5M 

640 cu.ft. x 300 lb/cu.ft. 
(steel) x 0.1 (filling factor) = 20 klb. 

5. 30kVa regulated line power 

6. None. 

7. air conditioning: temperature controlled to 680 +I- 40; 
humidity controlled to 40% +I- 10% 

8. The facility is custom-made, rather than commercial; it would take 3 years to design and 
fabricate a replacement. 

The facility could be moved; it would take approximately 2 weeks to do so. 

The facility is in constant use in direct support to GPS. It is thus critical in its impact on the Navy. 
Loss of the use of this facility for a period of more than 5 days would lead to degradation in GPS 
use. 

9. February 1986 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 

1 1. Full time, 24 hourslday, 7 dayslweek 

12. Full time, 24 hourslday, 7 dayslweek 

Note that the current correlator will be replaced by a new one in 1996; this is the source of the 
replacement cost and time figures. The substitution will be made with no interruption of service. 

13. twelve (12) 

14. four (4) 

15. Photograph enclosed. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Provides central capability for visualization of scientific data and model outputs, and 
development of visualization tools. Provides central node and test platform for application of 
distributed processing techniques linking databases, models, and analytical tools at remote sites. 
Provides central facility for development of data fusion methods for environmental and tactical 
applications. 

Technical Center Site 
FacilitylEquipment 

Nomenclature or Title 

2.THIS FACILITY IS MOVABLE. 

Remote Sensing Division 

Visualization Center 

4. 400 cu.ft.; 2 tons 

5. regulated line power, high data-rate network connections 

6. None. 

7. air conditioning: temperature and humidity control 

8. The facility is a customized installation of commercial equipment; it could be replicated or 
relocated with minimal difficulty (assuming funds at the level 
indicated in item 3). 



The facility is in constant use in direct support to Division programs. Loss of the facility would 
require shifting several programs to general use computational facilities elsewhere on the lab, with 
loss of full-time and rapid response capability, as well as loss of specialized software and hardware 
developed for these programs. In addition, it would mean termination of major programs, such as 
those developing distributed processing applications on the Global Grid, because of the loss of 
specialized equipment not available elsewhere on the lab. The potential impact on the Department 
of the Navy due to the loss of these developments would be severe. 

9. Fall 1992 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 

11. Full time, 24 hourslday, 7 dayslweek, since its construction -with down time at the level of 
-lo%, primarily due to interruptions of environmental or utility services. 

12. Full time, 24 hourslday, 7 dayslweek 

13. one (1) 

14. One (1) 

15. Photograph enclosed. 





VISUALIZATION CENTER 

The Remote Sensing Visualization Center is a Silcon Graphics 
Computing System. This center analyzes and processes remotely 
sensed and modeled data associated with scientific and technical 
thrusts in the environmental science area. Replacement cost is 
700K. 



-L[ DUPLICATE Li ,-+ 
SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The airship suspended platform (ASP) is an instrument platform to be suspended from an 
airship for near surface measurements over ocean and land and for measurements of atmospheric 
aerosols and cloud properties of the lower atmosphere. Over the ocean in situ measurements of 
wind speed, wind stress and air-sea interactions as well as oceanographic and meteorological 
parameters can be made on the ASP within the marine boundary layer. Simultaneously, radar 
scatterometers, opticaVIR sensors and radarllaser altimeters mounted on the airship gondola can be 
used to measure the radar backscatter or reflectance of the ocean influenced by the air-sea 
interactions. The ASP is aerodynamically designed for stability and for minimum air flow 
distortion. The ASP platform was custom designed and built AeroVironment Inc. The sensor and 
GPS systems were procured, integrated and calibrated by NRL and the data acquisition system 
was developed by NRL. Major field experiments are conducted by NRL, the University of 
Washington and ONR. 

2. The facility is moveable (maximum airship speed approximately 40 knots) 

3. Approximately $750K for the ASP. 
I, $5M for the airshiphangar. 

4. Empty Weight of Platform 298 Ibs. (135 kg) plus Sensorflnstrurnent Payload 507 lbs. (230 kg) 
for a Total Weight of 805 lbs. (365 kg). 

Volume : Dimensions of ASP = 8.4 m. L by 1.4 m. H by 2.5 m. W = 29.4 cubic meters ( 1038 
cubic feet) in containment cube of ASP 

Airship (USLTA) : 138,000 cubic feet. I 
5. The airship itself requires a hangar facility or mast mooring facilities; the ASP requires power 
converters from the airship. 

6. For the airship - helium replenishment and/or purification. 

7.  None I 
8. The airship is very difficult to relocate to another site due to the hangartmooring requirements; 
the relocation of the ASP is not very difficult but requires special handling by truck. The replication 
of the ASP is not too difficult but the setting up and calibration of the sensors which are critical to 
the operation requires specially trained personnel. The loss of the ASP facilityLequipment would 
eliminate the possibility of making in-situ, unperturbed measurements of air-sea interactions in the 
marine boundary layer. 

9. The ASP was integrated, tested and initiaVpost experiment calibrations were performed at NRI, 
(1989-1993). The ASP was transported by truck to Tillamook, Oregon - the airship 
hangarldeployment home base of the US/LTA airship company (in 1992 and 1993). 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 
o,vR qlb 
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11 .  First utilization was in 1992, average utilization of 1992-1993 was two months per year (17 
5% 1. 

12. Anticipatedlplanned utilization for the next two years would be reduced to approximately 10- 
12 % compared to FY92-FY93. 

13. Approximatn1y 15 people are required to deploy the airship; includes a pilot, co-pilot and 1 or 2 
scientists/operators depending on the payload weight and experiment mission. 

14. One person is probably sufficient to maintain the airship; 1-2 people are needed to 
maintainlcalibrate the ASP. 

15. None. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. A suite of airborne remote sensing instruments operating on a P-3 aircraft for the 
environmental sciences, especially for oceanographic, kd, atmospheric and geophysical basic 
and applied research. Individual sensors include miamwave and millimeter-wave real aperture 
imaging radars, radar scatterometers, microwave and W A R  altimeters, passive millimeter-wave 
radiometers, a tunable laser system and thermal measraanent sensors. Multispectral instruments 
have also being integrated. The Airborne Multi-Sensor Suite is used in large coordinated field 
experiments in conjunction with ground-truth and sea-truth (from research vessels and buoy 
systems) and spaceborne imaging sensors, especially SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radars) such as 
Shuttle Radar Laboratory and ERS- 1. 

2.  The facility/equipment is moveable as an aircraft platform. The equipment can be 
reconfigured/ou$itted on other aircraft provided significant modifications to the airframe and 
interior are made. 

3. The replacement value not including the basic a i r d  cost is 
Sensors/Inertial Navigation SystedGPS $2.3M 
Modifications to aidrame (where applicable) $0.4M 

4. All sensors included = 6,200 pounds 
Max. payload of P-3 for one flight = 3,500 pounds 
Volume : Approximately 430 cubic feet 

5. Power converters for aircraft 

6. Aircraft platform operations and maintenance - Tectmica) Center Site portion of cost-sharing $ 
300-400K per year (based on approximately 160 flight ham). 

7. No special requirements for aircraft 

8. Now that the sensor/platform suite is developed a d  integrated it would not be difficult to 
replicate or relocate at another site. However, the loss of the facilitylequipment would seriously 
impact the Navy's basic and applied research in envirorrmental sensing and the transitions of such 
research to Navy operations. 

9. Sensor systems were developed at NRL or at commercial sites over the period from 
approximately 1980-1993; the sensor systems were integrated and tested on the ground at NRL 
and then integrated and tested on the aircraft deploying primarily out of the home base at Patuxent 
Naval Air Training Center. 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 

1 1. Typically four (4) experiment missions per year of five day average duration per mission and 
eight flight hours per day or a total of approximately 160 fight hours per year. 

12. Similar to FY89-M93, approximately 160 flight hours per year. 
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13. 6-8 people (doesn't include aircraft flight crew or ground crew). 

14. 10-12people 

15. None. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The DIPL is a central image processing facility that provides the Naval Research Laboratory 
with a powerful softwarelhardware complex for the support of various ongoing programs 
particularly in remote sensing in the ocean, atmospheric and space sciences. The laboratory 
conducts research in computer-aided image enhancement, image interpretation and image 
presentation. The DIPL has historically placed a special emphasis on microwave image processing 
and interpretation, especially spaceborne and airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Real 
Aperture Radar (RAR). The facility is a Temporary Secure Working Area (TSWA)/SCIF capable 
of classified operations. 

Technical Center Site 
FacilityIEquipment 

Nomenclature o r  Title 

The capabilities of the DIPL span basic areas of image handling and interpretation : 

Remote Sensing Division 

DIPL 

Image digitization/processing/image and graphical output 
Data MergingIImage Fusion 
Image Data CompressionlImage Coding 
Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) I Automatic Feature Detection (AFD) 
Image Noise Reductionhnage Noise Interpretation 
Imagelfeature Classification 
Wavelength and Polarization Diversity in Imagery 
End-to-End Microwave Image Processing : SAR, RAR 
Laser Imaging 

2. The facility is fixed, it is definitely not portable even though some of the subsystems are 
moved to field facilities (even installed on research aircraft or an airship) for field experiments. 

3.  Approximately $3.1M (this does not include over 20 man-years of software development for 
research applications). 

4. Approximately 7,500 pounds. 

Volume : Approximately 1,500 sq. ft. floor space and 13,000 cubic feet volume. 

5 .  Security systems for TSWA (temporary secure working area) and SCIF. 

6. Normal shielding/isolation for T S W M C I F  area only. 

7 .  Air-handlers for temperature and humidity control independent of building air-handling 
system. 

8. The physical facility would not be very difficult to replicate nor to relocate at another site as 
long as the costs for the physical plant and the security systems and certification were provided. 
The equipment, hardware and system software could be replicatedlrelocated with no great 
difficulty. However, the research and applications software could be extremely difficult to replicate 
if different hardwarelsystem software were used for any of the subsystems (approximately 20 
man-years of research/applications software development are included in the DIPL); the 
replication/relocation of the facility without the research analystslinterpreters would not be very 
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meaningful; the loss of the facility would seriously impact the Navy's basic and applied research 
efforts in remote sensing with imaging sensors and any transitions of such research to Navy 
operations. 

9 .  The basic mechanical, electrical, air-handling and security portions for the DIPL were 
constructed/installed on site in 1978-1980; the overall physical facility has been upgraded at least 
three times between 1980 and 1993. The facility is evolving to keep pace with the trends in 
computational and image handling devices. Portions of the processing equipment, hardware and/or 
software have upgraded or new items introduced essentially each year since its start-up. Major new 
hardwarelsoftware subsystems have been included as recently as N 9 3 ,  FY91 and FY90. 

10. Environmental Description, Prediction and Effects 

1 1. The DIPL has been used essentially each work day since 1980. During the ten prime hours per 
work day one or more subsystems are in operation approximately 70% of the time. Portions of the 
facility for some tasks are run out-of-hours and over weekends in an unattended mode (less than 
2% utilization). 

12. Approximately same utilization for FY94-FY97 is planned/anticipated as in N89-FY93. Even 
though there may be some personnel downsizing this will be compensated for by increased 
experiment/imaging sensor data volumes and data rates. 

1 3. Seven equivalent individuals needed to operate all major systems simultaneously. One for each 
of five subsystems and two for a sixth subsystem. However, major systems are often operated 
sequentially according to the partitioning of the image processinghandling tasks. 

14. Three people spending a total of approximately 1/20 of a man-year per year. 

15. None. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Makes very high angular resolution optical observations of stars for wide-angle astrometry, to 
support the mission of the US Naval Observatory, and for fundamental astrophysics, to support 
NRL basic research programs. High resolution measurement of stellar positions provides essential 
data for earth rotation and celestial reference frame determinations; such position data for binary 
stars enables determination of stellar masses. High resolution imaging of stellar surfaces and near- 
surface structures provides basic data on stellar structure and activity. The facility is a 
demonstration of the technologies required for high-resolution optical and near-infrared imaging by 
interferometric methods. 

2.  The facility is not portable. 

3. Facilitylequipment: $2.5M 
Buildin~sJutilities: 
Total: $4M 

4.  Gross weight - 30,000 tons 

5 .  Utilities - propane for heating, phone lines, internet connection 

6. Foundations attached to bedrock for stability. 

7 .  Several portions of the facility require temperature stability of better than 0.3OC. Low 
humidity required to prevent damage to optical coatings. 

8 .  It is not possible to relocate the facility to another site. It would be much easier to replicate the 
facility, at a cost similar to section 3. However, the site must have good astronomical seeing and be 
flat to within a few meters over distances of nearly a kilometer. As far as I am aware, the current 
site is the only developed site in the country that meets these requirements. Losing this facility 
would have an impact on the navy, since this is the most advanced high resolution optical imaging 
system world-wide. 

9. The facility was constructed starting in August 1992 and will be complete enough for initial 
operation in May 1994. 

10. Environmental Studies. 

11. There have been people working at the site daily during FY94 and the later half of FY93. 
Prior to that, the facility did not exist. 

12. 100% use through FY97. 
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13. Eight. 

14. Three. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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NAVY PROTOTYPE OPTICAL INTERFEROMETER 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or 

1. Makes very high angular resolution optical observations of stars for wide-angle astrometry 
and fundamental astrophysics, in support of the US Naval Observatory requirements for star 
position and earth rotation and in support of NRL basic research programs in fundamental 
astrophysics. High resolution measurement of stellar positions provides essential data for earth 
rotation and celestial reference frame determinations; such position data for binary stars enables 
determination of stellar masses. It was built as a prototype to demonstrate the basic concepts later 
implemented in the Navy Prototype Optical Interferometer. 

2 .  The facility is not portable. 

3. Facilitylequipment: $2.5M 
BuildingS/utilities: $1,5M 
Total: $ 4 4  

4. 5,000 tons 

5. Phone lines. 

6. Special foundations for siderostats (optical anchors to bedrock). 

7 .  Several portions require temperature stability of 1°C. Low humidity required to prevent 
damage to optical coatings. 

8. It is not possible to relocate the facility to another site. It would be much easier to replicate the 
facility, at a cost similar to section 3. However, the site must have good astronomical seeing and be 
flat to within a meter over distances of 3 0  meters. 

Losing this facility would have an impact on the navy, since this is one of the two most advanced 
high resolution optical imaging systems world-wide. 

9.  The facility was constructed in 1985. 

1 0. Environmental Studies. 

1 1. Past utilization (N89-FY93), 85% through FY92. 0 %  FY 1993. 

12. Projected utilization 0% FY94,25% use thereafter. 

13. Two. 

14. One. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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MARK I11 OPTICAL INTERFEROMETER 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or 

1. Middle atmosphere water vapor measurement. 

2. Moveavable. 

3.  $600K. 

4. 1500 LBS/6'X 6'X 6'. 

5. 220 Volts for cryogenics systems. 

6. Shelter and adjacent concrete pad. 

7. Shelter maintained at 65-75OF. 

8. Reconstruction and calibration in one year. No ground based measurements of middle 
atmospheric water vapor. 

9. Instruments shipped in crates and assembled on site by project engineers. 

10. Environment 10.5 

1 1. PNearly continuous measurements since July 1991. 

12. Measurements from two sites until the end of 1994. Measurements from three sites by 1995. 

13. Two. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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Water Vapor Millimeter-wave Spectrometer 
Goal 

To monitor seasonal variability and interannual 
changes of water vapor in the stratosphere and 
mesosphere at  NDSC sites 

Approach 

Use ground based microwave spectroscopy to 
measure the pressure broadened 222 GHz water 
vapor line 

Retrieve mixing ratios using optimal estimation 

Results 

Nearly continuous daily retrievals from 35-75 km at 
Table Mountain CA (1192-10192 & 5193-present) and 
Lauder New Zealand (11192-4193 & lD3-present) 

-0 I 
-20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 15 20 

Frequenq (MHz) Water Vapor Mlxmg Ratlo (ppmv) 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Atmospheric Research. 

2. Moveable. 

3. $17M Total replacement for instrument. ($2M replacement for NRL component.). 

4. 500 lbs./Approx. 160 ft3. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. 20 ; 50%; Clean Room. 

8. Difficult to replace. 

9. Built in-house at NRL in 1988, transported to Germany for integration tests in 1990 and 
transported by air to Kennedy Space Center in 1991. First flown in March 1992. 

10. 

1 I .  Flies on Space Shuttle, One flight per year. 

12. One flight per year. 

1 3. Approximately 20. 

14. Approximately 5. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. This equipment includes a data retrieval system, a visualization laboratory, on-line primary 
and secondary data storage systems, the computational center, a meteorological and 
oceanographic (METOC) data management system, and user interface systems. The equipment 
provides the capability to retrieve global METOC observations, numerical weather predictions, 
and METOC satellite data and prepare data sets for research purposes. The equipment allows 
researchers to perform multi-channel image manipulation tasks, to perform numerical model 
diagnostics, and to assess the impact of atmospheric parameters on tactical systems and 
decision aids. 

2. The equipment is moveable. 

3. Replacement value: $2970K 

4. Gross weight: 3080 pounds. 

5. Special utility support: None; 

6. Special budget requirements: None 

7. Environmental Controls: air conditioning required to maintain ambient temperature below 
20'C. 

8 .  The equipment could be relocated or replicated. 

9. The equipment has been purchased from commercial vendors over the past 5 years. 

10. These equipment support Functional Support Area 10.5 General Mission Support, 
Environmental Description, Prediction, and Effects. 

1 1. These equipment are utilized at an average of 90% of capacity during work hours and 50% 
of capacity during non-work hours as measured by CPU utilization. 

12. These equipment are projected to remain at the 90% + utilization level through FY 1997. 

13. These equipment requires two persons for regular operation. 

14. These equipment require two persons for maintenance. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 

1. The primary purpose of the towed sensor system is the collection and display of real-time 
information about the spatial and temporal distributions of temperature, light, and conductivity 
distributions in the upper ocean. This instrument is presently unique in its capabilities for making 
small scale, high accuracy measurements of critical ocean parameters. 

2 .  The TSS is highly portable. It was designed to be highly portable and moveable for 
deployment on ships of opportunity throughout the world. 

3.  The replacement value of the towed sensor system (TSS) is approximately $850,000. This 
includes the calibration facility and assembly table for this system. 

4. The gross weight of the TSS is approximately 1,800 kilograms with a volume of 90 cubic 
meters. 

5 .  No special utility is required for the support of this facilitylequipment other than normal 
electric power and a ship with Sufficient capability and deck space to hold the equipment. 

6. The TSS facility, is designed for use on ships; consequently, funding has to be provided from 
some source to provide the ship platform for its use. 

7 .  There are, no special environmental control requirements for the facility other than common 
electronic system storage and operation limits. 

8. The TSS would not be difficult to replicate, since the construction of the system is well 
documented and could be reassembled from readily available part.. 

9. The TSS was assembled on site and tested at sea. The TSS is typically moved from the center 
site to ships for required measurement programs twice per year. These periods of deployments 
average two months. 

10. This TSS principally supports coastal warfare and environmental description, prediction, and 
effects. 

1 1. The TSS construction and initial testing were completed in 1992. Since that time it has been 
employed for about 30 percent of each fiscal year 1992 and 1993. The measure is time at sea the 
system was deployed. 

1 2. Projected use 1994- 1997: 1994 (four months deployment); 1995 (five months deployment); 
1996 (six months deployment); 1997 (five months deployment). 
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13. The TSS requires three people (minimum) for safe operation at sea. 

14. One when not at sea. 

1 5. Not available. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Provides the capability to measure ocean currents in terms of vector velocity, temperature and 
pressure for up to 1.5 years at any location or depth in the world ocean. The system includes a suite 
of 38 acoustic current meters that can be deployed in multiple arrays and recovered. 

2. The ACMF includes portable and moveable components. All of these are portable to some 
extent. 

3. The ACMF has an approximate replacement value of $1.26M. 

4 .  The ACMF gross weight is approximately 1,500 kg and volume is approximately 6.4 cu. 
meters. 

5 .  No special utility support, other than availability of fresh water and water disposal is required. 

6.  There are no budget requirements for the ACMF. 

7. The ACMF requires temperature and humidity control within normal electronic limits. 

8. This facility can be replaced. The impact to the navy, if this equipment were lost, would be 
principally in basic research and advanced development projects that require measurements of ocean 
currents. 

9. The ACMF was constructed at the site. 

10. This ACMF supports principally environmental description prediction and effects. It also 
supports the environmental elements of coastal warfare support. 

11. The historical utilization average for the last. five fiscal years (1989 1993) has been 80%. This 
measure is based upon the utilization of the current meters and mooring systems that are the main 
components of this system at least once that system is an at-sea deployment/exercise. 

12. Projected utilization of ACMF: 1994, 100%; 1995,60%; 1997,80%. 

13. Approximate number, of personnel used to operate the ACMF: 2 

14. One. 

15. The photograph of the ACMF is not available. The principal components, the current meters, 
are now all deployed at various locations in the ocean. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The primary function of AIRDALE is the real-time acquisition, monitoring and archiving of 
sonobuoy and/or AXBT data for up to 32 channels of data at signal bandwidths of up to 20 kHz 
per channel. 

Technical Center 
Site 

FacilityIEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

2. The field equipment is portable. 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 
AIRbome Data 
Acquisition and 

Logging Environment 
(AIRDALE) 

4. 800 lb, 40 cu ft. 

5. 60 amp, 3 phase, 400 hz, 110 Volt. 

6. P3 Orion aircraft or AS W helicopter. 

7. 35"C, low humidity environment. 

8. This facility has been under development since 1992, and is still being developed. Contracts 
are in place to provide engineering, programming and documentation for AIRDALE. Moving this 
facility would increase the contract support costs to the goverment. 

9. NRL was funded by ONR and the AEAS program to develop a portable system for the 
aquisition of acoustic data from fleet P-3C aircraft to be used by NavOceano and the Aeas 
Program. 

10. Ocean surveillance; environmental description, prediction and effects. 

11. This work has been under way since 1992. The system was bench tested in Febrauary, 1994 
and the first field tests were in March 1994 on one of NRL's research P3s. 

12. Two months 1994. Once the development is complete, two sytems will be in use, one by 
NAVO and one by AEAS. Estimated use 1995-1997: six monthslyear NAVO, three months/year 
AEAS. 

13. Two. 

14. Two. 

15. None. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Provides NRL research and operational sponsors a long-range airborne system capable of 
measuring aircraft position using Kinematic GPS Interferometry to centimeter accuracy. Once 
postioned the aircraft provides a platform for measuring the Earth's land or sea topography with 
laserlradar altimetry to centimeter accuracy; the gravity field to 2-3 rnilligal accuracy; the magnetic 
field to 1-5 nanoTesla accuracy. 

2. The field equipment is portable; the processing and anaysis equipment is movable. 

4. 2400 lb. , 120 cu ft. 

5. 60 amps, 110 V, 1 phase, 60 Hz 

6. Instrumentation requires a P3 Orion or other research aircraft capable of carrying sufficient 
weight and volume. 

7 .  35' C, low humidity environment. 

8. This facility is unique, developed and deployed by Code 7421. The core system can only be 
replaced by rebuilding the radar altimeter, gravimeter control and data aquisition system at 
considerable time and expense (see item 9.) This facility provide NRL with the capability of 
making gravimetric and topographic measurements over continental regions unattainable by any 
other means and has earned an international reputation. Loss of this facility would significantly 
decrease NRL's measurement capabilities. The instruments are portable but to relocate the 
functioning facility would require relocation 6 personnel. 

9. Development of AGSS began in 1979 at NRL. The first field tests were in 1980, with ground 
truth comparison testing in 1982. The system was deployed operationally, over open water and 
sea-ice, in 1985,1986 and 1987. Testing to add Kinematic GPS was performed from 1987-1990. 
The full system was used in Greenland in 1991 and 1992 and the Arctic in 1992. 

10. Environmental description, prediction and effects; geodesy 

11. Two months per year for 1989 and 1990, four months per year for 1991 and 1992, two 
months for 1993. 

12. Three months per year. 



13. Four. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SENSOR [7 M x 0.5 M) 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

11 Technical Center I 11 

I 

1. The Map Data Formatting Facility (MDFF) compresses maps in digital form and publishes the 
end product as a library of CD-ROMs, known as the Compressed Aeronautical Chart (CAC). 
CAC is distributed to DoD users by DMA. The MDFF also extracts fleet-specified compressed 
map data from the CAC library and loads it onto militarized Aircraft Optical Disks (AOD), which 
directly support digital moving map systems on several Navy tactical aircraft. 

~ o m e n c l a G e  or 
Title 

2.  Most of the equipment contained within the MDFF is moveable (such as a VAX 8800, disk 
storage arrays, and other major hardware components); some equipment is portable (such as five 
PC-based map stations). The room itself, along with air conditioning and power sources, is 
owned by NASA and is therefore fixed. 

Site 
' Facilityfiuipment 

Map Data Formatting 
Facility 

3. The cost of replacing all of the equipment contained within the MDFF (excluding air 
conditioning units, power sources, and other utilities) is approximately $500k. 

A 

5. The VAX/AXP computers (which are powered through a Power Conditioning System) 
require 150 kVA, and the map stations (which are powered through an uninterruptible power 
supply) require 10 kVA. The MDFF also requires Halon fire extinguishers installed in the ceiling. 

NRL-DUS SC/MRY 

6. The MDFF requires raised flooring. 

I 

7. The larger MDFF computers require constant temperature and humidity controls to keep the 
room below 75' F. 

8. A facility similar to the MDFF is currently being developed for relocation to the Defense 
Mapping Agency. The total cost (including software and hardware retrofitting and relocation, plus 
training of new personnel, plus documentation of all software functions) is $715,000. This 
includes procuring a subset of the hardware currently housed in the MDFF. To relocate all 
hardware and software functionality would cost approximately $1 million. If the NRL MDFF 
were lost, the impact would be substantial to NRL Stennis, since this is one of the primary 
computing facilities at this site. Additionally, the impact to the Naval Air Systems Command 
(NAVAIR) would be substantial, since the MDFF is the primary supplier of militarized Aircraft 
Optical Disks (AOD) in support of the NAVAIR AV-8B and FIA-18 programs. 

9. The MDFF was constructed in FY88 with the procurement of a VAX 8700 computer. Since 
that time, the MDFF has evolved into a multi-computer facility that includes a VAX 8800, several 
VAX workstations, and an Alpha AXP workstation, along with various peripherals such as tape 
drives, CD-ROM drives, mass storage devices, and other equipment. The MDFF also houses four 
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Map Stations and one Maploperator Station, which are 486-based PCs that are used to build the 
AODs. The MDFF is being upgraded again (FY94 / 95) to replace the older VAX computers with 
AXP-based computers. 

3 10. The MDFF supports area 7.2: Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence (C I) 
Airborne. 

11. Approximately 90% (based on CPU usage and disk storage). During most phases of CAC 
processing, the VAX and AXP computers are utilized 100%. When not processing CAC, the 
VAX and AXP computers are used for building AOD images, performing quality control on 
recently built CAC images, developing and testing new software functions, and documenting 
software. The AXP has replaced the PC-based map stations as the primary engine for processing 
the AOD images. The map stations are only used to load AOD images onto the AOD media; that 
function cannot yet be replaced because there is no compatible optical disk driver on the AXP. 

13. Four 

14. Two (currently includes 1 NRL employee and 1 employee of Digital Equipment Corporation, 
under contract to NRL). 

15. Photograph not currently available 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Pattern Analysis 

1. The Pattern Analysis Laboratory (PAL) is utilized to support the advancement of digital 
mapping and spatial data analysis technologies. Through the use of public domain and commercial 
off-the-shelf Automated Mapping (AM) and Geographic Information System (GIS) software, 
digital MC&G databases and application specific products are built, tested, evaluated, and 
implemented to support Naval operations and research activities. The PAL supports the ongoing 
development of the MC&G Utility Software Environment (MUSE), the Mine Warfare Tactical 
Information Management System (MIWTIMS), and the Basic ARC/INFO Support Environment 
(GEOBASE). Through these efforts, the Navy's ability to utilize standard and non-standard digital 
MC&G products and databases is greatly enhanced. 

2. Most of the equipment contained within the PAL is moveable (e.g., SUN Server, SUN 
SPARC and Hewlett Packard workstation platforms, and other major hardware components); and 
some equipment is portable (such as three PC-Notebook Computers). The room itself, along with 
air conditioning and power sources, is owned by NASA and is therefore fixed. 

3. The cost of replacing all of the equipment contained within the PAL (excluding air 
conditioning units, power sources, and other utilities) is approximately $500k. 

5. Standard 220 volt commercial wiring is acceptable for all PAL equipment with the exception 
of one CALCOMP 85000 Series color electrostatic plotter which utilizes 970 Watts at 220 volts. 

6. The classified vault area of the PAL is validated as a SCIF operating facility. Special 
conditions required to meet SCIF standards are needed. 

7. Standard AK with moderate humidity control is required. 

8 .  A facility similar to the PAL would require a total cost (including software and hardware 
retrofitting and relocation, plus training of new personnel, plus documentation of all software 
functions) of apprximately $525,000. This includes procuring a subset of the hardware currently 
housed in the PAL. To relocate all hardware and software functionality would cost approximately 
$35,000. If the NRL PAL were lost, the impact would be substantial to NRL Stennis, since this is 
one of the major computing facilities utilizing digital MC&G data. The impact to the program 
sponsors would be minimal since the most recent versions of all software and databases have been 
transitioned to each of the respective sponsors. 
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9. The PAL was constructed in N84-85 with the procurement of a VAX 780 for the Remote 
Work Processing Facility (RWPF). The RWPF included a Gould Dianza Image Processor and 
significant data storage capabilities. Later upgrades to the PAL have replaced all systems with 
SUN workstations configurations. 

10. The PAL supports areas 4.1, 4.2, 6.3, 8.2, 10.1, and 11.2. 

1 1. Approximately 85% (based on CPU usage and disk storage). 

13. Ten. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph not currently available. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. NRL pioneered the use of airborne electromagnetic (AEM) techniques for charting shallow 
water regions. Preliminary theoretical studies and test surveys provided proof of the concept and 
defined the limitations of commercial systems. NRL developed, under contract with Geophex, 
Ltd. a broadband, low drift AEM system using the latest solid state technology to overcome the 
survey limitations inherent in the commercial systems. The NRL systems have successfully been 
deployed over both shallow coastal and estuary environments using commercial and Navy 
helicopter platforms. Other applications of the AEM system include ice thickness measurements, 
sediment classification, mine countermeasures and soil moisture. 

2. Portable. 

3. The AEM system originally cost $1,012,672.00 in 1988 and has been upgraded into a survey 
tool through additional cost of $600,000.00 over the period 1989-93. 

4. Sensor, platform, and acquisition/controller elements plus support equipment weight is 
approximately 2000 lbs. Worldstorage area requires 50 x 10 foot of floor space with normal 
ceiling height. 

5. None. 

6. Non-fenous/low conductivity environment required for system tests. 

7 .  None. 

8. Portable equipment. 

9 .  System delivered to Stennis Space Center in 1988. 

10. 5.3 Sensors and Surveillance Systems (Special Sensors), 8.2 Defense Systems 
(Countermeasures), and 10.5 General Mission Support (Environmental Description, Prediction, 
and Effects). 

1 1. System has been used throughout period. 

12. System is projected to be used in continuing program with the US Army Corps of Engineers 
into 1995-96 and will be utilized in MCM environmental measurements conducted under ONR 6.2 
support through 1997. 
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13. Four personnel are required to operate the system in the field of which two are required in the 
helicopter to operate the acquisition sub-system and two persons are required on the ground to 
facilitate launch and recovery operations. 

14. One engineer full time with one technician half time. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. This capability supports studies of changes in sediments over vertical and lateral spatial scales 
of -5 m and the relationship of those changes to processes creating and modifying the marine 
environment. 

2. The field equipment, the Deep-Towed Acoustics/Geophysics System (DTAGS) is portable; 
the data processing and analysis facilities are moveable. 

4. wt. = 20,750 lbs. (equipment) 
cube = 2,990 cu. ft. (equipment) 

5. 50 amp, 220 volt, 3 ph power (electronics) 
30 amp, 220 volt or 15 amp, 440 volt 3 ph power (array handler) 
stern U-frame - 10,000 lb. load, 12 ft high, full width of ship. 
deep sea coring winch - .608 conducting armored cable. 

6. Instrument requires a ship for deployment(AG0R class, UNOLS deep ocean type). 

7 .  W°C, low humidity environment for data acquisition and processing systems 

8. This facility is unique, developed and deployed entirely by NRL Code 7432. Its core system, 
DTAGS, can only be replaced by rebuilding from the ground up at considerable time and cost (see 
9 below). This facility provides NRL with the capability of making geoacoustic and seismic 
measurements of ocean bottom sediment properties and structure on a scale unattainable by any 
other means. This facility has earned an excellent reputation within the marine geoscience 
community worldwide for making new discoveries about the ocean subbottom. Loss of this 
facility would significantly decrease NRL's measurement capability. The instrument itself 
(DTAGS) is portable but to relocate the functioning facility would require relocating 4 personnel. 

9. Development of this facility and DTAGS began in 1982 by the Naval Oceanographic Research 
and Development Activity, which eventually became part of NRL, and was first deployed in 1984. 
Since that time, the facility has been continuously upgraded to improve the quality of the 
measurements and increase the system's capabilities. Therefore, the facility as is exists today has 
in fact been in development over a period of 12 years. 

10. Ocean surveillance; environmental description, prediction, and effects 
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1 1. Six deployments in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans; total of -6 months of operation, including 
two experiments in conjunction with other scientific institutions; estimated 68 gigabytes of data 
thus average 1.2 deployments for 1.2 months per year. 

12. One firm, one potential deployment; total of -2 months operation, includes one potential 
collaborative experiment with the U S Geological Survey - average projected one deployment for 
one month per year with funding being the primary limiting factor. 

13. Six. 

14. Four 

15. Photograph attached. 
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HIGH RESOLUTION SEISMOACOUSTIC FACILITY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Subbottom Swath 

1. To resolve seafloor morphology and acoustic lithology with an 11.5 kHz signal concurrently 
sampling subbottom structure and properties along the same swath with a parametric signal located 
in the frequency band 500 Hz to 2kHz. This system, together with associated processing and 
analysis facilities, provides a means to study 3-D geologic features at scales c 10 m along a profile 
that is -2X water depth. These data serve as the basis for detailed examination of processes that 
create and modify the marine environment. 

2. Portable. 

4. wt. = 50,500 lbs. (equipment) 
cube = 2,094 cu. ft. (equipment) 

5. 50 amp, 220 volt, 3 ph power (electronics) 
30 amp, 220 volt or 15 amp, 440 volt 3 ph power (array handler) 
stern U-frame - 10,000 Ib. load, 12 ft high, full width of ship. 
deep sea coring winch - .608 conducting armored cable. 

6. Instrument requires a ship for deployment (AGOR class, UNOLS deep ocean type). 

7 .  60°C, low humidity environment for data acquisition and processing systems. 

8 .  This facility is unique, developed and operated by NRL Code 7432. The sea-going 
instrumentation is custom built and can only be replaced by rebuilding from the ground up at 
considerable time and cost. This facility provides NRL with the capability to resolve bottom and 
subbottom morphology in significantly more detail than possible with other systems. Loss of this 
facility would significantly decrease NRL's 3-D seafloor and subbottom measurement capability. 
The instrumentation is portable but to relocate the functioning facility would require relocating 4 
personnel. 

9. Development of this facility was begun in 1990 by the Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Research and Laboratory's (NOARL's) geology/geophysics branch, now part of NRL. The 
sidescan instrumentation was built under contract by Alliant Techsystems to NOARL's 
specifications. The instrumentation and associated processing and analysis facilities are operated 
and maintained by NRL Code 7432. 

10. Ocean surveillance; environmental description, prediction, and effects. 
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1 1. One deployment since system became partially operational in 1993; estimated 9.9 gigabytes of 
data. 

12. Two deployments; total of -2 months operation. 

13. Six. 

14. Four. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SUBBOTTOM SWATH FACILITY 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Geotec hnical 

1. The purpose of the geotechnical laboratory is to house the specialized geotechnical equipment 
required to make geotechnical analyses on marine sediments. The equipment housed in the 
laboratory includes: a) helium pycnometer used to measure index properties, b) incremental 
loading consolidometers (2); c) instrumented triaxial cells (2) and associated plumbing and 
equipment; d) ovens (2) computers for data collection(3); e) Hamilton frame with both shear and 
compressional wave transducers; f) electronic equipment including oscilloscope, signal generator, 
power amplifier, etc. required to produce and measure the signals from the various transducers; 
and g) field computer for data collection and signal processing used with our in situ probes 
(duomorph and conductivity probes). 

2. Most of the equipment within the lab is portable and can be moved and set up in another area 
with an expenditure of time. There are three systems that are fixed including the triaxial system. 
The plumbing and air lines associated with the triaxial cells are part of the building air system, 
fixed to the wall, and are not considered moveable. A contract with the building maintenance 
would be required to relocate this system. One of the ovens is hardwired into the 220 v building 
power and is also fixed; it would take a maintenance contract to have it moved also. The remaining 
fixed system is the deaired water system which would take a maintenance contract to be moved. 

3 .  Replacement value of the equipment in the lab is difficult to estimate since much of it 
(transducers, custom modifications to equipment including the triaxial cells, in situ probes) is built 
and maintained in house. An estimate of $1,000K to replace the equipment might be conservative. 

Set-up expenses which include tying equipment into building systems (air, water, etc.) would 
also be expensive, at least $25K. 

4. Approximately 100,000 lbs, Volume is difficult to estimate but would probably fit into a large 
moving van. 

5 .  "Clean" air pressure to about 300 psi and 220 v power. We require water for deaired and 
distilled water. We would benefit from a fume hood (which we do not now have) for working 
with hazardous embedding or bonding materials. In addition, a better circulation system would 
help for those times when smells or fumes are vented by the ovens. 

6. No special budget requirements for the laboratory are required. 

7. Environmental control requirements include temperature since a number of analyses are 
temperature dependent (permeability, etc.). The pycnometer cannot be used when it is excessively 
humid (mostly during afternoon thunderstorms in the summer) in the lab since the measurements 
vary with barometric conditions. 
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8. Much of the equipment in this lab could be relocated or replaced without difficulty (but it 
would be expensive). The replaceable and moveable items include electronic equipment, 
computers, glassware, and small laboratory supplies required for routine sedimentary analyses. It 
would be impossible to reproduce the shear wave transducers, duomorph probes, and modified 
triaxial cells in another laboratory. In fact, well-known investigators in the field are coming to us 
for similar modifications to their equipment (Armand Silva of URI, Roy Wilkens at U. of Hawaii). 
This equipment is not "off the shelf' and is constantly being modified; it requires the services of an 
excellent engineer and machine technician (Sean Griffin and David Young). Without the services 
of these two support people, it would be difficult to adequately maintain some of the specialized 
probes and transducers. 

9. See above. Much of the equipment that makes this a unique geotechnical laboratory was built 
in house. 

10. 10.4 Diving, Salvage, and Ocean Engineering, 10.6 Environmental Description, 11.10 
Generic Technology Base Programs. 

1 1. We have a full time post-doctoral researcher who is doing all his research using the laboratory 
equipment and a part time (16-20 hrs) student in the lab. Other individuals (R. Bennett's students 
and full-time technician) use the laboratory on a sporadic (as needed) basis. At times (particularly 
during the summers) it is very overcrowded with 6 people trying to work; other times the lab may 
have only one person utilizing the space. 

12. It will be utilized efficiently, but will be occasionally over-crowded through 1997 unless space 
issues are addressed. 

13. One full time person; however, it is better utilized with multiple people using the equipment 
they need for particular analyses at different times. 

14. Part time support of an electronics technician and a mechanical technician when required. 

15. Included is an illustration of the modified triaxial cell, only one of many pieces of equipment 
housed in the laboratory. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/S SC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or Background Data 

Title 

1. Archiving, cataloguing and storage of data relating to natural and disturbed background 
radiation relating to military engagements. Facility for analysis of data. 

2. Yes 

3. 16.5M$ 

4. 4000 square feet 

5. None 

6. None 

7. None 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer and restablishment of a capability involving 
hundreds of indvidual pieces of computer hardware and the transfer or recruitment and training of 
the staff. The group is currently developing the capability to handle a major BMDO program. 
These and other activities would be suspended until the transfer was completed. 

9. Developed between 1988 and the present time with BMDO support. 

10. 8.1, 10.5. 

1 1. 100% capacity. 

12. 100% capacity. 

13. 22. 

14. Six. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The NRL Magnetic Observatory is located in two specially-built wooden buildings (bldgs. 
2137 and 2138) in a remote area at the Stennis Space Center. The observatory has an array of 
magnetometers extending radially from the building used to conduct magnetic measurements of the 
magnetic field and other magnetic phenomena. In addition to reporting ambient magnetic fields for 
this region of the country, the lab also supports the development of both airborne and underwater 
electromagnetic systems. Extending out in a radius of about 100 yards are several magnetometers 
(Squid, Fluxgate, Proton Precession) and associated underground cabling. 

2. Fixed. 

3. Magnetic sensors and associated systems are worth approximately 2 million dollars and 
include Super-conducting SQUID sensors, active electromagnetic survey system, undersea 
sensors, acquisition sensors, and an observatory sensor suite. The buildings were specifically 
designed and constructed of non-ferrous materials and located in an isolated area to insure low 
ambient static fields. Building 2437 cost $130,517.00 and was built in 1984; and Building 2438 
cost $116,314.00 and was built in 1988. Both structures were constructed of non-ferrous 
materials that may have added a 5-8% additional cost. 

4. 3600 square feet of floor space in two single floor wood frame buildings. 

5 .  No special utilities other than telephone and electricity. 

6. Buildings specifically built with non-ferrous materials. 

7. Air-conditioned. 

8 .  Buildings are used to test magnetic sensors and is a functioning magnetic observatory from 
which data are transmitted daily via telephone link to the World Geophysical Data Center in 
Boulder, CO. 

9. ORIGIN: Buildings were constructed at the site between the 1984 and 1988. 

10. 5.3 Sensors and Surveillance Systems (Special Sensors), 8.2 Defense Systems 
(Countermeasures), and 10.5 General Mission Support (Environmental Description, Prediction, 
and Effects). 

11. Buildings have been used continuously throughout 1989-93 for office space for seven 
scientists, engineers and technicians and the buildings house three laboratories: Electronics Lab., 
Optics Lab, and a staging area for field work with room allocated to continuous measurement and 1 
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egging of the ambient earth's magnetic field and supported the NAVO project Magnetic Calibration 
effort. Instrumentation developed and used to support environmental data critical in both non- 
acoustic ASW and MCM efforts. 

12. Continued use as in section 1 1. 

13. 6-7 Scientists and engineers. 

14. 6-7 Scientists and engineers. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Scene Generation 

1. The development of radiometrically correct, composited scenes for the missile defense 
community using validated codes. Upgrading, maintenance distribution and support of the 
Strategic Scene Generator Module. 

2. Yes. 

3. 21.3 M$. 

4. 2500 sq. ft 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation involves the transfer of a large number of items of computer hardware 
and the transfer or reacquisition and training of a staff of 12 who support the facility. 

9. The facility was developed between 1988 and the present time with BMDO support. 

10. 10.5 and 8.1 

11. 100%. 

12. 100%. 

13. 15. 

14. Three. 

1 5. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or Assembly and Test 
Title Facilitv 

1. The facility is used principally for space research provides a clean, controlled environment for 
the assembly, testing, and optical calibration of modern space flight instruments that require very 
high requirements of contamination and scattered light control. 

2. Yes. 

4. 3200 square feet. 

5 .  None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8 .  To relocate the facility would require developing a new laboratory with clean room of over 
3000 sq ft and moving specialized vacuum systems and other equipment. Also the transfer or 
replacement of four individuals required to operate the facility would be required. This is the only 
facility of its kind. If it were lost, solar space instruments could no longer be assembled, tested or 
optically calibrated with any precision. 

9.  This facility was constructed on-site. It was completed and certified for use in June 1992. 

11. 100% after 1992. 

13. Four. 

14. One. 

1 5. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or 

1 .The acquisition of gamma ray data from a variety of astrophysical and geophysical sources and 
from the Sun. 

2. Yes. 

3. 56.8 M$. 

4.  4000 pounds plus 2000 sq ft. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 26 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data and the 
replacement of the specialized data processing and graphics equipment. 

9. Developed by NRL between 1980 and 1989 with NASA support. 

10. 10.5. 

11. 100%. 

12. 100%. 

13. Eight. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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HRTS: The shuttle version of the instrument is shown mounted in the shuttle bay on a solar 
pointing platform during space operations. The HRTS is the central tube with the open door 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment High Resolution 
Nomenclature or Telescope and 

1. The instrument is used as a test bed to be flown from the space shuttle and from sounding 
rockets to conduct observations of special interest of the solar chromosphere and solar active 
regions. Corollary information is collected simultaneously from ground-based and space-based or 
rocket borne instruments. 

2 Yes 

3 13.0M$ 

5. None 

6. None 

7 None 

8 Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 6 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition a clean room facility, calibration facility and other support laboratory space would have to 
be provided. 

9 Developed at NRL between 1980 and 1987 with NASA support. 

10 10.5 

11 100%. 

12. 100%. 

13. Six. 

14. Three. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or 

1.  The instrument records the solar UV spectrum with very high precision and moderate spectral 
resolution in order to establish the variations in the solar radiance and to provide information to 
atmospheric scientists studying phenomena affected by solar UV radiation. 

2. Yes. 

4. 2000 sq ft. 

5 .  None. 

6. None. 

7.  None. 

8.  Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 8 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition a clean room facility, calibration facility and other support laboratory space would have to 
be provided. 

9 .  The instrument and its support facility was developed at NRL between 1980 and 1989 with 
NASA support. 

13. Twelve. 

14. Four 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipmen t 
Nomenclature or Mechanical Design and 

Fabrication Facili 

1. Provide the capability to design and fabricate specialized mechanical hardware for space 
sensors and for specialized laboratory applications. 

2. Yes. 

3 .  700 K$. 

4. 2000 sq ft. 

5 .  None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 8 
individuals dedicated to the operation and maintenence of the facility. 

9. Instruments by NRL acquired over an extended time. 

10. 10.5. 

1 5. Photograph enclosed. 



Mechanical Design and Fabrication Facility: Engineer uses a work station in one of the 
Division's Information Processing facilities to design mechanical hardware for use in space 
instnimentation 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The purpose of the facility is to obtain information on solar flares that can be used to improve 
understanding of the physical processes involved in the triggering and development of flares and to 
improve methods for predicting the onset of flares. 

2. Yes. 

3. 2 M$. 

4. 1500 sq ft. 

5.  None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8 .  Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 26 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition a computational facility and other support laboratory space would have to be provided. 

9. The instrument and support facilities were developed at NRL between 1985 and 1988. 

10. 10.5 

11. 100%. 

12. 100%. 

13. Four. 

14. One. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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BCS: Instrument shown on a bench prior to integration into the YOHKOH spacecraft 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 

1. The calibration of rocket and satellite instrument in the UV spectral range. Facilities include a 
number of UV sources of radiation extending to the soft x-ray range and vacuum systems to allow 
both imaging and spectroscopic calibrations. 

2. Yes. 

3. l.OM$. 

4. 3500 sq ft. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require moving about 20 vacuum systems and their associated 
equipment and the transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 26 individuals dedicated to 
the operation and maintanence of the facility. 

9. Developed at NRL over an extended period of time. 

10. 10.5 

11. 50%. 

12. 50%. 

13. Eight. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 



W Sensor Calibration Facility: NRL scientist shown at one of several calibration facilities used 
for the calibration of imaging and spectroscopic devices. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/JMRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

Clean Rooms 

1. Assembly of space hardware and other specialized equipment that have extreme requirements 
for being free of dust and other contaminants. 

2. Yes. 

3. 2.25M$. 

4. 2700 sq ft. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8 .  Difficult. Relocation would require the construction of new clean rooms (trying to move them 
destroys them) and the transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 4 individuals dedicated to 
the operation and maintanence of the facility. 

9. Built at NRL over an extended period of time 

10. 10.5. 

11. 100% 

12. 75%. 

13. Four. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

Facility~Equipment 

1. To etch and analyse plastic sheets used to detect ultra-heavy, high energy ions present in the 
cosmic rays and obtained from nuclear particle accelerators. 

2. Yes. 

3. 414K$. 

4. 1400sqft.  

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require moving specialized equipment, modification of space to 
accomodate chemical processing of plates and the transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff 
of 6 individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. 

9. Developed at NRL over an extended period of time. 

10. 10.5. 

11. 100%. 

12. 75%. 

13. Six. 

14. Two. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 



Plastic Track Etching and Analysis Facility: Techcians work automated microscopes scanning 
plastic sheets containing etched tracks of cosmic particles. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Nomenclature or 

1. Provide the technical and administrative staff the capability to process scientific data, control 
experimental hardware and facilities, develop new technical capabilities, implement MIS functions 
and provide routine administrative support. 

2. Yes. 

4. Distributed throughout the Division. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8 .  Difficult. Relocation would require the reinstallation of computer networking and 
approximately 200 pieces of computer hardware along with the transfer or replacement and 
retraining of a staff of 28 individuals dedicated to the operation and maintenance of the facility. 

9. Developed at NRL over an extended period of time. 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

Radiation Sensor 

1. Allows the development of special purposes imaging and spectroscopic sensors to be used 
with space experiments. Instruments sensitive in the range from optical through gamma rays and 
including particles can be developed in these facilities. 

2. Yes. 

4. 2600 sq ft. 

5 .  None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8 .  Difficult. Relocation would require moving specialized equipment and the replacement and 
retraining of a staff of 12 individuals dedicated to the operation and maintenance of the facility. 

9. Developed at NRL over an extended period of time. 

10. 10.5. 

11. 100%. 

14. Four. 

1 5. Photograph enclosed. 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

Facility/Equipment 
Nomenclature or 

1. ARGOS is a spacecraft under development by the Air Force Space Test Program. The NRL 
developed instruments on ARGOS comprise a limb-scanning UV spectrometer, down looking UV 
imagers, and an x-ray scanning instrument. The instruments will allow for a broad range of 
atmospheric and astrophysical measurements, including the development of advanced techniques 
for upper atmospheric remote scanning, calibration of celestial objects and advanced techniques for 
celestial navigation. There will be no other instruments like these available in the world for 
scientific investigation when they begin their space observations in low earth orbit during calendar 
1996. 

2. Yes. 

4. 4500 sq. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None . 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 16 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition, a clean room facility, calibration facility and other support laboratory space would have to 
be provided. 

9. The ARGOS instruments have been under development at NRL since 1991. 

13. Six. 

15: Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The instrument is an observatory with seven independent spectrometers that will conduct W 
measurements of the upper atmosphere for the purpose of establishing the basis for global 
modeling of the ionosphere. Joint ground-space observations will be conducted in order to 
validate and extend the data set. Data will be available to scientist for analysis from NRL's 
Background Data Center. 

2. Yes. 

3. 10.0 M$. 

4. 1000 sq ft. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 20 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition, a computational facility and other support laboratory space would have to be provided. 

9. The instrument and support facilities were developed at NRL between 1985 and 1994. 

13. Five. 

14. Five. 

15: Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/S S C/MRY 

Facility/Equipment Remote Atmospheric & 
Nomenclature or Ionospheric Diagnostic 

S ectrometer (RAIDS) 

1. The instrument is an observatory with seven independent spectrometers that will conduct W 
measurements of the upper atmosphere for the purpose of establishing the basis for global 
modeling of the ionosphere. Joint ground-space observations will be conducted in order to 
validate and extend the data set. Data will be available to scientist for analysis from NRL's 
Background Data Center. 

2. Yes. 

4. 1000 sq ft. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 20 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition, a computational facility and other support laboratory space would have to be provided. 

9. The instrument and support facilities were developed at NRL between 1985 and 1994. 

13. Five. 

14. Five. 

15: Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The instrument is a high resolution visible-UV spectrometer that will record trace molecules in 
the middle atmosphere essential to obtain information on the chemistry and dynamics of the region. 

2. Yes. 

3. 8.1M$. 

4. 1000 sq ft. 

Technical Center 
Site 

Facility/Equipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

5. Special Utility Support: None. 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 
Middle Atmosphere 

High Resolution 
Spectrometer 

Instrument (MAHRSI) 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 8 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition, a clean room facility, calibration facility and other support laboratory space would have to 
be provided. 

9. The instrument has currently been under development at NRL since 1986. 

10. 10.5. 

11. 100%. 

12. 100%. 

13. Four. 

14. Four 

15. Photograph enclosed. 



I 
MAHRSI. Technician makes adjustment to the MAHRSI during assembly onto the shuttle 
pallet at Deutches Aerospace facilities in Germany. 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. SSULI is a limb scanning spectrometer being provided to the Defense Meteorological Satellite 
Program that will provide the information for generating global models of the ionospheric electron 
density. Five instruments are being developed for flight on successive satellites. A facility and 
personnel will be sited at NRL for reducing and analyzing mission data. The flight of these 
instruments and the corresponding algorithm development and data analysis will be the first time 
that DoD will apply the principal of UV limb scanning to develop global models of ionospheric 
parameters. 

Technical Center 
Site 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

2. Yes. 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 
Special Sensor, 
Ultraviolet Limb 

Imaging (SSULI) 

4. 2500 sq ft. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staff of 8 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition, a clean room facility, calibration facility and other support laboratory space would have to 
be provided. 

9. The instrument has been under development at NRL since 1989. 

13. Three. 

14. Eight. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The instrument uses a three-channel optical system to measure emission line brightness in the 
inner solar corona and white light brightness over the entire range of 1.1 to 30 solar radii. These 
measurements contribute to the investigation of the heating of the corona and the acceleration of the 
solar wind. 

Technical Center 
Site 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

2. Yes. 

NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 
Wide-Field White Light 

and Spectrometric 
Coronagraph (LASCO) 

4. 4000 sq ft. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. None. 

8. Difficult. Relocation would require transfer or replacement and retraining of a staffof 14 
individuals dedicated to the operation of the facility and the analysis of the resulting data. In 
addition, a clean room facility, calibration facility and other support laboratory space would have to 
be provided. 

9. The instrument and support facilities were developed at NRL between 1988 and 1994 with 
NASA support. 

14. Five. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Primary purpose: Subject Spacecraft and spacecraft components to an acoustic noise spectrum 
or to a combined acoustic noise spectrum and random vibration spectrum equivalent to that seen 
during launch. 

2. This reverberation chamber is fixed, it is constructed of reinforced concrete. 

3. Replacement value of the concrete chamber is estimated at $3,500,000. Replacement of 
ancillary equipment for generating acoustic noise and random vibration would be ~pproximately 
$1,500,000. 

4. The concrete portion of the chamber weighs approximately 800,000 pounds and has a volume 
of 15,000 cubic feet. The approximate weight and volume of the ancillary equipment is 120,000 
pounds and 12,000 cubic feet. 

5. This facility requires storage and vaporization of large quantities of liquid nitrogen which in 
turn requires the use of propane to provide heat to vaporize the nitrogen. 

6. A propane fired nitrogen vaporizer is required, special heavily reinforced monolithically 
poured concrete walls for the chamber are required as well as very large special sound reducing 
doors on the chamber. 

7. Temperature and humidity control of all interior spaces is required. 

8 .  It would be impossible to relocate this chamber. It could be duplicated if money was 
available. The ancillary equipment could be relocated at great expense. If this capability were lost 
to the Navy, it would make it difficult and expensive to perform random vibration tests on Navy 
spacecraft and components. 

9. The chamber was constructed on site in 1973 by a construction company. The ancillary 
equipment was delivered by truck and unloaded and moved into place by large rigging equipment. 

10. Space Satellites. 

11. Approximately 100 vibration tests per year and two acoustic tests per year have been 
conducted, on average, over the past five years. 

12. A continued rate of approximately 100 vibration tests per year and two acoustic tests per year 
is forseen. 
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13. Two people are needed to operate this chamber. 

14. A total of approximately one-half man year is needed to maintain this facility. 

1 5. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Subject Spacecraft and spacecraft components to thermal cycling under a simulated space 
vacuum. 

2. These chambers are fixed. 

3. Total replacement cost of this equipment would be in excess of two and one-half million 
dollars ($2.5M). 

4. Total gross weight of all equipment associated with these chambers is approximately 300,000 
lbs. 

5 .  A large (26,000 gallon) liquid nitrogen tank and assorted cryogenic valves, lines and controls. 

6. None. 

7 .  Temperature control is necessary for the computer controls and a clean tent for the 
entranceway to each chamber to maintain spacecraft cleanliness when loading and unloading 
payloads. 

8. These chambers would be extremely difficult to relocate. They could be duplicated if the 
money was available. If this capability were lost to the Navy, it would make it difficult and 
expensive to perform thermal vacuum tests on Navy spacecraft and components. 

9. These systems were brought in on trucks in several pieces and welded together in place in 
1973. 

10. Space Satellites. 

1 1. Approximately ten weeks per year have been conducted, on average, over the past five years. 

12. A continued rate of approx. ten weeks per year of testing is foreseen. 

1 3. Two people are needed to operate each of these chambers. 

14. A total of approximately one-half man year is needed to maintain this facility. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

Facility/Equipment 
Nomenclature or Large Anechoic 

Title 

1. Primary purpose is to test antennas individually and on satellite models. Satellite RFI and 
EMCEMI is also performed here. 

2. Fixed 

4. 150,000 cu. ft. 

5. Filtered electrical power for shedded anechoic chamber equipment. 

6. Anechoic chamber and control areas within a shielded room. 

7 .  Normal temperature, air conditioning requirements for rooms. 

8. Very difficult to relocate at another site- the anechoic chamber itself - shielding absorbs 
structure - probably would be as cost effective to build a new facility as to dismantle and relocate 
current structure. Electronic test instrumentation could be relocated however. 

Chamber is used on a continuing basis to test satellite and ground antennas. Very few far field 
chambers have the large test zone and low frequency testability of this facility. Antenna systems 
typically require extensive testing during design, development and verification. 

9. Chambers originally built on site in mid 60's. Since that time improvements have been made 
in areas of - pit lift, conical absorber source end, new fire resistant absorber, fire protection 
system, automatic data collection system. 

10. 1.4 space satellites 

1 1. Antenna testing for design or verification - 95%; Satellite RFI/EMC/EMI - 5%. 

12. Same as 11. 

1 3. Two personnel - one engineer and one technician. 

14. A maintenance contract through an outside contractor is used, approx. 25Wyear. 

1 5. Photograph enclosed. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. Provides a "Class 100" ultraclean environment for the cleaning, assembly and testing of 
contamination sensitive spacecraft components, and complete spacecraft subsystems. The facility 
has been used primarily to support spacecraft propulsion systems but has been used to support all 
spacecraft electrical, electronic and mechanical subsystems. 

2. The facility is not portable or movable with out major demolition and near total reconstruction. 
It is estimated that less than 10% of the current facility and support machinery (air conditioning, 
water, etc..) would be usable following moving. 

3 .  Replacement cost is estimated at four hundred thousand dollars ($400,000.00). This includes 
all air condition and air moving equipment but does not consider the cost of site improvements that 
would be required such as potable water source, sewer, and electrical service to the facility. 

4. The weight of the facility is not determinable, it is not movable. The facility consists of two 
rooms that have a foot print of 44 ft X 43 ft X 13 ft tall and a additional area for mechanical 
equipment that covers an area 43 ft X 20 ft X 13 ft tall for a total volume of 35,776 cubic ft., 
volume . 

5 .  Utility support consists of electrical, hot and cold water, sewer, liquid nitrogen tank for 
conversion to gaseous nitrogen and an external vacuum cleaner. Extensive use of bottled gases are 
used inside the facility, being supplied from external storage sources. 

6 .  Liquid nitrogen storage tank. 

7. Air Conditioning: 65 to 75 F and 40 to 60 % relative humidity, supporting six (6) person 
occupancy with an additional work load of 13 kw internal work load and exhausting a minimum of 20% of 
the total supplied volume of air at the air outlets per minute. The rooms are maintained at a minimum .15 
in. of water pressure differential with existing atmospheric conditions. , 

The facility consists of two laminar flow rooms with an air velocity across the entire room of 
100 to 120 ft per minute. The air is filtered by the use of high efficiency particulate air filters to an 
absolute level of .3 microns. 

8. The entire facility could be duplicated at another facility. 

9. The facility was constructed in 1974 as new construction inside of building A59. It is a stand 
alone facility except that the A59 roof provides protection from the elements. 

10. Space Satellites. 

TAB B 



11. This facility has been in constant usage for the period 1974 to the present. From 1989 to 1993 
the facility supported two major spacecraft programs. Usage has been 100% for 4 to 6 people 
working in the area daily. 

12. The facility will continue to operate on a daily basis (100%) supporting current programs and 
expected other program activity. 

13. The facility has supported the work efforts of 4 to 8 persons. 

14. The maintenance of the facility, mechanical and custodial, requires about the equivalent of one 
person per year 

15. Photograph enclosed.. 

TAB B 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/S SC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 

1. Primarily concerned with the operation and test of precision oscillators, in particular those 
intended for operation in space. A number of space qualified atomic oscillators and clocks has 
been tested in this unique facility. Oscillators and clocks for other applications, such as in mobile 
platforms and fixed stations, have also been tested and evaluated in this facility. In addition to long 
term testing in a space like environment, the capability to evaluate short term performance (phase 
noise) and other measures, such as environmental testing for temperature, humidity, magnetic 
susceptibility, and power regulation, is available. Receiving equipment for the Global Positioning 
System (GPS) has been evaluated for the capability to dissemination and transfer precise time. 

2. The facility is movable under the definition provided, however, the facility spans five rooms 
in the building with interconnected data acquisition systems, reference time and frequency 
standards, remote high precision links to the US. Naval Observatory, a 100 kW un-interruptable 
power supply and other smaller units to provide a 145 KW capability. 

3. The replacement cost of the facility has been estimated from the major components list as 
follows: 

ITEM $K 
2 - Sigma Tau Hydrogen Masers @ 250 each 500 
3 - VLG 1 1 Hydrogen Masers @ 400 each 1,200 
1 - VLG- 10 Hydrogen Maser 400 
5 - HP 5061-004 High Performance Cesium Beam Frequency Standards @ 60 300 
1 - Large Thermal Vacuum Chamber 7 5 
5 - Kernco Thermal Vacuum Chambers 350 
2 - Enviromental Chambers 
1 - 10 ft x 15 ft Environmentally Controlled Chamber 
Data Collectio~comparison system (48 channels, 900 analog channels, 
5 ps resolution, with two data acquisition computers and two workstations) 
Phase Noise and measurement system 
4 - special test setups @ 20 
Short term Measurement system (12 channel and special data collection) 
TV precise timelfrequency link to UN 
GPS 6 Satellite Simulator 
16 - Cesium Beam Tube Testbeds and data system 
100 KW Un-interruptable power supply 
Misc. cabling , cryogenic vacuum pumps, distribution amps, etc. 
Specialized Software and data collection routines ( about 5 person-years) 



4 .  Total estimated weight 14,495 pounds and 3040 cubic feet. 

5 .  Long term evaluation equipment requires un-interruptable power (145KW required), 
compressed air, chilled water for cooling and some equipment requires liquid nitrogen. The 
precise time and frequency references for measurements is a kind of "special utility" required for 
this facility, and the reference to the U.S. Naval Observatory for Universal Coordinated Time 
(UTC(USN0)) and determination of the frequency rates of the facility reference standards. 

6. Environmental controls for the reference standards require special emphasis and funding 
requirements. 

7 .  Precision oscillators/clocks all require temperature, humidity control or measurement for 
operation and evaluation. The hydrogen maser reference standards are contained in a large 
thermally controlled chamber. Other environmental chambers are for test purposes as are the 
thermal vacuum chambers to simulate a space-like environment. 

8. It would be very difficult to move this facility with the special chambers, measurement 
systems and interconnected subsystems. Current projects for Navy, the Air Force and other 
Government Agencies utilizing this facility would suffer long delays due to the time required for 
moving. The facility is unique in the Government and in commercial concerns. Replication of the 
facility is, of course possible, but could be quite costly and time-consuming. 

9. Construction of the facility in its present form began in about 1979 and was in operation in 
early 1981. Since that time it has been continuously modified and updated as the projects and 
technology advanced. The development of space qualified atomic clocks for the GPS program was 
a pacing factor in its development. The development projects with industry and in-house 
technology efforts relied upon the POTF for verification and testing. 

10. This facility supports test and evaluation of equipment for the functional areas of : Platforms 
1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5; Combat System Integration 3.4; Sensors & Surveillance Systems 5.2, 5.3, 
and 5.4; all categories of Navigation and Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence 
(C3I); 8.3 Electronic Warfare Systems; 10.5 Environmental Description, Prediction, and Effects; 
10.7 Major Range Development and Operation; and 11.4 Electronic Devices 

1 1 .  The utilization of the facility has been continuous over the past five years with about 20 
different atomic clocks under test at any one time. 

12. Utilization at approximately the same rate is anticipated through EY97 

13. Operation of the facility is diverse and dependent upon the particular testing ongoing. On a 
average three to four people are involved in facility operations. 

14. Approximately two people are engaged in the maintenance of the various equipment 
involved. 

15. Photograph enclosed. 
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a .  Is there any cash revenue generated by this activity? Example: 
Electricity generated at  this activity and sold to the local community. If yes, 
describe. 

b. What MILCON projects are currently programmed to be completed by the 
gnd of FY1995? For each project provide: 

(1) A description of the proposed facility with title and project number. 
Be sure to include the trailing alpha designator for BRACs-88, 91 and 93 
realignment projects, i.e., P-xxx& P-xxxs, P-xxxT . 

P-040 CENTER FOR SPACE TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION: To provide a 
secure high bay facility to support assembly, electrical checkout, and integration for the next 
generation classified capability for Navy and National missions. Design, development, testing, 
qualifying, and systems integration for an existing National Program has been performed by the 
Naval Research Laboratory. The next generation i8 now being designed but no facility exists 
which can accommodate the new capability hardware. 

(2)  The functional support area(s) that the new facility will support. 
Refer to Appendix A. 

1.1.4 Space satellites 

(3) Identify installed equipment to be provided based on the threshold 
guidance of paragraph 6, page 12, of this data call. 

Mission related equipment requirements have not been finalized. 

(4 )  The additional square footage that this project will provide to the 
functional support area(s). 

Additional SF = 3167 sf total sf of project = 8610 sf demolition of existing sf = 
5443 sf net additional sf to laboratory = 3167 sf 

(5) The current working estimate (CWE) & planned beneficial 
occupancy date (BOD) of the project. 

CWE = $1,980,000 BOD = 3/95 

c .  What  MILCON projects a r e  currently programmed to be 
executed/completed FY 1995? For each project provide: 

(1) A description of the proposed facility with title and project number. 

(2 )  The functional support area(s) the new facility will support. 

(3) The identified installed equipment to be provided based on the 
threshold guidance of paragraph 6, page 12, of this data call. 



(4 )  The additional square footage this project will provide to the 
functional support area(s). 

( 5 )  CWE & planned BOD. 

7 . c . P-703 SPECIAL PROJECTS BUILDING 

( 1 ) Provide a physically and electronically secure connection between two existing 
facilities to allow transfer of sophisticated electronic and computer equipment and data for 
development and control of an essential military system supporting Navy and other service 
requirements. The Assistant Commander for Space Technology operates two buildings containing 
physically and electrically secure office and computer space to perform its assigned classified 
mission. The equipment and supporting personnel in these spaces are essential in supporting an 
existing Navy and DOD program. Because of revised mission requirements, work on individual 
projects must now be accomplished in both buildings creating a logistic delay every time 
equipment, information or personnel move from one secure space to the other. 

( 2 )  10.9 Activity (Tenant - SPAWAR 40) Mission Support. 

(3) Mission related equipment requirements have not been finalized. 

(4)  Additional sf = 1593 sf 

(5) CWE = $400,000; BOD = 1/96 

7. c . P-006 OCEAN ACOUSTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY 

(1 )  To provide secure laboratory and computing facilities for research and 
development in underwater acoustics and in Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy having direct 
military applications including mine countermeasure acoustic programs, acoustic simulation for 
training, acoustic simulation for systems evaluation, low frequency active acoustics, low frequency 
passive acoustic surveillance, shallow water acoustic and non-acoustic ASW, geophysical airborne 
survey systems, airborne electromagnetic survey systems, airborne bathymetric survey systems, 
coastal hydrographic techniques, coastal image understanding, digital MC&G analysis and 
development of digital moving map data compression and display. Increased use of national sensor 
systems requires secure facilities which do not now exist. 

(2) 2.5 Mines 
4.2 Coastal/Special Warfare 
5.1 Sonar Systems 
5.3 Special Sensors 
5.4 Space SensorISurveillance Systems 
5.5 Ocean Surveillance 
6.1 Submarine Navigation Systems 
6.2 Aircraft Navigation Systems 
6.3 Surface Ship Navigation Systems 
7.6 Non-Tactical Data Systems 
10.5 Environmental Description Prediction, and Effects 

(3) Mission related equipment requirements have not been finalized. 



( 4 )  Additional sf = 30000 sf. 
Total sf of project = 52000sf 
SF currently being leased from NASA being vacated = 22000 sf 
Net additional sf to laboratory = 30000 sf 

(5) CWE = $7,060,000 BOD = 10198 

7 .  c . P-050 NAN0 SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY 

(1) To provide facilities to permit synthesis, processing, integration and analysis of 
materials at the atomic and molecular levels. Research at the molecular dimension requires 
laboratory facilities and structures which are free of vibration, electromagnetic and acoustic noise, 
and have ultra clean rooms with -trict environmental controls. Unprecedented potential technology 
advancements to meet tomorrows naval requirements are available in electronics, super 
conductivity, low observables and biomolecular engineering. Other advances include nanometric 
electronics, long range magnetic communications, high performance sensors, high strengthllow 
weight structural materials, high Tc superconducting devices and EM propulsion systems. 

( 2  ) 1 1.5 Materials and Processes 

(3 )  Mission related equipment requirements have not been finalized. 

( 4 ) Additional sf = 16029 sf 
Total sf of project = 39000 sf 
Demolition of existing sf = 2297 1 sf 
Net additional sf to laboratory = 16029 sf 

( 5 ) CWE = $8,943,000; BOD = 10199 

7.  c . P-006 OCEAN ACOUSTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY 

(1) To provide secure laboratory and computing facilities for research and 
development in underwater acoustics and in Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy having direct 
military applications including mine countermeasure acoustic programs, acoustic simulation for 
training, acoustic simulation for systems evaluation, low frequency active acoustics, low frequency 
passive acoustic surveillance, shallow water acoustic and non-acoustic ASW, geophysical airborne 
survey systems, airborne electromagnetic survey systems, airborne bathymetric survey systems, 
coastal hydrographic techniques, coastal image understanding, digital MC&G analysis and 
development of digital moving map data compression and display. Increased use of national sensor 
systems requires secure facilities which do not now exist. 

(2 )  2.5 Mines 
4.2 Coastal/Special Warfare 
5.1 Sonar Systems 
5.3 Special Sensors 
5.4 Space SensorlSurveillance Systems 
5.5 Ocean Surveillance 
6.1 Submarine Navigation Systems 
6.2 Aircraft Navigation Systems 
6.3 Surface Ship Navigation Systems 
7.6 Non-Tactical Data Systems 
10.5 Environmental Description Prediction, and Effects 

( 3 )  Mission related equipment requirements have not been finalized. 



(4 )  Additional sf = 30000 sf. 
Total sf of project = 52000sf 
SF currently being leased from NASA being vacated = 22000 sf 
Net additional sf to laboratory = 30000 sf 

(5 ) CWE = $7,060,000 BOD = 10/98 

7 .  c . P-041 SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY 

(1) To provide adequate, environmentally controlled SCIF laboratories, data 
processing facilities and assembly and test areas for the Naval Center for Space Technology 
(NCST) to prosecute the concept generation, design, development, assembly, integration, test and 
qualification of the next generation spacecraft, ground systems supporting those spacecraft, and 
space systems to meet Navy, DOD, and National missions. The NCST is tasked to pursue space 
capabilities and technologies which directly affect the combat effectiveness of naval forces, ensure 
that adequate space capabilities exist to support naval forces in the execution of their mission, and 
as the naval lead laboratory for space to preserve and enhance a strong technology base. 

( 2 )  1.1.4 Space Satellites 

(3) Mission related equipment requirements have not been finalized 

( 4  ) Additional sf = 1355 sf 
Total sf of project = 541 10 sf 
Demolition of existing sf = 52755 sf 
Net additional sf to laboratory = 1355 sf 

( 5  ) CWE = $73 12,000; BOD = 10100 

d. What is the distance (in miles) to the nearest military airfield and/or pier 
not located at your site? Describe. Assume all previous BRAC closures have 
been executed. 

Andrews Air Force Base - 15 miles one way. 

e .  How many certified magazines, used for the storage of explosives, does 
this activity own or control? What is the total explosive weight storage capacity? 

NRL-DC - 4; NRL-CBD - 5 = 9 
NRL-DC = 0.03 tons, NRL-CBD = 5.5275 tons 



LOCATION 

8 .  Geographic Location 

a .  Is there an imperative in facility, function or synergy that requires the 
installationlbaselfacility to be in its present location? If yes, describe. 

Washington. DC. The location for the Naval Research Laboratory was originally chosen 
based on the analysis and recommendation of the Naval Consulting Board established specifically 
to advise the Secretary of the Navy on science and technology. Washington was selected only after 
consideration of 61 different sites. The reasons for this decision remain valid today, and relate to 
the continuing need by senior Navy management for advice on science and technology issues. 
NRL technical personnel are continuously called upon to assist program managers in the Systems 
Commands, sponsors in OPNAV, and policy makers in Navy and OSD in developing investment 
strategies, technology options and systems decisions. NRL is generally acknowledged to be 
premier government operated research laboratory; as a result, it has responsibilities and programs 
that are national in scope. NRL's contributions to U.S. achievements in research are enhanced by 
its proximity to national science and technology policymakers and sponsors at such organizations 
as the National Academies of Science and Engineering, NASA, Department of Energy and the 
National Science Foundation. Stennis Space Center. Bav St. Louis. MS NRL components now 
located at the SSC were relocated there in 1976 as a part of a Navy-wide plan to co-locate its 
oceanographic activities on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. All NRL components at SSC perform 
R&D in the ocean sciences; many of the programs conducted there are in direct support of the 
Commander, Naval Oceanography Command (CNOC) and the Naval Oceanographic Office 
(NAVOCEANO), both of which are also located at SSC. Virtually all lab and office facilities 
occupied by NRL at SSC were constructed within the past ten years, and were specifically 
designed to support Navy ocean science R&D. While Navy Military Construction Funds were 
used for construction the buildings are "deeded" to NASA per 1976 Navy-NASA agreement. 
Monterev. The Marine Meteorology Division is co-located with its principal customer, Fleet 
Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC), in buildings owned by the Naval Postgraduate School 
(NPS). The proximity to FNOC, its super-computer and satellite ground stations, and the research 
activities ongoing at the NPS both contribute to the mission performance of NRL's R&D programs 
in Monterey. 

b .  What is the importance of the present location relative to customers 
supported? 

Washington. DC, The past and present R&D work at NRL forms the scientific 
underpinning of nearly all of the high-technology weapons and support systems in use or under 
development in the U.S. Navy. As a result, NRL technical and management personnel regularly 
are called upon to provide a wide variety of scientific advice to program managers, sponsors, and 
policymakers in OPNAV, the Systems Commands, DDR&E and the Navy Secretariat. All of these 
organizations are located in the Washington metropolitan area. Stennis S ~ a c e  Center, MS. 
Transition of R&D products, such as new measurement techniques and prototype sensor 
performance prediction models and tactical decision aids, is considerably enhanced by the close 
proximity to NRL's principal customers for ocean environmental R&D, CNOC and 
NAVOCEANO. Both of these activities are also located on the SSC. Monterev. CA The Marine 
Meteorological Division is co-located with its principal customer, FNOC. As a result, NRL 
products can be rapidly transitioned and integrated with FNOC's world-wide products. In 
addition, NRL gains easy access to prototype Fleet equipment on which newly developed products 
and algorithms will be running. 



FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES 

9. Computational Facilities 

a. Describe the general and special computational capabilities at this site. Include super 
computing, parallel computing, distributed computing and networking. Include high-speed data 
transfer, fiber optic links, microwave links, network interconnectivity and video teleconferencing 
capabilities. Do not discuss desktops and laptops except as they relate to networking. 

ercomDutlng Parallel Co- Thinking Machines, Inc. CM- 
5E and CM-200 massively parallel systems. The CM-5E system has 256 CPU processor nodes 
with four-pipe vector units each, 32 gigabytes of memory (128 megabytes per processor node), 
100 gigabytes of disk array storage (Raid 3)). The CM-5E is capable of 40 gigaflopsl64-bit peak 
performance. The CM-200 system has 16K bit-serial processor nodes with 52 high-speed Weitek 
64-bit floating point arithmetic units, 2 gigabytes of memory, and 10 gigabytes of Data Vault 
storage. A tertiary file storage system comprised of a Convex 3220 with 67 gigabytes of online 
disk and a D2 tape robotic system with 6 terabytes of storage, expandable to more than 25 
terabytes, is also available. 

Graphical capabilities include High Resolution Frame Buffers for the CM-200 (XI 1); 
video and VHS movie equipment; X11, Motif and Application Visualization System (AVS) 
support; Parallel AVS on the CM-SE; and High Resolution Kodak color print capability. The CM- 
5E and CM-200 run the UNIX operating system and support C and FORTRAN 90. They also 
support the Andrew File System (AFS). The CM-5E and CM-200 have connectivity to the 
SURANET National Science Foundation Regional network, the Defense Simulation Internet, 
NASA Science Net, the Defense Research and Engineering Network (DREN) and an internal 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)/FDDVEthernet(ATDnet). 

The CM-5E and CM-200 systems are operated as shared scalable systems resource 
centers and are used by NRL, DON, and DoD scientists and engineers to support research in 
scalable systems and ultra high-speed networking technology. Forty percent of the systems' 
resources are DoD High Performance Modernization Plan (HPC-MP) resources; sixty percent of 
the systems' resources are owned by ONR/NRL. The HPC-MP is a five-year plan, sponsored by 
the Director of Defense Research @DR&E), to modernize HPC capabilities accessible to scientists 
and engineers throughout DoD. The HPC-MP program acquires significant computational 
resources which are installed and operated by host activities. Access to these systems is provided 
to all DoD researchers through the HPC-MP program. 

The CM-5E and CM-200 systems are operated by the Center for Computational Science 
in the Information Technology Division and are located in Building 97. 

Paraw- Intel iPSCl860 with 32 processor nodes, 8 
megabytes per processor, 256 megabytes total. Multiple instruction/multiple data (MIMD) 
architecture. The Intel system is operated by the Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid 
Dynamics (LCP&FD) and is located in Building 97. The system is not run as a NRL-wide shared 
resource, however researchers outside of LCP&FD are permitted to use the system. 

. . Secure Sue Secure Supercomputing Facility features a 
Convex C-3820, Convex C-120, and Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 8700. The Convex C- 
3820 system has two CPU processors, 1 gigabyte of physical memory and 4 gigabytes of virtual 
memory, 10 gigabytes of disk capacity (removable winchester disks), and 9-track and 4-rnm DAT 
tape. The Convex C-120 is single CPU processor system with 64 megabytes of physical memory 
and 2 gigabytes of virtual memory; 20 MFLOPS peak single precision and 20 MFLOPS peak 



double precision. The VAX 8700 is linked to the C-3820 via Multinet TCP/IP and NFS and is 
used as an aide in converting VAX/VMS codes to the Convex. Graphics systems supported 
include user-provided workstations and ANSI/VT-100/Tektronix Graphics via RS-232 and 
Ethernet. X-Windows and DGL are supported. 

The facility primarily addresses requirements for GENSER Secret, Top Secret, and material requiring 
special controls, but can also accommodate unclassified computing requirements using terminal and 
workstation systems located within the secure Building 210 complex. The Secure Computing Facility 
is accessed exclusively from secure Tactical Electronic Warfare Division (TEWD) workspaces. 
During normal-mode operations, the C-3820 is accessed via the TEWD network. By special 
arrangement, the unclassified Convex C-120 system can be accessed via MILNET for prospective 
off-site user evaluation and unclassified code development. The Secure Supercomputing Facility is 
operated by the TEWD Advanced Techniques Branch and is located in vaulted spaces in Building 
210. 

C) W u r c a  Cray Research, 
Inc. Y-MP ELl2-512 system with 2 CPU processors, 512 megabytes of memory, and 10 
gigabytes of online disk. Installed software includes IMSL, DISSPLA, NCAR, MSC 
NASTRAN, and AVS. A mass storage file serverlarchiving system (FileServer/Archiver) 
comprised of a CDC-4680 system with 128 megabytes of memory, 64 gigabytes of online disk, 
and 1.5 terabyte robotic tape library. The File ServerIArchiver supports DECnet, Network F i e  
System (NFS), AFS, and ftp access. The system functions as an AFS and a POPmail server and 
supports Columbia Appletalk Protocol (CAP) software. A SUN 4/70 system used for general 
purpose computing; a scientific visualization laboratory with multiple vendors' graphics 
workstations, a variety of visualization software tools, including WAVEFRONT and AVS, video 
recording and editing systems, and high resolution hardcopy and film recording capabilities. The 
systems are accessible via NRL's local area network, (FDDVEthernet), SURANET, and the 
INTERNET. The shared non-HPC resources are operated by the Center for Computational 
Science in the Information Technology Division and are located in Building 97. 

Networking. NRL has three main physical networks. The data networks use mainly 
TCPAP as the network protocol. 

The first is the main NRL local area network (LAN) , an Ethernet using mainly coaxial cable. The 
LAN includes the connections to external networks including the DREN and are principally TI. 
Including all interconnected NRL networks, there are about 1,200 workstations, 1,300 PCs and 
Macintoshes, and 300 other computer systems. 

The second is a lab-wide fiber optic network that is being implemented. The backbone is 213 
complete. It is being used for FDDI and for ATM development. 

The third is a broadband system used for video. The broadband system has two microwave and 
three satellite links used principally for receiving training programs. 

NRL has a low-bandwidth video teleconferencing system with its facilities in Bay St. Louis and 
Monterey and another system linking it to ONR with future connectivity to the NLCCG 
community. 



10. Mobilization Responsibility and Capability 

a. Describe any mobilization responsibility officially assigned to this site. 
Cite the document assigning the responsibility. 

NRL supports the naval reserve science and technology program. This program is 
established to train a mobilization ready group of uniquely qualified naval reserve personnel who 
are experts in their scientific and technical fields to carry out office of the chief of naval research 
(ocnr) missions that require peacetime support or recall/mobilization in the event of crisis response, 
regional conflict or war. The recall or mobilization of naval reserve units to support the Naval 
Research Laboratory is directed under ocnr instruction 1001.1 (series). 

Through this instruction the commanding officer of the Naval Research Laboratory 
(NRL) shall (1) participate in the annual review of ocnr logistic support mobilization plan with 
respect to reserve participation. (2) assist in the development of a technical training program for 
members of the naval reserve units that are assigned recall/mobilization billets within their 
respective organizations, and (3) provide opportunities for reserve contributory support during 
training, independent drilling training and travel (idtt), and annual training (AT). 

(1 )  What functional support area(s) does this responsibility support? 
Refer to Appendix A for the list of functional support areas? 

The major functional support area of the reserve program assets that support 
NRL is the chemical, biological and radiological defense (cbrd) technology units which provide 
technical assistance in cbrd warfare defense areas. These areas require special knowledge, 
techniques and equipment available through naval laboratories and researchers, as well as contract 
research programs. 4 of 7 units supporting NRL have this as their sole mission. The remaining 3 
units are science and technology 

Units composed of individuals with unique qualifications and scientific knowledge 
in technical fields related to fleet mission requirements. Unit members provide direct liaison for 
problem identification and technology transfer between operational commands and related research 
programs. 

(2) What portion of the work years and dollars, as reported in each 
applicable functional support area reported in Tab A, are spent solely on 
maintaining your activity's readiness to execute the mobilization responsibilities? 

NIA: NRL does not spend any funds solev for mobilization requirements. 

(3 )  How many additional personnel (military & civilian) would be 
assigned to your activity as part of the mobilization responsibility? Include 
separately any contractor assets that would be added. 

Presently, approximately 250 personnel are assigned to support the Naval 
Research Laboratory in a reserve status, of which 80 are assigned directly to NRL. In the event of 
recall or mobilization these people would be assimilated into the existing infrastructure of NRL and 
would not require additional facilities 

To accommodate their work. 



10. Continued 

b. Does your activity have adequate facilities to support your mobilization 
responsibilities? (yes/no) 

Adequate facilities exist to support mobilization responsibilities. 

(1) If yes, is any space assigned for the sole purpose of maintaining 
mobilization readiness? (yeslno) If yes, list the square footage assigned. 

No space is assigned for the sole purpose of maintaining mobilization readiness. 

(2 )  If no, what repairs, renovations and/or additions are required to 
provide adequate facilities? What is the estimated cost of this work? 

No repairs, renovations or additions are required. Existing facilities are adequate. 

(3) Are there any restrictions that would prevent work (noted in 
paragraph lO.b.(2) above) from taking place (i.e., AICUZ, environmental 
constraints, HERO, etc.)? If yes, describe. 

No restrictions are present to prevent work. 

c .  Describe any production facilities that would be activated in case of a 
future contingency. 

No production facilities would be activated. 

d .  Is your activity used as a Reserve Unit mobilization and/or training site? 

NRL building 43 is used as a training and mobilization site for the NRL Science and 
Technology Unit 206. 



1 1.  Range Resources. Include a copy of the form provided at Tab C of this data call for each 
range located at this activity or operated by this activity. Also, report ranges at detachments and 
sites not receiving a separate data call. The following definition of a range will apply: 

Range - An instrumented or non-instrumented area that utilizes air, land, and/or water space to 
support test and evaluation, measurements, training and data collection functions, but is not 
enclosed within a building. 

SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1 .  List all the ranges that your activity maintains and operates. Provide the 
following information on each range: 

Naval Research Laboratory Test Range 

a .  A brief statement of what the range is used for. 

The test range consists of restricted zones for both air and water operations above and on 
the Chesapeake Bay authorized by the Federal Aviation Administration and the Commander, Naval 
Base, Norfolk, Virginia. The approximate width of the range from CBD to Tilghman island is 10 
miles. 

b. Geographic location of the range. 

Chesapeake Bay, in the vicinity of Chesapeake Beach, Maryland, at Randle Cliff Beach. 

c .  Distance from the range to the activity's headquarters facility (main site). 

40 miles if the question means NRL mainsite. Onsite if the question means CBD. 

d .  Range size in square miles. 

57 square miles. 

e . Scheduling authority. 

The Small Boat Supervisor of the OperatioWaintenance section. 

f . Air space available/restrictions. 

Visual Flight Rules (VFR). 
Up to 3000' altitude. 
Coordinated through the CBD Operations section. 



g . Maximum water depth available/restrictions. 

The majority of boat operations are limited to shallow draft vessels. Maximum depth is 
130' in the shipping channel. 

h . Instrumentation capability. 

X-band radar, UHF radio, VHF marine, radio, VHF research and security radio, LPAT 
lightning protection system, Video camera and monitors. 

i .  Accuracy of tracking. 

The Test Control radar is for scanning not tracking. The range rings and bearing 
indicator are interpreted by the operator. 

j . Data collection/replay capability. 

Video taping of the radar screen. 

k .  What are the maximum hours per year that this range is available to 
support activities? Provide the actual hours that the range was up and capable of 
providing services. Do not count "down time" due to maintenance, 
reconfiguration, or administrative activities (i.e., Holiday shutdowns). 

Maximum hours available 1984 
Actual hours to provide services 1984 

2920 
Weekends a 

2088 
Holidays dlu 

1984 

I .  What were the actual hours this range was utilized per year for the last 
five years (FYs 1989-1993)? 

1992 703 hours 
1991 900 hours 
1993 598 hours 
1990 590 hours 
1989 730 hours 

m. What were the actual hours that this range was utilized in FY1993? 

FY93 68 1 hours 

n.  Who are the customers of the range? 

Tactical Elect. Warfare Div. Advanced Sys. Techn. 
Radar Division Remote Sensing 
Optical Science Division Information Techn. Div 
Marine Techn. Or Acoustics Chemistry Division 



1 1. Continued 

o .  Of the actual hours utilized what percentage of utilization time was 
provided to which customers? 

Tactical Elect. Warfare Div. 5700 90% Advanced Sys. Techn. 8 122 1% 
Radar Division 5300 4% Remote Sensing 7228 1% 
Optical Science Division 5622 1% Information Techn. Div 5500 1 % 
MarineTechn.OrAcoustics 7423 1% Chemistry Division 6100 1% 

p. Provide a sketch, drawing or map of the range. 

See enclosed Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

2 .  Are any of your ranges part of the DoD Major Range and Test Facility Base 
(MRTFB)? (yeslno) If yes, which ones? 

No. 

3 .  Are there any limiting (current or future) environmental and/or encroachment 
characteristics that are associated with this range. 

Navigation of commercial craft will be permitted in Area C at all times, but such vessels shall proceed 
on their normal course and shall delay their progress. 



12 .  Military Housing 
- 

( a )  Family Housing: 

(1) D o  you have mandatory assignment to on-base housing? 

(2 )  For military family housing in your locale provide the following 
information: 

Not applicable: NRL does not have not have military family housing. 

( 3 )  In accordance with NAVFACINST 11010.44E, an inadequate facility 
cannot be made adequate for its present use through "economically justifiable 
means". For all the categories above where inadequate facilities are identified 
provide the following information: 

(4 )  Complete the following table for the military housing waiting list. 

(5) What do you consider to be the top five factors driving the demand 
for base housing? Does it vary by grade category? If so provide details. 

(6) What percent of your family housing units have all the amenities 
required by "The Facility Planning & Design Guide" (Military Handbook 1190 & 
Military Handbook 1035-Family Housing)? 

(7 )  Provide the utilization rate for family housing for FY93. 

(8) As of 31 March 1994, have you experienced much of a change since 
FY93? If so, why? If occupancy is under 98% ( or vacancy over 2%), is there a 
reason? 

( b )  BEO: 
(1 )  Provide the utilization rate for BEQs for FY93. 

NRL does not have BEQs. 



12. Continued 

(2 )  As of 31 March 1994, have you experienced much of a change since 
FY 1993? If so, why? If occupancy is under 95% (or vacancy over 5%), is there 
a reason? 

(3) Calculate the Average on Board (AOB) for geographic bachelors as 
follows: 

(4 )  Indicate in the following chart the percentage of geographic 
bachelors (GB) by category of reasons for family separation. Provide comments 
as necessary. 

(5) How many geographic bachelors do not live on base? 

(c)  BOO: 
(1) Provide the utilization rate for BOQs for FY 1993. 

NRL does not have BOQs. 

(2)  As of 31 March 1994, have you experienced much of a change since 
FY93? If so, why? If occupancy is under 95% (or vacancy over 5%), is there a 
reason? 

(3)  Calculate the Average on Board (AOB) for geographic bachelors as 
follows: 

(4)  Indicate in the following chart the percentage of geographic 
bachelors (GB) by category of reasons for family separation. Provide comments 
as necessary. 

(5) How many geographic bachelors do not live on base? 



(1) Provide data on the BOQs and BEQs assigned to your current plant 
account. The desired unit of measure for this capacity is people housed. Use 
CCN to differentiate between pay grades, i.e., El-E4, E5-E6, E7-E9, CWO-02, 
03 and above. 

(2 )  In accordance with NAVFACINST 11010.44E, an inadequate facility 
cannot be made adequate for its present use through lleconomically justifiable 
means". For all the categories above where inadequate facilities are identified 
provide the following information: 

(3) Provide data on the BOQs and BEQs projected to be assigned to 
your plant account in FY97. The desired unit of measure for this capacity is 
people housed. Use CCN to differentiate between pay grades, i.e., El-E4, E5- 
E6, E7-E9, CWO-02, 03 and above. 

(4)  In accordance with NAVFACINST 11010.44E, an inadequate facility 
cannot be made adequate for its present use through "economically justifiable 
means". For all the categories above where inadequate facilities are identified 
provide the following information: 

(5) Provide data on the messing facilities assigned to your current plant 
account. 

NRL does not have government run messing facilities. There is a cafeteria and a 
snack bar on the facility that fall under MWR activities. 

(6)  In accordance with NAVFACINST 11010.44E, an inadequate facility 
cannot be made adequate for its present use through l'economically justifiable 
means1'. For all the categories above where inadequate facilities are identified 
provide the following information: 

(7)  Provide data on the messing facilities projected to be assigned to 
your plant account in FY97. 



12. Continued 

(8) In accordance with NAVFACINST 11010.44E, an inadequate facility 
cannot be made adequate for its present use through "economically justifiable 
means". For all the categories above where inadequate facilities are identified 
provide the following information: 



13. MWR Fa- . . .  For on-base MWR facilities1 available, complete the 
following table for each separate location. For off-base government owned or 
leased recreation facilities indicate distance from base. If there are any facilities 
not listed, include them at the bottom of the table. 

LOCATION- DISTANCKAL~UL- 

(a) Is your library part of a regional interlibrary loan program? 

NRL is part of an international loan program. 

Ispaces designed for a particular use. A single building might 
contain several facilities, each of which should be listed 
separately. 



1 4 .  Base Family Support Facilities and Programs. 

a .  Complete the following table on the availability of child care in a child 
care center on your base. 

In plan stage, MILCON papers prepared and forwarded, but not approved. 

Mos 
24-36 
Mos 

3-5 Yrs 

b. In accordance with NAVFACINST 11010.44E, an inadequate facility 
cannot be made adequate for its present use through "economically justifiable 
means." For all the categories above where inadequate facilities are identified 
provide the following information: 

Facility typelcode: 

What makes it inadequate? 

What use is being made of the facility? 

What is the cost to upgrade the facility to substandard? 

What other use could be made of the facility and at what cost? 

Current improvement plans and programmed funding: 

Has this facility condition resulted in C3 or C4 designation on your 
BASEREP? 

c .  If you have a waiting list, describe what programs or facilities other than 
those sponsored by your command are available to accommodate those on the list. 

d .  How many "certified home care providers" are registered at your base? 

e .  Are there other military child care facilities within 30 minutes of the 
base? State owner and capacity (i.e., 60 children, 0-5 yrs). 



f .  Complete the following table for services available on your base. If you 
have any services not listed, include them at the bottom. 

One snack bar~lunch room and various snack vending machines and a cafeteria. 



1 5 .  Proximity of Closest Major Metropolitan Areas (provide at least three): 



1 6 .  Standard Rate VHA Data for Cost of Living: 

NRL-DC 



16. Continued 

Patuxent River 



16. Continua 

Gulfport, MS (Stennis Space Ctr.) 



- - - . - - - - - - 

16. Continued 

Monterey , CA 



16. Continud 

Port Hueneme~Pt. Mugu 



17.  Off-base Housing Rental and Purchase 

(a)  Fill in the following table for average rental costs in the area for the 
period 1 April 1993 through 31 March 1994. 



17. Continued 

( b )  What was the rental occupancy rate in the community as of 31 March 
1994? 

h WASHINGTON SITE I Percent Occupancy Rate 



17, Continued 

(c)  What are the median costs for homes in the area? 

MONTEREY SITE I 



(d )  For calendar year 1993, from the local MLS listings provide the number 
of 2, 3, and 4 bedroom homes available for purchase. Use only homes for which 
monthly payments would be within 90 to 110 percent of the E5 BAQ and VHA for 
your area. 

District of Columbia; and Northern Virginia. 
NOTE 1: Only Charles, Calvert, and St. Mary's Counties could provide the breakdown by bed- 
rooms. The number of home available in these 3 counties represents less than 20% of the total 
homes from all of the Washington area. 
NOTE 2: 17(d) represents the number of homes available for E5 BAQ and VHA dependents. 
The number of homes for Montgomery County, MD; District of Columbia; and Northern Virginia 
for E5 BAQ and VHA without dependents was obtained but could not be provided for all the other 
counties. 

January I I I 
Februarv 11 

Information not 

March 
Apnl 
Mav 
June I I I 
Julv I 
August 
September 
October I November I I I 

2 bedroom - 31; 3 bedroom - 128; 4 bedroom - 14 



17. Continued 

3 bedrooms - 863 
4 bedrooms - 322. 

(e )  Describe the principle housing cost drivers in your local area. 

Center of Government; Capitol city; enterprise, etc. 

April 



18.  For the top five sea intensive ratings in the principle warfare community 
your base supports, provide the following: 



19.  Complete the following table for the average one-way commute for the five 
largest concentrations of military and civilian personnel living off-base. 

I& I 

SOURCES: Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS), Pensacola ~ a k o l l  Office, 
Relocation Process (Notes & Samples - Internal), Household Goods Carriers' Bureau Mileage - 
Guide No. 15, Official table of ~istances, Northern American Road Atlas. 

SOURCE: Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS), Pensacola Payroll Office, 
Household Goods Carriers' Bureau Mileage Guide No. 15, Official Table of Distances, Northern 
American Road Atlas. 

I I I 

SOURCE: Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS), Pensacola Payroll Office, 
Household Goods Carriers' Bureau Mileane Guide No. 15, Official Table of Distances, Northern - 
American Road Atlas. 



20. Complete the tables below to indicate the civilian educational opportunities 
available to service members stationed at the installation (to include any outlying 
sites) and their dependents: 

(a) List the local educational institutions which offer programs available to dependent chil- 
dren. Indicate the school type (e.g. DODDS, private, public, parochial, etc.), grade level (e.g. 
pre-school, primary, secondary, etc.), what students with special needs the institution is equipped 
to handle, cost of enrollment, and for high schools only, the average SAT score of the class that 
graduated in 1993, and the number of students in that class who enrolled in college in the fall of 
1994. 

and Language. 
N O W  Residential Treatment Center. 
NOTE 5;  Alpha Omega Program - for slow learners (paced learning). 
NOTE 6; Programs mandated by Federal Government under the Individuals with Disabilities Act 
(IDEA). In addition, students with special needs are categorized into Levels 1 - 5 and receive 
additional supervision as required. 



additional supervision as required. 
NOTE 7; Program mandated by Federal Government under the Individuals with Disabilities Act 
(IDEA). 



20. (a) continued, 

Institution 
St. Tammany 
Parish, La 
Calvert Baptist I-' Tamman ) 

Emerson 

Public 

Paro- 
chial 

(St. Tammany) I chid 
Lake Castle Sch I 

Tangipahoa 
Parish. LA 1 Public 
Trafton Acad I Private 
First Assembly 
Christian Acad 
(Tangipahoa 
Parish) 

Paro- 
chial 

Note 1. Mild, Moderate Ge 
educationally handicapped, 
language disordered, beha 
Sever/Profound Generic C1 
emotionally disturbed, deaf, 
Note 2: Mild, moderately hi 
Note 3: Resource Classes fc 
Note 4: Full range of specia 
physical education, occupati 
Note 5: Pre-school handica] 

Special 

Age 3 - 
Grade 8 I No 

Grade 8 

Grade Pre 12 - I Note 4 

Pre K - 
Grade 8 No 

Pre K - 
Grade 12 No + 
school I Note 5 

eric Classes com~osed of 
zild to moderate hentally 
lor disordered, partially 
ises composed of mental1 
,aumatic brain injured and 
idicapped students only. 
slow learners and learnin 

ducation including self-cc 
nal therapy and gifted. 
led. 

l Y Y 3  
Annual % HS 

Enrollment I $ 1  I Grad to I 
Cost per ACT Higher Source of 
Student Score Educ Info 

Parish 

1,545 N/A N/A School 

3,810 18.5 50% Academy 

1,500 School 
Not Avail- + School 

Parish 

I Supv or 
NIA I NIA 1 19.0 Sec Edu. 

2,250 N/A N/A Academy 

2,000 N/A N/A Academy 

Not 
Avail- Learning 

1,200 able 60% Center 

2,500 I School 
traumatic brain injured. learning disabled. 
disabled, orthop&ic ally impai;ed, severe 
;ighted and/or hard of hearing students. 
y disabled, multi-disabled, blind, autistic, 
2r other severely health impaired. 

; disabled. 
ntained, mildly mentally retarded, adaptive 



20 (a) continued 

Note 7; Moderately Learning Disabled only. 



20 (a) continua 
- 

Note 2: Facility is geared toward teaching children with Learning Disabilities (specifically 
Attention Deficit Disorder). Only students with LD attend this school. 
Note 3; Educable mentally handicapped; trainable mentally handicapped; physically impaired; 
traumatic brain injured; occupationaVphysical therapy; speech, language and hearing impaired; 
deaf; developmentally delayed; visually impaired; emotionally handicapped; specific learning 
disability; gifted; profoundly mentally handicapped; dual-sensory impaired and other instructional 
programs such as English for speakers of other languages, drop-out prevention, pregnant teens, 
drop-out retrieval and vocational. 





20. (b) Continu4 

SOURCES: Perterson's Guide to Four-Year Colleges, 1993. Peterson'sGuide to Graduate and 
Professional Programs, 1994. 1993 Northern Virginia Telephone Directory. 1994 District of 
Columbia Telephone Directory. Arlington County Board of Education. Fairfax County Board of 
Education. Montgomery County Board of Education. Prince George's County Board of 
Education. 



(1 Slidell I I 

Institution 

Picayune 
Mem. HS 

11 Clearwood I I 

Type 
Classes 

Day 
Night 

- - 

Slidell Voca 
Center 

Adult High 
School 

No 
GED Prog. 

Delgado 
Com 
Col  Sl id  

1 Day ( N o  

~ --. 

Day 
Night 

Slidell, Jr., 
HS Slidell, 
LA 

- - 

No 
No 

SOURCE: Picayune High - phonecon with 1 

Day 

Night 

, campus - 
Bay High 

counselor at Slidell High School. 

No 

No 

Rogram Type(s) 

Night 
Day 

Vocational/ I Undergraduate I 

No 
No 

I only I Program 1 
Technical 

No I No I No I No 
Yes I Yes I No I No 

w 

Courses I Degree 
Graduate 

Yes 
No 

No 

No 

- .  

No 
No 

No 

No I Yes I No I No 
1 

No 

Yes 

No 
No 

l V l K l  311L 

SOURCES; MPC and Hartnell College; College Catalog; Montuly Traning Bullems from Naval 
Postgraduate School, includes Pacific Grove High School. 

- - - - 

Yes 

No 
No 

No 

No 

Yes 
No 

No 
No 

No 

No 

No No 

No 
No 

No 
No 



(c) List the educational institutions which offer programs on-base available to service 
members and their adult dependents. Indicate the extent of their programs by placing a "Yes" or 
"No" in all boxes as applies. 



20. (c) Continued 

Phonecon with Becky Hanson, Center for Higher Learning. 

MRY SITE 
Institution 

NONE 

Type 
Classes Program Type(s) 

Adult High Vocational/ Undergraduate 
School Technical Graduate 

Courses Degree 
only Program 

Day 
' Night 
Corres- 
pondence 
Day 
Night 
Corres- 
pondence 
Day 
Night 
Corres- 
pondence 
Day 
Night 
Corres- 
pondence 



2 1 .  Spousal Employment Opportunities. 

Provide the following data on spousal employment opportunities. 



a .  Do your active duty personnel have any difficulty with access to medical 
or dental care, in either the military or civilian health care system? Develop the 
why of your response. 

Difficulty getting through on appointment lines and long waiting periods for 
appointments at most facilities due to large number of patients in the local area versus available 
capacity. Sick call availability adequate. 

b .  Do your military dependents have any difficulty with access to medical or 
dental care, in either the military or civilian health care system? Develop the why 
of your response. 

Difficulty getting through on appointment lines and long waiting periods for 
appointments at most facilities due to large number of patients in the local area versus available 
capacity. Sick call availability adequate. 



2 3 .  Crime Rate. Complete the table below to indicate the crime rate for your air 
station for the last three fiscal years. The source for case category definitions to 
be used in responding to this question are found in NCIS - Manual dated 23 
February 1989, at Appendix A, entitled "Case 

Category Definitions." Note: the crimes reported in this table should include 1) 
all reported criminal activity which occurred on base regardless of whether the 
subject or the victim of that activity was assigned to or worked at the base; and 2) 
all reported criminal activity off base. 



DFNDUM TO TAB B - OUESTION #6 

SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1 . State the primary purpose(s) of the facilitylequipment. 

2. Indicate whether the facilitylequipment is portable, moveable or fixed as defined by paragraph 
6, page 12 of this data call. 

3. Provide the replacement value of the facilitylequipment. Report the facilitylequiprnent cost 
separate from any building and utilities that may be integral to the facilitylequipment. 

4. Provide the gross weight and cube of the facilitylequipment. 

5. Indicate any "special" utility support required by this facilitylequiprnent other than normal 
electrical power. 

6. Indicate any special budget requirements for the facilitylequiprnent (i.e., special foundations, 
non-ferrous materials, shielding, hardening, etc.). 

7. State any environmental control requirements for the facilitylequiprnent (i.e., temperature, 
humidity, air scrubbing). 

8. Indicate if this facilitylequipment would be extremely difficult or impossible to replicate or 
relocate at another site and the impact to the Department of the Navy if this facilitylequipment were 
lost. Consider existing Government-wide and commercial capabilities as the replication and impact 
statements are formulated. 

9. Indicate how and when the facilitylequipment was transported and or constructed at the site. 

10. List the functional support areas (previously provided in Tab A) that this facilitylequipment 
support. Refer to Appendix A for the list of functional support areas. 

1 1. Provide the historical utilization average for the past five fiscal years (1989-1993). Define the 
unit of measure used. 

1 2. Provide the projected utilization data out to FY1997. 

13. What is the approximate number of personnel used to operate the facilitylequipment? 

14. What is the approximate number of personnel needed to maintain the equipment? 

15. Provide one 8 112 x 11 black and white photo of the facilitylequiprnent. 

ADDENDUM TO TAB B 



SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The primary purpose of these measurement systems is the collection and display of real-time 
information about the spatial and temporal distributions of temperature, light, bioluminescence 
potential, turbulence, biological productivity, and conductivity distributions in the upper ocean. 
These instruments are presently Navy unique in their capabilities for making small scale, high 
accuracy measurements of critical ocean parameters. These systems consist of The Advanced 
Microstructure Profiler System, The Integrated Absorption Cavity and Optical Profiler systems, the 
Towed Underwater Pumping System and the Bioluminescence Vertical Profiling System. 

Technical Center 
Site 

Facility~Equipment 
Nomenclature or 

Title 

2. These systems are highly portable. They were designed to be highly portable and moveable 
for deployment on ships of opportunity throughout the world. 

NRL-DUSSC/MRY 
Oceanographic Bio- 
Geo-Chemical and 

Turbulence 
Measurement Systems 

3.  The replacement value of these sensor systems is approximately $2,000,000 

5. No special utility is required for the support of these equipments other than normal electric 
power and a ship with sufficient capability and deck space to hold the equipment. 

6. These systems are designed for use on ships; consequently, funding has to be provided from 
some source to provide the ship platform for its use. 

7. There are, no special environmental control requirements for the systems other than common 
electronic system storage and operation limits. 

8. These systems would be costly but not difficult to replicate, since the construction of the 
system is well documented and could be reassembled from readily available parts. 

9.  These systems are assembled on site and tested at sea. They are typically moved from the 
center site to ships for required measurement programs once to twice per year. These periods of 
deployments average two months. 

10. These systems principally supports coastal warfare and environmental description, prediction, 
and effects. 

1 1. These systems have been constructed and upgraded over the last five years. They have been 
employed for about 30 percent of each fiscal year 1992 and 1993. The measure is time at sea the 
system was deployed. 

12. Projected use 1994-1997: 1994 (four months deployment); 1995 (five months deployment); 
1996 (six months deployment); 1997 (five months deployment). 

13. These systems require two to four people (minimum) for safe operation at sea. 
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14. One to three people are required for maintaining the systems when not in active use at sea. 

15. Photographs attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The term "Workstation Network" is used to include 51 Sun workstations and 2 SGI 
workstations, all connected peripherals, installed software, and the local area network equipment 
and cabling that connects them. The primary purposes of these facilities are to provide general 
purpose computer services to the branch personnel, including tools for program development, 
graphics display, data processing, word processing, electronic mail, data storage, network 
connectivity, etc. 

2. Each particular workstation is movable. The average total weight of a workstation and 
attached peripherals is roughly 200 lbs. These workstations operate as part of an integrated total 
system, each of them accessing the disks of the others over our local area network (LAN). Part of 
the LAN is the installed base of cabling. This cabling is essentially fixed. Although the whole 
system could be moved, it would be much more difficult that moving the 50 individual 
workstations as separate pieces. 

3. The replacement value of our facilities is approximately $1.52M. This breaks down as: 

Sun Workstations, disks, software: $920K 
SGI Workstations, disks, software: 324K 
Printers, etc. 116K 
Network equipment, cabling: 162K 

4. The gross weight of these facilities is: 12,000 lbs. The gross cube is: 35 cubic yards. 

5. The Workstation Network depends on an installed network cabling plant in the building. 
Also, the network equipment and several of the workstations depend on Uninterruptible Power 
Systems and power distribution equipment. Several of the workstations depend upon special air 
conditioning support. All our workstations use and benefit from the wide-area (offsite) network 
connectivity provided at NEU/S tennis. 

6. No special budget requirements other than maintenance, supplies, and funding for operations 
support. 

7.  Most of the equipment operates in a normal office environment. Some requires special UPS 
and air-conditioning (see #5). 

8. If air-conditioning and UPS support were available at the new site, it would cost 
approximately $200K to move the existing facilities and set them up at the new site, assuming a 
site with roughly the same spatial layout as our current site, and assuming a "within U.S." move. 
To "replicate" would be much more expensive since the total cost of replication would be 
acquisition of equipment and software, plus installation costs for both. Much of the equipment and 
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software is tailored to a specific workstation for individual user needs. The difficulty of replicating 
the data would be an order of magnitude greater. Wide-area network connectivity would also need 
to be provided. 

Loss of these facilities would stop the work of NRL's Ocean Dynamics and Prediction 
Branch. 

9 .  These facilities were acquired over a period of approximately five fiscal years, and added one- 
at-a-time to the network. Network cabling has been installed and improved over that period. 
Network hub equipment has been installed and upgraded. Other equipment has been procured by 
various projects within the branch and integrated into the distributed system. 

10. These facilities support coastal warfare and environmental description, prediction, and effects. 

1 1. These facilities support the work of approximately 60 government personnel and contractors. 
Utilization of the equipment for fiscal years 1989-1993 has been approximately 85% during the 
normal workday, using units of "usable resource". That means that a workstation on a person's 
desk is 100% in use if it is reasonably filling that user's needs for the business day, and other 
unused resources on that machine (such as unused CPU cycles) are being shared to others in the 
group in a way that doesn't impact the primary function. If a workstation were not fully and 
properly employed (i.e. sitting idle), then 100% of the usable resource wouldn't be in use. At 
night and on weekends, the definition of usable resource shifts heavily toward CPU cycles, since 
people run CPU-intensive jobs during those times. Our experience has been a steady growth in 
this type of use from approximately 10% in FY89 to approximately 40% in FY93. 

12. We expect the same percentage (85%) of use during the normal business day, and the current 
night and weekend CPU use (40%) to continue for FY94 - FY97. 

13. There are 5 people in our computer support group. This group provides operation and 
maintenance support. 

14. See #13. Also, other maintenance services are provided under maintenance contracts with 
equipment vendors. That vendor support is approximately .5 MY. 

15. Photograph not available. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The primary purpose of the Advanced Data Acquisition Buoy System (ADABS) is to 
autonomously collect acoustic data in either deep or shallow remote locations. This instrument is 
presently unique in its capabilities for collecting wide bandwidth, large dynamic range, extended 
continuous time series data. 

2. The ADABS was designed to be deployed from ships of opportunity throughout the world. 

3. The replacement value of an ADABS is approximately $1,300,000/unit (we have two units). 
This includes the internal high density digital recorder. 

4. The gross weight of the ADABS is approximately 4,000 lbs with a volume of 216 cubic ft. 

5 .  A winch capable of lifting 6,000 lbs is required to deploy and recover the ADABS. Sufficient 
deck space to hold the equipment is required. 

6. ADABS is designed to be used from ships therefore funding must be provided, from some 
source for the appropriate ship time. This ship time has always been funded separately (not 
include with the ADABS deployment cost). 

7. There are no special environment control requirements for the facility other than common 
electronic system storage and operation limits. 

8. ADABS would not be difficult to replicate, since the construction of the system is well 
documented and could be reassembled from readily available parts. The sole exception would be 
the fabrication on the Instrument Pressure Vessels v V ) .  While they can be fabricated - they are 
not readily available. 

9. ADABS was developed and fabricated on site. ADABS has been deployed on at least two test 
missions and one missionldata collection exercise. The ADABS is shipped to the appropriate 
remote port to be loaded aboard the platform from which it will be deployed. These period of 
deployments average two months in duration and typically utilize two ADABS. 

10. ADABS has predominately supported the FDS, FDS-D, ADS and CST programs in 
determining the acoustic environment to enable the predication of performance of various other 
detection systems. 

11. The fabrication of ADABS and initial testing were completed in 1992. Since that time it has 
been utilized on one data collection mission. 

12. Projected use 1994-1997: It is anticipated that there will be three two month missions per year 
using two systems/mission. 

13. ADABS requires three people (minimum) for safe operation at sea. 
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14. Three persons are required for maintaining the ADABS (and support equipment) when not in 
active use at sea. 

15. At this time both ADABS are being prepared for shipment to its next operation. (Photograph 
attached.) 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The primary purpose of the Towed Ocean Sound Source (TOSS) System is the transmission 
of sound in support of acoustic data recording systems. This system is used to produce single 
tone, multi-tone, and random noise signals. 

2. The TOSS is highly portable. It was designed to be highly portable and moveable for 
deployments on ships of opportunity throughout the world. 

3. The replacement value of the TOSS system is approximately $800,000. This includes three 
sound sources and all the support equipment and electronics. 

4. The gross weight of the TOSS is approximately 36,000 lbs. with a volume of 2,400 cubic 
feet.. 

5. No special utility is required for the support of this facilitylequipment other than normal 
electric power and a ship with sufficient capability, a u-frame, and deck space to hold the 
equipment. 

6. The TOSS equipment is designed for use on ships; consequently, funding has to be provided 
from some source to provide the ship platform for its use. 

7. There are no special environmental control requirements for the facility other than common 
electronic system storage and operation limits. 

8. The TOSS would not be difficult to replicate or relocate to another site. 

9. The TOSS equipment was transferred from NOSC in 1985. The equipment has been updated 
and improved at NRL. The TOSS system has been used on numerous missioddata collection 
exercises. TOSS is shipped to the appropriate remote port to be loaded aboard the platform from 
which it will be used. The period of use average two months in duration. 

10. The TOSS system has predominately supported the LFA, FDS, FDS-D, ADS and CST 
programs. The TOSS supplies a calibrated signal to other deployed acoustic recording systems. 

11. The TOSS fabrication and initial testing were completed in the late 1970's. Since that time it 
has been utilized on numerous data collection missions. 

12. Projected use 1994-1997: It is anticipated that there will be at least one two month mission per 
year. 

13. The TOSS system requires three people (Minimum) for safe operation at sea. 
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14. Two persons are required for maintaining the TOSS (and support equipment) when not in 
active use at sea. 

1 5. Photograph attached. 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Technical Center 
NRL-DC/SSC/MRY 

FacilityEquipment 
Nomenclature or Acoustic Data 

Collection S stem 

1.  The primary purpose of the Versatile Experimental Data Acquisition Buoy System (VEDABS) 
is to autonomously collect acoustic data in either deep or shallow remote locations. This 
instrument is presently unique in its capabilities for collecting medium bandwidth, medium 
dynamic range, extended continuous time series data. 

2. The VEDABS was designed to be deployed from ships of opportunity throughout the world. 

3 .  The replacement value of an VEDABS is approximately $1,000,000/unit (we have five units). 

4. The gross weight of the ADABS is approximately 4,000 Ibs with a volume of 216 cubic ft. 

5 .  A winch capable of lifting 6,000 lbs is required to deploy and recover the VEDABS. 
Sufficient deck space to hold the equipment is required. 

6. VEDABS is designed to be used from ships therefore funding must be provided, from some 
source for the appropriate ship time. This ship time has always been funded separately (not 
include with the VEDABS deployment cost). 

7.  There are no special environment control requirements for the facility other than common 
electronic system storage and operation limits. 

8 .  VEDABS would not be difficult to replicate, since the construction of the system is well 
documented and could be reassembled from readily available parts. The sole exception would be 
the fabrication on the Instrument Pressure Vessels (IPV). While they can be fabricated - they are 
not readily available. 

9. VEDABS was developed and fabricated on site. The VEDABS ADABS has been deployed on 
numerous rnissioddata collection exercises. VEDABS is shipped to the appropriate remote port to 
be loaded aboard the platform from which it will be deployed. These period of deployments 
average two months in duration and typically utilize two VEDABS. 

10. VEDABS has predominately supported the LFA, FDS, FDS-D, ADS and CST programs in 
determining the acoustic environment to enable the predication of performance of various other 
detection systems. 

1 1. The fabrication of VEDABS and initial testing were completed in the early 1980's. Since that 
time it has been utilized on numerous data collection mission. 

12. Projected use 1994-1997: It is anticipated that there will be at least one two month missions 
per year using two systems/mission. Most missions will be utilizing the ADABS. 

13. VEDABS requires three people (minimum) for safe operation at sea. 
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14. Three persons are required for maintaining the VEDABS (and support equipment) when not in 
active use at sea. 

15. At this time all the VEDABS are in house. (Photograph attached) 
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SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

1. The primary purpose of the microscopy facility is to examine the composition, spatial 
distribution, and elemental chemistry of biofilms and substrata materials as required for the 
investigation and documentation of microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC). Scanning 
electron microscopes are needed for required image resolution at high magnifications. SEM/EDS is 
especially used for surface characterization while ESEMEDS is used for spatial studies of wet 
biofilms. LCSM will provide three dimensional data for biofilms. All information is used in 
identification and interpretation of MIC and related projects. 

2. This is a fixed facility once installed and calibrated by manufacturer representatives. 

3. The replacement value of the S E W D S  is approximately $185,000, E S E W D S  $287,000, and 
LCSM $190,000, total $662,000. 

4. Gross weight is approximately 6213 Kg. Instrumentation volume is 7500 x lo3 cm3. 
Laboratory space required for insturnentation and supportive operations is approximately 1200 sq. 
ft. 

5. A dedicated 240V power supply is required. A separate circulatory water plumbing system and 
mechanical pump area with heat dissipation provision are also needed. 

6. A solid floor is required to eliminate vibrations to the sensitive electronic system. No low 
frequency magnetic fields can be allowed in the nearby areas. 

7. Temperature and humidity must be continuously controlled separately from ordinary building 
environment. 

8. The microscope systems in this facility are all commercially available. 

9. Microscopes were shipped according to manufacturer specifications and assembled on-site by 
company service personnel. 

10. This facility supports coastal warfare and environmental description, prediction, and effects. 
(Biodeterioration, Localization ,and Speciation of Copper, Arctic Pollution, and MIC of Composites 
projects). 

1 1. Historical usage for 5 past M is approximately as follows: 

SEMEDS 1500 hours 
ESEMIEDS 1850 hours (owned 3 113 years only) 
LCSM usage is expected to start 5/94. 
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1 2. Total Projected Utilization thru N97: 

Usage for MIC projects is expected to remain approximately the same throughout this time 
period. 

SEM/EDS 350 hours per year 
ESEM/EDS 500 hours per year 
LCMS 300 hours per year 

13. Each microscope requires only I person to operate it at a time. Five persons use the facility as 
per their needs. 

14. At least 2 persons (also users) are required for ongoing maintenance. 

15. Photograph attached. 
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ERilC- 9 5 CERTIFICATION 

Reference: SECNAV NOTE il000 dtd 8 Dec 93 

Ic accordance with policy set forth by the Secretary of the Navy, 
personnel of the Department of the Navy, uniformed and civilian, 
wno provide isformation for use in the BRAC-95 process are 
required tc provide a signed certification that states 'I certify 
a the information contained herein is accurate and complete to 
=he best of my knowledge and belief." 

rn .he sipnisp of this certification constitutes a representa~ion 
rhar the cerzifying official has reviewed the information and 
e-=her (1) personally vouches for its accuracy and completeness 
o r  ( 2 )  has possession of, and is relying upon, a certifica~ion 
exezxced by a conpetent subordinate. 

- .  - s m -  ---.. in2iviiual in your acrivity generating information for the --. - - - - - s q  ----- -.-.-. - ,-,, =ss must cerzify that information. Enclosure (1: is 
. . .  ;ro~iael f o r  ~narl?idual cerrifications and may be duplicate5 as 

r.e=essezy. Yon ere direczcd to mintain those certificatians at 
yc- r  ac:ivizy for audit pu-rposes. For purposes of this 
cerzificacior sheer, the cormnander of the activity will begin the 
*=.-- ---.-ficazizn - process and each reporting senior in the Chain of 
Coraaiid reviewinp tne infomation will also sign this 
cerzificazisn sheet. This sheet must remain attached to this 
package ar.5 be forwarded u=. the Chain of Command. Copies must be 
rezainei by each level in the Chain of Command for audit 
- 7 .  .-* y d - _ L I ~ ~ e ~ .  

- , PC.-&< - --- -&fy -he infonr,ation contained herein is accurate and 
comziece tc tne best of my knowledge and belief. 

ACTIVITY COFDfWDZR 

NJ-YE (Please rype of print) 

Ti~1s 

NRL 
Activity 

Signature 

~ a k  e 
d~/;ag 



I cerzify that the information contained herein is accurate and . . -  
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 3 

NEXT ECHELON LEVEL (if a~olicable) 

NAME (Please type or print Signature 

Title Date 

Activity 

I certify that the information contained herein is accurate and 
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

NEXT SCHELON LEVEL (if ao~licablc) 

N-a-YE (?lease type of print Signature 

m ,  F i - ~ - - e  Date 

Ir. c e r r i t y  tha: the information herein is accurate and complete 
to the besc of my knowledge and belief. 

MAJOR CLAIMANT LEVEL 

MARC PELAEZ, RADM, USN 

NAYZ (Please type or print 

C h i e f  of N a v a l  R e s e a r c h  

T ~ = i e    at el / 
O f f i c e  of N a v d l  R e s e a r c h  

I certify that the information contained herein is accurate and 
complete to the best of my knowledge belief. 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS (LOGISTICS) 
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF (INSTALL 

R. R. SAREERAM 
NAYE (Please type of print Signature 

& ~-r-I\36 

Title 
27 JUN 1994 

Date 



Reference: SECNAV NOTE 11000 dtd 8 Dec 93 

~ r .  accoriance with poliLy set forth by the Secretary of tho Navy, 
personnel of the Departmen; of the Navy, uniformed and civilian. 
wno provide ir.formation f o r  use in the BRAC-95 process are 
rec~ired to provide a signed certification that states "I certify 
t the information contcined herein is accurate and complete to 
=he best of my knowledge and belief." 

The signing of this certification constitutes a representation 
a the terrifying: ofiicisl has reviewed the information and 
eizhsr (1) personally vouches for its accuracy and completeness 
o r  ( 2 )  has possession of, and is relying upon, a certification 
oxec~te2 by a competent snbordinate. 

- - = L . ;  . - .  . v i a  in your ac=ivity generating information for the 
- - . .C  - -  zsr-.+-~= Zrccess rncst cer=15* that informatior?. Enclosure (1) Is 
--oq7i5el for indiiridual cer=ificarions and may be duplicated as r- 
zecers+rJ7. You e r e  d i r e c z t ?  to mintain those certifications at 
ycs2r acz~vizy for audit puToses. For purposes of this 
CSV- ------ ; c i  CS-; --or. sheer, the ccmander of the activicy will bepin the 
cerz~iicazion process and each reporting senior in the Chain of 
Ca.~,zr.d reviewins the ictcrmafion will also sign this . - corr~rica:ion sheet. This sheet must remain attached tc this 
pzckage and be forwarded u; the Chain of Comand. Copies must be 
rezzlnei by each level in the Chain of Command for audit 
p'd-TOSC)S. 

.. ; certify the information contained herein is accurate and 
ccxziete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

a.m. & s / D y  
NAME (Please ~ y p e  of print) 

MkL 
Activity 

Signature 

5/3 /9# 
Date 

8 .  



1 certify that the information contained herein is accurate and 
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

NEXT ECHELON LEVEL ( i f  a~~licable) 

NAME (Please type or print Signature 

T1~le Date 

Activity 

I certify that the information contained herein is accurate and 
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

NEXT ECHELON LEVEL (if a ~ ~ l i c a b l e l  

N J i C  (Please type of print Signature 

Title Date 

I.: certify that the information herein is accurate and conplete 
to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

MAJOR CLAIMANT LEVEL 

MARC PELWEZ, RADM, USN 
NAME (Please type or print 

Chief of Naval Research 
Title 

Office of Naval Research 
Activity 

I certify that the information contained herein is accurate and 
complete to the best of my knowledge belief. 

DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS (LOGISTICS) 
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF 

8, W e  SAREERAM 
NAME (Please.-type of print Signature 

R ~ h o h  
Title 

- 

27 JUN 1334 
Date 


